
 
 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - January 2-6, 2006 
 
Date:  January 6, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
Best wishes for a good start for the new year to all of our collaborators and readers. This week  
we took the FEL off the air because the Central Helium Liquefier had scheduled maintenance  
and testing activities. We took advantage of the down time to accomplish the following: 
 
- the UV FEL wiggler was successfully installed in the wiggler pit of the UV FEL beamline; the 

associated wiggler motion controls were installed in User Lab 3. 
 
- we re-activated the GaAs photocathode in the electron gun with our standard internal 675C 

"heat clean" process; the re-activation restored the cathode quantum efficiency to 4.5%; the 
last re-activation was performed over a year ago (Dec. 17, 2004) and the photocathode has 
delivered over 1k Coulomb of charge since then. 

 
 
- we opened up the vacuum can for the high reflector optics and re-adjusted the mounts for the 

high power 1.6 micron optics; this procedure appears to have removed the minor astigmatism 
that was observed on this optic during the high power FEL operation in December; we expect 
higher FEL efficiency using this optic. 

 
- numerous equipment checks and minor maintenance activities were performed on the electron 

beam transport system and associated diagnostics to help us diagnose some peculiar driver 
accelerator performance we observed during the last two days of the December run; one 
broken power supply, some high frequency noise on magnet cabling and several mis-aligned 
viewer systems were found. 

  
Today we performed hot check-out on all FEL systems in preparation for returning to operations 
early Monday morning. 
 
Management: 
We began preparing revised cost-performance plans for our FY06 ONR work scope now that the 
FY06 DoD appropriations bill has been passed.  
 



Discussions were held this week with AES, Inc. on the proposed FY06 work scope for the 
continuation of our joint THz project and with FSU for their requested design analysis for FSU's 
proposed IR FEL for the National Magnet Lab.  
 
A meeting was held on Thursday with the DOE Site Office to plan the FEL Operations Review 
that will be held at the end of March.  
 
Dates (Feb. 15-16th) were fixed for the next meeting of our Maritime Technical Advisory 
Committee. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Wednesday the fourth photocathode activation of the anodized wafer was performed 
achieving 4.5% QE. The previous activation was performed on December 17, 2004 including six 
(6) re-cesiation and over 1kC delivered since then. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   Much of this week was spent checking out systems and correcting problems that were found in 
last year's run.  Through this checkout we've found that several of the Beam Viewers in the 3F 
region are in fact misaligned and the image being seen by the operations crew is actually 
reflections.  This caused several problems with setting up the machine as the reflections were not 
agreeing with Dave Douglas's model.  In an effort to repair this we have disassembled the 
problematic viewers and modified the camera alignment to look directly at the image.  This has 
been ongoing this week and is nearing completion, so we will be ready for ops on Monday.  Also 
time was spent this week going through the problematic regions of the machine and blowing 
compressed air through the magnets and girders to blow out any debris that could be causing 
magnetic field changes.  Some minor elements were found in several magnets, such as a few 
washers and screws, but nothing major. 
    The drive laser pulse control (DLPC) system has been upgraded to include a new method of 
generating micropulse timing.  This new method will provide us with greater flexibility in 
controlling the machine current and should then allow for improved diagnostics.  This will make 
setting-up the machine more straight-forward.  Until now, we have only ever required 
micropulse frequencies in powers of two (i.e. 4.678MHz -> 9.357MHz -> 18.712MHz -> 
37.425MHz ->74.85 MHz ).  This has the effect of allowing us to increase the machines current 
(via micropulse control) in powers of two as well.  Recently, a scheme was presented that would 
allow us to have "linear" (or "vernier") control over the micropulse density.  The necessary 
modifications to the DLPC were made over the holiday "break" (ha ha) and addition electronics 
(GPIB controller and DG-535 delay generator) have been installed this week.  Additionally, we 
have been working out the software requirements as well. The new mode will be ready for beam 
ops next week. 
    The ICM2F02 Unser Current Monitor Signal was correctly routed into EPICS this week.  Do 
to the orientation of the Unser Monitor on the beam line the signal was inverted and shifted so 
the ADC could not read the signal.  This was handled by modifying the channel in the Charge/ 
Dump Current Monitor Chassis to alter the signal so the ADC can read it, also the EPICS scales 
were adjusted to accommodate this specific current monitor.  This has been tested with generic 
signals and will need to be verified with beam.  Progress is ongoing for the upgrade of the 



Charge/Dump System with some design work accomplished this week.  The new card schematic 
is coming along and front panel designs are beginning. 
    The Danfysik power supply that was acting up in Zone 5, which powered MQT2F06, was also 
replaced this week with a fresh one. The new unit is hooked up and it ready for use. Video cables 
were also run to the 2G for end of line spectrometer experiment.  The video cables were 
terminated and all that needs to be worked out is the way we will get stepper motor control to 
where it needs to be.  Cables were also run for the octupole that will be placed in the 3F region in 
the future.  
    The newest revision of the GC Magnet Control Boards have been ordered.  Parts are being 
accounted for, so a couple of boards will be ready for assembly once they arrive.  Four more 
6kW Reversing Switch circuit boards have been assembled and tested.  There are four more in 
progress that will provide us with the necessary number for installation and several spares.  
Assembly of the newest revision of the Cold Cathode Gauge Vacuum Permit Card is in progress 
and nearing completion.  Planning and some preparations are being made to move the OCCMS 
RTD signals to the Optics ADC with the rest of the signals.  The cables to do this have been 
installed and a required jumper has been made up as well.  The chassis in the vault needs to be 
modified and this will happen during the next available maintenance period.  Support was 
provided for the THz line alignment. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):    
 Sextupole (SF) 
• We will not re-start measuring the sextupoles until funds are on hand.  
Replacement Chicane Dipoles (GW) 
• The remaining two units are at Magnet Test, awaiting the testing of Sextupoles before they get 

measured. 
QX Quadrupole 
• Three quadrupoles will need to be inspected for shifts in pole positions after being dropped out 

of their box during a fork truck move.  The magnets will have to be re-measured at STI.  All 
work is awaiting funds.  

UV Line 
• Girder assembly remains on hold awaiting funds and a plan on how to use the measurements 

we have on the QX Quads to commission them effectively.   
• The NEG Pump cartridge holder design for the second corner UV chamber is on hold.  
UV Wiggler Progress 
• No progress on the new Wiggler vacuum chamber. 
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
•  Anti-halo Octupole.  An outside machining firm manufactured brackets and machined plates 

for a core ring out of surplus BC corrector core parts over the Christmas break. The shop will 
be finishing off the core ring assembly on Monday.  We removed poles and coils from 
sextupoles in Arc 4 of CEBAF that will insert into the core ring to allow us to create the 
Octupole rapidly and very low cost.  Thanks to the CEBAF folks for the great cooperation in 
allowing us to temporarily utilize parts scrounged from the sextupoles (that are not being 
utilized at present).  The octupole’s stand and girder (from spare parts) were placed between 
the second and third quadrupole at the start of the return leg of the FEL, awaiting the magnet.  
No survey and alignment will be needed.  A spare trim channel will be used to power it. 

 



WBS 10 (Wiggler): 
The UV wiggler was installed in its pit this week without incident.  The control panel was 
installed in User Lab 3.  We found what appears to be some graphite on the front of the 
Kollmorgen servomotor drives.  STI Optronics is working with the manufacturer to determine 
the source of this contamination.  Personnel from STI Optronics are due here on January 16th to 
complete delivery of the device.  
 
While they are here they will fix a couple of warranty repair items on the IR wiggler.  These 
repairs will lead to less confusion in the documentation and should allow operation down to the 
original minimum gap of 16.5 mm. 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors: 
On Friday, December 14, and during the week of Dec. 19, Ops pushed up the cw power, roughly 
doubling the value (to ~ 2.2 kW) achieved the week before.  The in-cavity calorimetry data 
indicates about the same level of absorbed power (mirrors + absorber shields) of 2.5 W for both 
the HR & OC mirrors.  If this loss was totally due to the mirrors, the absorptive losses would still 
be less than 200 ppm, however, there is every reason to believe the losses from the mirrors is less 
than that, and we are detecting light absorbed by the shields.  We had noted before the start of 
ops in late November that the 1.6 micron HR had some anomalous astigmatism due to the water 
lines exerting torque on the seated optic.  The week of Jan. 2 we vented that vessel to 
atmospheric pressure with dry nitrogen and greatly ameliorated the astigmatism.  It is back under 
vacuum and later today we will restore it to operational status.  We received our sapphire witness 
samples before the holidays and started characterizing them before shipping them off to be 
coated. 
Other Activities 
We feel that the contamination issue reported in the last report is under control and we now have 
three (3) operational and clean pump carts and connecting hoses.  We discovered that one pump 
cart was contaminated by some component in the prototype OBPM.  It was disassembled this 
week and is being cleaned.  RGA scans of the optical transport system (OTS) show a residual 
hydrocarbon level (families of peaks > 55 amu) in the 1 e -9 Torr range.  We'll monitor these 
peaks while lasing to see if the partial pressure of the hydrocarbons changes very much.  The 
week of the 19th we completed the beam tube for the OTS, and quickly pumped down to the 
operating pressure (~ 1 e-6 Torr) through all the User Labs.  Lacking a OBPM for position 
information, a Brewster window assembly was installed at the end of line and the beam will be 
terminated with a high average power detector with two cameras (vis & IR) observing the 
detector surface.  (Essentially what we had for the IR Demo).   The IR camera used to look at the 
cryomodule RF windows was calibrated so we can determine the temperature of the window in 
the range of ~ 50 - 250 deg C.   We assisted WBS 9 with fabrication and installation of a stand to 
hold a prototype octupole in the 3F region.   
 
UV FEL 
 
At a very low level of effort we've started putting together the hardware needed to do a bakeout 
and determine the ultimate pressure of the vacuum vessels.  We assisted WBS 8&10 by 
constructing a stand for the UV wiggler motion controls chassis, and installing the chassis on it. 



 
Terahertz: 
This week we did an optics alignment check and made some adjustments. We removed M3 to 
allow illumination of the first diamond window, and to allow clearer observation and adjustment 
of the reverse tangent alignment laser.  A clear laser spot from the center of the first diamond 
window was observed to focus correctly at F2 and F3.  Based on our beam observations last 
month, it is clear that we need to be able to observe the light at F1 with our shutters open.  
Design modifications to the vacuum chamber immediately above F1 were started in 
collaboration with our partners, Advanced Energy Systems. 



MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - January 9-13, 2006 
 
Date:  January 13, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
As advertised in last week's report we brought the FEL Upgrade back on-line on Monday after  
spending last week installing the UV wiggler and tweaking hardware in both the FEL and electron beam 
transport systems.  
 
This week was spent  re-establishing agreement between the electron beam transport models and the 
beam diagnostic measurements.  The gun cathode had been subjected to a planned heat-cleaning the 
previous week and recovered perfectly: we were soon able to run several milliamps CW and lased at low 
power with the improved mirror figure.   We discovered a few problems which were preventing our beam 
viewers and other diagnostics from making calibrated beam measurements and spent a very productive 
week working the careful details required before we can move to very high average currents.   We are 
also working to automate our injector script so that the beam performance is more consistent and 
reproducible.  
   
Management: 
We spent the week finalizing the FY'05 Annual Report which should be ready for production next week.  
We also hosted Thomas Hodge of the Army SMDC for a tour of the facility on Friday to give him a 
flavor of what an FEL at WSMR might be like.  
 
Invitations were sent out to key FEL users for enlisting their support for organizing  
the up-coming FEL Users meeting on March 8-9. The preliminary announcement for the  
user's meeting was distributed via our email database and posted on our website. 
 
Operations: 
 
Operations started up again for the first time since the holiday break and last week’s UV wiggler 
installation.  Due to the fact that the CEBAF machine is down this week we can only run day shifts and 
then need to open up the vault.  Luckily, the initial turn-on was quite smooth.  We were able to run CW 
beam to the 1G dump the first day and verify that the BBU threshold was about the same as it had been 
when we shut down in December.  The match was not very good but we were able to achieve lasing at 1.6 
microns on Tuesday with the relatively non-astigmatic mirror set.  Due to the poor match, the 
performance was not very good.  We also switched off the rotator and found that we could get up to 3 mA 
of beam without BBU by using the trombone to suppress the BBU.  After improving the match we were 
able to get much stronger lasing but the electron beam setup was not very optimal.  We then spent the rest 
of the week in more careful setup to get the injector, longitudinal match and transverse match optimized 
for the laser.  We are now working on a careful injector setup before optimizing the match to the rest of 
the machine. 
 



WBS 4 (Injector): 
 
When the new photocathode was prepared last week via heat-cleaning, the cathode scanner reported 4.5% 
QE while the drive laser power request for full charge was the same as for previous cathodes with ~6% 
QE. We are preparing to replace the green HeNe laser and check the electronic box in the cathode 
scanner. The script for automatically phasing the injector is being tested with actual beam in the machine. 
We are also working in preparing a spare GaAs wafer and testing a different approach to wet chemical 
anodization. We would like to have an anodized wafer mounted on the spare cathode stalk ready to go in 
case we need it. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
 
   A focus this week was the preparations required for the UV wiggler instrumentation installation to 
begin on Monday.  The STI computer for setting up the wiggler was delivered yesterday.  The wiggler's 
control box was thoroughly cleaned and checked for any loose connections due to shipment.  The strain 
relief for its signal and power cables were installed.  Due to machine run time, the cables for the wiggler 
will be dropped in over the weekend. 
    The beam viewer alignment issues that were addressed last week are resolved.  The alignment 
procedure is being updated after discovering that the new viewer flags are much more sensitive to any 
linear translations within the beam line.  The upgraded injector phasing script is scheduled for testing 
today with planned beam time next week as well. 
     In preparation for the newest magnet's operation, the 3F03 Octupole, the hardware has all been 
completed and connected.  The cables connecting the magnet to the Trim rack have been installed, 
labeled, terminated, and properly connected in the appropriate location.  The 10 amp trim card that is 
needed to power this magnet has been acquired and is ready to go in once the software for the magnet 
control is ready. 
    This week time was spent understanding and designing a Power over Ethernet standard front end for a 
Powered Device.  The next version of the Embedded BPMs will be PoE compliant (IEEE 
802.3af) Powered Device.  The necessary parts are being specified and will be ordered once funding is 
available.  The circuit has been designed to be in accordance with the IEEE standard has been laid out, 
this will be submitted for documentation with the rest of the modifications to the Embedded BPMs.  Also 
progress is being made in which direction to progress with sampling the 4-Channels of the BPMs.  
Currently we are under-sampling the signal and therefore losing resolution.  Currently, the throughput 
of Embedded BPM is about 100 Hz.  Our intent is to increase the sample rate so we can average several 
samples that occur during the macropulse and then provide a higher resolution position.   We think the 
throughput of 100 kHz will be necessary for the new BPMs.  The way we are going to go about doing this 
is still undecided at this time.  The method of implementing an FPGA to digitally average the signal is 
being looked at along with the notion of averaging the analog signal before it is digitized.  So, we are 
considering the use of an Altera FPGA to sample the ADC and do the calculations. In the meantime, the 
FPGA will communicate with Coldfire processor.  Development boards and software for the FPGA has 
been installed so testing can begin.  We will setup the system and design the circuit once we decide what 
exactly we need to do.  Some time still needs to be spent exploring these ideas to come up with the most 
efficient technique. 
   The Proportional Valve Flow Status control box was completed this week. The box is now completely 
assembled and just needs to be tested with the actual hardware to make sure all is well. This will occur as 
soon as the hardware is ready and time permits.  In preparation for the Lab 4 LPSS box the mounting 
hardware is being gathered and modified as needed before hand along with the cable raceways that get 
installed. 
    The problematic fast valve that was in the optical transport line has been repaired and tested.  
Apparently one of the limit switches inside the valve was not as it should have been and required 



readjustment.  Supported gun work with a backup cathode and associated systems and supplied technical 
vacuum support for the optics group. 
 An ongoing activity that has been making good progress behind the scenes is the graduate work 
being done by Rich Evans under the thesis advisement of Gwyn Williams. The field of study is the Far-IR 
enhancement effects seen in the FEL due to the combination of high charge in the micropulses and the 
ultra-short bunch lengths leading into and through the FEL wiggler. In addition to making additional 
progress in construction of a new rapid-scan vacuum FT-IR for Lab 3, significant progress has been made 
on the theoretical side of the thesis. Much of this week was spent learning how to generate stochastic 
variables with arbitrary probability distributions and particle counts greater than 10^6. This was 
accomplished this week.   
 
The screenshot show below shows how this stage of the modeling works. 
Below is a plot for the sinusoidal distribution for just 20k particles: 
N = 20,000 and +/- 2 sigma (S=1) where: 
 
 
#1 (Top-Left) 
    -- Continuous Probability Distribution: 
    -- F(x) = abs(Sin(2*pi*x)) * e^( (-1/2)*(x^2)) 
#2 (Top-Right) 
    -- 20k stochastic data points were generated per #1 
#3 (Bottom-Left) 
    -- Relative Histogram of #2 into 200 divisions at 0.02x ea. 
#4 (Bottom-Right) 

--Re-normalized plot of histogram data showing histogram peaks as " * "  
 

 
 
View "fel_ctrls" archive at: 
http://www.jlab.org/ccc/mail_archives/ACCELERATOR/fel_ctrls/CURRENT/

http://www.jlab.org/ccc/mail_archives/ACCELERATOR/fel_ctrls/CURRENT/


 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):    
UV Line 
• Sextupoles (SF) and Replacement Chicane Dipoles (GW) will be measured when funds are available. 
• QX quadrupoles are ready to be assigned and mounted to girders except for the three involved in the 

fork truck incident. All work is awaiting funds.  
• The wiggler vacuum chamber and the NEG Pump cartridge holder for the second corner UV chamber 

are the only beam transport design efforts remaining. The second corner UV chamber fabrication is on 
hold in fabrication, awaiting the above design and fit-up of the NEG holder.  

IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
•    We installed the anti-halo Octupole into the first part of the return leg and hooked up the trim card.  

The controls in EPICS will be installed during the down day on Tuesday. 
 
 
WBS 10 (Wiggler): 
This week we worked on getting everything set up for the visit next week of STI Optronics personnel for 
installation and checkout of the UV wiggler.  A potential problem of black dust found in the control panel 
was traced to the Kollmorgen servomotor drives rubbing against one another during shipment.  None of 
the dust got into the  electronics so we cleaned it up and put them back together.   
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors: 
This week's operations were devoted to setting up the accelerator for high current operation, so there were 
no opportunities to lase at high average power.  A careful look at the figure of the 1.6 micron deformable 
mirror assembly (worked on last week) shows improved performance around the range of ROCs we need 
to operate.  Work on FEL mirror improvement concentrated on doing metrology on the witness samples 
that will be coated by two sources.  We received sixteen 2" figured Si substrates, after inspection, some 
will be used as spares, others will be coated for testing in the FEL. 
Other Activities 
The prototype OBPM that had been cleaned for UHV use had reduced contamination, but still had an 
unacceptable level of contamination with some type of hydrocarbon.  We set up a hot nitrogen purge and 
at this writing, had reduced the level of contamination (as measured by an RGA) by 100X, to a partial 
pressure of 1E -9 Torr.  We'll hot N2 purge through the long weekend to further lower the contamination 
level.  To complete the end-of-line diagnostics, we've given the I&C group some of our IR cameras to 
modify with 12V and video output connections.  We recorded IR images of one of the cryomodule RF 
windows (cavity 6, zone 4).  We see no evidence of additional RF heating when operating the linac cw at 
1.5 mA of beam current.  Work has begun anew on the THz pump-probe optical and electronic setup.  
Work on the cryocooling of one of the outcoupler mirrors has begun in earnest.     
UV FEL 
The cryocooling effort discussed earlier is directly applicable to the UV FEL. 
 
Terahertz: 
This week we continued work on the modification to the chamber after the first focus that will allow us to 
view the first diamond window at all times.  In lab 3 we set up the power meter and camera, so that 
together with the Michelson that is already operating, we are ready to characterize beam. 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - January 23-27, 2006 
 
Date:  January 27, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
We are pushing up the power at 1.6 microns. This week we obtained 3.1 kW cw at currents of 
2.3-2.4 mA.  These are important results for us for several reasons.  Operations were stable with 
all systems; the lasing efficiency at these conditions (1.3kW/mA) is equal to our maximum 
calculated value for our present FEL configuration; and we are detecting no significant heating in 
our 1.6 microns optics at these conditions.  All of these observations bode well for our continued 
scaling up to 10 kW at this wavelength. 
 
We also spent some time this week on continuing to optimize the injector set-up and with the 
collection of emittance data to aid in our matching of the driver accelerator parameters to the 
wiggler. 
 
Last week’s detective work which found a delaminated pole in one of the optical chicane dipole 
magnets led to a satisfactory fix of that problem this week.  We continued our detective work on 
possible reasons for drifts in the linac energy and/or phasing and have narrowed that problem 
down to one or more potentially loose cable connections that will be addressed over the 
weekend. 
 
With the fix of this magnet in the high reflector optical chicane, we now also have stable THz 
beam in the Lab 3a beam-line. 
 
Real progress was made on the FEL Injector Test Stand this week. The footings for the shielding 
were poured and the associated framing arrived on-site 
 
Management: 
A draft white paper was circulated by our PI from Hampton University (Prof. Keith Baker) for 
our planned Axion search experiment using the IR FEL. 
 
A second white paper is being prepared by our colleague from Aerospace Corporation to cover 
limited commissioning of the Laser Microengineering Station (LMES) in User Lab 4 later this 
year. 
 



We used a lab wide safety stand down on Thursday of this week to review hazard identification 
and our procedures for performing routine tasks. 
 
Operations: 
   The goal this week was to use quantitative setup to produce an optimum electron beam setup 
and to fix the first GW magnet in the optical chicane and recover lasing and, hopefully, high 
current operations.  This was slowed by magnet power supply troubles and a safety stand down 
on Thursday.  We did accomplish quite a bit nevertheless and achieved a new power record at 
1.6 microns. 
   On Monday we carefully set up the longitudinal match using the M55  system.  We used a new 
3 sextupole solution for the first arc.  This allows us to improve the phase space of the ghost 
pulses and reduce losses at the wiggler while still allowing good dispersion correction and 
bunching.  We then worked on improving the match using a new injector setup found last week.  
This produced strong but intermittent lasing.  The intermittent lasing was caused by mirror  
vibrations in the 1.6 micron HR.  To verify that this was the case we moved to the 1.06 micron 
mirror set and lased quite strongly.  The mirror heater was not working so we had to use a very 
large Rayleigh  range but we still got 700 W/mA and obtained more than 800 W at 1.06  
microns.  We saw pressure rises after the injector cryounit, indicating that the beam in that region 
was too large.  
   Monday evening we fixed the mirror vibration problem and the de-lamination problem on the 
GW magnet.  With these problems out of the way we changed the phase in the first injector 
cryounit cavity to reduce the size of the beam after the cryounit and rematched to the backleg.  
The longitudinal phase space was even better with this setup.  This produced quite strong lasing 
and we lased at 1.6 micron at up to 3.1 kW as shown in the attached figure.  We were above  
2.5  kW for 20 minutes and the laser was very stable.  Most of the variations in the power in the 
figure were due to attempts at optimization.  The efficiency was 1.3 kW/mA both at 4.678 MHz 
and 18.7125 MHz.  There was no evidence of mirror heating in the lasing behavior.  We then 
tried operation at 37.425 MHz and were stopped by BLM hits near the dump.  Since the 
longitudinal aperture seemed large and the trips did not depend on whether or not we were lasing 
we decided that the trips were due to a poor transverse match.  We decided to do a careful 
quantitative match using a quad scan measurement to find the Twiss parameters at a couple of 
places in the machine.  
   On Wednesday we came up and found that the first arc power supply had died.  The HPEE 
crew worked all day and into the evening to repair the supply.  We could still run to the straight 
ahead dump and do a careful emittance measurement before the arc.  Using this measurement  
we were able to get a better match to the linac and project, but not test, a match to the backleg.  
We also worked on the injector phasing script and made some progress in debugging it.  
   On Thursday we finally got the first arc power supply fixed and did more work with the 
injector phasing script.  In the afternoon we had a lab-wide safety stand down and cleaned up 
some safety issues in the facility.  We also took data to diagnose an intermittent jump in the  
energy we were seeing on Tuesday and Wednesday.  
   We are working on careful matching of the beam around the machine today.  So far the match 
to the backleg looks excellent.  We hope to be able to push the current up with this setup and get 
the power up  to the 6 kW within the next few operational days. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
We are making good progress in testing the injector phasing script but still need a few more 
hours of beam time that we will accommodate during swing shifts next week. The IR Demo gun 
chamber has been removed from its stand and mounted inside the induction coil as the first step 
in setting up the NEG coating system. We also received from ODU the analysis on the first GaAs 
sample coated with 0.5 microns thick aluminum oxide coating. We are exploring this technique 
as an alternative to chemical anodization. Anodization is used to reduce beam halo my 
decreasing the active area on the cathode.  Unfortunately, the deposition and surface quality of 
the sample were not ideal and the coating presented de-lamination in some sections. Another 
sample has been delivered to ODU for another deposition test with better conditions. 
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
The LMR200 - 70 MHz MO distribution cables within the racks were replaced with phase stable 
¼ inch heliax cables.  These cables were also tied down so that there is a lesser potential for 
phase shifts due to individuals moving the cables.   Bench measurements of the LMR200 
indicated +/-1 degree phase shifts when the cable was slightly flexed and returned to the original 
configuration.  
 
We continued to investigate the anomalous shifts in machine.  With the manning of MCC 24/7 
we can now leave the machine in RF on overnight.  We did so on Thursday night and recorded 
the RF signals throughout the evening.  The data indicates that for cavity 2-6 the forward power 



shifted between two levels about 7% apart and back three times during the shift.  Cavities 3-5 
and 3-6 shifted by 4% and 13% respectively.  The gradient is supposed to be proportional to the 
square root of the forward power.  I placed a power meter on the monitor port on cavity 2-6.  I 
am waiting for a shift so that I can localize the fault to cabling or the LLRF system.  
 
We began testing the Rexolite gas barriers which will be used for the waveguide helium buffer in 
zone 3.  Although they were specified to 13 kW they thermally ran away at that power level.  
Testing was halted when the window got to 150 C.  The 13 kW specification was based on the  
12 GeV klystron requirements.  Fortunately the FEL as well as the other upgrade cryomodules 
will make use of 8 kW klystrons.  One of the windows was tested at 10 kW, full reflection.  The 
maximum window temperature at this power level was approximately 110 C.  We will continue 
to work with the vendor to improve the design of the gas barrier.  In parallel we are setting the 
system up to test the RF “breakdown” strength of helium as well as admixtures of air and helium. 
 
All systems operational.  No failures this reporting period. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   Early design requirements for cost projections are being drafted for the timing distribution 
system we have planned for this year. The generalized goal of this system will be to make many 
of the key signals available in all the common controls locations and user labs. Key signals 
include: Beam Sync, Beam Envelope, the DLPC Pre-Trigger, Beam Current and a 10MHz PLL 
ref. 
   The first background scans have been done using the new rapid-scan FT-IR in Lab 3. The 
scans were made from a simple black-body source and give good confirmation that the electrical 
work that was done to interface the device in a vacuum vessel has been done correctly. However, 
there is a lag in the performance that we attribute to a process in the software that is looking for 
other hardware that has not been used in this bench. This does not restrict using the FT-IR but it 
is a nuisance. We are planning to contact the manufacturers to see how we can eliminate this 
issue. 
    Progress on the Beam Viewer controls upgrade was ongoing this week.  The crate dimensions 
have been determined to be a standard 3U crate so standard parts can be used instead of 
machined.  Currently the control card for the Beam Viewer is being documented along with the 
backplane for the crate.  The processor card pin out has been defined and some of the finer 
details are still being worked out.  Currently the control card will have 4-Channels of Beam 
Viewer control per card and the crate will have the capabilities of controlling 48 channels all 
together.  The processor card that we will be using for this crate will be a versatile card that can 
be implemented into other applications without having to be redesigned. 
    In an effort to be completely ready for when the next generation sextupole magnets are ready 
some tests were performed on the Polarity Reversing Switch with the actual power supply and 
control crate.  A problem was found early in the testing with the switch wiring design, that was 
causing component failures at currents higher than 30 amps.  Once this problem was identified 
the wiring has been corrected and tested on the bench successfully.  This still needs to be tested 
with the power supply and control chassis to verify it will work at the upper limits of the design, 
but no signs of failure on the test bench. 
    To get several more embedded BPM electronics ready for calibration and installation some 
modifications were made to several boards.  The incoming power has been rerouted through 



several diodes to dissipate some of the voltage before the voltage is down converter to +5, -5, 
and +3.3 volts.  This modification keeps the thermal dissipation for the voltage regulators much 
more manageable and less likely to cause a failure.  Other modifications to the electronics have 
been the swapping of component values to increase the sensitivity of the calibration setpoints.  
This will improve the calibration for the electronics as well as the longevity of the calibration.  
Based on last weeks data for bunch charge dependencies it was found that the percent error 
improved from 20% to 3% with bunch charge variations.  This 3% will likely be reduced further 
with the increased sensitivity of the calibration set points. 
   After some machine time this week the injector script's calibration routine is being 
investigated.  The script is being altered to log all information about the calibration process in 
order to form a relationship between the calibration data and the behavior of the script.  A 
secondary calibration procedure is also being designed as a fall back.  Also discovered during 
these test runs the RF Zone 2 drifts and gives a kick to the beam creating a poor orbit 
downstream. 
   We are working with Al Grippo and several others on the design options for the new Varian 
ion pump power supply control system.  These supplies and the MKS cold cathode supplies are 
interfaced with RS485. Although these are identical to those used at the Spallation Neutron 
Source at ORNL our implementation of EPICS is incompatible with their drives. The main focus 
of our effort is to make the system portable, extensible, and cost-effective. 
   The cables for the EOL proportional valve flow meter have been terminated in the control 
room. The ends in lab 6 will be terminated once the hardware is in lab 6 and we know where the 
cables go. Cables were also run for the UV wiggler interface as well as to the LPSS computer in 
the racks in the control room. More camera mount rings machined for centering of the beam 
viewer camera lens. Cleaned all of the parts and chamber for the optics group optical BPM. A 
new mounting plate for the multislit high resolution camera was designed and is being 
machined. Modifications to power supplies for the GC control chassis in the 2F region are 
nearing completion. Additional +/- 15 V PS have been ordered and awaiting delivery for the 
chassis's upgrade. The new GC magnet Control modules have been populated so testing can 
begin next week. The last 2 viewer assemblies on the back leg (ITV4F09 and 4F12) have had the 
mounting plate and ring measured to correct the alignment of the viewer camera. Once the parts 
have been machined we can install them onto the assemblies during out next scheduled 
maintenance down. The Optics I&C requirements document has been reviewed and updated. 
This interactive document is viewable online from a link on the main menu page at: 
http://laser.jlab.org. 

 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):    
UV Line 
• No change in status 
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• We worked on a temporary fix for the delaminating Purcell Gap shim on the bottom pole tip 

of the first GW dipole in the Optical Chicane.  We placed a 1/4 thick aluminum plate against 
the shim over the whole pole tip.  We forced this plate against the shim by pressing the box 
beam like beam chamber against the plate.  At the sides, in the zones where there is no 
chamber, we inserted wooden wedge sets.  Dave Douglas sees indications in beam behavior 
that may indicate the problem is fixed.  

http://laser.jlab.org/


• We looked at the gaps between pole tips and beam chamber on the remaining 3 GW dipoles of 
the Optical Chicane with the camera set used last week.  We observed no closing gaps with 
magnet excitation.  It appears than these magnets remain well laminated.   

• Kirk Davis, of the SRF Institute, attempted to get a vibration signature of three GW magnets 
in the Optical Chicane so that he may be able to discriminate magnets with delaminated pole 
tips.  The data was inconclusive.  All three magnets (including the first with the de-lamination) 
had different signatures.   

• Mike Marcolini, our NASA liaison, recruited three folks from the Advanced Measurement and 
Diagnostics Branch to take a look at our GWs and see if they could suggest any diagnostics 
that could pick up a delaminating pole tip.  They viewed the problematic magnets early on 
Friday, before operations started.  There first observation is that finding a delaminated magnet 
is a challenging task.  One suggestion they came up with is that a vibration signature may be 
different on a delaminated magnet that is actually being powered.  I will bring this up with 
Kirk Davis to see if we could obtain such a reading by activating his calibrated hammer 
remotely, with no one in the vault.  

• Tom Powers, Richard Walker and I worked on design of the system that will maintain a 
helium atmosphere in the portions of wave guides ending at the cryomodule RF windows of 
the upgraded cryomodule.   

 
  
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
As discussed in this week's Operations section, we achieved record levels of output at 1.6 
microns, and there was no evidence of deleterious levels of absorption in the mirrors.  Lasing 
behavior of the installed 1 micron mirror set also looks very good, although we haven't achieved 
very high power yet in order to look further at losses.  Metrology on the other samples and new 
mirror substrates continues. 
Other Activities 
As mentioned in the Operations section, on Monday evening we adjusted the water chiller pump 
speed to move out of a resonance that was causing some mirror vibration.  Tuesday, we had great 
performance.  Analysis of the water temperatures during lasing showed that the flow through the 
cooling loop was reversed from what it should have been, but fixing this Thursday saw the return 
of the vibration.  So, we tried to configure the system exactly as we had it on Tuesday.  It turns 
out it's not quite the same, and we have a different mode of vibration.  We'll do some 
maintenance on the pump at the first opportunity to fix this.  Tim Siggins did a masterful job at 
finding the likely source of the contamination in the optical beam position monitor (OBPM) and 
rectifying it.  We are reassembling the unit and will begin more tests.  In the meantime, we have 
configured the end of line (EOL) as it was for the IR Demo.  Steve Benson has certified it’s OK 
and we can now run into User Lab 1.  Following the safety meetings we held our own meeting 
and identified a couple of areas that we could change to mitigate the risk for slight injuries.  The 
PLL for the EO sampling (pump-probe) experiment has not worked as well on the test bench as 
we'd hoped.  So a careful redesign is underway.  Work on the cryocooling of one of the 
outcoupler mirrors continues, both within the Cryo group, and on our own additions/ 
modifications to the OC internals.  We held a meeting with Prof. K. McFarlane on detectors for 
the proposed Hampton Univ. experiment.  We also held a meeting and gave a facility tour to  
J. Schneider and H.J. O'Neill (Argonne Nat'l Lab) and discussed how their very modest 
requirement for 250 nm photons could be met.  



 
Terahertz: 
This week, after the fix to the GW magnet, we observed bright steady synchrotron light on our 
first diamond window (F1).  The location was 10mm from the alignment laser and we positioned 
it to the center of the window by tilting M1.  The purchase order was issued for the new vacuum 
chamber for the region above F1 by our colleagues at Advanced Energy Systems. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - January 30 – February 3, 2006 
 
Date:  February 3, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
 
We continued pushing toward higher power by carefully improving the e-beam match in the 
energy recovery.  As we were concentrating on getting the match right we weren't focusing 
directly on getting a new power record but did achieve a modest increase to 3.2 kW at 1.6 
microns and efficiencies as high as 1.6 kW/mA. (Note last week we reported efficiencies of 1.3 
kW/mA). The power limit was due to current limits from BBU so we are now in the process 
of including the rotator in the setup to suppress the instability as we demonstrated last year; this 
activity will proceed through next week.   Interestingly, we proved that lasing can suppress the 
BBU instability to some extent by raising the current threshold (~2x?).  We also achieved a 
record short bunch of 299 fs FWHM with good agreement between the bunch length derived 
from the THz spectrum and from the “Happek” bunch length diagnostic.  Working through these 
issues carefully has proven beneficial as the machine performance has been significantly more 
stable and reproducible. We will be continuing to identify and fix small hardware shortcomings 
that affect machine performance. 
  
Management: 
HFD spent considerable time for the final week of preparation of the presentation of  the new lab 
management proposal to DOE next week in Oak Ridge. 
 
We hosted a visit from Mufit Tecimer of FSU who will be working with us to design the  
FIR FEL system for their NSF proposal. 
 
We continued improving our safety procedures by developing some specific responses to hazards 
identified during our last safety stand-down.  This also included an update to the chapters of 
our lab ES&H Manual regarding operation of the FEL for users. 
 
Operations: 
   This week concentrated on raising the average beam current in the accelerator and getting a 
well-optimized laser setup for testing.  We could not get much higher than 2.5 mA early in the 
week due to losses of second pass beam in the linac.  We were able to eventually get losses down 
as the week progressed and could run at the 3.5 mA level  pulsed with very small losses.  In 
parallel we optimized the laser and could get 1.6 kW/mA at up to 1.25 mA reliably.  Operation at 
2.5  mA had lower efficiency of 1.25 kW/mA.  We were able to slightly raise the bar this week 
and lased for a few minutes at 3.2 kW.  The reduction of efficiency at 2.5 mA might be due to 
mirror heating or might be due to electron beam degradation.  We worked to get our THz  



spectrometer working so that we could measure the longitudinal bunch  profile at the various 
currents.  With this we could see whether the efficiency reduction was due to the optics or the 
electron beam. 
   We also noticed during the week that the injector was slowly drifting  in its longitudinal 
match.  Due to this, the bunch length from the injector increased and the longitudinal phase space 
tilted.  We compensated the tilt by changing the electron beam energy in the  first arc(the lower 
energy goes through the sextupoles in a different  location and produces a different M56).  The 
resulting energy droop caused the FEL to drift longer in wavelength.  The mirrors are designed 
to minimize losses at 1.6 microns so a drift to longer wavelengths increases the loss.  This 
increase in mirror loss was seen.  We have changed our setup techniques to try to minimize 
this injector drift.  Every cloud has a silver lining however and the bunch got shorter as the week 
progressed.  We had 300 fsec FWHM  bunches, repeatably, at the end of the week.   
   Once we had improved the match in the linac we found that the current was now limited by a 
low BBU threshold.  Here we came upon an interesting physics observation.  The BBU threshold 
depended on whether or not we were lasing.  On Thursday we did a brief experiment to verify 
this.  We could only run up to 1.6 mA before BBU tripped us off with the laser off.  With the 
laser on we could run up to 2.5 mA.  If we then closed the laser shutter, the electron beam  
immediately shut off due to a BBU instability.  We are not sure of the physics of this but it is 
very interesting.  
   Since the current was still limited even with the laser on, we decided to turn on the rotator.  
This requires that the match into the backleg region be very good and that the dispersion be 
properly suppressed in the first arc.  We are working now on improving the match to the backleg 
after minimizing the dispersion in the first arc.  This setup should allow us to run up to 5 mA 
without tripping.   We will then have to re-optimize the match to the wiggler and try to push the 
power.  
   During second shift we did some work on the injector phasing script.   This script, when 
finished should allow us to quickly check the phasing of the injector and bring it back to where it 
was previously.  We only do this every few weeks now because it takes too long. We can also 
use the script to see if any one element is drifting. 
  
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The DC photocathode gun has delivered over 30 hours of pulse beam and over 35 C, 5.5 hours 
and up to 3 mA of CW beam for FEL ops during the week. Assembly and components gathering 
for the gun chamber NEG coating sputtering system continued this week. We devoted about 12 
hours of beam time for testing, troubleshooting and fixing the injector phasing script making 
significant progress. The script is about 2/3 complete. 



 
WBS 6 (RF): 
Last Saturday we reworked the connector backshells on cavities 2-4 and 2-6.  We did find some 
problems with the terminations and the ferrule that is used to create a “flared” joint between the 
outer conductor of the heliax and the connector backshell.  Once they were both corrected the 
gradient stabilized for the two cavities.  We also checked the tightness of the field probe 
connectors on zone 5 and found several that were not as tight as they might have been.  Further 
investigation indicated there is an interference problem between the N-connector and the flange 
mounting bolts.  Unfortunately most brand's type-N connectors have an outer shell that is to 
large.  We did find 8 pieces which are small enough (by 0.040 inches) and installed them on 
Thursday evening.  Unfortunately, they were not marked with vendor names.  We have ordered 
samples from a number of manufacturers in hopes of finding some more that work.  We continue 
to monitor the gradient stability of the machine, reviewing the data daily.  
   
The next target of our effort is the stability of the phase between the drive laser and the buncher 
cavity.  Minor motion of the drive and feedback cables (Heliax) from the laser drive electronics 
destroys the injector setup.  We started the process of designing a system to mechanically 
stabilize those cables as well as investigating the need for thermal stabilization of this 30 foot run 
of cables.  We are also going to investigate the buncher cavity temperature control system and 
evaluate potential improvements.  
   
RF systems stable this week with no failures.  
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   The mMajority of the time this week has been spent working in Ops on nagging issues with 
diagnostics. Centering rings and additional narrow band filters were added to a number of 
viewers (3F region) to reduce the intensity of the OTR signal. One of the OD1 & 2 filter 
assemblies was moved from a little used SLM port to the viewer at 3F12 (to David's delight!). 
The main Operations software focus this week has been on the high priority injector phasing   
script. Time on swing/owl shifts was devoted to testing and correcting the script. The script's 
calibration issues of last week were quickly understood and fixed. The equations for phasing 
cavity 3 were verified and the things learned are being applied to the cavity 4 phasing routine in 
preparation for testing. Further testing next week will help verify the cavity 3 phasing and test 
the cavity 4 phasing routines. 
  Three more sets of embedded BPM electronics have been calibrated and programmed.  These 
three are ready for installation when time from Ops allows.  The necessary components for this 
installation are all being gathered so any effect to machine operations will be minimal.  Setup 3 
new BPM board (E3F10, E4F09, E5F07), including databases, device drivers, sequencers, and 
calibration data. We are working on the next version BPM board, which has the configuration of 
ADC- FPGA-Coldfire.  The development tools and prototype have been set.  We are also 
working on the configuration of the General Purpose Processor Card, which will be versatile for 
several different applications.  We further tested the Sextupole Reversing Switch this week and 
made much  progress.  The switch has been successfully tested with the actual power supply and 
magnet at 100 amps.  We noticed heating with the high power MOSFETs and we are currently 
examining which direction to go to eliminate the heat.   Two GC chassis are nearing completion, 
with work still to be the documentation of the layout.  When these are done, cards will be tested 
in each chassis.  When more power supplies arrive, more chassis will be made. The front part of 
Lab 5  has been cleaned, along with a few odds and ends in Lab 3.  Also in Lab 3, additional 
BNC cables were run from the workbench to inside the hutch. 



   Documentation of the Beam Viewer crate PCBs is underway and making good progress.  
Currently the backplane schematic is nearing completion, so the pin assignments for the 
processor and control cards are being defined.  The control cards schematics are also making 
forward progress.  In order for the crate to utilize the preexisting MPS cards we are designated 
the crates to have 36 channels per crate.  This will alleviate space constraints for power supplies 
and ensure the back panel field connections are manageable. The processor card design is on-
going, currently we have designated the pin assignments and the major functionality of the card.  
This card is intended to be a general purpose processor card that can be installed in any 3U crate 
and provide both Digital I/O as well as Analog I/O.  This module's first implementation would be 
in the Beam Viewer crate but there are current applications where it will be useful such as the 
Charge/Dump Current Monitor Crate, 64-Ch Diode/RTD Crate, and Sextupole Power Supply 
Control Crate. Also, the preliminary drawing for the new charge totalizer board was completed; 
it is ready to be sent to EECAD for check prints. 
   It was decided early this week that the ability to strip-tool the slow-scale trends of the Low-
level RF signals (like the GASKS) and the integrated BLM signals would be worthwhile. Noting 
that these signals are all currently available in our Analog Monitoring System (AMS), we 
decided to dedicate some of the unused AMS outputs for this purpose and to re-install an old-
style 32 channel True-RMS/Buffer crate from the old system which has the integration circuit. 
So, this week, we have tested and installed the AMS crate and its power supply into FL02B11 
and updated iocfel8 (AMS control ioc) to include a 64 ch. ADC which will read the signals into 
EPICS. All that remains now is the cabling, which is currently making progress. 
  We have also made more progress on the new rapid scan THz bench (FT-IR). Although the 
reference laser was aligned and the FT-IR was running as of last week, the reference laser was 
not well secured in its position and its mounting plate needed to be addressed. This was done and 
now the reference laser's critical alignment is secured. 
  Also, we are pleased to show the latest results of our coherence calculations for 10^6 particles 
which have been performed over a high resolution spectrum of wavelengths. Although the 
supplied particle distribution is not realistic, the simulation does clearly show the statistical 
mechanism which predicts the coherent harmonics in the area of the spectrum which is typically 
incoherent based on the potentially complex structure of the particle distribution. For this  
simulation, we used a sinusoidally modulated gaussian distribution with 10^6 particles. See the 
Figure below. 
 
 



   Further work continues on trying to enhance the performance of our existing CCD cameras 
through the use of advanced triggering, gen lock and integration plug-in boards, with that, a test 
setup for the new JAI Compact Mega pixel Progressive Scan Camera was also assembled   
this week. This new high resolution camera will be used at ITV0F04 to analyze the multislit  
image. The current problem is that the interlaced image losses every other row one an image that 
is an array of rows. 
   The students spent time organizing and sorting out the video hardware in the trailer. There has 
been an area cleared off on the shelves next to one of the doors that will now be the area for 
video stuff.  Nine area cams were found to be good and are ready for use. A mound of power 
supplies was shifted through and will begin to get tested tomorrow. An old laptop was 
reassembled and resurrected this week, for use as a portable test machine. Finally, in keeping 
with the importance of safety at the lab, Lab 5 was organized to provide a safer working 
environment and recover "lost" materials. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
UV Line 
• No change in status 
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• We looked at the gaps between pole tips and beam chamber on the first GW dipoles of the 

Debunching Chicane with the camera set.  We observed no closing gaps with magnet 
excitation.  We will advance the camera to others in the string as the vault becomes accessible. 

• We will talk to the folks from the Advanced Measurement and Diagnostics Branch of NASA 
today to find out if they have any more suggestions on instrumenting GWs to pick up a 
delaminating pole tip. 

• We verified that under certain conditions the GF correctors were not set at their correct values 
during a BURT Restore of an arc’s dipoles. These correctors are built into the large dipoles 
and a turned off during their hysteresis cycle.  If the new current value of the arc string is 
higher than the original value the hysteresis loop of the main dipole string is tripped. Since the 
hysteresis loop grabs and stores original GF settings before BURT places its new settings in 
place, and then the cycle restores the original settings after the looping is complete, the GF 
correctors are not set at the BURT Restore settings.  I will work with the software folks to 
correct this. 

 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors 
When we shutdown at the end of the day last Friday, high power lasing at 1.6 microns was 
stymied by vibration.  Our group concluded that the cause was a partial blockage of the debris 
strainer in the chiller that needed to be cleared.  Over the weekend we cleaned the strainer, which 
indeed was blocked, and installed a filter to prevent this from happening again.  Lasing on 
Monday showed that we had indeed fixed this problem.  That impediment removed, we achieved 
yet another record level of output at 1.6 microns. We also learned (once again) to keep the mode 
centered on the mirrors or we create scattered light.  This is now managed by the beam dumps 
near the wiggler, but it still causes beamline pressure rises near the wiggler.  We also learned that 
the harmonic power management implemented by the coatings has narrowed our tuning range to 
< +/- 50 nm about 1.6 microns.  If you exceed this, we see increased HR heating.  This 
highlighted an issue the accelerator was having with energy shifts, which should be ameliorated 
with work done yesterday evening.  So far, at lower currents, the lasing efficiency exceeds the 
spreadsheet predictions.  We are going to do a systematic check of the lasing wavelength as a 
function of current to see if that's the source of higher levels of HR heating.  Metrology on the 



other sapphire samples is nearly complete and several sets go to a commercial vendor for coating 
today.  We received many more silicon and sapphire substrates that will be used for spares and to 
test new coating formulations, and they were added to the growing number going through QA. 
Other Activities 
We began some tests of optical transport system (OTS) this week.  Pulsed beam at 1.6 microns 
was sent to the end-of-line (EOL) beam dump.  We also looked at the spot sizes with the 
alignment HeNe.  The beam looks fairly stable.  The spot size for the IR beam was close to 
prediction, but we had no control over the focusing with the deformable mirror in the collimator. 
This will need further investigation, but won't affect beam operations at the 1 kW level.  The 
vendor for the high power windows is having problems achieving the wavefront spec.  They 
asked for a variance, but were told no, so we are still waiting for the parts.  The optical beam 
position monitor (OBPM) reassembly was started.  Good progress was made on the cryocooling 
of one of the outcoupler mirrors.  The Cryo group ordered all the long lead items they identified 
and took advantage of Thursday evening's shutdown to make measurements of the lengths of 
transfer lines they will build.  The conceptual plan for additions/modifications to the OC 
internals has gelled and is now moving to the design phase.  TMC#1 nears completion.  We bid 
farewell to Dan Oprisko, our contract mechanical technician for the last year.  Dan participated 
in every facet of Optics Group activities, and his presence will be sorely missed.  However, we 
hope to see him again soon working with one of our user groups.  
 
Terahertz: 
The terahertz beamline in Lab 3 has benefited from the continued gains made on the FEL 
operations.  With more frequent runs of CW beam in the accelerator, we have now been able to 
perform some verification of the alignment of the mirrors in the THz beamline.  This has been 
possible due to the improved reliability in the electron beam orbit through the optical chicane.  
We have also taken our first good THz spectrum. Attempts to accurately measure the power were 
unsuccessful due to some problems with the power meter, but the need to drastically attenuate 
the beam for the spectrometer measurements indicated that the power was quite high. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - February 6-10, 2006 
 
Date:  February 10, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This week we continued to work on improving our understanding of the electron beam transport 
so that we can optimize the FEL driver accelerator for high current operation.  Our step-by-step 
improvement in electron beam diagnostics is giving us a more quantitative understanding of 
beam operations.  Details of our results from the past week are given in the “Operations” report 
below. 
 
 Highlights of our progress this week include: 
 
  - improvements in the beam viewer systems in the vicinity of the wiggler allowed us to measure 

electron beam emittances of 8 by 6mm-mrad. These values exceed our IR Upgrade 
specifications by a factor of two and in-fact meet the more demanding values needed for the 
up-coming UV FEL. 

 
-  comparisons of electron beam bunch length measurements (which are shorter than 200 fs in 

our present set-ups) are in quantitative agreement using two systems: our THz spectrometer 
and the “Happek” FIR interferometer. 

 
-  we achieved our first quantitative measurements of total THz power transported into the THz 

end station in User Lab 3; this measurement is in reasonable agreement with calculations. 
 
Meeting Notice: 
The Second Announcement for the upcoming Jefferson Lab FEL User’s Meeting on March 8-9 was 
posted this week which includes the preliminary agenda, registration and local arrangement 
information. We encourage all interested in the use and application of the FEL to attend this annual 
meeting.  The web link for the meeting is: http://conferences.jlab.org/FELusers-LPC/index.html
 
Management: 
We prepared the project financial reports for the month of January for review and distribution to 
our program offices next week. 
 
Preparations began for next week’s meeting of our Maritime Technical Advisory Committee 
(MTAC) meeting on Feb. 15-16.   
 
George Neil attended the semiannual review this week of DOE’s LCLS project at SLAC at the 
request of DOE. 

http://conferences.jlab.org/FELusers-LPC/index.html


 
Operations: 

 Work continued this week on quantitative setup of the electron beam and on working to 
increase the maximum current we can run.  After some problems with the 4F viewers were fixed 
we were able to get good emittance measurements in both the 3F and 4F regions.  These showed 
that the emittance was quite good, with horizontal and vertical emittances of  8 and 6 mm-mrad 
respectively.  The match was initially not very good but could be cleaned up using the model.  
We tried running the new match at high current and were stopped by losses at several points in 
the machine.  The losses are not dependent on whether or not we are lasing and do not seem to 
have any correlation with the core beam.  There seems to be weak tails on the beam that are 
mismatched to the lattice.  They develop large amplitudes and do not make it to the dump.  They 
only have a tiny fraction of the current but are enough to trip beam loss monitors and raise the 
vacuum.  We have to make them small in the wiggler and in the linac during recovery.  This has 
proven hard to do.  

Off shift operations were devoted to injector script development, which is now wrapping up, 
and frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) measurements as well as THz experiments.  We 
used part of this time to compare the spectra from the THz beamline with the spectra derived 
from the Happek scans (see description below.) 

Finally we worked on optimizing the RF system to minimize drifts and improve the response 
to beam transients.  Good progress was made in this regard this week. 
 
Bunch length measurements: 
 

1. Under assumption that the longitudinal profile of the bunch is a Gaussian one, the power 
spectrum of the beam is also a Gaussian function. We use nonlinear least square fit 
(NLSF) to fit the Gaussian power spectrum modified by a low frequency cut-off filter 
function to the measured spectra. Result of such a fit is the sigma σt of the longitudinal 
bunch profile. First we have applied this technique to the spectra measured by the 
Michelson interferometer installed in the User Lab 3.  The interferometer measures the 
spectrum of coherent synchrotron light. Several measurements we did with beam this and 
previous week shows σt to be in a range 120 fs through 180 fs. The software, which we 
use to monitor the THz spectrum measured by the Michelson interferometer was 
modified so that we can use the fit procedure while running beam, i.e., on-line. 

2. We have applied the same technique to analyze the “Happek device” data. First complex 
FFT is used to calculate the power spectrum of the coherent transition radiation (CTR) 
from the autocorrelation function measured by the “Happek device”. Then the fit function 
is applied to the calculated spectrum. For the “Happek device” scans made this week we 
are getting σt in the order of 120 fs. It is worth mentioning that when we use the above 
described approach the σt measured by the “Happek device” and by the Michelson 
interferometer are different only by 15-20 %. 

3. The “Happek device” can be used only in the pulsed beam mode. Right now the 
Michelson interferometer can be used only in the CW mode. We have investigated the 
possibility to use the Michelson interferometer in the pulsed beam mode. We think it will 
be possible. We need to prepare some new software and make more tests with beam to 
make the Michelson interferometer operational in the pulsed mode. 



 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The DC photocathode gun delivered 30 C and over 37 hours of pulse and CW beam time for 
FEL ops this week. The injector script work also continued during the week in two swing shifts. 
The script now is almost complete as it sets a temporary orbit, phases cavity 3, then cavity 4, 
checks and re-adjusts cavity 3. The original script code written for the IR Demo has been 
modified and better structured by Wes Moore from the FEL I&C group. There is more time 
needed for the quad centering section and some final touches.  
 
Work in the NEG sputtering system continued gathering necessary components for the system 
and ordering the Titanium, Vanadium and Zirconium wires. We received from ODU a GaAs 
sample partially coated by e-beam evaporation with aluminum oxide as an alternative to wet 
chemical anodization. A non-contact mask was used to coat half of the sample for this test. EDS 
shows no signs of aluminum oxide on the masked side. The sample will be mounted in the 
Source Group cathode activation chamber next week for testing the integrity of the coating 
during a cathode heat clean cycle at 550C for 3 hours. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   Much progress has been made this week with the Embedded BPMs.  We've taken advantage of 
the early AM shifts before beam OPS begins to collect data on the electronics.  The major 
concern that we wanted to examine is how the electronics respond to the different Micro-Pulse 
frequencies of the FEL.  We are mostly concerned with the lower Micro-Pulse frequencies rather 
than higher because the RF detectors are fast enough to respond to the individual bunches at 
frequencies below 2.34 MHz.  At the higher frequencies the detectors produce DC levels where 
the ADC timing isn't as crucial.  At first look at the captured data the electronics seem to be 
invariant at different Micro-Pulse frequencies.  By using this data we can properly synchronize 
the ADC clock so that we look at the peaks of each bunch at the lower frequencies.  To gain 
confidence with the electronics and to provide OPS with more diagnostics we've installed three 
more sets of electronics on pre-existing BPM Cans.  These three were IPM3F10, IPM4F09, and 
IPM5F10.  The necessary hardware to get these into the system was all completed and they are 
running very well.  The software for the electronics has been modified to include the Relative 
Positions Zero functionality as well as a flag to blank the screens when beam isn't present in the 
BPM Can.  We've also constructed a new screen for OPS that includes the existing 4-Ch and 
SEE BPMs with the six new Embedded BPMs.  In an effort to improve the next revision of the 
boards we are currently designing a digital section to include an FPGA for fast sampling and 
averaging.  The fundamental design for this configuration is complete and the code development 
is in progress.  
    The design and prototyping of a cooling plate for the Sextupole Reversing Switch has been 
completed.  The switch is assembled and ready for testing with the actual power supply and 
load.  The water lines for the switch are in the process of being manufactured and installed on the 
test stand.  This has been successfully bench tested at 30 Volts, 30 Amps.  Currently we are 
progressing with the General Purpose I/O card design as time permits.  Some of the finer details 
such as which resolution and speed of Analog I/O are needed.  The digital specifications have 
been established, the board layout for this project will begin next week. 
    This week the injector phasing script went through a bit of a reorganization. The things 
learned from last week's run were incorporated and the communications to the user were changed 
to reflect the same terminology used in the written procedure. Also two swing shifts were 
devoted to the continued commissioning of the script. Four (4) of the five (5) sections of the 
injector phasing are now successfully tested. We learned that tenths of a mm fluctuations in the 



BPM readings can cause an increase in the iterations the script performs, but still produce 
consistent results. Some things to combat this will be tested next week. In summary, establishing 
the temporary orbit, phasing cavity 3, phasing cavity 4, and rechecking cavity 3 are all complete. 
Next will be quad centering. Following the completion of the injector script work the Quad 
centering routines will be expanded to work with all of the quads in the entire machine. 
    We have documented the set-up procedure for the HP-Agilent Arbitrary Waveform Generator 
33250A such that we are using in the drive laser clean room to provide the vernier mode variable 
pulse widths. We have also developed the EPICS driver for this device and integrated it into the 
Drive Laser Pulse control screens (to be implemented over the week-end after the next reboot).  
We have been working to get the ADC (VMIC-3122) in iocfel8 working properly, this will result 
in allowing the True-RMS signals from the AMS to be monitored in EPICS. 
    Tools have been developed to import the BURT/AllSave data in a much more automated way 
than we have done in the past. All of the ALLSave Data from 2005 and 2006 (to date) has been 
imported. Current efforts are underway to make tools that will allow remote users (via the web) 
to generate graphs of these value trends on demand. 
    The RF Master Oscillator cables in the injector have been better protected from the HVAC 
vents in the building. In one case the vent blew directly on exposed MO cables. We continue to 
look for obvious, complicated as well as simple solutions to pesky diurnal drifts in the 
accelerator performance. 
    With the help of Carl Zorn (Physics Div.) preparations are underway for this weekend to 
install 2 liquid scintillator radiation detectors in the 2F region (2F00, 1G00).  The goal is to 
sample the particle showers in this region to hopefully identify the origin of the beam loss. Both 
detectors have been calibrated, signal and HV cables will be prepped today. Connections, 
mounting of the detectors and a check out will be performed during the maintenance period this 
weekend. 
    A portable stepper motor test box is also under construction; it will make use of a portable 
driver operated off of 12V, and will have forward and reverse directions and adjustable speed, as 
well as a dual pulse mode: single pulse, and automatic pulsing. Continued support for setting up 
the NEG coating system for the new gun chamber. We worked on manufacturing run/test boxes 
for the JAI cameras. A sample wafer was coated in preparation for doing KOH etching test on 
the OTR viewer material. We also worked with a student discussing ideas for motorizing 
aperture adjustments on camera. Preventive maintenance was performed on the CAMAC and 
VME crates this week. Organization of the I&C trailer continued. Concept work continues to 
motorize the beam viewer camera lens. The Happek lens cover prototype is complete, and ready 
to be fitted. Once fitted, the final dimensions and CAD drawing will be used for production. A 
procedure for installing cable in the FEL was written so that all workers who must do so will 
know how to do it safely. A Task Hazard Analysis was also written for re-filling the 
Spectrometer Detector in the OCR. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
UV Line 
• No change in status 
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• I set up a look at the aisle side of the gap between pole tip and beam chamber on the second 

GW dipole of the Debunching Chicane using a TV camera.  We observed no closing gaps with 
magnet excitation.  I will advance the camera to inside gap over the week end. 

• Scott Higgins corrected the problem of the GF correctors not being set at their correct values 
during a BURT Restore of an arc’s dipoles by having the BERT Restore program put the GF 
values in before it puts in the string value in. 



• I worked on solutions to some of the safety items I identified as part of the stand down as well 
as a safety analysis of the procedure for installing the camera to view the gaps in the 
Debunching Chicane. 

 
 
This is the Octupole at 3F02 I cobbled together using the coils and poles from fallow CEBAF 
Sextupoles (orange).  The pieces for the outside core were cut from surplus BC Corrector cores 
(still blue on the inside). 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors 
This week's operations were devoted to optimizing the FEL accelerator, and there were only very 
brief cw runs.  With the power at ~ 1kW for a short period of time, there was no information that 
could be gleaned on the mirror performance.  We did get an extended (~2.5 hrs) period of 
operation at or above 1 kW while staff worked on optical pulse-shape and THz measurements.  
We saw some sign of hardware heating, especially on the HR assembly, but no showstoppers to 
running 10 kW.  We are dealing with a failing pump for the optical cavity causing some jitter.  It 
will be replaced on Saturday with a spare.  Metrology on a sufficient number of silicon spares is 
complete (they handily exceed spec), and we will move on to the sapphire substrates. 
Other Activities 
Operation for +2 hrs to the optical control room diagnostic dump at high average power allowed 
us to check for pressure rises, indicating excessive amounts of scattered light, and overall drifts.  
There were no pressure rises.  Drifts seemed to be due more to the heating in the HR assembly 



than the collimator or any of the other components.  This will be checked when we do another 
integrated system test with beam into User Lab 1 and the end-of-line (EOL) next week.  With the 
plan to run beam through the optical transport system comes the need to protect ourselves from 
accidents that could cause an uncontrolled letup to air of critical optical and accelerator 
components.  This is to be mitigated with a fast vacuum valve.  We optically checked it's closure 
speed and got good agreement (~12 ms vs a spec of 15 ms).  We will install it next Friday (2/17) 
evening.  We received the high power laser windows, and documentation from the vendor 
showing they meet specifications.  We will check this before we use them.  These windows are 
made of fused silica, which is more robust than the calcium fluoride windows we've used for 
many years.  The prototype optical beam position monitor (OBPM) was reassembled, leak-
checked, and checked for contamination.  No contamination was detected.  We have a small "air 
signature", as measured on the RGA, that we need to track down.  We wonder if we have a 
virtual leak we didn't catch in the design.  Testing begins in a couple of weeks, after the blades 
are gold-coated.  The drive laser suffered a lamp failure on Monday that was resolved in two 
hours.  The failure mode of the lamp suggests a change in the fabrication of the lamps and the 
vendor will be contacted to see if this might be limited to one batch or a problem we'll see more 
often.  The near-term solution is to change lamps every 200 hours, as we used to do.  A summary 
of the work and issues found with the advanced drive laser (ADL) was prepared as a presentation 
for next week to discuss future work to integrate it with the accelerator and/or Injector Test 
Stand. We are assisting in optical diagnostics for the injector.  As part of the effort to measure 
the bunch length from injector, we tried to image the OTR beam from a calibrated camera. 
No beam was seen, just light from scattered radiation, leading us to doubt the signal we got 
earlier from a photodiode.  The feasibility of using a Cerenkov radiator scheme continues to be 
explored.  The redesign of the User Lab optical interface, which connects safety shutters to our 
output window assemblies, is making rapid progress.  Progress was also made on the 
cryocooled outcoupler.  A concern was how to make the connection between the Cryo group 
transfer lines and our internal lines.  A plan was worked out that involves putting the ion pump 
on a cross, with the connections made at the intersection of the cross.  Calculations show the 
extra 8" of 6" dia tube will drop the pumping speed by only 20%, which looks acceptable. 
 
Terahertz: 
Power measurements on the THz beamline indicated 2 Watts average power during CW 
operation with 1 mA of current and a 9.36 micropulse rep. rate.  This agreed to within a factor of 
~ 2 with the calculation of the expected THz power.  Also, further spectrum measurements were 
taken as the micropulse rep. rate and charge/bunch were varied.  The results agreed well with 
changes to the rep. rate, but not with the charge/bunch variations.  Further study will be 
necessary to understand this. Finally, these spectrum measurements have only been possible for 
CW FEL operation, but efforts were begun this week that will enable spectral measurements to 
be made in both CW and pulsed operation.  This will further improve diagnostics of the bunch 
length for all modes of FEL operation. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief - February 13-17, 2006 
 
Date:  February 17, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
We had a full week of beam operations of the FEL Upgrade this week. Findings this week 
include the following: 
 

- we achieved cw lasing at 1.6 microns with efficiencies as high as 2kW/mA at low currents 
(~mA) and repetition rates (1MHz). This efficiency is more than 30% higher than our 
spreadsheet model and probably is an indication of the high quality electron beam 
characteristics at the wiggler (both low emittance and short bunch length).  As noted in the 
“Operations” section below, we still have work to do to maintain these high efficiencies as 
we scale up in current. 

 
- we completed a useable version of injector set-up script and it is now being used routinely 

in the control room; we thank Carlos Hernandez-Garcia and Wes Moore for their efforts on 
this project. 

 
- the operations team suspected a physical obstruction in the re-injection line of the 

accelerator that was identified late last Friday night and removed. We had an interesting 
“lesson learned” by this experience. The obstruction was small enough that the alignment 
HeNe beam sailed cleanly through the remaining aperture; however it presented a partial 
blockage to the recirculated electron beam which has a much larger cross section at this 
point. 

 
- we congratulate Dan Sexton who won the prize for the best safety procedure that was 

among many submitted by the team in response to this writer’s request for analyses of 
hazards associated with routine tasks performed in the FEL Facility. 

 
Next Wednesday, February 22, Jefferson Lab will be hosting a visit by the Secretary of Energy, 
Samuel Bodman. His visit will include a stop at the FEL Facility.  



 
Management: 
On Wednesday and Thursday of this week we hosted a meeting of our Maritime Technical 
Advisory Committee (MTAC). This committee has provided invaluable advice and counsel to 
the management of the Jefferson Lab FEL Program since the program was formally launched  
10 years ago.  During this entire time the committee was chaired by Admiral (ret.) Al Baciocco. 
During this week’s meeting, the MTAC chairmanship was rotated to Admiral (ret.) J.Ted Parker. 
We thank Admiral Baciocco for his dedicated service to the Laboratory as chair and his 
willingness to continue to serve on the committee.  We welcome General (ret.) Lawrence 
Skantze as a new member of the committee. 
 
We had meetings with Henry Helvajian, our PI from Aerospace Corp. on our joint plans 
to perform a demonstration experiment with the LMES in User Lab 4 and for planning a 
microfabrication working group at the up-coming FEL Users Group meeting on March 8-9. 
We also met with Alan Todd from AES, Inc., who chairs our Industrial Advisory Board. 
The IAB will also meet during our March Users meeting. We took the opportunity of Alan’s visit 
to coordinate the re-start of our assembly of the 100 mA dc injector when the associated FY06 
funding becomes available. 
 
The first phase of the civil construction for the Injector Test Stand in the back of the FEL Facility 
was completed and we are moving on with the second phase of this contract. 
 
Gwyn Williams attended the DOE Basic Energy Sciences Advisory Committee meeting in 
Bethesda, MD this week. 
 
Operations: 
   After shutting down last week we went down to see if we could see an obstruction in the 
beamline in the 5F region of the accelerator.  We found that the beam stop was not retracting 
fully and was partially obscuring the beamline.  On Monday morning we fixed this and found 
that we could run beam with very small losses in the 5F region.  We still had losses in the energy 
recovery dump region.  We looked at all viewers and found that the match had deteriorated and 
that we would probably have to carefully rematch the machine.  We decided to start by properly 
phasing the injector since this had not been done in a while.  We found one bug in the code and 
were then able (after fixing the bug) to get nice reproducible phases in the injector.   This can 
now be done in about 15 minutes as a check rather than taking all morning.   We determined with 
the new injector setup that we could still not run at high current with the first cryounit cavity on 
crest.  When the first cavity is on crest the beam is not sufficiently focused to fit through the 
narrow aperture at the cryounit exit.  We did notice that the longitudinal emittance is smallest 
when we are on crest in the first cavity.  We were forced however to increase the phase in the 
first cavity to keep beam loss to a minimum in the injector.  We phased up the injector with new 
phasing but found that things tended to drift.  This was traced to the lack of knowledge of the 
relative phase of the laser and buncher.  We have three methods of measuring this relative phase 
and they all have problems.  With the new injector setup however we worked on getting a good 
match through the FEL.  
   On Wednesday we worked to zero the dispersion in the straight sections and were able to have 
a solution that could run up to 3.8 mA beam with no vacuum rises except for the injector 
cryounit.  This will have to be "window washed" before running higher current.  We tried to 
optimize the FEL using this setup and could not get strong lasing with it.  
    



   On Thursday we made a few minor changes to the setup from Wednesday and found a 
configuration that lased like crazy.  We could run very well with full saturation and good 
efficiency even with 1.17 MHz beam.   Note that the threshold gain for a 1.17 MHz beam is over 
50%.  (1/0.94=1.52)  We then were able to get extremely good efficiency with low current beam.  
We could get close to 1 kW with only 0.5 mA of beam (2 kW/mA efficiency.)  When we tried to 
go to higher current the efficiency dropped.  We could only get 2 kW at 2 mA.  We did 
some measurement that seemed to indicate that this drop in efficiency was due to the electron 
beam and not the laser.  Even lasing pulsed the efficiency dropped by 20% when going from 
9.36 MHz to 18.72 MHz.   Lasing at half charge led to an even larger droop in efficiency.  In the 
coming days we will try to characterize the beam as well as possible for different micropulse 
repetition rates.  
   We wanted to do some experiments in User Lab 1 this week but measurements indicated that 
the collimator was not collimating the beam and it was scraping at the window into User lab 1.  
This is OK at low power but can lead to disaster at high power.  We then switched to setting up 
some of the ultrafast diagnostics in the optical control room to measure the bunch length and 
wavelength skew of the bunches.  More time will be needed to debug these diagnostics.  
We are now working on characterizing the new injector match to see both how to reproduce it 
and how to maintain it at higher repetition rates. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
This week the DC photocathode gun delivered 50 C in 10 hours of CW beam and 3 C in 26 hours 
of pulsed beam for FEL ops.  
 
The injector phasing script was modified and tested successfully multiple times to run in beam 
re-circulation mode instead of straight ahead mode. This allows us to run the script at any time 
without changing the machine configuration, which involved turning off the ARC1 magnet 
power supply and changing the linac energy from 115 MeV to 88 MeV. The script phases the 
injector in about 10 minutes. It used to take about one hour to phase the injector manually.  Wes 
Moore is modifying the script code before it can be used routinely by FEL operators.  
 
We received the getter wires for the NEG sputtering system, helped the Source Group moving 
the High Voltage Test Stand (used for testing field emission suppression coatings on flat 
electrodes) from the South to the North Test Cave in the Test Lab, and mounted the aluminum 
oxide coated GaAs sample in one of the stalks in preparation for testing the coating integrity 
during a cathode activation cycle. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
For a number of reasons, FEL program management decided to restrict access to our FEL logbook 
(the FLOGs) to only persons with valid JLAB usernames and passwords. As a result, this change 
required converting all of the content hosted on our website (laser.jlab.org) to a secure (encrypted) 
server.  Please note that the new link includes the "https", secure, protocol. The active link is now: 
https://laser.jlab.org. Any requests for access should be directed to: dylla@jlab.org. 
    The BURT Save/Restore (AllSave) data has been fully imported into the configuration control 
database. In the past we did this manually, but now, scripts have been written to semi-automate 
this task. With the data loaded now, we are looking into new ways to present the information via 
the web. An open source data analysis tool is being worked with to see how it can be included into 
our web-servers arsenal of online services.  This would allow us to generate web-ready plots 
based on real-time data and user interaction. 
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 We were able to try-out the new DLPC vernier mode this week. After a few minutes of initial set-
up, the system was up and running. We immediately discovered that, for this system to be 
effective, it must be able to change duty-factors smoothly. This was not occurring by our using the 
HP Arbitrary waveform generator. A custom delay generator is being built.  
    The injector phasing script was further tested this week.  Some needed features were 
incorporated and still need to be checked out.  The script is being setup to run in two modes, one 
for a full injector phasing and one for checking the injector phases.  While waiting for testing time 
the script is being polished up for use by general operators.  A procedure for the script will be 
written when the script is completed. 
    We still continue to test the Embedded BPMs with FEL operations.  The functionality of 
zeroing the relative positions has been added and the offset inputs for the absolute positions have 
been implemented.  Also all of the screens have been modified to include the proper scaling 
factors for the electronics so that the position readouts are presented in the same fashion as the 
preexisting electronics' position readings.   The sequencer, database, and control screen for 
embedded BPMs have all been updated to reflect these changes.  In the process of programming 
the updated code into the electronics all the electronics calibrations were checked and the data 
was stored for each board.  We've also taken advantage of AM shifts again this week to look at 
the VSWR of the embedded electronics.  The same series of measurements were made as last 
weeks but the inputs to the electronics were attenuated by 10dB to reduce reflections and 
improve the VSWR.  This data needs to be closely examined to verify that other parameters 
remain consistent.  This measurement is crucial for the next revision of the board so the 
necessary hardware can be included in the design. Still work on the General Purpose Control 
Board and FPGA. 
    We relocated the particle detectors this week to the 2F02 area after discovering that both 
detectors were being swamped by the energy background around the front of the dump (2F01 
and 2G). After taking background measurements (RF on, no beam) and re-calibrating the 
detectors it was found the energy background is still to high to gain accurate measurements. We 
will need to re-locate the detectors again in an area with more shielding. Carl Zorn from the 
Detector Group, who provided his able assistance with these measurements, politely replied that 
he is not use to this kind of “extreme” physics.  We thank Carl for his help. 
   We got the opportunity this week to test the Sextupole Reversing Switch with the actual power 
supply as it would be used during FEL operations.  The cooling plate performed its function as it 
should so the switch would not overheat and send the high power MOSFETs into thermal 
breakdown.  During testing we ran the switch from -100 Amps to +100 Amps using the control 
chassis and actual software and all is well.  The documentation for the cooling plate is being 
completed so the plates can be ordered and the switches can then be assembled and installed.  
Fabrication of the inner wiring harnesses for the switch's control board assembly are being 
completed.  We are continuing work on the new revision of the GC Magnet Control boards.  The 
development and design for the General Purpose processor card is making progress as time 
permits.  We've selected a high resolution ADC to accompany the other ADCs on the board.  The 
control lines that are needed to control the other board devices are all being specified so the 
connections to the coldfire and code requirements can be completed.  We fabricated cables and 
signal breakout box for CV-A1 progressive scan camera.  This camera will be used for our frame 
grabber system to accurately measure position and beam size.  With the vault being opened for 
the photo shoot and various tours we took advantage and used the time to straighten up and get 
rid of unnecessary components that had found their way into that area.  Two carts from 
the vault have been cleaned and stocked with tools for use in the vault only.  The excess items 
from the vault were organized and put away in Lab 5 and the trailer.  Also, a small breakout box 
for an accelerometer's signal has been constructed, labeled and has the connectors installed.  The 



portable stepper motor driver box is almost complete; it has been debugged and its chassis is 
fabricated and is being painted.  Also some assistance was given to our master accelerator 
operator D. Douglas in data retrieval off his bad USB hard drive. 
 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
UV Line 
• No change in status 
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• I set up a look at the inside the racetrack gap between pole tip and beam chamber on the 

second GW dipole of the Debunching Chicane using a TV camera.  We observed no closing 
gaps with magnet excitation. 

• I defined the helium gas system that we propose to use in the lower segments of waveguides 
of the Zone 3 Cryomodule when we isolate them with Rexolite Windows.  The system will 
purge air and replace it with helium and it will be slightly pressurized.    

• I worked on defining a system to thermally and mechanically isolate the heliax phase signal 
cables between Drive Laser and the Master oscillator. 

• I arranged with the shop and Mike Tiefenbach of CEBAF to make another core ring and 
borrow more sextupole pole tips and coils to make a second Octupole to remove beam halo. 

• We adjusted the copper slug that forms the insertable dump in the 5F return line to a fully-out 
position when retracted.  It was occluding about the lower third of the chamber in its 
“retracted” position. Its original adjustment was done in the IR DEMO times, so an 
explanation of why it was set this way is lost to antiquity.  See the attached photo. 
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(Optics):  
rors 
cement of the optical cavity chiller went off without a hitch over the weekend, and we 
sed to see that this effectively reduced mirror vibrations.  Lasing efficiency is now 
n the prediction.  Power output has been limited to below 2 kW, so no more can be said 
 absorption.  We can say that after many days of operation, the mirrors aren't degrading. 
tivities 
pted to do an integrated test of the optical transport system (OTS), with delivery of 
 User Lab 1, with a full suite of diagnostics checking for jitter, beam size, etc.  The 
file was far larger than calculated, or observed during operations last Fall and Summer.  
d to the model, it appeared the collimator's deformable mirror was at its undeformed 
e.  And, we can't control it.  This poses a problem for high power beam delivery, 

he beam is too large for the aperture set by the laser window.  We believed we had a 



spare ready, but discovered we did not.  We are creating another DMA in case the one in place 
has debonded, but in the meantime we are trying to think of other scenarios that would cause this 
to occur.  We held a meeting with the Accel. Vacuum Group to coordinate installation of the fast 
valve for the OTS, which was originally scheduled for tomorrow. However, since we are going 
to do OTS work next week we decided to delay the fast valve installation until then.  
Nevertheless, it was a good exercise in coordination and hazard analysis.  Getting the laser 
interferometer set up in front of the Mirror Test Stand (MTS) so it can do transmission wavefront 
testing of our laser windows has been challenging, but it is now working.  We've decided that to 
do the measurement correctly we need a new mounting fixture, and this is being drawn up and 
submitted.  Last week's work on the FROG apparatus to determine the FEL pulse shape 
highlighted a problem with our beam-splitter - purchased when we thought we'd be running in 
the mid-infrared, it appeared to be inadequate at 1.6 microns.  Measurements were made that 
verified this.  Fortunately, 1.6 microns is close enough to the common Er:YAG laser wavelength 
that low cost beam-splitters are available and we'll have one next week.  In the meantime, we 
moved the rapid-scanning autocorrelator to the optics control room to begin commissioning.  We 
held a meeting with project management on the asynchronous optical sampling technique we 
wish to employ for the EO sampling of the THz and FEL light.  They like the idea.  The PLL 
circuit required for this system has been redesigned and will be ready for testing next week.  The 
redesign of the User Lab optical interface, which connects safety shutters to our output window 
assemblies, is nearly complete.  We have cost estimates for the hutch shutter and harmonic-
blocking filter assemblies.  The Cryo group has designed the transfer line/ optical vacuum vessel 
transition and we reviewed and approved it.  They continue to order parts and the construction of 
the transfer lines has started.  We intend to use the drive laser for the Injector Test Stand, so 
having spare electronic components on hand is important.  This was prepared and we will 
coordinate procurement and storage with the I&C Group. 
 
Terahertz: 
Plans for performing imaging tests on the THz beamline were discussed this week.  These 
experiments will be set up over the next few weeks and it should be possible to make our first 
THz images soon.  Progress this week on power and spectrum measurements were delayed due 
to some equipment problems that prevented us from performing any measurements during CW 
beam operations. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - February 20-24, 2006 
 
Date:  February 24, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
We had a shortened operations week due to the holiday and a visit Wednesday by Secretary of 
Energy Samuel Bodman and Representatives Davis and Scott.  Nonetheless we are making good 
progress in sufficiently understanding the details of the transport and FEL performance to make 
headway in producing high average power at 1.6 microns.   By Friday we successfully ran 5 mA 
and are pushing to higher currents without undue beam loss or vacuum degradation.  Next step is 
to run this current or high while maintaining the 2 kW/mA efficiency that we have achieved at 
lower currents. 
 
We wish Chris Behre well in the next stage of his career. He leaves the FEL Optics Team today 
to begin a career with the laser effects group headed by Brian Hankla at the Navy's Dahlgren 
Laboratory. We are pleased to note that Chris will be serving as liaison between this Dahlgren 
group and the FEL Facility for FEL user experiments. 
 
*Meeting Notice* 
   We invite all past, planned and potential users of the Jefferson Lab FEL Facility to attend our 
annual users meeting scheduled for March 8-9, 2006 at Jefferson Lab. The preliminary agenda, a 
web registration form and local arrangement information are given on the following website: 
http://conferences.jlab.org/FELusers-LPC/index.html
 
Management: 
   The staff of FEL Facility was pleased to be part of the contingent that welcomed Secretary 
Bodman to Jefferson Lab for an extended tour on Wednesday. The entourage included our local 
Congressional Representatives, the Honorable Jo Ann Davis and the Honorable Robert Scott., 
the Director of DOE's Office of Science, Ray Orbach, and the Director of the Office of Nuclear 
Physics, Dennis Kovar.  We were very pleased that our  ONR Program Managers, Michael 
Deitchman and Quenten Saulter joined us during the FEL tour to highlight the joint ONR-DOE 
venture that has led to the successful commissioning and use of the 10 kW FEL. We presented a 
discussion of our development of high current ERLs, their application to the Navy Program and 
their use for a host of scientific and technical applications. 
 
We have been working through revised budget planning with each of the cost account managers 
now that the funding plan for ONR FY06 is settled and we expect to have the required funding 
within 30 days.  We proceeded to award the final Phase of the Injector Test Stand  construction 
contract.   The contractor is all set to pour the concrete shielding walls. 
  

http://conferences.jlab.org/FELusers-LPC/index.html


We have also signed the MOU with Florida State for the design of a near-IR, mid-IR and far-IR 
FEL to be located at the National High Field Magnet Lab. 
 
We received a draft from internal legal review of our MOU with AFRL at Brooks AFB for the 
study of biological effects of THz radiation. 
 
 
Operations: 
   Since we had a holiday on Monday, a maintenance day on Thursday, and a Secretary of Energy 
tour in between, we did not have much time for running this week.  Nevertheless we did make 
some progress.  We are now able to get strong lasing pretty routinely now at low current.  We 
usually get 1.5 kW/mA without any optimization and close to 2 kW/mA with a lot of 
optimization.  If we put the best estimates of the accelerator and laser parameters into our 
spreadsheet model we get performance that matches this.  This week we saw very strong  
harmonic lasing and strong lasing with a micropulse repetition rate of 1.17 MHz.  With this 
repetition rate there are four round trips in the FEL cavity for each gain pass.  The threshold gain 
for this setup is over 52%.  We also obtained harmonic lasing with a repetition rate of 2.34 
MHz.  This puts quite stringent limits on the beam quality.   Our estimate of the rms energy 
spread is 0.45% but we could not get harmonic lasing at 2.34 MHz unless it is less than 0.4%.  
This indicates that the energy spread of the core beam is more important for the harmonic lasing.  
The "halo" beam adds to the rms value but misleads us as to the core energy spread.  
   An interesting side note is that the detuning curve for such strong lasing, which should be close 
to 15 microns in length, is only 7 microns long.  With a repetition rate of 1.17 MHz the detuning  
curve is 4 microns in length.  It should be a factor of 4 shorter than at 4.68 MHz and it is about a 
factor of 4 shorter than the prediction but less than a factor of two shorter than the experiment.  
The length is 5 microns at 2.34 MHz.  It should be about 8 microns.  
   Late Friday we saw a recurrence of an accelerator state in which the electron beam parameters 
seem to be excellent but the laser does not lase well.  We did not see this state recur this week 
but took more characterization data to see whether we could identify the cause of the poor lasing 
if it recurs.  
   Though we can get good efficiency at low current, the efficiency generally degrades as the 
current increases.  The usual response when this happens is to blame the mirrors.  In this case 
however the absorbed power in the mirrors is so low that one would really not expect a 
significant effect.  We also see a drop in efficiency even when operating at lower charge and 
with pulsed beam.  This seems to absolve the mirror of responsibility.  We therefore looked at 
the sensitivity of the laser efficiency to various parameters.  We found that the laser efficiency 
was not strongly dependent on many of the RF parameters and the changes necessary to lower 
the efficiency a lot was generally quite large.  We are now focusing on changes to beam jitter 
that might arise due to beam loading.  
   On evening shifts we did some window washing on the quarter cryounit so that we can push 
the current next week.  Today we are working on cleaning up the match in the 4F and 5F regions 
so that we are not limited by losses at high current.  We also moved a couple of beam loss 
monitors near the energy recovery dump to better differentiate between loss in places we care 
about and loss at the dump itself, which we don't care about.  This may allow us to run higher 
current without tripping these beam loss monitors.  
   During the Secretary of Energy tour we decided to see if the system could recover quickly after 
a full shutdown.  After the tour had left the accelerator vault, the vault was swept according to  
standard procedures and the machine was brought up as expeditiously  as possible (with no 
corners cut, however.)  We were able to bring the laser on to lasing CW at several hundred 



Watts within 8 minutes of locking up the vault and going to Beam Permit.  This was a nice 
test of how reproducible and robust the accelerator systems are. 
   After a rematch in to the wiggler we ran 5 mA CW at full charge with ~150 fsec (sigma) bunch 
length and 1.5% or so full momentum spread for several hours. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Friday, February 17 the cathode was re-cesiated for the first time since January 9, 2006 when 
the GaAs wafer was activated into a photocathode for the fourth time. This wafer was installed in 
the FEL photocathode gun back in May 2004. Between January 9 and February 17, 2006 the 
cathode delivered 170 hours and 15 C of pulse beam, and 32 hours and 170 C of CW beam for 
FEL ops. The QE increased from 1% to 5.8% with the re-cesiation.  
 
A GaAs sample coated by ODU with aluminum oxide has been installed in the cathode 
activation chamber. The chamber will be baked over the weekend and early next week the 
integrity of the coating will be tested during a cathode heat clean and activation cycle. The 
coating is intended for minimizing beam halo and to eliminate wet chemical anodization which 
tends to decrease cathode QE. We also received from ODU another coated sample with the 
actual geometry and size for use in the FEL gun (see picture below, wafer is 30 mm in diameter). 
The pink area is coated therefore suppressing any photoemission. The circular silver section 
becomes the active area once the wafer is activated into a photocathode by Cs deposition. The 
coating thickness across the transition region will be characterized by non-contact profilometry 
 
We continued to make progress in the NEG sputtering system and are supporting work on the 
thermal insulation for the drive laser RF cable. 
 

Gun HVPS – Fully operational.  An oscilloscope was setup in the Control Room so the output 
voltage of this supply can be visually monitored by the Operators.   No problems have been 
noted with the Gun HVPS for more than a year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
All RF systems are operational.  The Quarter cavities were RF processed this week in 
anticipation of running higher beam current and lasing at higher power.  An entrance hole was 
cut in the wall of the Drive Laser Clean Room this week.  Temperature stabilized heliax cables 
are being made to control any phase drift between the RF Control Module and the Drive Laser 
system. 



Injector Test Stand – A redesign of the IOT HVPS for the Injector Test Stand is being 
considered.  The EMI division of Lambda sells a rack mounted unit that can be paralleled to 
provide the necessary current and voltage.  This option is also cost and space effective. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   We continued to make good progress in spite of the short week and the breaks for the tour and 
associated dry runs. To better understand losses after the second arc we are designing a halo 
monitor. It will consist of two stepped forks coated with our special phosphor. The camera to 
view it will be fitted to the viewport used for the linac alignment HeNe. The fork will be inserted 
by a stock MDC 6" linear stepper actuator.  
    A preliminary documentation package has been completed for the Sextupole Reversing Switch 
Cooling plate.  This drawing was used to get four plates cut, drilled, and tapped correctly.  The 
water line has been attached to the plates and the high power MOSFETs mounted in place with 
the high temperature thermal paste.  We are currently getting the cages modified to hold the 
cooling plate and the necessary connectors.  Once one switch is completely assembled we will 
get an assembly and the fabrication drawings all completed.  The necessary thermal interlock 
switches have been selected and ordered.   These will provide a second method of protection for 
overheating.  
    With the help of Pavel Evtushenko, some beam measurements were made to look at jitter on 
the beam.  We were using several different BPM CANs throughout the machine and trying to 
find out if there is any phase or timing noise that exists on the FEL beam signal.  Pavel 
has automated this process so we will continue to make these measurements with beam OPs 
today.  
    The schematic layout of the General Purpose Processor card began this week.  We've used this 
project as an opportunity to get familiar with the PCAD schematic capture program.  All of the 
JLAB/EECAD group details to get this program installed on a laptop has been worked out and 
all parties are satisfied.  The schematic layout for this project will continue as the comfort level 
with PCAD increases.  
    We're close to having an online data plotting service via our web-server. This will allow real-
time (1 min updates) graphing of multiple FEL operational parameters (like Gun current, FEL 
power, etc...) which will be web-ready. The main goal is to allow the Burt/AllSave data to be 
looked at in any way that a user wishes. Good progress is being made to this end. All of the 
different programming functions have been tested and work. We expect to be able to show 
the result next week. We are also in the process of updating the FEL parameter interface from 
EPICS to the web-server.  
    A custom delay generator is being built to supply the vernier pulse for the DLPC. We spent 
the first part of this week trying to use an analog approach. The analog approach was appealing 
because it has a natural ability to vary the pulse width smoothly as a real component value is 
adjusted, however, we abandoned that method after convincing ourselves that the standard delay 
devices cannot be made to perform  properly for the 25ns-200ns timing requirement. This 
approach would also be more complicated to control remotely. We are now working on a digital 
solution, which will be easy to control remotely, but will require careful design to ensure that it 
will change pulse widths without any of the transition glitches which are so common in digital 
designs.  
    The majority of Thursday was spent supporting Bubba Bullard in preparing for installation of 
Heliax cables in the Drive Laser clean room.  An additional hole had to be punched through the 
clean room wall, and conduit installed.  
    This week was very busy in preparation for the tour on Wednesday.   Tuesday was spent 
cleaning up the machine and getting the house in ship shape.  All excess equipment was removed 



from the vault and put away in the proper location.  The 1st floor was cleaned and repainted, and 
a video output signal from the switcher was routed to the first floor television.   In addition to the 
clean room work, Slim and Nathan began installation of the new 17" monitors in the vault; there 
will be four total installed in locations advantageous to alignment work. 
   The service technician from Thermo Electron Corp. came this week to un-officially certify the 
Nexus-based FT-IR in Lab 3. Because the system was not producing repeatably consistent scans, 
we suspected that the glass/graphite bearing needed to be cleaned. This is an annually 
recommended maintenance task that has not been done in over 4 years. (The Nexus had been in 
storage until the past few months). We were happy to learn that the glass/graphite mirror bearing 
did not need to be cleaned. The problem turned out to be a subtle alignment issue with the 
reference laser. This alignment could only be done by using the OMNIC diagnostic software and 
with some expert know-how.  This was done and the reference laser is now aligned (and we now 
know how to do this alignment ourselves). The THz FT-IR system is ready to be used with the 
FEL as time and schedule permit. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
UV Line 
• No change in status. 
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• I set up a look at the inside the racetrack gap between pole tip and beam chamber on the third 

GW dipole of the Debunching Chicane using a TV camera.  We observed no closing gaps with 
magnet excitation. 

•  We started installation of a system to thermally and mechanically isolate the heliax phase 
signal cables between Drive Laser Room’s divide by 40 Unit and the Drive Laser Control 
Module in the rack 30 ft outside the Drive Laser Clean Room. 

• The shop is working on the parts to make a second Octupole to remove beam halo. 
• I worked on a safety item in the vault, installing robust covers on the auxiliary coils of one of 

the 2nd Arc Sextupoles that proves the design. 
• I started working on new viewer flags for Kevin Jordan for the two Linac positions where 

Steve Benson requested phosphor coated aluminum disks with a hole that is centered on the 
beam. 

• I worked with Carlos Hernandez on defining the elements of the simple rapid cathode 
replacement mechanism for the injector test stand gun. 

 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors 
As noted in the operations section, forays to high average power have been few and far between 
this week.    
Other Activities 
With the short work week, most of our efforts were devoted to preparations for the work 
on Thursday.  On that day, we installed and tested the fast vacuum valve for the optical transport 
system (OTS) and replaced the collimator mirror with the spare, and replaced the diagnostic 
beam dump in the optics control room (OCR).  The first two changes should permit relatively 
high power (1 kW) beam delivery into User Lab 1.  The installation of the fast valve now gives 
the outcoupler mirror assembly and accelerator enhanced protection from the unlikely event of a 
vacuum event from a broken laser window.  The last change, replacing the prototype beam 
dump, with a slow (~ a minute) response time with the faster-responding (~ 10 sec) version will 
help in the commissioning of the FEL, because Ops can simultaneously look at the power and 



the turn on time of the FEL, making optimization easier.   Postmortem tests of the collimator 
mirror we'd removed showed that indeed, the ability to change the ROC was almost nil 
compared to when it was installed last June.  We are still trying to determine why.  A test of the 
broadband HR mirror in the optical cavity is also not warping, so we want to see if there is any 
commonality to the two.  After we complete those measurements we will return to transmission 
wavefront testing of our new high power laser windows.  The new mounting fixture was drawn 
up and submitted.  The beamsplitter for the FROG experiment hasn't been received yet, but we 
should receive it next week.  In the meantime we have been reinvestigating use of the streak 
camera to diagnose the ebeam through the synchrotron light.  As an additional tool to help 
investigate temporal jitter on the e-beam as a function of rep rate, we are mounting a few 
components that will let us put the synchrotron light output from the THz beamline onto a fast 
photodiode.  The redesign of the User Lab optical interface, which connects safety shutters to our 
output window assemblies, continues to progress.  The drawings for the Brewster window 
transition are done; we only lack a few drawings for the near-Brewster window variant.  Today 
we said goodbye to one of our group members, Chris Behre.  Chris has been involved in a 
number of projects since he joined us fresh out of Old Dominion University, and he will be 
missed.  He will be joining the staff at Dahlgren, so we anticipate seeing him here in a few 
months as a user.  Best of luck Chris. 
 
Terahertz: 
THz studies were conducted at the NSLS at Brookhaven for most of this week.  The primary 
goals were to measure the THz attenuation of some laser goggles, to measure the storage ring 
source noise, and to measure the THz transmission of a novel material, Forturan, developed by 
Aerospace Corporation.  Spectral transmission measurements were made on laser goggle filters 
which are specified for the other laser systems used in User Lab 3.  All of the filters tested were 
shown to be opaque in the THz region of the spectrum.  This should provide the data necessary 
to certify these laser goggles for use with the specified laser systems simultaneously with THz 
beam operations.  The spectral transmission measurements made on the Forturan sample 
indicated that this new material is also opaque in the THz region and this data will be provided to 
Aerospace Corporation who is developing this material as part of the microfabrication project in 
User Lab 4. 
 
The measurements of the storage ring source noise will be repeated on the JLab FEL in order to 
compare the signal to noise ratio of the storage ring design as compared to that of the energy 
recovery linac design.  This will be important in evaluating the real gains in the source 
characteristics of energy storage rings and provide important data for the development of 
future light sources. 
 
On-line bunch length measurements with CW beam 
   Trying to understand why the lasing efficiency drops down with a higher micro-pulse 
frequency we have done bunch length measurements while running CW. We have used the 
Michelson interferometer installed in the User Lab 3 for the measurements. Steve would 
optimize the lasing for every bunch frequency. The wire grid polarizer, attenuating the THz, was 
also adjusted when necessary to prevent the interferometer detector from saturation. This is why 
the spectra amplitude should not be directly compared. Fits to the spectra measured at 2.34 MHz, 
4.68 MHz, 9.36 MHz and 18.7 MHz give approximately the same sigma of about 0.150 ps. That 
number is again agreeing very well with the Happek device measurements made with the pulsed 
beam prior to the CW measurements. Figure 1 shows the spectrum measured at 2.34 MHz with 



the corresponding fit and the sigma value. Figure 2 the same at 4.68 MHz, Figure 3 at 9.36 MHz 
and Figure 4 at 18.7 MHz. 
 

  
Fig. 1 Measurements at 2.34 MHz  Fig. 2 Measurements at 4.68 MHz 

  
Fig. 3 Measurements at 9.36 MHz  Fig. 4 Measurements at 18.7 MHz 
 
   From the measurements we do not see any significant bunch length changes when we increase 
the bunch frequency, which makes us think that something else is responsible for the lasing 
efficiency degradation. 
   We also have to admit that the measurements are somewhat affected by the water vapor 
absorption. We believe this problem will be solved when we make a transition to the new all in 
vacuum interferometer, which has passed final test this week and will be replace the presently 
used interferometer in the very new future. 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - February 27-March 3, 2006 
 
Date:  March 3, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
   We continued our push to high power by increasing the average current to 6.5 mA. We 
operated for long periods of time above 5 mA to condition the system.  So far lasing during these 
levels of average current has not yielded the full power expected.  We are investigating what 
causes the FEL efficiency to drop.  We have thus far eliminated mirror absorption, energy shifts, 
and bunch length changes as possible culprits and will continue our studies next week. 
   While this work was going on we incidentally achieved 1700 W output at 1 micron, a new 
record for that wavelength.  We also regularly delivered pulse widths around 300 fs FWHM with 
the shortest being 263 fs FWHM.  This produced copious THz in our lab and we characterized 
the noise spectrum of our source to compare with synchrotrons.  Analysis of those measurements 
is on-going.  We also spent two evenings successfully producing carbon nanotubes for NASA 
with the new setup in Lab 1. 
 
Last Chance to Register for FEL User Mtg! 
   If you want to be guaranteed a briefing book, a hot cup of coffee and a name tag with your 
name spelled correct, please register before 12noon on Tuesday!  Registration can be paid at the 
door! 
   The preliminary agenda, a web registration form and local arrangement information are given 
on the following website:  http://conferences.jlab.org/FELusers-LPC/index.html. 
 
Management: 
    Fred and George attended the FEL TAWG meeting in San Diego and presented a status report 
on our work as well as our view of the activities that JTO needs to be supporting.   There was 
remarkable agreement among the various lab groups on the key areas for investigation although 
each lab had a slightly different emphasis among the topics.  The next TAWG will meet at the 
end of May at LANL. 
   We provided quad charts to the JTO on our two new projects, Short Rayleigh Range FEL 
Operation and the Controllable Radius of Curvature Outcoupler.  We look forward to receiving 
the money so we can start those efforts. 
   We continued preparations for our Laser Processing consortium meeting. 
 

http://conferences.jlab.org/FELusers-LPC/index.html


 
Operations: 
   This week was dedicated to three things.  We wanted to get the optical transport system 
commissioned to allow user operations in User Lab 1.  We wanted to push the current as high as 
possible.  We wanted to figure out why the efficiency drops with increasing  current.   We made 
some progress on all of these.  We also had a re- occurrence of the "bad lasing" state of the 
machine and took some data on what was going on with it.  
    On Friday we had demonstrated that we could run 5 mA CW at full charge for an extended 
length of time.  We re-established this on Monday morning and found that we could reduce 
problems with the  injector RF by changing the detuning offset point for the second  cryounit 
cavity.  We then tried to establish lasing at 5 mA.  The efficiency was initially low due to the low 
charge and then dropped  to no lasing at all.  We switched back to 4 MHz lasing and found that  
the "bad lasing" state had returned.  This is characterized by a cross shaped coherent harmonic 
patter on the OC and low efficiency but an excellent Happek interferometer signal.  We decided 
to take as much data on this state as possible while it persisted.  We took beam profile images, 
THz spectra, and RF spectra of the signal from a BPM wire.  One smoking gun was that the 
BPM signal for the bad lasing state showed more noise at high frequency (see attached figure).  
The images did not look very bad.  Another hint is that the THz spectra indicates long pulses 
when the Happek indicates very short pulses.   Finally, we ran a couple hundred watts to User 
Lab 1 to commission the optical transport to that lab.  Except for some out-gassing in a dump 
this went pretty smoothly.  
  On Tuesday, using the cavity detuning offsets in the unit to minimize waveguide vacuums,  we 
pushed the current up to 6.5 mA for an extended period.  We briefly tried to run the laser here 
but got very poor efficiency.  We then optimized the laser and demonstrated delivery of 1 kW 
beam to the optical control room.  
   Wednesday was slowed by problems with a cavity in zone 3.  It started boiling helium.  We 
had to turn it down.  We think now that the problem was a change in the gradient calibration for 
this cavity.  We were able to set up good quality laser light at 1.6 microns to User Lab 1 and take 
some data on nanotube production.   Simultaneously the THz group took some data on THz 
noise.  
   On Thursday we decided to change gears and move to the 1 micron mirror set to see if we 
could get some data from that mirror set to determine the cause of the lost efficiency at high 
current.  There was some confusion about which mirror was in the cavity but measurements 
eventually reminded us that the 1 micron mirror currently in the output coupler can is the tantala 
mirror and not the hafnia one.  We optimized it anyway.  We did not find that the accelerator 
went into the bad lasing state with these mirrors.  While not definitive this is suggestive.  Last 
summer we were able to get up to 1100 W with this mirror set.  Now we could get up to  
1400 W repeatedly and got up to 1700 W on one occasion (note that this is over 50 kW of 
circulating laser power in the cavity).  The performance was strongly limited by mirror heating 
however so we could not see any degradation that we due to electron beam effects.   We then 
switched back to the 1.6 micron laser and ran for nanotubes and THz.  
  We came up with a series of tests to carry out on the beam vs.  current that should allow us to 
pin down why the laser efficiency is  degrading with increasing current.  We will be carrying 
these out over the next couple of weeks. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
This week the DC photocathode gun delivered over 21 hours and 192 C of CW beam and  
27 hours and 15 C of pulse beam. The gun also delivered up to 6.5 mA of CW beam without any 
vacuum rise downstream of the gun. On Wednesday Marcy Stutzman from the Source group 
helped us in activating a GaAs wafer into a photocathode. This wafer was partially coated with 
aluminum oxide by ODU. The idea behind the experiment is to see if the coating can replace the 
wet chemical anodization used to minimize halo from the cathode. The test showed that the 
aluminum oxide coating reached underneath the mask, severely reducing the ability to get any 
QE. On the other hand, this also shows that the coating can survive the cathode heat clean cycle, 
even if is around 100 nm thick. We will do one more activation to confirm this result, but we 
need to redesign the mask for coating the wafer. Also, Chris Gould from the Optics group 
measured the profile of the coating with non-contact profilometry. His results show that the 
coating on the edge of the masked area has a series of rings of various depths, rather than a 
smooth 'step-like' transition. W&M's Amy Wilkerson is also performing ellipsometry to confirm 
Chris' results and to measure the coating thickness. We continued to make progress assembling 
the chamber and NEG sputtering system and continued supporting the drive laser RF cable 
insulation system. 
 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
  We continued this week investigating the loss of FEL efficiency at high PRFs by taking 
measurements of the FEL Beam via various BPM Cans and BCM Cavities.  The spectrum that 
we see in the 5F region appears to be consistent with the spectrum that is seen all they way back 
to the injector.  This data is being more closely examined but this might aid us identifying a 
source of noise within the machine.  We've also looked at the spectrum of the drive laser related 
to the other regions of the machine and we see consistent spectrum signature.  This spectrum 
shows side bands at + 400 kHz, 500 kHz, 800 kHz, 900 kHz, and 1 MHz of the center frequency 
1497 MHz.  The source of these sidebands is being examined.  We are staging the installation of 



some more cables to examine different regions of the machine at the same time as these other 
locations. 
    The development and learning of PCAD continued this week.  The complete program has 
been installed on two of networked PCs so that all team members will have access to the 
JLAB/EECAD networked resources.  The schematic for the Beam Viewer Crate backplane has 
been completed.  The layout of this board still needs to occur, this will involve some training 
time in order to do the job right.  Along with the backplane the Control Card schematic has been 
completed.  This card can double as a 4-Ch Beam-Viewer controller or and 8-Ch generic valve 
controller.  The schematic for the General Purpose Processor Card also began this week.  This 
card will require more time sense some design changes are being examined to modulize the 
card.  The overall functionality of the card is completely defined along with the standardized 
pinout.  In order to move forward with the Sextupole Power Supply project we have fabricated 
four new 6kW Reversing Switches.  These switches will be tested with the power supplies and 
then the transition from our existing power supplies to the newer design will begin.  We also 
continue to make progress on the GC Power supplies.  The new drawing F0286D01 for the GC 
chassis has been signed off on from an ECO.  Several fans have been added to a chassis cover to 
maintain stable temperature during operations.  Parts have been ordered so the fabrication of the 
GC power supply boards and the Sextupole Reversing switches can continue.  We continue to 
populate the GC control boards as these parts arrive. 
   A custom delay generator has been built to supply the vernier pulse for the Drive Laser Pulse 
Controller (DLPC). This allows for a smooth transition from turn-on to full current at 75MHz 
PRF. The existing system works by reducing the charge-per-bunch then doubling the PRF to go 
from 5 milliamps to 10 milliamps. This causes losses because the machine want to operate with 
full charge in each of the bunches. We are looking forward to seeing it used in FEL 
operations. 
   The 1 minute chron-process that sends FEL status information to the devlore system has been 
updated to include the results of the generic signal analyzer tools. This ensures that the values of 
data being sent once a minute truly reflects what has transpired within that minute. Another 
aspect of this work was to mux data from the three FEL power meters into 1 EPICS variable to 
look at. 
   Machine protection system and Laser safety system EPICS readbacks were added to the list of 
data that is sent to devlore on a once a minute basis.  The list is being interfaced so that making 
updates will be quick and easy along with restarting the process so that the new changes are 
verified take effect.  Due to the increased use of LabView applications in data acquisition 
systems, we are developing a solution to allow operators to use these applications on our HP-UX 
workstations.  HP-UX does not support these applications.  We can run the applications remotely 
but the lag is unacceptable.  So some tests will be performed next week to evaluate the 
requirements to run the applications with no lag in their functionality. 
   Parts have been trickling in to begin the fabrication the 12 SLM Attenuator modules for the 3F 
and 4F regions.  The anodized boxes are being completed by the machine shop and the air 
cylinders were received from the Bimbo.  Additional parts and cable have been ordered to bring  
our this week to partially fill our empty shelves and parts drawers. Wiring schematic for the 
LPSS PLC  for  Lab 4 has been updated and with the delivery of the raceway early next week, 
installation and implementation can (finally) begin. The PLC logic has been about 75% 
converted and tested successfully on the test bench. New video inputs were commissioned to the 
video switcher system to provide for proper monitoring of the Optical Transport System 
(OTS). Also, the spiricon PC's SVGA converter failed and was serviced. 
    The documentation and design for the Halo monitoring apparatus has been started.  The 
drawings for the halo monitoring fork have been given to the machine shop for prototyping.  The 



drawings for the happek lens cover were finalized and also given to the machine shop for them to 
manufacture.  We began testing two 32 Channel A/V Crosspoint Chassis for future installation 
and functioning spares.  The power supplies for the new area cams have been completed and 
tested good.  Two cameras and a monitor were installed in lab 1 to support user operations.  
Organization of the trailer continues, as more stuff comes in more stuff gets sorted/placed in the 
transportainer. 
 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
UV Line 
• No change in status 
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• The shop continues working on the parts to make a second Octupole to remove beam halo. 
•  I worked on new halo monitoring viewer unit for Kevin Jordan that will be able to characterize 

the halo in beam in the 5F return region. 
 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors 
From a system standpoint, we are interested in determining the cause for the lasing efficiency 
drop (in kW/mA) as a function of rep rate, as well as the cause for the mode-hopping, which can 
be either good or bad for the lasing efficiency.  To investigate the mode-hopping, we switched to 
the 1.06 um mirrors.  There we saw the mode-hopping of the diffraction-ring pattern (high 
efficiency), but never the cross pattern (low efficiency).  Gain and loss were measured, and we 
realized that we had the 3.3% outcoupler still installed.  This has tantala/silica dielectrics, so as 
the rep rate was increased we saw the lasing efficiency drop, but it was due to a clear sign of 
mirror heating.  At 1.6 um, the mirrors do not show signs of this heating.  So, a smoking gun to 
the cause of the loss in efficiency with rep rate still eludes us.  We had a meeting about 
experiments we could do to test for e beam motion, both longitudinal and transverse.  A few 
involve the Optics Group's participation, and we are getting those experiments set up.  To date 
we haven't determined the cause of the mode-hopping.  That will be explored further in the 
weeks ahead.  With the arrival of the balance of our order for new substrates, we are slowly 
putting them through QA.   
Other Activities 
Over the weekend we completed the pumpdown of the optical transport system (OTS).  At the 
first opportunity we tested the OTS with the newly-installed, deformable collimator mirror.  We 
found that we could in fact collimate, and easily overfocus the beam with our new mirror, giving 
us ample control margin of the mode size in the user labs.  Operation with a few hundred watts 
into User Lab 1 showed a nice, slightly elliptical beam, with just a hint of vertical motion.  This 
was quite impressive, given the fact that with our short Rayleigh range, the sensitivity of the 
optical cavity to mirror steering is higher than it has ever been.  Wednesday we delivered higher 
power beam (~ 1 kW) into User Lab 1, and had the opportunity to watch the long term 
performance while delivering beam to the nanotube experiment.  What we observed was the 
previously discussed beam steering by the optical cavity.  We could measure the loss of pickoff 
power in the optical control room (OCR), which is very sensitive to beam position, with no loss 
of total power.  If we corrected for the position of the cavity optical mode with the cavity 
mirrors, we could always correct the steering into the OCR.  What we need to do now is better 
track where that position is, and perform more system checks.  As for other tasks, we completed 
our postmortem of the collimator mirror we'd removed and determined it had debonded from the 



copper face of the assembly along the periphery inward a distance of about 1".  This is consistent 
with the higher stress we encounter with the larger diameter mirrors.  We believe we can fix this 
with more aggressive preparation of the copper surface.  We installed some new diagnostics into 
the OCR that would assist operations.  By changing the flat mirror that routes the diagnostic 
beam into the spectrograph to a window, we lowered the excessively high power to the 
spectrograph as well as allowed the bulk of the beam power to go to other diagnostics.  We also 
added a visible camera that monitors an existing pickoff so we could monitor the shape and 
power throughput, and compensate for any change in the beam position.  This also helps us with 
beam delivery to the user labs.  With the changeout of the diagnostic beam dump in the OCR, 
Ops was now able to simultaneously do gain and loss measurements and have relatively rapid 
readback of the total power delivered.  While delivering beam for the THz and nanotube 
experiments, we worked on the alignment of the rapid-scan autocorrelator, and the first arc 
optical transport for the streak camera.  We received the fixture to do transmission wavefront 
testing of our new high power laser windows.  Our first measurements show discrepancies 
between what the vendor measured and our own measurements, so we're reviewing our 
procedure with our interferometer vendor.  We also set up optical components to measure 
the synchrotron light output from the THz beamline onto a fast photodiode.  Turning mirror 
cassette 1 is down to a short list of items. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - March 6-10, 2006 
 
Date:  March 10, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This week we held our annual FEL Users and Laser Processing Consortium meeting.  By all 
accounts it was a very successful meeting.  We had approximately 100 attendees from 
universities, national laboratories, government agencies and industry. The morning program 
included a special talk by Michael Deitchman, the deputy chief of Naval Research. His topic was 
ONR’s interest in supporting basic and applied research using the capabilities of the FEL 
Facility. This talk was well received and generated significant discussions during the meeting.  
The program for the meeting is posted on the FEL website and all of the invited and user 
presentations will be posted on this site in the near future. The afternoon sessions were 
particularly sparked by new results presented from the NASA nanotube, Harvard-MGH 
biomedical, and Cornell THz user collaborations. We thank Gwyn Williams and Michael Kelly 
for planning the User Meeting, and Michael Marcolini for planning the student poster session. 
 
We were fortunate to produce in time for the User meeting a very graphic demonstration of the 
tunability of the FEL. After press time of last week’s report on Friday, we scanned the laser 
output from 0.7 microns to 4.8 microns in a few seconds using the broad-band, hole-output 
coupler mirror.  This configuration produces only low power (< 100 watts), but it is much higher 
power than available from table top lasers and is very useful for spectroscopic applications.  We 
have to check the FEL category in Guinness but this may represent a tunability range record for 
FELs. 
 
In the campaign to push the machine to higher powers at 1.6 microns, we have achieved 6.5kW 
with ms long pulses. As we push the pulse length to cw values, the lasing efficiency drops for 
reasons we have yet to quantify. We see no changes in mirror heating or measured e-beam 
parameters. During Wednesday’s user meeting we looked at possible effects of drifting injector 
voltages to quantify this potential variable. 
 
On Tuesday night we had run for the THz interferometer team from Cornell, and on Thursday 
and today, the FEL delivered 1-2 micron IR light to the Harvard –MGH team to continue their 
studies of differential heating of lipids.  



 
Management: 
Most of the groups’ attention was taken with the final preparation and participation in this 
week’s FEL User Meeting.   We were pleased to host several important Navy and AF visitors at 
the User meeting, Mike Deitchman for ONR, Comm. Brian Tait and Dr. Tom Schriempf from 
NAVSEA PMS-405, and Mr. John Eric from the AFRL. 
 
Concurrent with the first day of the User meeting (March 8th) we held meetings of the FEL 
Program Advisory Committee and the Jefferson Lab Industrial Advisory Committee. Both 
meetings had full attendance and the committee’s reports will be forwarded to management. 
 
On the second day of the User meeting (March 9th), we held two user workshops: (1) a 
micromachining working group co-chaired by Henry Helvajian (from Aerospace Corp) and 
Michael Kelley to plan the initial use of the Aerospace LMES end station; and 2) a bioscience 
working group, chaired by Ed DeFabo from GWU to plan the production of proposal to NIH to 
fund joint laser bioscience activities.  
 
We prepared the project financial reports for the month of February for delivery to the DOE and 
ONR program officers. 
 
Facility: 
It was delayed a week from when we expected, but we got the concrete walls poured for our 
injector test facility this week.   The next effort will be to build the forms for the ceiling (needs to 
support 15" of concrete plus lots of rebar) and then pour that in. We are pleased the contractor 
has been able to do all this without any injury reports or unsafe practices noted. 
 
Operations: 
   The weekly report last week got out fairly early so this covers operations last Friday as well.  
We started on Friday to do some tests to see why the FEL efficiency falls as the current is  
increased. We measured the change in electron beam timing at the wiggler vs. gun voltage.  
Later this week we looked at the energy change with gun voltage.  These will be used to 
determine whether gun voltage noise, which we know to increase with average current, is the  
cause of the efficiency drop.  We also looked at the efficiency of the laser while running beam to 
User Lab 1 with pulsed beam.  We found that the efficiency of the laser was close to 1.7% for 
4.68  MHz, 9.36 MHz, and 18.72 MHz, and dropped to about 1.6% for 37.43 MHz  when 
running 100 pC instead of 135 pC.  This is very close to what our spreadsheet model predicts and 
does not seem to depend on micropulse repetition rate.  The efficiency reduction is related to  
something that is present during CW operation but not in pulsed  mode.  Note that the 
macropulse power for the 37.43 MHz operation was 6.5 kW.  The efficiency, if it can be 
maintained at full current, would imply 10 kW at 5 mA.  
   As a warm up to operations for Harvard-MGH this week we tested out the broadband 
resonator.  It ran very nicely and we were able to tune rapidly from 0.7 microns to 4.8 microns.  
With the removal of a software limit we should be able to tune from 0.65 to 5.2 microns, a  
factor of 8 change in wavelength.  We will post video of the tuning from 1.0 to 4.8 microns on 
the web.  This really shows how easy it is to tune FELs and shows, once again, that the W55 
wiggler is very well compensated.  
   Monday and Tuesday morning was used to re-cesiate the gun and do some injector 
measurements.  We changed the relative phase of the drive laser and buncher and phased the 
injector and linac for each relative phase.  We then took data on the spots at several points in 



the accelerator.  These will be compared to PARMELA simulations to judge if we are really at 
zero crossing in the buncher or not.  The variations in the phases all look reasonable.  We also 
took Happek scans vs. the relative phase of the laser and buncher.   When the rest of the injector 
cavities are phased properly and the linac is set 10 degrees off crest, the Happek is rather 
independent of the laser/buncher relative phase.  This data is also helping us understand some of 
the drifts we see in the injector.  As an example, the energy spread tends to increase after several 
miniphase  procedures.  We now think we understand how this happens.  
   Tuesday evening was used for THz work and diagnostic work on the FEL  beam.  We ran  
500 W to the OCR or User Lab 1 for several hours.  The system was pretty stable over this 
period.  
   Little was done on Wednesday because of the LPC Workshop. We did, however, continue 
testing the sensitivity of beam energy and arrival time at the wiggler to gun voltage variations, 
finding the dominant effect of gun voltage wobble is to change the phase only at injection (only a 
small injection energy change evolves) and both energy and phase at the end of the linac. The 
full-energy variations are correlated so as to result in essentially no phase variation at the 
wiggler; the full energy changes about 100 keV for every 1 kV of change in gun voltage. 
Preliminary measurements of gun voltage variation were made during CW operation, and vernier 
mode was successfully tested. We found that using the vernier we could readily run the current 
up to about 4.5 mA CW before tripping on linac RF faults. These are suspected - but not shown - 
to be related to arc detectors firing on beam loss rather than actual arcs, and have arisen as CW 
current limiting behavior in previous high current runs. 
   On Thursday we set up for the Harvard-MGH run studying spectral variations of absorption 
in lipids.  This run continues today.  The laser is running fine.  We have higher gain at the shorter 
wavelengths than we did the last time we ran for MGH.  This is due to the higher K value used 
with the new wiggler and the careful electron beam setup we now have.  They have taken data at 
many wavelengths and produce typically 20 W in the user lab running CW.  This is limited by 
the broad-band mirror losses. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Monday we re-cesiated the cathode and increased the QE from ~1% to 4.8%. The last re-
cesiation was performed on February 17, 2006. The photocathode delivered 28 hours and 221 C 
of CW beam and 39 hours and 20 C of pulse beam between re-cesiations. Another 9 hours and 
40 C have been delivered since Monday. On Wednesday the ops team noted that the cathode QE 
was decreasing rapidly. On Thursday we realized that the laser spot on the cathode had moved 
down from its nominal position. QE scans revealed a different depletion pattern for the wrong 
laser spot on the cathode. The drive laser beam was re-steered to correct the problem. We have 
planned to re-cesiate next week on Monday. 
 
The ops team took injector data, measuring beam size at three viewers as a function of laser 
phase. The data is being studied and PARMELA runs are in progress for comparison with the 
model.  
 
We received another GaAs sample from ODU coated with Aluminum oxide that appears to have 
a sharper step than the previous sample at the mask boundary. The new sample will be 
characterized next week. We also continued to make progress assembling the NEG sputtering 
system. A poster on the DC photocathode gun was presented at the LPC meeting. 
 
Gun HVPS – Operational.  Checking with vendor to determine best method of reading noise on 
HVPS output. 



WBS 6 (RF): 
RF – All RF systems are operational.  Checking the Buncher to determine noise sources and 
drifts in both gradient and phase. 

Injector Test Stand - Talking with vendors to find a good amplifier to drive an 80 kW IOT.  Have 
found a less expensive solution for the -40 kV power supply for the IOT.  Waiting for the jobs to 
be opened to proceed. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
    With the Harvard -MGH user run beginning the end of this week (Ah, the smell of fresh 
bacon...), we've dedicated much of our time to preparing for that.  Our mobile video carts were 
setup in the user lab for video surveillance of their experiment as it was going on.  We've also 
installed a mobile PC so they would have access to machine parameters that are relevant to their 
experiment.  These video lines were also distributed throughout the FEL via our video system, so 
the control room operators have the same signals that the users have.  We continue to work with 
the operators of the machine to finalize the mini-phase procedure.  There is associated training 
with the mini-phase procedure that has also been on going. We also worked with Carlos and 
Steve on injector studies.  This consisted of running multiple injector setups and recording spot 
sizes and various information at each.   
    We have installed another Sextupole Reversing Switch on the test power supplies.  This 
version of the switch had the newest cooling plate design and was installed as it would be in the 
field.  We ran the switch successfully up to 100 Amps in both polarities.  While ramping the 
switch current throughput we monitored the temperature of the plate.  We noticed that the plate 
was in fact getting hotter than we expected but not hot enough to become dangerous.  In order to 
reduce the heat loading of the switch, we decided to modify the cooling plate to increase the heat 
transfer ratio.  I have increased the surface area of the cooling lines across the switch to minimize 
the distance the heat has to travel in order to get to the cooling lines.  This should decrease the 
temperature by at least twenty degrees Fahrenheit.  The switch is being reassembled at this time 
and will be installed once it is ready for more measurements. 
    An issue in the epics-2-devlore application came up this week.  The data being sent to devlore 
contains variable text strings.  These text strings are EPICS readbacks that can contain characters 
that must be url encoded to be properly received from an http request.  The source code for the 
application is being modified to correctly handle this.  Tests were performed to determine the 
bottlenecks involved in running LabView applications on our HP-UX workstations from a 
remote Linux machine.  The LabView applications were hosted by a plain computer running 
RHEL3.  The tests showed that applications ran smoothly locally but did not remotely.  Detailed 
tests will be setup to run next week in collaboration with A. Cuffe of CEBAF. Ops discovered a 
bug in the performance of the DLPC this week when running pulses longer than 1.6ms. We 
quickly discovered that the VME hardware (the 4 channel timer boards) are functioning properly 
and we were able to manually create the desired pulse lengths. Al Grippo has been working to 
find out what is really going on in the EPICS application in iocfel10 for the DLPC. However, in 
addition to this problem being discovered and combined with our running extraordinarily long  
(t > 1min) unprecedented macropulses widths in single-shot mode configured by the expert 
screens, we have witnessed a very concerning event (one time only @7:53am 3/10/06) from the 
machine. CW beam was generated against what the EPICS controls we set to. This just occurred 
Friday morning so we are still gathering information to attempt to understand what happened. 
Active BLMs will prevent any possible damage to the accelerator. 
    The week started off with cable pulling and terminating in support of the Mass Gen 
experiment.  Once the cables were installed, the Stepper Motor channels needed, associated 



video equipment, and network cables underwent hot checkout to be sure there would be no issues 
on run day.  Everything worked as expected. Installation of the LPSS system in Lab 4 began this 
week, with the installation of conduit to contain the new wiring. Room 217 is being cleaned out 
this week also in preparation for the mezzanine construction in the injector test stand. Most of 
the parts have come in from the vendors, so assembly has begun of the new SLM attenuator 
modules. Installation of the LPSS for User Lab 4 continues with the adding of more raceway to 
accommodate the new routing of signal cables. New mounting holes for the Exit switch and User 
Indicator lights on the inner doors have been installed.  There will be new and different inputs to 
the LPSS for the Micro Machining Lab.  This will need to be addressed in the coming weeks. 
Also helped Steve with the wiggler scans for the videos. 
    Planning for budget and schedule continue. The group is detailing the work that should/can be 
done over the next 18 months. Each of these activities are described in detail with our perceived 
priority. The list is clearly in excess of our current staffing and budget level but that's not new.   
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
UV Line 
• No change in status 
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• The shop finished the parts to make a second Octupole to remove beam halo. 
• I continued working on a new halo monitoring viewer unit for Kevin Jordan that will be able 

to characterize the halo in beam in the 5F return region. 
• The materials are in place and hole and conduit in the Drive Laser Clean Room to install the 

new insulated and temperature controlled cables from the Divide-by-forty Unit in the clean 
room to the drive laser controller in the rack in the gallery.  We have not started because we 
want to leave “well enough alone” during this configuration-controlled period.    

• At week’s end we are completing a Temporary Operational Safety Procedure that will allow 
us to observe magnet strings in the vault and  during hysteresis cycling to see if we can detect 
any anomalous behavior that would account for problems with the machine that David 
Douglas is observing.

 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors 
Recall that from a system standpoint (accelerator + laser), we are interested in determining the 
cause for the lasing efficiency drop (in kW/mA) as a function of rep rate.  To that end we 
prepared to do gain and loss measurements for long macropulses in the User Lab 1 (UL1) 
diagnostics hutch, rather than the Optics Control Room (OCR).  The reason for this change is 
that the OCR receives light through a small hole in a turning mirror, and we may be affected by 
mode changes during the turn on and decay of the laser macropulse.  Placing the diagnostic in 
UL1 essentially collects the entire beam and makes this a non-issue.  One question that was 
unresolved as of last week was whether the "low-efficiency-lasing" state was specific only to our 
1.6 micron mirrors, or occurred for other mirror sets (thus absolving the optics of the cause).  We 
got our answer on Thursday, when we had this state occur with the hole-outcoupled mirror set.  
Work continues on the QA of the mirror substrates.   
Other Activities 
Along with the setup of diagnostics mentioned earlier, we prepared for operating for the 
Harvard-MGH user run.  In addition, to ease operations, of the 5 kW power meter we often 
insert, then remove manually put on a pneumatic actuator to check power and profile in 
UL1.   We used it one evening this week to do more system checkouts and it worked well. 



During this run (whose primarily users were the THz group), the alignment to the FROG 
apparatus was refined.  Second harmonic generation was detected from each beam singly, but the 
input intensity was too low to get autocorrelation.  We will try again next week, when the power 
output will be higher.  TMC#1 passed its functional tests and will be stored until we are ready to 
install it.  TMC#2 now goes on the table.  The electronics for the asynchronous optical sampling 
technique are now working nicely.  We are waiting for the opportunity to measure the phase 
noise, and in the meantime are working to package the components in a better fashion.  The 
group attended the LPC meeting and had a chance to interact with past and potential users.  This 
is always a morale booster, and firms our resolve to get this machine into operating mode.  We 
are pleased to report that Dan Oprisko, now working for Hampton Univ., is back in the FEL 
Bldg, where he is happy to answer questions and offer suggestions on how to get various parts 
fabricated quickly.  We worked on the necessary documents the Office of Project Management 
requested in order to release funds for the balance of this fiscal year. 
 
Terahertz: 
The FEL Users Meeting provided an excellent forum for us to present our capabilities to the 
users in attendance.  This is important for us in order to grow the research endeavors of the lab, 
but it also gave us an opportunity to have some very useful discussions regarding several 
proposed research plans.  Gunter Luepke of William and Mary had some particularly helpful 
insights on the topic of our proposed electro-optic (EO) sampling experiments and we look 
forward to our continued collaboration with him.  We also had a very productive collaboration 
with Nick Agladze from Cornell on a related EO sampling experiment. Though we struggled 
with several alignment and signal issues on our first attempt at this experiment, we were able to 
collect and analyze some preliminary data which showed promising results for performing 
measurements of the THz pulse width.  We will now consider some changes that could be made 
to the experiment to improve the signal and make plans for another run in the future. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - March 13-17, 2006 
 
Date:  March 17, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
   We took extensive high power running data to characterize performance to determine the 
source of our falloff in FEL efficiency at high duty cycle. In the process we eliminated a couple 
of possible culprits but have not yet determined what the cause is.  One effect which has been 
clearly eliminated as a possible bad actor is ion trapping.  Mirror absorption was also studied as a 
function of wavelength.  We found the HR has lowest loss less than 1.6 microns and the OC 
prefers wavelengths greater than 1.65 microns because of greater outcoupling. 
   We performed the first autocorrelation data on the FEL pulse itself, measuring 160 fs FWHM 
on the 1.6 micron FEL output pulse. This is an impressively short optical pulse which agrees 
with our expectations. 
   We provided two nights of nanotube runs for NASA at ~ 1 kW of 1.6 microns producing lots 
of tubes at high efficiencies. 
   We also spent one evening running tests of an advanced rf control algorithm that will benefit 
our  FEL program, Cornell University’s ERL project and and the CEBAF 12 GeV Upgrade 
project. 
   A cathode re-cesiation was performed on Monday and we will require another one this coming 
Monday.  We believe this shortened life is due to a small leak in the injector region so we are 
leak checking Friday afternoon and will fix the problem over the weekend then perform a heat 
cleaning of the wafer before re-making the cathode surface. 
  Finally, we are particularly proud of some detective work this week on an intermittent problem 
in the electron beam transport system.  Our master electron optician, Dave Douglas, predicted 
that an intermittent occurrence of poor transport of the recovered electron beam had to be due to 
a magnet problem in the vicinity of the large dipole magnet in the recirculation arc. On Monday, 
our master magnet builder, George Biallas localized the problem during an observed power test 
of the magnet string, and came-up with a real-time fix to a partially delaminated layer on the pole 
piece of the path length corrector trim magnet embedded in the large 180 degree recirculation 
dipole. 
 
 Next week we will continue the high power performance tests during the day shift and have 
planned a four second shifts for diagnostic measurements and nanotube user runs. 
 
Management: 
   Gwyn Williams spent most of the week at the APS meeting in Baltimore while Fred and 
George each separately spent two days there attending various workshops and meetings. This 
included a User Meeting for the National High Magnetic Field Lab to discuss the specifications 



and get feedback on their proposed NSF FEL facility. Fred was honored to be on a joint APS-
AIP panel on “The changing dynamics of industrial research as a consequence of global trends”  
with chief research officers from IBM, GE, Intel, Shell, Kodak, Dow, GM, Exxon/Mobil, Micron 
and Xerox. He gave the national lab perspective on this issue along with the Deputy Director 
NIST. 
   On Friday we hosted visits to the FEL by Air Force Maj. Gen Stanley Gorenc, Colonel Richard 
Rankin and Colonel John Corghan.    
 
   The project monthly financial reports for February were distributed to the DOE and ONR 
program offices. 
  
 
Florida State FEL Design: 
   Under the auspices of our collaboration with FSU, we have developed a proposed layout of the 
NHMFL FEL to analyze for performance.  In presentations to the Users at the APS meeting in 
Baltimore we were encouraged to provide better flexibility in providing simultaneous broadband 
Terahertz simultaneous with the FEL lasing and to try to extend the broadband performance 
capability of the proposed thermionic injector.    
   Several schemes for outcoupling the FIR overmoded waveguide were studied and we will carry 
forward further analysis on two of the most promising approaches using the GLAD physical 
optics code.  So far the outcoupling efficiency appears to be limited to around 50% in both a hole 
and edge scraper case.   
   We also provided an update of the facility layout to FSU, developed a set of power and cooling 
water specifications, and calculated the beam dump shielding requirements.  This information is 
required by April 1 for the cost estimates provided by the team to the university to defend the 
building construction budget. 
 
Operations: 
   We began the week with a recesiation.  After getting the gun back up we did some injector 
studies to try to find the reason for the miniphase procedure walking off with time.  We have 
found that the phases determined through the miniphase procedure gradually walk away from the 
values determined via injector phasing.  If one reloads the original injector phases one finds that 
they work just fine, indicating that the procedure is walking away and not the machine.   After 
trying various starting points we found that the miniphase procedure is quite robust except for 
changes due to steering drifts.   We tested this later in the week when the phases drifted off.  We 
recentered in the injector quads and cryounit and the original injector phases came back.  
  With the user runs of last week out of the way we turned our attention to figuring out why the 
efficiency dropped off when running high current.  We tried running 2.5 mA beam pulsed with 
increasingly long macropulses.  We found that the efficiency fell off monotonically as the duty 
cycle increased, going from close to 2 kW/mA at low duty cycle to about 1 kW/mA at CW.  We 
repeated this with 1 mA of beam at half the micropulse repetition rate and found similar  
behaviour.  After looking at the mirrors we found that the loss in the output coupler was higher 
than it had been previously.  We then decided to scan the wavelength and look at losses in the 
mirrors.  We found that the losses in the output coupler reduced as the wavelength shifts long 
with respect to the design wavelength.  This is mainly due to increased output coupling so that 
the power incident on the mirror decreases as the wavelength increases.  Unfortunately the  
losses on the high reflector go up as the wavelength increases due to the increase in the light 
reaching the silicon substrate.  Some slightly longer wavelength might have a bit better 
performance than 1.6 microns.  As part of the power vs. duty cycle tests we looked at the 



detuning curve length at 2.5 mA and with pulsed beam.  They were the same length, indicating 
that electron beam jitter or longitudinal degradation cannot be the cause of the efficiency 
reduction with current.  
 
The efficiency parametric studies also seem to lay to rest the spectre of ion trapping as a possible 
explanation for efficiency loss. If ions were responsible, the onset would be harder and at higher 
pulse length. Given that we see rolloff at "lower" duty cycles like 30-50%, with very large 
clearing gaps, its unlikely to be ion effects ( for any reasonable mass ion ie, CO+ ,that we might 
observe in the residual gas). 
 
As a side-light, we have also pretty much eliminated RF phase jitter as a source of efficiency 
rolloff, in two tests - 1) BCM observation of arrival phase during long pulse testing (dead-on and 
steady, even when we were slamming the RF drive system at 30 Hz/10 msec and out to 60 Hz/15 
msec) and by cross-checking the detuning curve length under pulsed & CW conditions and 
verifying it was unchanged. Therefore, not ions, not RF jitter, so far as we can see. 
 
   We are setting up today to measure the power vs. time for long pulses to get the time scale for 
efficiency reduction at high current. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Monday we re-cesiated the cathode, only one week after the previous re-cesiation. The QE is 
decreasing rapidly because a minor vacuum leak around the lightbox region. The QE dropped 
1% in a few hours after Monday's re-cesiation. The cathode has delivered 22 hours and 15 C of 
pulse beam and 11 hours and 55 C of CW for FEL ops during this week. We will investigate the 
leak today at the end of the shift and make a new cathode on Monday.  
 
Marcy Stutzman from the Source Group kindly anodized a German Matek GaAs wafer for us to 
keep on the shelf and ready for installation when needed.  Previously Marcy helped us test this 
material in one of the cathode activation chambers achieving 12% QE.  
 
A series of PARMELA runs of the injector model are in progress to compare with data 
previously taken by the ops team as a function of drive laser phase. 



 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   Much of the week was spent transitioning to getting the balance of the user labs (particularly 
Micro-machining AF Lab) ready for operations. This includes installation of the new Laser 
Personnel Safety System (LPSS) box and its connections into the LPSS master. The holes have 
been drilled for all the needed cables/lights for the door. The cable for the door lights has also 
been run along. The mag lock has also been installed on the door and is ready to be wired/run 
where it needs to.  A beacon needs to be installed on the outside facing wall and the needed wires 
will be run through that. We also ran for THz and Nanotubes Wednesday and Thursday night. 
These experiments went very smoothly with little or no interruption of delivered beam. 
    We are still working on the FPGA programming. The interface bridge between the Cyclone 
and Coldfire bus have been coded and compiled. The configuration of memory block in FPGA 
has been finished.  So far, the functional modules, ADC controlling and sampling, memory, and 
ColdFire bus interface have been done.  The configuration of General Purpose I/O Card is on the 
way. This work is crucial to many of the new systems we are bringing on line with the embedded 
IOCs. 
    The Epics-2-Devlore application was updated to send a trigger in between the normal one 
minute data requests. This tells the database that new data has come in and it needs to update the 
associated web pages.  The Injector phasing script was upgraded to use BPM averaging to mask 
any jitter in the read-backs.  Testing on Monday will determine if the averaging helps reduce the 
number of steering iterations, resulting in faster run times.  The IR wiggler software is being 
revised for increased robustness.  The wiggler controller will produce an error if it's processing a 
move and receives another move instruction before it's finished.  
  The cooling plate for the Sextupole Reversing Switch has been completed and tested 
successfully.  The previous versions of the plate were allowing temperatures approaching 200 
degrees Fahrenheit.  This becomes dangerous because the high power MOSFETs are then close 
to their thermal break point.  By modifying the plate we've gotten the temperature down to 110 
degrees Fahrenheit at the peak current.  This switch has been successfully cycled through the 
hysteresis curve and also has been running for several days now.  The majority of the parts need 
to complete this project have been order/acquired this week.  We have enough parts to complete 
four switches that can be installed on our existing sextupole magnets.  This will accomplish two 
things for us, a better supply for crucial magnets and field time with the system to understand its 
operations.
    In order to keep other projects that we have in our queue moving forward, numerous parts 
have been ordered.  The remaining parts for the 4-Ch Silicon Diode Boards and the 4-Ch RTD 
temperature monitoring boards have been ordered.  Also the parts for the GC Magnet Control 
Cards have also been ordered.  We continue to develop our General Purpose Single Board IOC.  
Currently we are trying to develop a carrier card for the Arcturus Coldfire card that can be 
implemented into various systems by utilizing a common pinout and predefined dimension.  The 
progress on the General Purpose I/O card is moving forward as well.
    During the start of operations last Friday the drive laser pulse control system produced a CW-
like, long pulse which was not requested by the operator after a trip-recovery while the machine 
was in an unprotected state. Although no machine damage occurred, it was worrisome to Ops 
and it prompted us to acknowledge a common mode of running that we regularly engage in 
where we have disarmed the BLMs and rely entirely on the EPICS software and the sensibilities 
of the operator to keep the machine safe. Ops has good reason to do this. Namely, the MPS is too 
restrictive for the mini-phase procedure to be carried out efficiently. As a result, the BLMs are 
masked to eliminate false trips. We have proposed adding a new beam-current interlock based on 
the alignment mode permit chassis to provide this mode of machine protection while allowing 



the BLMs to be masked. It has not been decided whether-or-not this is worthwhile, because 
confidence is still high in the steady state performance of the DLPC and this error (allowing the 
long pulse) could have been avoided if Ops were to be extra vigilant before opening the operator 
shutter. Regardless of whether we add the new MPS interlock, the DLPC EPICS application is 
being updated with a new version which will be more reliable.
     The analog-to-digital converter channels into EPICS have been modified. A channel from the 
VMIC3122 card in iocfel7 has been provided to User Lab 3 for use by the optics group. We are 
working on a way to send this data right from EPICS to users via email,  so that a set of time-
stamped data can be collected on-the-fly without having to develop a specific EPICS 
application. 
     We are preparing for the FEL Operations Review set for Tuesday, March 28, 2006. Our tools 
and methods of planning activities and addressing configuration control are being reviewed. 
     In addition to the FEL performance graph in Devlore, we have added a set of machine status 
parameters that allow users to know what the operating status of the machine is without having 
to access the control system proper. 
(See the figure below for a screen-shot of what is being provided) 
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lso, the real-time graph of FEL performance data has been updated to display mark the peaks in 
e data which tell the viewer what the maximum beam current and FEL power have been in the 
st 8 hours. Currently there are 3 separate FEL power curves to correspond with the three 
ptical beam dumps that exist. We have implemented a "muxed" process variable in EPICS to 
onsolidate this reading. The result will be just one FEL power curve on the graph. This will go 
to effect the next time we reboot iocfel9. 

BS 9 (Beam Transport):   
V Line 

 With the glint of some funds availability on the horizon, we are starting to re-address the 
issues of QX quadrupole powering with the new style, Trim Card II and how the field maps 
from STI Optronics can be utilized.   

R Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
 I am waiting for an opportunity to go into CEBAF on a down day and obtain more coils and 

poles to create the second Octupole for halo handling.  
 I continued working on a new halo monitoring viewer unit for Kevin Jordan that will be able 

to characterize the halo in beam in the 5F return region. 
 We completed the Temporary Operational Safety Procedure that allowed us to observe magnet 

strings in the vault and during hysteresis cycling. We were able to observe on Tuesday a 
delaminating pole surface shim in the 5F GY Dipole. As the magnet ramps to full field, at the 
entrance to the magnet, the rear edge of the Purcell-Gap-forming steel shim bends upwards by 
1/4 inch, stopping as it touches the chamber.  This shim is part of a differentiated mini pole 
that is associated with the GG Path length correctors that are built into the entrance and exit of 
the magnet. We wedged shims in between the chamber and the pole shim to keep the shim in 
position.  No other problems were found in any of the other dipole strings. 



• At week’s end, we are working on adapting the still as yet uninstalled GW dipoles to a quick 
experiment that uses laser light to look for a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons 

for Hampton University’s experiment. 
 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
   This week we operated for long periods of time at high power.  In particular, we collected 
valuable data on the drop in efficiency with duty factor at two pulse repetition frequencies 
(PRF).  It's being analyzed and results will be reported next week.  Taking this data highlighted a 
long-standing problem with the OC assembly's in-vacuo thermometry.  We are making 
preparations to replace it within a few weeks.  We also plan to take some more data on the 
installed 1.06 micron outcoupler with the tantala/silica dielectric coating, then replace it with a 
hafnia/silica version.  We saw indications that the level of the UV-induced IR absorption has a 
PRF dependence, and we would like to get more data on this before removing it.  Good progress 
was made with the QA effort on the spare mirror substrates.  We received a HR coated witness 
sample from Colo. State Univ.  We will put it through a battery of tests to see how it fares, 
compared to our commercial vendors. 
Other Activities 
After the weekly was sent out last Friday, we ran until evening for the Mass. General Hospital 
(MGH) user run.  They left tired and happy.  Joe Gubeli led the Optics Groups efforts and 
worked side-by-side with the team from MGH, which helped immensely.  We also delivered 
beam two evenings this week to support the NASA effort and provide cw beam to help 
commission the FROG setup, which will determine pulse shape.  The first result, an 
autocorrelation, is showing a best fit Gaussian pulse length with corresponding FWHM value of 
165 fs.  The spectra we are measuring are appropriately wide, assuming a Gaussian pulse shape.  
Next week we'll attempt to commission the pulse shape capability to the analyses.  The 
electronics for the asynchronous optical sampling (aka, the PLL) is locking.  Initial 
measurements with the noise analyzer suggest timing jitters about a factor of 2-3 higher than 
we'd like (but still less than 1 ps), so we will be looking into how to lower the phase noise.   We 
rebuilt one of the pump carts and it will be checked out later today.  The material for new OC 
mirror frames was submitted to the Machine Shop.  We will receive the first parts late next 
week.  We are setting up equipment to measure the amount of transient infrared reflectivity 
induced in a silicon mirror when it is irradiated by the output of an amplified Ti:sapphire laser.  
This is in support of our collaboration with Prof. M. Kelley of the College of William and Mary.  
We provided budgetary information on mirror fabrication and coating costs to the MGH PI.  
They are willing to purchase mirrors for us to use in support of their experiments. 
 
Terahertz: 
This week, a significant amount of time was spent on completing the alignment of the THz beam 
through the transport line as well as out onto the optical table in the lab.  Previous hurried 
attempts to align the beam had proven to be inadequate and it was felt that a concerted effort 
requiring both extended access to the vault as well as some dedicated accelerator operations were 
necessary.  We had both of these this week and we now have good THz beam propagation 
through the transport line with the beam entering the hutch parallel to the table and collinear with 
the alignment laser in the hutch.  The optics have also been changed to all reflecting optics to 
eliminate any possible dispersive effects.  
 



 
Following the beamline alignment procedure, the beam was aligned into the spectrometer and 
noise measurements were performed to compare with similar measurements taken on the NSLS 
at Brookhaven.  These data will provide information on the signal to noise characteristics of an 
energy recovery system compared to those of a storage ring. 
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To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - March 20-24, 2006 
 
Date:  March 24, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This has been a very exciting week with the operation of the FEL Upgrade. We have obtained 
new power records, made some key observations in both FEL physics and our rf accelerator 
technology, and had productive runs for the nanotube and THz collaborations: 
 
In our quest to understand why our high lasing efficiency falls off from pulsed to cw operation, 
we continued a series of experiments looking at changing parameters as a function of pulse 
length and also looking at lasing with a different mirror set: the previously installed 2.8 micron 
optics. 
 
At 2.8 microns, we obtained a new average power record of 6.7 kW cw at 6 mA.  Also at 2.8 
microns, we obtained our highest laser efficiency ever observed in this machine, 2.7 kW/mA or 
2.4% efficiency.  This value exceeds (Steve Benson’s) spreadsheet model for maximum 
performance at these conditions (the predictions is 2.4 kW/mA) and, in addition greatly exceeds 
the 1.0% wiggler extraction efficiency specification that is carried in our current and future 
designs for high power FEL oscillators. 
 
We have also observed a number of “firsts” with this optical configuration: 5th harmonic lasing at 
560 nm and lasing with sufficient gain that the optical pulse has eight round trips in the cavity for 
each electron bunch in the wiggler; i.e., operation at 585 kHz repetition rate.  
 
On the accelerator side, kudos to Tom Powers who found out the source of our mysterious 
intermittent switching to a bi-stable “bad” lasing state: a switching to the next highest rf mode in 
one of the 7 cell cavities which can be controlled with proper adjustment of the rf control system.  
We are still learning about how to properly set-up the rf system for the 7-cell cavity structures 
which comprise the 3rd FEL cryomodules. 
 
The nanotube team led by NASA’s Mike Smith had two useful user runs on Wed. and Thurs. 
evening. On Wed. Mike had his first attempt with “bucky-ball” type and boron nitride target 
materials, and on Thurs. evening a nanotube production run was completed with 1-1.4 kW of 1.6 
micron light. Concurrent with the nanotube runs, Mike Klopf obtained high quality images of the 
THz light in lab 3 that agree with the ray-tracing predictions. This is a necessary prelude to 
producing our first real time THz images. 



 
We congratulate our applied research manager, Michael Kelley, who was awarded 
an instrumentation grant this week from ONR with Jim Greer, our partner from PLD,Inc, for the 
design and delivery of a state-of-the art pulse laser deposition system for the FEL User Labs. 
This system will support user activities from NRL, Vanderbilt and the College of William and 
Mary. 
 
Management: 
We completed our preparations for next week’s DOE review of FEL Operations and Safety 
which will be held on March 28-29 in the FEL Bldg. We have external reviewers from NSLS, 
ALS and Fermilab in addition to DOE observers. 
 
The “Laser Bioscience Collaboration” led by EVMS submitted a “letter of intent” for the 
collaboration’s planned submission of a proposal to NIH by April 18th on the subject of 
interdisciplinary research centers. 
 
F. Dylla attended the quarterly meeting of Virginia’s Research and Technology Advisory 
Committee held in Richmond on Tuesday March 21. The new Virginia Secretary of Technology, 
Aneesh Chopra, presented the new administration’s vision for technology development in 
Virginia. 
 
Operations: 
   This was quite a week.  We figured out one problem that has been bugging us for quite a while 
and established new records for efficiency and power at 2.8 microns.  Along the way we learned 
quite a bit about the RF system and successfully commissioned the new vernier mode on the gun.  
We heat cleaned the cathode over the weekend and made a cathode on Monday.  It had very 
good performance with full charge at only 17% on our drive laser attenuator.  We then worked 
on debugging some improvements to the injector phasing script.  This went well.  The injector 
script is now much faster and backs out in a more elegant fashion.  On Tuesday we worked on 
checking the longitudinal match and found an apparent octupole moment in the first arc that was 
not there before.  We suspect a bad magnet in that arc.  We then shifted to the main program of 
determining the cause of the efficiency fall-off observed at high current.  After fixing some 
problems with the hardware we finally were able to obtain power vs. time curves for long pulses 
sampled from the whole beam.  The whole beam sample was important because we wanted to 
differentiate between efficiency changes and mode changes.  
  While we were debugging the optical diagnostics we were able to figure out the cause of our 
"bad lasing mode."  In this mode the electron beam diagnostics indicate and excellent beam but 
the laser does not lase well.  The only signature of the mode we had found was a high frequency 
noise on the BPMs at a sideband 2.6 MHz from the carrier.  It turns out that this is the 6*pi/7 
mode of the seven cell cavities in zone 3. When the RF loop parameters were changed in a  
cavity that was showing noise on its phase signal the laser jumped obediently into the strong 
lasing mode.  It has stayed there the rest of this week but we know how to fix the problem now 
should it reoccur.  This discovery was prompted by an effort to look at the response of the RF 
system to pulsed beam.  This should be set in such a way that CW beam stability is optimized.  
As part of this program we adjusted crossover frequencies in zones 2 and 4 to quiet down the  
low frequency noise.  
  We took data for 4.68 MHz, 9.36 MHz, and 18.72 MHz with pulses 10 msec and 500 msec in 
length.  The 10 msec pulses were essentially flat top pulses.  The power increases linearly with 
the repetition rate.  The 500 msec pulses showed a reduction in the power by up to a factor of 3 



and a low frequency oscillation.  The scaling of the decrease does not resemble the decrease we 
saw previously when we were limited by mirror heating.  This will need some more study.  
  Since we are planning to remove the 2.8 micron cavity we decided to see how well it lases.  
Though we ran with this cavity with the W80 wiggler and achieved 4.2 kW of power we had not 
tried to lase at high power with this cavity with the W55 wiggler.  The predicted gain and 
efficiency with the new wiggler is quite high.  In fact the performance exceeded the spreadsheet 
predictions.  The gain was very high and we were able to lase with a 585 kHz repetition rate.  At  
this repetition rate the optical has 8 round trips for each electron  bunch.  The threshold gain is 
95%.  The predicted gain is 135%.  The harmonic lasing was also quite strong and we saw 
flashes of what appears to be 5th harmonic lasing very close to the synchronous point. The 
predicted gain for the 5th harmonic is about 20%.  We also saw third harmonic lasing with  
2.34 MHz beam.  These facts place stringent constraints on the electron beam quality.  It must be 
quite high to achieve these gains.  When we switched to CW lasing at 4.68 MHz and 0.63 mA we 
obtained over 1700 W from the laser.  This is an efficiency of approximately 2.4%.  This is much 
higher than we have measured on any other laser at Jefferson Lab.  In fact it is higher than we 
thought possible with our energy aperture.  The efficiency did fall off at higher current but we 
were able to obtain over 4 kW with 2.5 mW. This is 1.4% efficiency.  Today we pushed the power 
up to 6.7 kW with 6 mA of beam.  This used a new capability of the injector called vernier mode.  
We normally increase the current up towards 10 mA by setting the frequency to 74.85 MHz and 
ramping up the charge.  This mode has us set the charge to135 pC and ramp up the frequency.  
This allows us to have much smaller steps in current and to keep the charge high at intermediate 
currents.  The power was limited mainly by scattered light in the optical cavity causing out- 
gassing, which would raise the vacuum pressure and trip the vacuum valves.  We also had to 
increase the Rayleigh range quite a bit to reduce losses at the mirrors.  These losses would cause 
the mirrors to steer due to absorbed power.  Once the Rayleigh range was increased the cavity was 
quite stable and we ran for 10 minutes at over 6 kW. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Sunday we started a heat clean cycle and on Monday we activated the anodized AXT GaAs 
wafer installed back in May 2004 for the fifth time into a photocathode. Activation #4 was done 
only two months ago, in contrast with one year span between activations #3 and #4. We think 
that a possible vacuum leak in the gun chamber gate valve's bonnet flange observed two weeks 
ago contributed to the quick QE depletion seen last week, when the cathode delivered around  
40 C and lasted only one week. The bonnet flange was re-tightened earlier last week and 
although we did not observe any noticeable change in the vacuum levels, it certainly had a 
positive effect in the cathode lifetime after Monday's activation. Since then, the cathode has 
delivered 50 Coulombs and 8 hours of CW beam and 5 Coulombs and 20 hours of pulsed beam 
for FEL ops. The drive laser power request for full charge with 4 W SHG started at 18% with the 
new cathode and it is now at 34%.  
 
We continue to make good progress preparing the NEG sputtering system for coating the gun 
chamber. This week has been devoted to winding-up the three getter wires (Zirconium, 
Vanadium, and Titanium) around the water-cooled rod that will be mounted along the axis of the 
chamber. Kevin Beard made good progress running an automated algorithm to perform a series 
of steps to setup the injector in PARMELA. Preliminary results with a few number of particles 
showed the success of the algorithm and now he is preparing to run more particles for better 
statistics. The injector phasing script was tested successfully on Monday by Wes Moore with a 
new BPM averaging routine. The script will soon be ready for incorporation into the MEDM 
screen. We are also working on scheduling and planning activities for adding a semi-load-lock 
chamber to the photocathode gun currently under construction that will be eventually used in the 
100 mA Injector Test Stand. 
 
WBS 6 (RF Systems): 
This week was again spent trying to better understand the response of the cavities to off-crest 
beam, specifically pulsed beam.  Note there are two styles of cryomodules in the FEL beamline.  
The standard 5 cell cavities (zones 2 and 4) have a loaded quality factor (QL) of about 6e6.  The 
new style cryomodule (zone 3) uses 7 cell cavities which have a loaded quality factor (QL) of 
about 2.2e7.  There are two effects of this change.  The first (good) effect is that cavities with a 
higher loaded-Q need less power to establish baseline gradient in the cavity and for accelerating 
the beam during ideal or near ideal energy recovery operations.  The difference in forward power 
is of the order of 400W/1kW (no beam/beam) versus 4 kW/5 kW for the high versus low loaded-
Q, respectively.  This, in general, is a good effect.  The down side is that the time constant for 
putting RF power into the cavities is given by the following τ = 2πfO/QL.   

 
For the old style cavities the constant is approximately equal to 660 µs.  For the new style 
cavities it is about 2.2 ms.  The control system that is currently installed was designed for CW 
operation with moderate beam loading on crest; i.e. the beam current does not introduce a 
significant change in the cavity relative phase.  The system does work pretty good when the 
beam is pulsed.  The gain and closed loop bandwidths of the low level RF (LLRF) system when 
used with the nominal loop parameters are such that the phase and gradient signals settle within 
about 100 µs.  This is not the case when the same controls are applied to cavities with higher 
loaded Q’s.  If the nominal settings are used with the higher loaded Q cavities the system tends 
to ring with a settling time of several milliseconds.  Work continues towards improving better 
understand the magnitude of these effects as well as potentially modifyingr the control system 
parameter sets used for driving the cavities in zone 3.   



 
This week we also determined that the bad lasing mode was due to a nearby pass-band mode in 
the 7-cell structures.  For a standard cavity the pass band mode are about 3 or 4 MHz below the 
fundamental mode.  For the structures in FEL-3 the nearest pass band mode is about 2.6 MHz 
from the fundamental mode.  Earlier in the week the machine was in a bad lasing mode while the 
phase signals were being monitored for zone 3.  It was observed that one of the cavities had a 
very large pulse induced transient with a period on the order of 1 kHz.  Additionally, there was 
high frequency content on that cavity.  Reduction of the broadband gain (a control loop 
parameter) by 10 dB eliminated the high frequency content as well as the bad lasing.  NOTE 
there is a risk that this type of adjustment will negatively impact the steady state phase errors or 
broad band phase noise associated with this cavity.  This matter will be further investigated. 
 
Time was spent manually tuning the phase loops of zone three such that the pulsed transient 
responses were minimized.  That being said, the cavity phase signals did tend to end up slightly 
under damped.  We also set up the remainder of the linac to the set of nominal loop parameters.  
The intention is to measure the pulse-current response of every cavity in the machine and to try 
and determine mathematically better control algorithms.   
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   We are getting time now on second shifts to deliver some beam to users, in particular THz and 
nanotubes. One personal goal (KJ) that is getting close to fruition is raising the MSU (minimum 
significant unit) for nanotube collection. This is now 10ths of a gram as opposed to 100ths of a 
gram during the last runs, in the coming weeks will certainly be grams! Results will be released 
soon. 
   This week it was noticed that our temporary injector BCM electronics (sort of like getting a 
temp trailer on site) that were installed were displaying spurious noise on the signal that was 
annoying to OPs.  We took advantage of this problem as an opportunity to test out our new 
version of electronics parasitically during beam operations.  An enclosure was built up to store 
one set of electronics in a shielded fashion, to eliminate background noise in the rack area.  A 
splitter was installed on the BCM signal to break the signal out into two equal parts for 
comparison of the two measurements.  These electronics are functioning properly, some more 
time is needed to calibrate them to match the current electronics measurements.  
    It was noticed this week that the BPM at 4F09 was not responding to steering changes in the 
4F region or any where else in the machine.  Since the electronics that were monitoring this BPM 
were the embedded electronics, I removed them to do some bench testing and verification.  I ran 
the board through the calibration data collection program without adjusting the set points at all.  
The data that was collected was essentially the same as the calibration data that was taken a 
month earlier before it was installed.  This is an important thing to note that the electronics did 
not drift in calibration after they were installed in the field where they were subject to thermal 
and radiation variations.  So it was verified that the problem with the 4F09 BPM was not the 
electronics reading signal improperly.  The next step was to look at the individual antenna's 
signals on a spectrum analyzer and verify that they looked reasonable.  When I checked the four 
signals two of the signals were very low compared to the other two.  After checking the 
impedance of the cables it was found that two of the cables read open.  This means that the cable 
is either disconnected or bad for two channels or that the Can itself has openonnections within it.  
The other interesting thing to note was that on the two open cables there was signal at 1497 MHz 
on the order of -40 dBm where the beam signal was -15 dBm.  This is interesting because on an 
open antenna in the vault there is that much signal being picked up.  
     



   Progress is being made on the General Purpose Single Board IOC.  We have come up with a 
standard footprint for the PCB that will be pin to pin compatible with our existing 6U carrier 
modules.  All of the new boards that we intend on implementing this design will require two 40 
pin headers and then the IOC will be able to drop in as a module.  This will also give us the 
capabilities of deploying this module into chassis, generic boxes, crates, etc.  This module will 
be used in the next revision of the BPM Electronics and in the 3U General Purpose I/O card.  
    The Injector phasing script changes were tested out early this week. The BPM averaging 
greatly decreased the number of steering iterations. All of the phasing runs were completed in 
under 10 minutes.  The software for the IR wiggler has been revised.  A testbed for working out 
the new code is being setup.  Will be working with D. Douglas to formulate a miniphase 
procedure and work it into an automated process.  
    The Bus bridge between the ColdFire and Cyclone FPGA was simulated this week. Two 
clocks can be used for ColdFire interface and Cylcone, respectively. We designed the pin layout  
of the General  Purpose Board IOC. The ColdFire processor and FPGA will be on a single board, 
which can be flexibly configured for various applications. Calibrated the BPM IPME4F09 board. 
The new Voltage-DB curve is identical with the previous one, which was taken two months ago. 
We also used different ColdFire processors to take the data, and found the curves are identical 
too. That means the BPM electronic board and ColdFire chip have a good stability.  
     Assembly is nearing completion for 8 SLM enclosures and will be ready for installation 
during the planned maintenance period next week. All ND filter mounts were received from the 
machine shop and the filters have been mounted in place.  Fitting of all components showed no 
interference issues.  
   The MPS certification procedure is being updated to include the RF/FSD P1 interlock checkout 
and will include some automated scripts (Beam viewer sweep, Vacuum valve sweep and Beam 
Loss Monitor checkout). These additions will streamline the certification.  
       We finished two more new GC power cards. We’re waiting for the metal fabrication to 
begin on the 6kW cages. The electronics are ready to install once we receive the modified cages. 
We are also working on various circuit boards so we will have some backups. Steve is helping 
assemble various test fixtures for the SRF group at the Test Lab. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
UV Line 
• To restart the QX qualification process, we started revisiting the entire issue.  Tommy Hiatt of 

Magnet Test put together an estimate of what it would take to have a suitable traveling wire 
test stand for multipoles in house that would include a permanent magnet quadrupole for 
calibration.   

•  We also started assessing what it would take to utilize the STI data on the 26 QXs.  We will 
address the plan that is forming at a meeting next week.   

IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• I am waiting for an opportunity to go into CEBAF on a down day and obtain more coils and 

poles to create the second Octupole for halo handling.  
• The parts for the new halo monitoring viewer unit for Kevin Jordan for use in the 5F return 

region were completed by the shop. 
• David Douglas reports that there are still indications of out-of-specification dipoles in the 

Optical Chicane.  I am having a simple fiber optic array made to direct a line of light between 
the pole tips and the beam chamber of the magnets to get improved resolution of television 
images we had taken in the past. 

•  We continue working on using four uninstalled GW dipoles in a quick experiment (by 
Hampton University) that uses laser light to look for a pseudoscalar particle that couples to 



photons.  By adding pole tip extenders, we believe we can get a 1.6 T field for about a meter 
using a pair of the magnets. 

•  We worked on revising an SOP for working with magnets that had duel sources of energy into 
a series of simpler, Equipment Specific Lock-out/Tag-out procedures. 

 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
This week we once again operated for long periods of time at high power at both 1.6 and 2.8 
microns. Our setup to measure the time dependence of long (0.5s) macropulses while lasing at 
1.6 microns with a 10% duty factor worked well, and the data is  plotted and being discussed.  
We are seeing a substantial drop in lasing efficiency when going from 18.7MHz to 37.4 MHz, 
and it occurs for both mirror sets.  Analyses of the last two months in-cavity calorimetry data for 
1.6 micron lasing shows a 50% increase in total absorbed power in the OC mirror.  Until we 
improve our in-cavity thermometry, it is unknown if this is increased interception on the 
absorber shield or the mirror itself.  Data on the 2.8 micron mirror sets was limited to the HR, 
because there was a lot of light being intercepted by the OC mirror shield.  Since the mirrors 
receive the water output from the shield, this causes issues like mirror steering.  We will look at 
ways to reroute the flow to change this path.  For the OC assembly this is as easy as reversing the 
hose connections.  We will do this early next week during a planned Controlled Access, or later 
in the week, when we install a new 1.06 micron outcoupler in place of the 2.8 micron OC.  We 
will also upgrade the thermometry, as discussed below. 
Other Activities 
We assisted with beam two evenings this week to support the NASA effort and provide cw beam 
for the THz lab experiments.  We attempted to focus the synchrotron light that is transmitted 
along with the THz light onto a fast photodiode, but could not achieve a tight enough focus. We 
were trying to do this to measure phase noise.  Instead of using this source, we will try imaging 
the 800 nm (second harmonic) light generated while lasing.  The in-cavity thermometry is being 
considerably augmented by using high vacuum epoxy to bond a RTD into a Swagelock fitting.  
The prototype worked perfectly, passing leak check.  One of our pump carts (the white pump cart 
to the cognoscenti) leaked again, so it has been rebuilt in a way that should ameliorate the 
problem we were having.  We used it to look at the TMC, and discovered it has some sort of 
contamination.  We are hot nitrogen purging it.  The UV vacuum cart also received some 
attention, and it is now pumping into the 10e-8 Torr range.  More mirror metrology was done, 
especially on some of our old (+1 yr) 1.06 micron optics.  The electronics for the asynchronous 
optical sampling (aka, the PLL) were carefully analyzed to determine the source of the high 
phase noise.  The problem lies in the fact that each divide by two doubles the phase noise, and 
there are at least two of those.  Plus, as we approach an integral multiple of the clock frequency, 
the phase noise rises.  An alternate direct digital synthesizer with an integrated clock multiplier 
was ordered this week, and we'll try it next week. 



 
Terahertz: 
This was an exciting week in the THz lab.  The first beam images were taken using the Spiricon 
Pyrocam III and enough power was produced to create burn marks on a paper target with a 
focused beam.  Also, several tests were performed with the TK THz power meter to try and 
understand why we are not getting reliable power measurements with this system.  I am in 
contact with the designer of the system and we will continue to try and make better power 
measurements of the THz beam.  There are some questions as to how the mixed polarization of 
the beam as well as the broad spectrum may affect the calibration of the instrument. 
 
The imaging experiments this week were two-fold.  The first tests were to make direct beam 
profile measurements with the beam directly incident on the detector array.  This gave excellent 
results and we were able to acquire beautiful images of the beam, one of which is included 
below.  The shape is well matched to the expected shape from simulations performed previously.  
Following these tests, the first attempts at imaging an object reflecting THz light into the camera 
were performed.  This proved to be much more difficult, in part because the amount of THz light 
reaching the detector array is much less than when the beam is incident directly onto the camera.  
Some preliminary images of a razor blade were attempted during the Thursday night beam time.  
It was possible to see contrast changes in real time as the razor blade was passed in front of the 
THz beam, but no recognizable images were able to be acquired yet.  More work will need to be 
done to improve the imaging system setup for the reflectance tests. 
 
 

 
 

THz beam profile.  Note that the camera is in saturation near the centroid of the beam 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - March 27-31, 2006 
 
Date:  March 31, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This week the Jefferson Lab FEL program was a subject of a major review sponsored 
by DOE that reviewed the operational safety and user program of the FEL Facility.  We were 
fortunate to have a highly credentialed committee participating in the review and we are pleased 
to have received excellent marks from the committee in their preliminary assessment. 
 
After last week’s accomplishments with pushing the power at 2.8 microns (where we achieved 
6.7 kW cw at 6 mA), we switched back to operation at 1.6 microns to gain further evidence for 
the power and efficiency limits we have been observing with the presently installed 1.6 micron 
optics. We obtained the first clear correlation of power output variations (by 3x) with mode 
hopping on the 1.6 microns optics which will help us understand this phenomena.  
 
We also made further progress on diagnosing and adjusting the low-level rf systems on several 
of the linac rf systems to allow stable pulsed operation. We can now run up to 2.5 mA stable 
pulses for arbitrary pulse lengths.  (For those readers with corporate history: we are operating 
with an rf system that was originally designed for cw rf operation so operation at high current 
pulsed conditions was not included in the original guarantee). 
 
By the week’s end we decided to call a brief break in operations (which have been near 
continuous since Jan. 10th), to install a new set of 1 micron optics in the outcoupler, upgrade the 
thermometry in the outcoupler optical cavity, and deal a short list of maintenance/upgrade items. 
We should be back in operation by late Monday or Tuesday. 
 
This week also included useful second shift operations devoted to the new low-level rf control 
system tests, THz studies and another production run for carbon nanotube. 
 
Management: 
The first three days of the week was devoted to the DOE requested review of FEL operations, 
safety and user procedures. We were fortunate to have a very well qualified review committee 
chaired by Erik Johnson, Associate Chair of NSLS Operations at BNL. He was supported by the 
following committee members: Jim Tarpinian, who heads ES&H at BNL, Ben Feinberg, the 
Deputy Division Leader of the Advanced Light Source at LBNL, and Jonathan Cooper, the 
ES&H Team Leader at the FNAL Site Office. Roger Klaffy from the Scientific User Facilities 
Division at DOE’s Basic Energy Sciences Office attended as an observer. 
 
The review committee offered the following observations in their close-out remarks: 



“The FEL is an impressive facility and the committee feels that overall the program is in 
great shape and improving all the time…No doubt in our minds that it is well positioned to 
be safely run as a user facility.  Well done!” 
 

We obtained very useful comments from the committee on their review of our configuration 
control protocol based on Rich Evan’s “Devlore” system. A full report is expected in 
approximately 2 weeks. 
 
We thank the committee members for their hard work this week, the members of the Jefferson 
Lab ES&H Division (C. Ferguson, R. May, E. Apkemeier, J. Kelly and P. Hunt), and P. Sumner 
and R.Korynta from the DOE Jefferson Lab Site Office who helped the JLab FEL Team prepare 
for the review. 
 
With the close of the second quarter of FY06, we met with the Project Management Office to 
review the mid-year cost-performance data and prepare a revised spending plan for the second 
half of FY06 and FY07 given the delays in the receipt of FY06 funding. 
 
On Friday we had another planning meeting with EVMS and HRRP to continue the preparations 
for our proposal to NIH to fund a FEL applications in bioscience. 
 
Operations: 
   Operations were limited this week due to a two-day maintenance period and the operations 
review.  Activities focused on exploring the falloff of efficiency as the current was raised.  Some 
important progress was made in RF system stability during pulsed operation.  We can now 
operate 2.5 mA pulsed beam with very stable phase and gradient in all cavities during the pulse.  
  After last week's success running at 2.8 microns we wanted to see whether we could get similar 
performance at 1.6 microns.  Part of the performance gain at 2.8 microns was due to improve-
ments in the RF controls in zones 2 and 4.  On Monday we worked on improving zone 3.   We 
found that the measured phase was not being properly controlled for several cavities in zone 3 
for current higher than 2 mA.  By changing the phase offset signal we were able to run quite 
stably with excellent phase and gradient control for 2.5 mA of beam and arbitrary pulse length.  
The laser pulses for 10 msec operation were flat and we could run 0.5 or 1.0 second pulses with 
ease.  We were able to get close to 4 kW during the macropulse with 10 msec pulses.  Long 
pulses showed a drop in efficiency vs. time.  After dropping for a while, the power would 
suddenly jump up by a factor of almost three as the mode switched to a different transverse 
mode.  This is shown in figure 1. The power starts out at about 4 kW with 2.5 mA of beam.   The 
current, energy and phase are all quite constant during the 1 second pulse.  After 250 usec the 
power jumps by about a factor of two.  This was accompanied by a change in the mode on the 
power meter used to measure the average power.  After 450 usec the mode and power return to 
previous values and the decay in power continues.  At about 700 usec the sequence repeats.  
There is a great deal of interesting physics here.  Note that the final efficiency is lower than the 
CW efficiency; so much of the drop is due to cavity length shifts due to the mirrors expanding 
from the absorbed power.  
   Monday evening was spent taking FROG data on the beam and several good FROG traces 
were taken.  See the optical report for details.  
  On Tuesday we worked on optimizing the CW lasing.  Operation with 5 mA of beam was 
limited to low efficiency.  Operation at low current still typically shows an efficiency of           
1.5 kW/mA and operation with low duty cycle pulsed beam typically shows an efficiency of 
close to 2 kW/mA.  On Wednesday we found that we could get higher efficiency by mis-steering 



the optical mode off the center of the mirrors.  We do not yet understand how this works.  
Wednesday night we provided beam for nanotube production.  They found that they could get 
much higher production efficiency by replacing a dichroic mirror with a gold mirror just before 
their apparatus.  
   Due to work on the chilled water system Thursday morning we decided to shut the accelerator 
down for maintenance.  We should be up and running again by Tuesday. We plan to change out 
at least one and possibly two output couplers this weekend and next week we will look at the 
change in performance with the new mirrors.  
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 4 (Injector): 
C photocathode gun has delivered 180 C since we made a new cathode two weeks ago. 

charge is low compared to 250+ C delivered between re-cesiations observed last year. The 
ased performance is likely due to a minute leak in the region between the gun chamber and 
ryo-unit. We are spending the day finding the leak and we will do a re-cesiation Monday 
ing. We received from the machine shop a flange for our NEG sputtering system. The 
ated injector setup algorithm for PARMELA has been modified and tested successfully 
eek. 

tor Test Stand – The EES group is reviewing the work required against their manpower 
able.    We have received budgetary quotes on all major purchased items for the HVPS and 
  EES will not be able to resurrect the old Gun HVPS due to lack of manpower.   Another 
e of labor will have to be found. 



 
 
WBS 6 (RF Systems) 
This week was a gain spent better understanding the RF amplitude and phase control loops, in 
particular we focused our efforts on zone three.  This zone has a loaded-Q that is about 5 to 7 
times that of the remainder of the machine.  Large loaded-Q values cause three basic problems.  
First there is a larger detuning angle when off crest beam is accelerated/decelerated by the cavity.  
Second the dynamic power requirements increase dramatically.  Third the response time of the 
cavity to changes in forward power present at the power coupler is much slower.  All of these 
factors conspire to make control difficult.   
 
Monday’s problem was the fact that the LLRF system did not have enough dynamic range in the 
phase loop (it was limited to about 45 degrees) to control the cavity during pulsed mode.  Pulsed 
phase errors on the order of 10 degrees were measured on two of the cavities when the beam was 
pulsed at 2 to 3 mA for 10 ms.  The LLRF system seemed to saturate somewhere between the 
monitor point and the input to the offset summing junction.  After several attempts to reduce the 
saturation Clyde Mounts, an RF technician, suggested that we attempt to increase the phase 
tuning range, by adjusting the bias on the modulator.  Adjusting this allowed the system to 
control the phase.  Further adjustments of the phase and amplitude control loops were 
implemented to better tune the pulse response of the system. 
 
After the loops were tuned the 6/7 pi mode oscillation (~1495.5 MHz) were induced by the beam 
in one of the cavities.  It was determined that this oscillation could be “eliminated” if the cavity 
phase loop broad band gain were reduced when the beam was in an off state.  Later in the week 
the analog filters in the phase and amplitude base band circuits of two of the cavities were 
modified in order to try to reduce the susceptibility to this oscillation.  Beam tests to follow next 
week. 
 
Some of the gradient loops in zone 3 were having trouble regulating the gradient. Previously 
calculations indicated that this would happen if there were not enough head room in the 
modulator drive signal, GASK.  We adjusted the electronic attenuator, RATN, between the 
LLRF and the klystron drive amplifier (RATN Down GASK goes down) on all of the cavities in 
zone 3 such that GASK  was about 3 V with no current.  This should be sufficient for 3 or 4 mA 
pulsed beam.  RATN should be further reduced such that GASK is about 1 V if you want to go 
above 5 mA pulsed beam. 
 
In addition to tuning the system three hours were spent on a swing shift calibration of the analog 
measured phase output signals of three cavities.  Currently the phase error on two of the cavities 
has about a 1 degree transient for about 300 us at the beginning of a 2 mA beam pulse.  This 
effect will be further characterized and, hopefully, reduced in the weeks to come.   
 
 
 
 

  

  
 



 
 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   A large portion of this week was devoted to setup for the DOE review.  We welcomed their 
input and time spent. Wednesday night we ran for the nanotube experiment. Today, ND filters 
will be added to the 3F region viewers, and the viewers will be re-aligned. These will increase 
the dynamic range of the ccd cameras by 1000.  The filters are the same as for the synchrotron 
light monitors; an insert-able OD1 and OD 2. This allows the operations crew to readily 
distinguish between the entire beam and the core. 
   Since the machine has been open the past two days we've taken the time to investigate why the 
4F09 BPM was not working properly.  We checked the BPM Can itself and all things checked 
out good there.  So we inspected each cable and found that the two channels that were not 
reading right upstairs were falling apart.  The two jumper cables that go from the cable tray to 
the actual BPM were kinked and the termination was breaking around the junction.  If you 
straighten the cable out it would work temporarily but would then lose signal as soon as you took 
your hand off.  We are installing two new cables to replace this and connecting everything else 
back up as it should be. 
   We spent some more time this week commissioning the next version of the BCM electronics.  
It was found that the Linear scale was working properly and as expected but the Logarithmic 
scale didn't have enough resolution to provide the required measurements.  With that being said 
we've added 20dB more gain to the front end to get the logarithmic resolution up to par.  The 
linear side of the board will use some of the gain but we will most likely have to attenuate it by 
10dB.  This will be tested with the FEL once we come back up from the eminence down. 
   To support the nanotube user runs we installed a local picomotor multi-axis controller with a 
joystick for moving the motors by bumping the controller.  This provided the user and the 
operator to watch the mirror location as beam was striking the surface and correct for the drifts 
very quickly.  We are currently looking into making several channels of this for other 
applications that will not use our spare multi-axis driver. 
   The "picture-in-picture" equipment was prepared and installed. The Laser Personnel Safety 
System (LPSS) requires us to monitor the users in each User Lab. Historically this has been done 
by placing an 'area' (surveillance) camera in each lab and hard-wiring it to a dedicated monitor 
on the wall in the FEL control room. Adding the 'hutches' to the user labs has complicated this 
requirement. As a result, we have added an additional camera to each lab located within each 
hutch for monitoring inside the hutches. However, it was immediately evident that there is not 
enough wall-space to accommodate all these required camera views. Our solution has been to 
use "Picture-in-Picture" devices that allow us to combine the video from each lab to a picture 
that includes all of the areas that need to be monitored. An eight-channel system of PiP hardware 
was assembled on a rack-mounted tray and installed into FL02B09. 
   To assist with troubleshooting the RF system, the Analog Monitoring System (AMS) was 
modified to support 'double' the number of RFCM inputs. It was decided that, in addition to the 
GASKs and PASKs of every RFCM (namely 2x(4+8+8+8) -> 56), that we include all of the 
GMESs and PMESs. This pushed the channel RF channel count of the system from 56 to 
112. This is almost 1/2 of our AMS capacity (256). We have not yet worked out the details of 
which 'future' AMS inputs just got bumped out the system. We will consider that next. 
   Two new oscilloscopes have been added to the system. This involved work of both the AMS 
and the Video system. The scopes are primarily installed for troubleshooting the RFCMs, but the 
AMS provides their inputs and so they are available for any other application as well. The scopes 
screen are in the video switcher system and the scopes have been connected to the network as 



well. They have been named: http://felscope03.jlab.org and http://felscope04.jlab.org whereas 
the M55/Happek scope is http://felscope01.jlab.org and the original AMS scope is 
http://felscope02.jlab.org. A full audit of the video switcher control system has been done. 
This has allowed us to note which signals in the system are connected but not used. This is 
important because, the system is FULL and we are still coming up with new video 
sources. Preparations for beginning the work on the "User Lab Status Indicators" have been done 
and the work has been started to fix the system. Currently all of our cable labels are made by 
hand. We are working to implement a remote CABLE LABEL Printer that will be integrated 
with configuration control database (via Devlore). We have found a printer model that meets our 
requirements for remote programming capabilities and uses the right type of cable labels. This 
will be a much needed tool when it is online. 
   As requested a Duty Officer sign-in system is being setup.  This will help better organize our 
shift changes.  The sign in used by CEBAF is being altered to work for the FEL's needs.  To ease 
alignment of the beam on such things as power meters, a control screen is being developed to 
control mirror positions in terms of beam position.  Use of a HeNe should allow testing to be 
completed during our down time. A preliminary Epics application and driver for RS485 
communication with Varian dual ion pump controllers was installed and communication was 
achieved with one of the vacuum pump controllers.  The next steps will be to continue testing the 
driver, then complete setup of the command/ readback interface between application and driver 
and verify they work correctly with one controller. We continue to work on the bootloader for 
the ColdFire embedded processor.  So far the OS image could not been uploaded automatically 
through the network, still need the serial console to upload with TFTP protocol. Programming 
the Queued Serial Peripheral Interface Module of the ColdFire processor, which will be used for 
the General Purpose I/O board. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
UV Line 
• We held a meeting to assess how we will meet David Douglas’ specifications for the QX 

Quadrupoles in conjunction with use of the STI Data and the use of the Trim Card IIs.  The 
essence of the problems are (1) what is the field gradient integral in relation to the other 
quadrupoles in the line at the 1 part in 1000 level and (2) can we reliably run the quadrupoles 
through our standard hysteresis loop and obtain our field gradient integral set point to the level 
of parts in 10,000?  The meeting brought out that the rotating coil test stand is now repeating 
at the 4 parts in 10,000 level, with the 2 inch probe, due to steady work by Ken Baggett and 
Tommy Hiatt.  This is far better than the parts in 100 we were getting with the 3 inch probe in 
last year’s tests. Eleven of CEBAF’s batch of 32 Trim Cards are available for trial and burn 
in.  The conclusion of the meeting was that the programming for the three part linear ramp for 
the trim card is needed first.  Then we can measure a QX on the rotating coil stand with the 
original Danfysik Supply and several Trim Cards while monitoring current at the parts in 106 
level and field at the parts in 104 level.  Successful matching of the current through hysteresis 
and set points by all the power supplies, superposed on now more precise actual readings from 
the test stand and gap hall probe should be able to tell us if we are heading in a direction to 
fulfill David’s Specs. 

IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• The parts for the new halo monitoring viewer unit for Kevin Jordan are in leak testing and 

phosphor coating. 
•  I will install the simple fiber optic array made to direct a line of light between the pole tips and 

the beam chamber of the Optical Chicane dipoles on Monday. 

http://felscope04.jlab.org/
http://felscope01.jlab.org/


• We continue working on using four uninstalled GW dipoles in a quick experiment that uses 
laser light to look for a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons.  By adding pole tip 
extenders, we believe we can get a 1.6 T field for about a meter using a pair of the magnets. 

• I solidified the highpoints of procedures for working with magnets that had duel sources of 
energy into a series of simpler, Equipment Specific Lock-out/Tag-out procedures. 

•  I worked through the second draft of the UV Beam Transport Report. 
 
 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
This week we operated exclusively at 1.6 microns, in an attempt to raise the cw efficiency.  See 
the Operations section for more details.  Even with the flow path set to flow water through the 
mirrors first (see last week's report) we never could get the cw efficiency back to the level it was 
at earlier in the month.  Coincident with that was the persistent appearance of mode-hopping to a 
higher order mode that appears to be a TEM01 pattern.  This appeared only if we were lasing 
with the TEM00 mode centered on the mirrors.  Possible initiators for the mode-hopping are 1) 
something happening with the electron beam or 2) something happening with the cavity 
mirrors.  Evidence supporting the second possibility are that on Wednesday we saw that by 
steering the mode off the center of the mirrors, we could raise the cw efficiency and eliminate the 
mode-hopping.  Also, we did not see mode-hopping when we lased on the 2.8 micron mirror set.  
However, at this time, we really haven't exhausted the possibilities.  We took advantage of a 
forced down time for HVAC work in the FEL facility to open the outcoupler can for 
improvements in metrology and new mirror installation.  While the OC assembly is open, I've 
done a "first look" at the mirror and I don't see anything out of the ordinary.  Our plan now is to 
install new 1.06 & 1.6 micron mirrors with hafnia/silica coatings, so we will pull the current 1.6 
micron OC and check the surface.  We are discussing having another coating run with our 
vendor's best (lowest zirconium contamination) hafnia target.  I've learned that our mirrors were 
made using a target with the highest level of zirconia, because it gave the highest ns pulsed 
damage threshold values for NIF (the National Ignition Facility).  Not quite the same laser 
parameters. 
Other Activities 
We operated the FEL Monday evening to commission the FROG (FEL pulseshape diagnostic) 
and obtained our first data.  This is shown in the accompanying figures, taken while lasing cw at 
a power level of about 1 kW.  There are more checks to be made, but the pulsewidth is in line 
with what we would expect from the electron beam bunchlength diagnostics and slippage.  We 
also collected some data parasitically and assisted with beam Ops two evenings this week that 
supported the nanotubes and THz experiments.  As of this reporting, new thermometry has been 
installed in the OC assembly.  We had planned to install a brazed 1.06 micron optic, but 
the assembly warped the optic, causing unacceptable levels of astigmatism.  The mirror cooling 
frame also had vacuum leaks. So, with the arrival of new frame parts today, we will get them 
brazed today-Saturday, and assuming they pass leak check, put new optics in them (with high 
vacuum, high conductivity paste).   Getting these various parts ready for the installation occupied 
much of the group's attention for this week.  



  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Terahertz: 
This week, tests were performed to continue to improve characterization of the beam.  So far, 
reliable power measurements have been difficult due to the lack of technology designed for 
measuring in this spectral region.  The TK power meter, which is ostensibly designed for this 
region has not given good measurements to date.  Some possible reasons are the broadband 
nature of the beam and the mixed polarization.  The TK meter seems to be intended more for 
narrow band polarized sources.  The tests performed this week indicate that most of the THz 
beam is being reflected from the window of the meter as well as showing sensitivity to the 
chopping frequency used.  The results of these tests will be discussed with the manufacturer and 
more tests are scheduled for next week when we return to beam operations.  
 
Progress towards upgrading the FTIR spectrometer is nearing completion.  The vacuum FTIR 
system setup by Rich Evans has been tested with the data acquisition software developed by 
Pavel Evtushenko and is ready to be moved into the hutch and aligned to the beam.  The 
spectrometer will be moved and aligned by the close of the week and will be ready for beam 
operations next week.  
 
 



Finally, during the shutdown of the accelerator at the end of the week, the bellows assembly 
which supports the THz vault shutter and viewer was replaced with a modified piece.  This new 
piece incorporates two new viewports aligned to view and illuminate the diamond window 
independent of the shutter position.  Previously, observation of the beam on the diamond window 
was only possible with the shutter closed.  The new bellows assembly now allows for continuous 
observation of the diamond window during beam delivery to the hutch in Lab 3. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - April 3-7, 2006 
 
Date:  April 7, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
Observations and results from this week’s FEL operations: 
 

- we obtained further data on the in-situ performance of both the 1.6 micron and 2.8 micron 
high power mirror sets that installed in the outcoupler optical cavity 

 
- the measured absorbed heat loss in the 1.6 micron optics has evolved from a barely 

measurable level at the beginning of the run  (~200ppm) in January to a value that is 3-4 
times larger. Today we are installing a new 1.6 micron outcoupler optic so we can do head-
to-head comparisons next week on this optical coating formulation.  As a reminder when 
the absorbed losses are 200ppm or less, and the optics maintain their figure, the optical 
systems are not a limitation for 10 kW cw operation 

 
- operation at 2.8 microns yesterday re-confirmed high lasing efficiencies in this optical set. 

We are planning to continue a power push at this wavelength next week. 
 
- we continued to make progress on tuning up the RF power system and linac for high power 

operation. The system was stably operated at 5.4 mA pulsed. This is always a more 
stringent test than cw operation but we used pulsed operation for set-up and observation of 
time dependent phenomena (such as mirror heating or RF transients). 

 
- the NASA/CWM nanotube team had another successful carbon nanotube production run on 

Weds. evening running 75 minutes straight at a high production rate (~5 g/hr) 
 
- successful measurements of the complete spectral and temporal components of the FEL 

optical pulse were made this week using the “FROG” technique; this is a very useful 
diagnostic of the FEL performance 

 
Management: 
After meeting with representatives of the Engineering and SRF Depts. last week, we distributed a 
priority list for FEL related tasks for the second half of FY06. The scope of work on the list is 
consistent with the available funding and labor resources. We attempted (in concert with our 
colleagues in Eng., SRF, and PMO) to maintain key deliverables on both the ampere class 
cryomodule design project and the joint project with AES to assemble the 100mA injector 
cryounit.  The original FY06 schedule on both projects had to be delayed because of the delay in 
receipt of FY06 funds for these efforts. 



 
We continued significant interactions with our eight partner institutions in the drafting of our 
joint proposal to NIH due next week for funding bioscience applications of the FEL.  This effort 
is being led by Eastern Virginia Medical School. 
 
Next week (April 10th) we are expecting a visit for a tour and briefing on the JLab FEL program 
by the Chief Scientist of the USAF Air Combat Command, Dr. Janet Fender.  The ACC is 
headquartered nearby at the Langley Air Force Base in Hampton, VA. 
 
Operations: 
   The original plan for this week was to try out the new optics, but they were not ready in time for 
operations this week.  We therefore decided to take some more data on the existing mirror set and 
to look more carefully at beam quality degradation at high current.  
   On Monday we recesiated and tuned up the injector.  The machine came back well and we lased 
at about 2 kW.  This allowed us to check out the new thermometry on the output coupler mirrors.  
The newest data showed much higher losses in the 1.6 micron output coupler than when first run.  
Tuesday's progress was slowed by phase drifts.  Some more progress was made on checking out 
the injector. The beam had shifted a bit before the cryounit.  This beam has been quite steady over 
the last year so it has not been checked as often.  We also installed better notch filters in zone 3 to 
reduce the occurrence of the bad lasing mode.  This precipitated the need to tune up the RF 
parameters on zone 3 again on Wednesday.  This was eventually a great success.   We were able 
to run 5.4 mA pulsed beam for the first time in over two years.  In 2004 we were running zone 3 at 
higher gradient and the electron beam closer to trough and more nearly 180 degrees out of phase 
with the accelerated beam.  This meant that the induced phase shift when pulsing the beam was 
not very large.  The phase shift induced under pulsed operation now is much stronger than it was 
then so the RF system must be carefully tuned to keep the phase and  gradient of the cavities 
under control.  Using this setup we were able to get up to 6.75 kW of power in 1 msec pulses at 
2.8 microns on Friday.  
   The 1.6 micron setup did not seem to lase as well as it had last week and we’re not sure whether 
this was due to changes in the electron beam or the optics.  Dave Douglas noticed that the losses 
were increased downstream of the wiggler and derived a new match to the wiggler that reduced 
these losses by more than a factor of three.   The laser liked this match better as well but it still did 
not lase well at 1.6 microns.  We therefore shifted to 2.8 microns and got an efficiency of over 
2%, about as high as that seen on March 24.  The efficiency for pulsed operation at 1.6 microns is 
almost as high as before, too.  This seems to agree with the mirror loss measurements, which 
implicate the 1.6 micron output coupler rather than the electron beam. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 

The cathode lifetime has been shortened due to a small leak in the beamline between the gun and 
the quarter cryounit. We have leak checked previously but the He partial pressure is too high to 
detect such a small leak. We will leak check with Neon as soon as we can. Today we re-cesiated 
the cathode taking advantage of the shutdown day even though the percent request on the drive 
laser polarizer for full charge was around 80%. The cathode delivered around 50 C of pulse and 
CW beam during this week. We need to find and fix the leak to recover previous performance 
when the cathode delivered more than 300 C between re-cesiations. Today D. Bulllard is 
providing support to replace drive laser RF cables. A new GaAs sample partially by ODU with 
alumina has been mounted in the Source Group's cathode activation chamber in preparation for 
testing next week.  



Gun HVPS – Observed 500 volt transients on the Gun output voltage during the 5 ma pulsed 
mode operations.  This is larger than expected and S. Benson is determining the necessary 
requirements.  During CW operations even at high currents the ripple is less than 100 volts. 
 
WBS 6 (RF Systems) 
RF – An additional set of RF heliax cables were pulled from the RF Injector rack to the Divide 
by 40 chassis in the Drive Laser Clean Room.  They were terminated and will be connected early 
next week.  These cables are temperature stabilized heliax, installed with a water hose (LCW) at 
95 ± 1° F, inside a foam insulation tube that is inside a PVC pipe.  The PVC pipe is tied to a 
cable tray to prevent movement.  This task is to control any external sources of phase drift with 
the Drive Laser. 

 Additional oscilloscopes were added to allow Phase Measured (PMES) and Gradient Measured 
(GMES) signals to be taken to the Analog Monitoring System for viewing in the Control Room.  
These signals were used to adjust the various parameters of the RF Control Modules (RFCM) in 
Zone 3 to give good stable control when the machine is operated in pulsed mode with high beam 
currents (5 ma).  The high frequency notch filters on the Analog Boards of the Zone 3 RFCM’s 
were changed to low pass filters with a 200 kHz roll-off to better reduce any noise and ringing in 
pulsed mode operations.  The screen software was changed to display Phase modulator Bias 
(PBIS) with an increased resolution of 0.1 volts.  PBIS is one of the parameters that is set to give 
good pulse response to the RFCM.  Several of the Tuning Detector Offsets (TDOFF) for the 
cavities were changed too much during the setup for high pulsed current and had to be changed 
back for lower pulsed currents and CW operations. 

 WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 

   Since the first part of this week was spent recovering from our maintenance down, the injector 
was rephased using the script.  While running the script it was found that a 40 Gauss magnet 
steer was needed, this indicted that the beam was not centered through the cryo-unit.  Once this 
was fixed the injector was rephased properly.  The next important step for phasing scripts is our 
mini-phase set-up.  The procedure is almost completed and is being reviewed so the automation 
portion can be as much as possible.  The new user mirror control screen was  
completed and tested.  The screen is now available for all to use.  The third mouse button Duty 
Officer sign-in system is being updated with the list of authorized personnel.  This provides a 
way for an automated log entry to be generated so that accurate details of who is the Duty 
Officer is on record. 
    When Vernier Mode was originally requested back in Dec. 2005, Dave Douglas also asked 
that it include a physical knob or dial that would bring a "vintage" feel to using the system. Since 
the vernier mode has been completely commissioned, we recently turned our attention to secretly 
building Dave a tabletop "knob" for vernier mode. The result: "Ye Olde Knob", which has been 
specially designed to go beyond customary "ten" and provide the FEL operator with access to 
"eleven". This week, we had the honor of presenting "Ye olde Knob" to Dave (see figure 1). 
During the week we were able to use it as an effective control tool for vernier mode. Please note 
that with this special control tool, I personally believe we can achieve "11" kilowatts. 
 
 

 
 
 



 
Figure 1: "Ye Olde Knob" for Vernier Mode control. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Two new video switcher chassis were added to the system providing 64 more available video 
input channels. This brings the chassis count to 8 and a grand total of 256 active video channels. 
We are in the process of designing a video switcher test chassis. More on that later.  We also 
tested the video input signals for two different monitors in the control room and noted the 
configuration as a way of reviewing our installation.  The placements of the "picture-in-picture" 
positions were established for the LPSS wall monitors. 
    Progress has been made in debugging the "User Lab Status Indicators". We have chased some 
of the problems down to a connector inside one of the IOCs. This ioc (iocfel7) is required to 
stray 'up' during that optics work going on in the vault. This is because the ioc supports the 
LVDT sensors for the mirror positions. Therefore, fixing this connector problem will have to be 
done when the optics folks say they could tolerate losing the LVDT values. 
    An FEL OPs announcement (text-to-speech) system is currently under test. It is essentially a 
zero-effort byproduct of the EPICS-to-Devlore Project. In order to catalogue machine 
performance data from OPs (like - what labs are made up and what the MPS trips are) we have 
developed a system of machine event driven triggering of EPICS-to-Devlore data that can easily 
be used to send a text string to a "text-to-speech" service that runs on laser(.jlab.org). Extreme 
caution is being used in how this service is introduced. For if it says the wrong thing - even just 
once - I'm sure it will be mercilessly smashed with a hammer. 
    A method of remote programming our embedded IOCs has been configured and tested.  We 
have figured out how to code a program to upload the RTEMS Operating System image on to the 
ColdFire via the Ethernet.  Basically a waveform record was installed on the ColdFire IOC, and 
on the host machine.  We send a command to send the image file to this waveform record, when 
the record is received, the image file gets burned to the Operating System image on the flash 
ROM.  All of the updates are done in the background without interrupting the Coldfire IOC 



normal running state.  In order to load the new image the Coldfire IOC needs to be rebooted and 
the flash ROM gets loaded onto the Coldfire.  Since the method of remote programming required 
a reboot we added the ability to remote reboot the processor from an EPICS screen.  With these 
two functions, we have made a big progress on the EPICS-RTEMS-Coldfire configuration.  This 
allows us to implement these embedded IOCs as we would a VME IOC without losing any of the 
major functionality. 
    The cooling plates for the Sextupole Reversing Switches were received this week from the 
machine shop.  These are in the process of having the water lines brazed into place and then the 
assembly of the switches will begin.  Several more of the enclosures were gathered together from 
the EES/DC group.  The metal work for the enclosures is almost finished. The remaining few 
will have to be completed once the first batch is done and traded with the EES/DC group so they 
can keep their tests moving forward. 
    Installation and checkout onto the beam line was completed for the ND filter assemblies in the 
3F region.  A fan out chassis was fabricated and installed using one Beam Viewer channel in 
order to control all the 3F filter enclosures.  Final preparation for ND2 filters was made this 
week. Four filter assemblies need to be constructed and these are the last remaining four.  Once 
the parts for these come in we will be ready to go, to wrap up this project.  Two more ND filters 
were glued and placed inside the filter boxes, these were installed on the two SLMs at ARC1 and 
ARC2.  The PCBs that will be used for the ND-2 Filter Boxes in our Beam Viewer system were 
completed this week.  Fifty of the boards were ordered.  These boards have implications in other 
systems and test fixtures so some spares were ordered. 
    Some time was taken this morning to investigate some the punch list of problems that 
operations noted this week.  We looked into the 2F03 BPM to investigate why it wasn't 
responding to beam motion.  After a couple of test it was found that a cable had broken or gotten 
damaged over time in the machine enclosure.  The cable was replaced and that took care of the 
response problem for the BPM.  We've designed a 4-Channel Buffer Box that will drive an input 
at High Impedance and loaded at 50 ohms.  These four channels have a gain of 1, 5, 10, & 100.  
We are currently in the process of constructing two of these boxes for uses with the fast optical 
detector and other sensitive instrumentation.  The panels have been machined and the wiring 
harness completed.  The assembly of these will continue into next week.  Support to the RF 
Group was given this week by install filtering on the existing LLRF control modules in zone 3.  
Also the test fixture for the SRF group was finished for HOM Cable testing.  In the terahertz lab, 
a set of shelves were put together for spare parts.  We cleaned up many of the items from the 
back porch, these have been removed and taken to storage.  The Happek insertable lens cover has 
been completed and is ready for installation.  Time was spent with the Document Control (DCG) 
folks to begin considering how their "Oce" system and our "Devlore" system can be integrated to 
provide users with all of the essential Oce capabilities embedded in the Devlore interface. This 
will be fun.  A PC controlled Thermal Label Printer has been ordered. Plans to integrate it into 
Devlore are in progress.  Preparation for the use of lab 4 was also pushed along this week. 
Conduit has been installed for most of the wiring for the LPSS system and final install/tidying 
needs to be done so everything can be completed.  In lab 4, a set of cables was run from the door 
to the LPSS box.  In association with that, one plastic top piece for a cable holder was cut. 
 
This week we have finished testing of the software, which controls our Tektronix oscilloscopes 
connected to the Ethernet. The software also gives us the possibility to download the data 
acquired by an oscilloscope with 1 Hz rate. The data can be stored then and analyzed offline. The 
software also can broadcast the measurements via Ethernet for any other application so that the 
data evaluation can happens on-line. For example we use this approach to measure on-line losses 
of the optical cavity. Another example is making FFT of the data taken by a scope, which can be 



applied to any signal. The software has been tested and installed on one of computers in the 
control room and is available to be installed on any other computer. The new software has been 
used during this week to capture and store data for our experiment with the LLRF as well as for 
some measurements with the FEL. 
 
Since a temporal jitter of the electron bunches can be a very effective way to reduce the FEL 
efficiency we would like to make measurements of that jitter. This week we were looking for a 
best possibility to do the measurements and learning how to make the measurements properly. 
We did a good progress. The measurements can be done using the Beam Current Monitor cavity 
(BCM) and the Agilent E5052A Signal Source Analyzer. We think we are ready to do the 
measurement. We will need CW beam for the measurements. The idea of the experiment is to 
measure the timing jitter as a function of the average current and the bunch frequency. We did 
some preliminary measurements when learning how to do the measurements. We were 
measuring RMS jitter between 170 fs and 200 fs in the vicinity of the wiggler in the range 
between 10 Hz and 1 MHz. The carrier frequency is 1497 MHz. The figure below shows the 
measured spectrum of the timing jitter. We have the possibility to make these measurements 
right upstream of the wiggler as well as in the injector. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
UV Line 
• We are working on developing a cost and schedule for starting the QX Quadrupole 

qualification. 
•  I finished the text of the draft of the UV Beam Transport Report, added pictures and submitted 

it to Fred for review.    
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
•  I completed the building and installation of a step between the 1st Arc’s GY Dipole and the 

wall that will allow folks to safely go through this narrowed zone and access the area of the 
2G Dump.  

• I will install the simple fiber optic array to direct a line of light between the pole tips and the 
beam chamber of the Optical Chicane Dipoles today. 

• We continue working on using four uninstalled GW dipoles in a quick experiment that uses 
laser light to look for a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons.  I designed the pole tip 
extenders for the GW dipoles and am having one set made to prove the concept by a test in 
Magnet Test. 

•  I designed the cover for the W55 (IR Line) Wiggler and sent it out for bid. 
•  I worked on the design of the permanent cover for the optical transport between the drive laser 

line and the entrance into the Light Box in the injector. 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
This week we operated at both 1.6 and 2.8 microns and collected calorimetry data (with the 
newly-installed thermometry discussed the last two weeks), as well as gain and loss data.  At this 
time we are still analyzing the data.  The new thermometry is quite responsive to changes in the 
water temperature, responding in a few seconds, rather than minutes.  Using the new 
thermometry, as well as information from Ops, we are finding that the design of the scattered 
light shields was a bit too liberal.  The shields are designed to not occlude the clear aperture of 
the mirrors, except at the mounting points.  This allows some scattered light to hit the mirror 
braze (or heat-conducting vacuum paste) and holders, making determination of the loss in-situ 
problematic.  To fix this, we are going to make some new adapters that will completely shield 
the frames and mounts.  We hope to have those ready for installation soon. 
Other Activities 
The anticipated receipt of the mirror frames we needed in order to install new mirrors didn't 
occur over the weekend, so our plan B went into effect and we were ready to lase again by the 
start of Ops on Monday morning.  We received the frames yesterday, checked them, and then 
used thermally-conductive high vacuum paste to mount a high power (1.6 micron, 90% 
reflectivity).  This is the first time we have tried using paste instead of braze for a mirror that will 
have a high intracavity power load, and if it works well, would make the mounting of mirrors for 
the IR Upgrade easier than it is now.  Conveniently enough, as part of his senior project, Jason 
Tracy took data that will allow us to extract the thermal resistance of the paste for future 
modeling.   We operated the FEL last night to collect more data with our FROG (FEL 
pulseshape) diagnostic, and this time used our spectrograph to record representative spectra at 
the same points on the detuning curve.  Since a spectrum can be calculated from the FROG data, 
the actual spectra will be used as a benchmark to validate the analysis.  TMC #1 was checked for 
residual contamination after a week long hot nitrogen purge, and found to be clean.  It does have 
a leak, which we believe may be virtual.  For now, we will store it for installation at a later date. 
With the release of priorities, and funds, we are moving ahead with the completion of the optical 



cavity mirror metrology system and some laser safety hardware that will allow us to run beam to 
User Labs 2 & 4.  That and other tasks will be updated in future weekly reports. 
 
Terahertz: 
This week, I was not able to take advantage of the evening beam operations to continue power 
and imaging studies on the THz beamline because I was reviewing the final design for the pump-
probe vacuum chamber and optics being built at Pike Technologies.  It was a productive trip 
though, and all of the design issues were resolved, allowing Pike to begin machining and 
assembly of the system.  It was also a great opportunity to discuss the vacuum FTIR system built 
by Pike, which is now installed in the hutch in Lab 3.  In consultation with their engineers, it was 
determined that it will be possible to use the signals from the vacuum FTIR to collect THz 
spectrum data when the accelerator operates in pulsed mode.  Previously, it has only been 
possible to make spectral measurements during CW operations.  This expanded capability will 
provide much better diagnostics for the accelerator operations when changing from pulsed to 
CW mode. 
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To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - April 10-14, 2006 
 
Date:  April 14, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This was a productive week for high power operation of the FEL Upgrade. We obtained a 
new world’s record of 4.2 kW for cw operation at 1.6 microns. The control room data 
copied below shows that we were able to hold the machine at cw operations for an hour 
so that we could collect data on mirror heating, scattered light and long term stability.  
The FEL delivered over 10 MJ during this period.   Today we are studying high power 
cw operation at 2.8 microns, with the output power peaking at 6 kW. 
 
 In both high power runs we are investigating various near-term experimental limits to the 
power that vary and interplay between: heat losses in the optics, pressure rises in the 
optical cavity due to gas desorption from stray light, and some beam loading effects in 
the accelerator. Details are given in the Operations Section below. 
 
On evening shifts we devoted another shift to the low-level rf control system 
development and a production run for NASA for carbon nanotubes. 
 
Quite a bit of press attention was generated for our colleague, Dr. Rox Anderson at 
Harvard’s Wellman Center for Photomedicine and the FEL team with a joint press 
release on the recent “fat burning” experiments using the FEL at 1.2 and 1.7 microns for 
differential heating of fat tissues.  The press release can be found at:  
http://www.jlab.org/news/articles/2006/zap.html 
 
At our press time, the release has been picked up by more than 25 media outlets. 
 
Management 
On Monday, April 10th, we were visited by the Dr. Janet Fender, the Chief Scientist of 
the USAF Air Combat Command, along with 7 members of her staff. To keep up our 
Joint Services activities, we were joined during the USAF visit by our ONR Program 
Manager, Quentin Saulter. 
 
We took advantage of Mr. Saulter’s visit to have a brief review of project cost-
performance goals for the second half of FY06 with the Project Management Office and 
the JSO contracting officer. 
 
As of press time we are working with our colleagues at EVMS to complete our 
submission of a proposal to NIH for an Interdisciplinary Research Center based on 



bioscience applications of the FEL. The proposal is being submitted by a team from nine 
institutions led by EVMS and three other medical schools (Harvard, GWU and UVA). 
 

Two hours of running; most recent time to the left.  The dark blue trace is beam current 
at 10 mA full scale showing > 5 mA current for over an hour.  Red is FEL Power, 10 
kW full scale showing  4 kW for more than 1 hour at 1.6 microns. 

  

 
 

The strip below shows another 2+ hour run.  We brought it up to 6 kW (far right) then tried several 
mirror settings (center) before settling in on a stable setup (left) that ran ~6 kW for an extended 
period (~ 20 min).  Laser power is red, 10 kW full scale.  The blue is beam current 10 mA full 
scale.  The limit in this case was ultimately a vacuum trip in the beamline;  the 
gas pressure gradually increased to the trip point due to heating from scattered light in the optical 
cavity.   

 

 
 
 
Operations: 
   After a cesiation on Monday we came up and tried out the new 1.6 micron mirror.  It 
lased quite well, producing 1 kW with 0.6 mA of current.  On Tuesday we decided to try 
a power push.  When we ran in January with the original 1.6 microns mirror we could get 
3.2 kW with 2.6 mA of current.  We were limited at that time by some RF limit so  we 
could not push higher.  Recently the power was limited by mirror absorption that started 
after running a while.  With the new mirror we could run  high current and get higher 
power.  Indeed we got up to 4.2 kW at 5 mA of current.  When we tried vernier mode we 
found that the efficiency stayed constant up to about 3 mA and then rapidly went down.  
This was not due to mirror absorption but due to some other factor.  There was no 
evidence of strong mirror heating.  We lased at over 3.5 kW for almost an hour and the 
cavity was very stable and the cavity length did not lengthen at all.  When we went off 
the long end of the detuning curve and back the power just came  up to full power and did 
not overshoot as it does when strong mirror  heating is present.  Nevertheless the 
efficiency at high current was very low.  It was 1.5 kW/mA at low current and less than 
0.5 kW at 6 mA.  We then tried to reproduce the setup from January and were still able to 
run 3.1 kW at 2.6 mA.  
   On Wednesday we looked at the electron beam at high current to see if  we could find 
some source of the efficiency falloff.  A lot of data  was taken.  One thing that looked 



suspicious is a phase noise source at 38 kHz that grows with current.  This is a very bad 
frequency and could reduce efficiency greatly.  We also looked at THz mirror heating 
and found that the old and new mirrors have the same THz  absorption of 2 W/mA.   
Finally we switched back to the old 1.6 micron mirrors and delivered beam to the 
nanotube group for the evening.  
   Thursday we recesiated again on Thursday and did some other  maintenance work.  We 
came back up and verified that the 1.6 micron lasing was reproduced.  Friday is a power 
push at 2.8 microns.  We  did get back up to 6 kW repeatably and frequently but the 
scattered  light absorption kept steering the output coupler so it was  impossible to tune. 
 
Some details on our progress with beam phase noise measurements (thanks to Pavel) that 
are giving us a hint of system changes as we push up the current: 
 
On Wednesday we took some time and systematically measured the phase noise and the 
raw beam spectrum on the 4F03 BCM, which is right upstream of the wiggler. We have 
taken the data as a function of the beam average current running at 37.425 MHz micro-
pulse frequency at the average beam current from 1 mA through 4.5 mA. We have 
measured the phase noise with the help of the Agilent Signal Source Analyzer (SSA). 
The measurement made at the average current of 3.5 mA is shown at Fig. 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Phase noise spectrum measured at 3.5 mA 
 
We do see that the RMS phase jitter increase with the average current. Fig. 2 shows the 
measured dependence of the RMS phase noise as the function of the beam current. We 
would need to repeat the measurements at 4.5 mA to be confident in this point. 



Measuring the raw spectrum of the same BCM we see the side bands at the same 
frequencies as the phase noise spectrum shows. 
 The next step in the investigation whether this sort of noise and modulations influence 
the FEL efficiency we want to measure noise spectrum of the FEL power and to see if in 
that spectrum we would see the same modulations. We also are thinking of doing the 
phase noise measurements using another BCM installed in the injector, that could give us 
an idea what of the modulations we see are coming from the injector and what are picked 
up by the beam down stream of the injector. We also need to do some calculations to 
understand how different values of the RMS phase noise and its spectrum would affect 
efficiency of the FEL. 
 

 
Figure 2. RMS phase noise as a function of current 
 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
We re-cesiated the cathode on Thursday morning. The cathode delivered 141 C and close 
to 30 hours of CW and pulse beam for FEL ops in only three days. This is almost three 
times higher than the charge delivered in four days of operation after the previous re-
cesiation done on Monday of last week. Still the cathode lifetime is not long enough due 
to a small leak in the beamline between the gun and the cryounit. We tried to find the 
leak using Neon because the He background is too high, but we could not get a 
compressed Neon bottle so Kevin Jordan kindly got us three glass flasks filled with 
Neon. Unfortunately the glass flasks did not have high enough pressure and we could not 
see anything in the RGA. We will continue leak checking as soon as the compressed 
Neon bottle arrives.  
 
With the kind help of Marcy Stutzman and Phil Adderley from the CEBAF Source Group 



we activated a GaAs sample, partially coated with aluminum oxide by ODU into a 
photocathode. This effort is to eliminate chemical anodization of the GaAs wafers that 
reduces the maximum potential QE when the wafer is cleaned with solvents after 
anodization. A non-contact mask was used to deposit the alumina in a e-beam deposition 
chamber. Previous samples showed that the coating leaked under the mask essentially 
giving null QE. This time we obtained 3% QE and the map shows the shape of the mask, 
although the transition between bare and coated is not as sharp as one would desire. We 
will keep testing samples coated with a smaller gap between sample and mask.  
 
On Tuesday we hosted a safety visit from the DOE site office in our injector lab in the 
ARC building. 
 
WBS 6 (RF Systems) 
This week was a relatively quiet week for RF.  We provided assistance in the control 
room during high current runs and found that the RF, with the recent parameter 
adjustments seems to run stably during high current operations.  One of the issues that we 
are pursuing is the concept of energy shifts as a function of beam current.  The energy 
shifts being investigated include droop due to the fact that the control loops are finite gain 
proportional loops which will always have at least a minimal steady state error, non-DC 
components of energy shift due to phenomena such as phase and amplitude loop 
oscillations and finally due to first pass – second pass beam interactions (through the 
cavity gradients) due to lasing induced changes in the energy distribution.  Preliminary 
data indicates some energy droop, possibly due to phase shifts – possibly due to gradient 
droop, within the injector that starts at about 3 mA.  Further investigation is necessary to 
determine if this is a real energy shift or due to some artifact in the beam position 
monitoring system. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   The week was one of hours at high power and multiple wavelengths. This included a 
very successful run Wednesday night for the carbon nanotubes. 
    While we were open yesterday for gun work several of the SEE BPM Electronics front 
ends had additional attenuation added.  We found that some of the electronics had to 
much gain and would go into saturation when we ran currents higher than 3mA.  We 
added 6dB to the front ends of the suspected electronic sets to raise the saturation point to 
9mA.  This altered the overall position readbacks that OPs saw until these were rezeroed.  
Once this rezeroing occurred the 6dB attenuation is nulled out in the code so the position 
response isn't altered.  Also this week another set of Embedded BPM Electronics was 
completed and tested successfully.  We will use this set of electronics to test our new 
version of code with the server in the FEL.  
    To prepare for the next machine maintenance period the Halo Monitor Targets have 
been coated four times with the phosphor powder.  It looks like two more coatings will be 
needed to have the targets ready for installation.  Schematic work continues on the Single 
Board IOC.  All of the major parts have been selected and placed in the drawing.  The 
next big hurdle will be to keep the board size as minimized as possible so that it will be 
applicable to VME crate applications, the Embedded BPMs, etc.  
    When looking into how the thermal protection would work for the Sextupole 
Reversing Switch it was found that we needed to take away all power to the control card 
instead of just one rail or ground.  A relay was added to the design so that when the 
thermal limit is hit the relay will open and all power to the switch electronics will be 



removed and in effect cutting off the switch.  The harnesses are being made up for this 
portion of the assembly.  
    The User Lab Status Indicators have been fixed and fully checked-out this week. This 
work had an impact on the Alignment mode system as well. The alignment mode chassis 
supports two modes of alignment mode. These are the two unique modes; 2Hz/250us 
mode and a 60Hz/10us. The mode is defined by a logic bit that comes from the GPIO 
card in iocfel7 (this item). This IO card is primarily used for driving the user lab status 
indicators and was taken offline in order to service the user lab status lamps. As a result, 
the alignment mode chassis was 'stuck' in 60Hz/10us mode. This has been fixed, as well 
as the user lab status lamps. 
    The automated Miniphase procedure is progressing.  An early draft of the system is 
being posted today.  A script was written to save/restore video switcher configurations.  
This saves operators a lot of time when changing shifts. A Procedure was written for 
adding new items into the Devlore system as well as how to add data files to the database. 
This procedure was used successfully by Carlos. He used it to add the cathode recesiation 
SOP. 
    We are continuing to work towards defining a new numbering system for technical 
drawings that will be generated by us as the FEL division. Additionally, we are working 
out the details of how we go about doing our own documentation using AutoCAD and 
Pcad for mechanical and electrical documentation. 
Progress continues this week on the lab 4 Laser Personnel Safety System. Cable was run 
for the card reader and a new card reader position was decided on. 
   In many areas of the FEL user facility, we have outgrown our installed networking 
infrastructure. As a result, we need to do a survey of how we are using the JLab network 
and begin planning what an upgrade will look like. We are working with the CEBAF CC 
and Ace team to gather this information. The FEL voice alert system ran all week with 
out any problems. The system will continue to run silently until it has shown to provide 
the right balance of timely information and minimal intrusiveness. 
    Numerous assembly jobs also progressed; 1 AMS 4 Channel Analog Buffer Board for 
buffer 
Box was populated, re-terminated RF Heliax in the drive laser clean room, and populated 
1 VCO Loop & 2 Buffer circuit boards for Tom Powers.  
    The entire group worked a number of safety items including shin guards on the magnet 
stand alignment fixtures. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations
•   I installed a number of brightly colored re-bar protection caps on the bolts sticking out 

of the alignment cartridge caps of the UV Line stands to minimize leg injury.  The 
students modified the caps to adapt them to the service.  Thanks to Mike Bevins for the 
idea of using this inexpensive commercial part for this safety duty.

•  I moved the Camera that is able to view delamination of the GW pole tips to the 
second magnet of the Optical Chicane.  David Douglas thinks he sees unusual steering 
from either the second or third magnet.  So far, no delamination is detected.

•  On a more general note, I thought of a plan for using the beam chamber (It is robust 
enough) to keep all the pole tip laminations of the installed GWs in the glued down 
position without opening the magnets.  It could be done at night with no effect except 
curing the problem (which may have some beam steering implications.  I can fabricate 
a set of bladders of copper or aluminum (no change in magnetic properties) that would 



mimic the shape of the local beam chamber.  I could insert them on both top and 
bottom of the chamber, evacuate them and then fill them to less than 7 psi with epoxy.  
Upon curing, the void space would be filled and local de-lamination would be 
precluded.  I would insert custom wedge sets on the side of the poles where there is no 
chamber and the gap is accessible.  George Neil approved the concept.

•  We continue working on using four uninstalled GW dipoles in a quick experiment that 
uses laser light to look for a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons.  I designed 
the stationary and the movable stand set for the GW dipoles.  Fabrication can proceed. 

•   Don Bullard successfully installed the temperature stabilized coaxial lines between the 
Drive Laser Room’s divide by 40 unit and the drive laser controller in the Gallery 
Rack. 

•  The cover for the W55 (IR Line) Wiggler is in manufacture.
• I continued working on the design of the permanent cover for the optical transport 

between the drive laser line and the entrance into the Light Box in the injector.  Steve 
Benson approved the concept I developed. 

 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
   This week we operated with the newly-installed 1.6 micron OC mirror.  Its "twin" was 
left installed for comparison.  Operation at the time of this report yielded a new power 
record at 1.6 microns (4.2 kW), as well as extended (~ 55 min) at powers above 3 kW.  
So far, it looks like the use of the paste (rather than metal braze) does not limit our 
performance.  For essentially the same accelerator setup, the new mirror has remarkably 
better performance than its twin.  Signatures of mirror heating, like steering, cavity length 
drifts, and Rayleigh range change are either absent or reduced in comparison to the well-
used 1.6 micron mirror.  We also collected images and calorimetry data that indicates that 
the THz load is slightly to the right of center, as predicted.  A value of 2W/mA was 
obtained.  We were also able to make a cleaner measurement of the THz load on the 
mirror, so we can more appropriately separate the THz contribution from that from the 
laser.  What we can't do yet is separate laser power absorbed in the mirror from laser 
power absorbed on the frame, in the paste, etc.  We know there is a contribution, because 
FIR camera images show what appears to be the mirror adapter rings, which are 
uncooled, above ambient.  Our new shield adapters will be received from the Machine 
Shop early next week, and should be ready for installation by week's end. 
   A new contract for coating was let and sapphire substrates are being sent out for new 
coatings with low Zr-contaminated hafnia.  Our collaborators at Colo. State Univ. sent us 
a batch of witness samples with a 90%R/AR coating at 1.064 microns.  We will evaluate 
them relative to our commercially-obtained coatings to see how they perform. 
Other Activities 
This week we did some experiments hoping to benefit our understanding of the efficiency 
loss at higher currents.  An attempt was made to image the third harmonic (at 533 nm) 
wiggler radiation.  We got an image, but the high f/# > 200, of the optical transport 
system (OTS) led to us imaging the entire wiggler tube, so nothing immediately useful 
was obtained.  We are assisting in phase noise/ amplitude noise measurements as well.  
Providing support for the NASA/CWM nanotube expt has become a routine taking less 
than 30 min.  The drawing packages for the lab OTS hardware was submitted to the 
Machine Shop, as were drawings for new OCMMS beam dumps.  The lead engineer for 
the OCMMS fast-steering hardware is meeting with the Machine Shop to gather up the 
hardware built to date.  Our plan is to build that up and get it ready to install to monitor 



the OC mirror.  Given a week without an anticipated OC entry, the cryomirror project 
made good progress.  Over several meetings it was determined that my desire to be able 
to move to other, water-cooled mirrors while cryocooling wasn't viable in the short term.  
Instead, our intent is to be locked in at one wavelength, 1.06 microns, and look at the 
performance with cryocooling vs water cooling.  This is a wavelength a number of our 
users running this Summer can take advantage of, so it isn't much of a restriction.   
 
Terahertz: 
The new FTIR has now been aligned to THz beam in the hutch in Lab 3. During evening 
beam operations this week, the system was fully characterized and tested to provide the 
best possible spectral data for accelerator diagnostics.  It has also been tested with two 
different detectors, which both yielded good results.  Also during evening beam 
operations, more imaging tests were conducted with the remaining beam time.  There are 
problems with beam collimation that have not been resolved and will continue to be 
addressed as beam time allows.  
 
During the vault access on Thursday, some adjustments were made to the beamline 
mirrors to compensate for an apparent drift in the electron orbit indicated by a shift in the 
position of the synchrotron light image on the first diamond window.  The new alignment 
appears to be good as indicated by the spectrum measured during beam operations on 
Friday.  During high current operations on Friday, the THz beam had to be aggressively 
attenuated to keep from saturating the detector, so there is certainly no shortage of THz 
power being generated.  
 
Also, the final review of the undergraduate thesis of Amelia Greer from William and 
Mary was completed this week.  She will address her final edits and then present her 
thesis at the beginning of May.  Her work was instrumental in helping Rich Evans with 
the configuration, testing, and characterization of the new FTIR system, as well as in the 
commissioning of the THz beamline. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -April 17-21, 2006 
 
Date:  April 21, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This week was devoted to two issues that potentially affect the high power lasing at higher driver 
accelerator currents: (1) continued measurements of phase noise in the system as a function of 
current and (2) preparation and installation (today) of improved shields for light scattered outside 
of the aperture of the outcoupling optics.  The phase noise measurements which show increasing 
levels with beam current may affect the decreasing lasing efficiency which we observe as a 
function of beam current.  Highest power cw operation has also been limited by pressure rises in 
the optical cavities due to photodesorption from scattered laser light. Improved shields were 
designed and fabricated during the week for installation today. We took advantage of this 
installation period today to perform a number of maintenance activities. Details are given below. 
 
High quality laser light was successfully delivered through the entire Optical Transport System 
(OTS) to Lab 6 this week. The beam position stability is significantly improved compared to the 
system originally installed for the 1 kW IR Demo FEL. 
 
The contractor employed to install the civil modifications for the new Injector Test Stand 
successfully poured the large concrete roof structure over the beam test area. 
 
We had two successful nanotube production runs this week. A background statement has been 
made available to the press on our nanotube work with NASA to coincide with a presentation by 
our PI, Mike Smith from NASA at this weekend’s APS meeting in Dallas. This statement is 
available at http://www.jlab.org/FEL/carbonnano.html. 
 
In addition to Mike Smith’s presentation, several other JLab FEL users will be presenting at a 
Sunday session at the APS meeting devoted to FEL applications: M. Kelley (CWM), H. 
Helvajian ( Aerospace Corp.) and P. Schaaf (Univ. of Goettingen). 
 
Two additional FEL articles appeared in the press this week: an article on the FEL fat heating 
experiments done by our  Harvard collaborators (See the “Richmond Times Dispatch”  
http://www.timesdispatch.com/servlet/Satellite?pagename=RTD%2FMGArticle%2FRTD_Basic 
Article&%09s=1045855935235&c=MGArticle&cid=1137835465417&path=!health!healthology)  
and an article in the May 2006 “Popular Science” that features the JLab FEL: 
http://www.popsci.com/popsci/aviationspace/a4ce42fd3f98a010vgnvcm1000004eecbccdrcrd.html. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.jlab.org/FEL/carbonnano.html
http://www.timesdispatch.com/servlet/Satellite?pagename=RTD%2FMGArticle%2FRTD_BasicArticle&%09s=1045855935235&c=MGArticle&cid=1137835465417&path=!health!healthology
http://www.timesdispatch.com/servlet/Satellite?pagename=RTD%2FMGArticle%2FRTD_BasicArticle&%09s=1045855935235&c=MGArticle&cid=1137835465417&path=!health!healthology
http://www.popsci.com/popsci/aviationspace/a4ce42fd3f98a010vgnvcm1000004eecbccdrcrd.html


Management: 
Our project financial reports for March were sent to the DOE and ONR program offices. 
 
A report summarizing the technical accomplishments and the budget for the FEL project for the 
first half of FY06 was submitted to ONR. 
 
The joint proposal to NIH to fund bioscience activities using the FEL mentioned last week was 
successfully submitted (ahead of the deadline!) by a consortium led by EVMS and including 
JLab and 7 other institutions. 
 
On Monday April 16th, JLab began a 45 day transition from SURA to Jefferson Science 
Associates, LLC as the M&O contractor for the laboratory. JSA is a joint venture between 
SURA and CSC, Inc.  Under the new contract which begins June 1, the FEL program will 
operate as a new Division of the Lab. 
 
Operations 
We continued our study of power limiting effects due to the electron beam in the machine this 
week.  We were awaiting a shield to be modified to allow stable optimization of the optics with 
steering effects due to scattered light hitting mirror mounts.  That shield is being installed 
(today).  In the meantime we took data characterizing the response of the gun high voltage power 
supply under both single and double drive conditions.   That work will continue next week, too, 
to see if current loading effects can be leading to an increase in noise around 50 to 100 kHz, a 
particular sensitive range for phase variations in the FEL.  We also spent two shifts taking data 
on the electron beam noise as a function of current.    We acquired a substantial set of data which 
is still under analysis.   See further details below.   We then delivered our first high power beam 
all the way through the optical transport system to the end of the line in Lab 6.  We could 
produce a well defined stable image of the output at the full power produced by the laser with the 
old 1.6 micron set of mirrors in the FEL, about 700 W.   The delivered beam is to be used to 
study changes in optical mode size which could affect lasing efficiency, as well as beam 
transverse stability and temporal phase jitter. The beam appeared to be quite stable and well 
defined when operating at 4 MHz but significant mode hopping was observed at higher 
frequencies.  Whether this behavior is duplicated with the good 1.6 micron mirror set is 
unknown; we intend to study it next week.  We could also observe synchrotron emission from 
the wiggler under non-lasing conditions;  we can use this to separate electron beam effects from 
those due to the optical cavity.  Wednesday afternoon and Thursday morning was devoted to 
running for nanotube production; significant production was achieved.  We spent time Thursday 
debugging an automated linac phasing script which should reduce tuning time and improve 
reproducibility once it is implemented.  Today (Friday) is down-day devoted to training staff in 
the operation of the machine Personnel Safety System, a re-cesiation of the cathode and leak  
check of the gun region with neon (we believe there is a small leak or degraded pumping from 
the in-situ getters which is limiting our cathode life to one week on each cesiation), and 
measurements on our drive laser and other systems to get us prepared for resuming high power 
running next week. 
 
Facility: 
The roof of the Injector Test Stand, a 15" thick concrete shield was poured this week.   This 
should set the stage for completion of the facility in the coming month and a half and allow us to 
begin installation of the high current gun system this summer. 
  



 
Phase noise measurements #2: 
   This week we have continued systematic measurements of the electron beam phase noise. We 
have measured the phase noise at the 4F03 BCM as a function of beam average current. We have 
changed the average current in the range from 0.5 mA through 4.1 mA. The measurements 
shown in the last weekly report were all done in the range from 10 Hz through 1 MHz. This 
week when doing the measurements for every given current we did measurements in three 
different ranges, namely: 10 Hz ÷1 MHz, 10 Hz ÷1 kHz, 1 kHz ÷1 MHz. There are two reasons 
for doing the measurement this way. First of all in the measurements we did last week we saw a 
strong drop of the phase noise at 4.5 mA. On the spectrum one sees that the drop is due to the 
less noise at low frequency, i.e., below 1 kHz. But the higher frequency components did not go 
down, and if they reduce the FEL efficiency it could explain why the efficiency did not go up as 
the RMS jitter went down at the 4.5 mA. That was one reason to separate the range of the phase 
noise measurements into two and also make the measurements over the whole range. The other 
reason is, when looking at the FEL noise data we took last Friday one sees that there is a lot of 
noise below ~1 kHz and much less above that. This is why we decided to separate the "low" and 
"higher" frequencies at 1 kHz. The measurements were done at 37.425 MHz micro-pulse 
frequency. The results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Figure 1; Summary of the phase noise measurements 

 
We also have made measurements at 1 mA average current running at 74.85 MHz micro-pulse 
frequency. Results of these measurements are shown on the Fig. 1 as well as the measurements 
from last week for comparison. It is also essential to remember that this week measurements 
were done when operating with a single drive of the gun high voltage power supply. 
   Now we are working on the phase noise data analysis and comparison of the data with the 
phase noise specification of the machine. 



   During the measurements we could very clearly see results of the adjustment on the EO cells 
and the drive laser. So our impression is that the phase noise spectrum might be another good 
diagnostic, which we could keep watching during operation and especially when we do the 
power push. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
We successfully re-cesiated the cathode today in preparation for next week’s run. 
 
WBS 6 (RF Systems) 
All the rf systems behaved this week except for some tuning problems with cavity 3-1 
(thankfully because our experts, Dick Walker and Tom Powers had a well deserved spring 
break.) 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   The focus of operations this week continued to be chasing down the loss of efficiency with 
increasing beam current. With the insightful and diligent efforts by Pavel the E/O cells on the 
drive laser are at least one device in the accelerator that requires additional examination. We 
have contacted the vendors about what measurements to take as well as discussing what options 
now present themselves some 10 years into the FEL game.  This continues to be work in 
progress. Additionally we supported 2 nanotube production runs each of them >1 hour & > 750 
watts. 
    In production/fabrication this week two 4-Ch Buffer Boxes were completed and tested.  The 
PCBs within each box have been calibrated and verified to work as was intended.  The three 
Halo Monitoring Beam Targets have been completely coated and bagged.  These targets now 
have six coats on them and the distribution of the coating is very good.  The targets are ready for 
installation and have been stored in the vacuum clean room so they can be installed in their 
respective chambers.  We are moving forward with the schematic design of the Single Board 
IOC.  Several details have been worked out and we should be able to go to PCB layout design 
once these details are corrected in the schematic.  Preparations for the 2006 Beam 
Instrumentation Workshop has begun this week.  Some time has been spent on developing the 
paper that will be submitted on the Embedded BPM development.   
    Work continues with the Lab 4 LPSS install/wiring. The door limit switches, magnetic door 
lock, crash switches and warning light have been tested in situ. The +12V power supply and 
relay switch for the card reader along with communications and power cables were installed and 
terminated. Additional card readers were ordered. Once the card reader is delivered we can test 
for functionality.     
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• I moved the camera that is able to view delamination of the GW pole tips to the third magnet 

of the Optical Chicane.  No delamination was seen in the second magnet. 
• We continue working on using four uninstalled GW dipoles in a quick experiment that uses 

laser light to look for a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons.  The pole tip extenders 
for GW magnets were received.  We will add them to a GW and verify the higher field in 
Magnet Test next week. 

• The cover for the W55 (IR Line) Wiggler is in manufacture. 
• I continued working on the design of the permanent cover for the optical transport between the 

drive laser line and the entrance into the Light Box in the injector.  
• We ordered all the parts for the helium system for the lower portion of the waveguides for the 

Cryomodule in Zone 3.



 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
This week we concentrated on tests that might reveal the cause of loss of lasing efficiency at 
high current.  Two tests that had Optics Group involvement were 1) an attempt to measure the 
frequency components of the amplitude noise of the wiggler radiation and 2) observation of the 
transmitted mode to see if there were any changes as a function of output power.  We didn't see 
any results from task (1), and decided it was far better to do a phase noise measurement of the 
wiggler radiation.  We are preparing for that.  As for task (2), since we wanted to run high 
average power greater than 1 kW, we swapped out the calcium fluoride Brewster window 
assembly for a version with a fused silica window.  Although we only operated to a maximum 
power output of 750 W, we saw at most a hint of a diffraction ring appear.  We could vary the 
amount of collimation in the optical transport system to change the spot size at the end-of-line 
from a somewhat elliptical spot with a major axis of ~ 25 mm, to circular spot with a diameter of 
14 mm.  There is essentially no jitter and very little drift.  We did see evidence that the Brewster 
window flange was heating due to some combination of scattered light from the fundamental and 
harmonics.  To mitigate that we installed in-vacuo and external apertures.  We also opened the 
OC assembly to install gold-coated fixed mirror clips and electroblack-coated scattered light 
shields that totally cover the clips.  This should greatly reduce the problems we had operating at 
high power.  We thank L. Phillips of the SRF PRM group for coating the clips.  We signed off on 
the coating design for the new 1.6 micron outcouplers but asked that the 1.06 micron design be 
modified to give us a bit more reflectivity at either the red or green HeNe wavelengths.  The 
design that was offered was essentially an AR coating at these two wavelengths, and we would 
be unable to align the mirror once we got it.  The vendor begins coating the 1.6 micron mirrors at 
the start of next week.  Our collaborators at Colo. State Univ. sent us a batch of witness samples 
with a HR coating at 1.064 microns, which we will evaluate. 
Other Activities 
Besides participating in the tests described above, we also prepared hardware to do a phase noise 
measurement of the wiggler radiation.  This requires a modicum of remote control of the detector 
position.  It should be complete by the end of the day today.  We operated the drive laser at its 
operational limit of 6W of green (we can go higher, but don't to reduce the risk of optical damage 
on downstream components) in order to compensate for the falloff in photocathode QE.  We also 
worked with Rich Evans from the I&C group to plan the high PRF throughput measurements on 
the electro-optic (EO) cells.  We are seeing a drop in throughput when we run at high PRFs, 
especially in our new "vernier mode" and we want to solve them.  Rich has also been working 
with the vendor on other solutions to this problem.  They propose we try a new version of their 
index-matching fluid-filled EO cells.  We are obtaining a loaner to evaluate.  A 3" OC mirror 
frame that failed leak check several weeks ago was rebrazed and passed.  It now goes to the 
Machine Shop to have some of the excess braze removed.  We hope this doesn't reopen any 
leaks.  Progress was made on getting parts for the advanced drive laser, and for the cryocooled 
mirror.  The transfer line nears completion, and the Cryo Group is now working with us as to 
when to schedule an opening to install it.  The OCMMS parts are being inventoried.  We 
should be able to begin fit up next week. 



 
Terahertz: 
In preparation for the THz Systems Conference to be held in Washington, DC, May 15-16, 2006, 
where Gwyn and I have been invited to speak, presentation slides were completed and submitted 
to the conference organizers.  This is an important conference as a forum to present our 
accomplishments and capabilities to scientists and engineers interested in developing THz 
technologies and new research programs.  The Jefferson Lab – FEL is a premier THz source and 
there will be many in attendance eager to learn about our progress.  
 
Imaging tests this week were limited to a short run of CW operations during the nanotube 
production on Wednesday evening.  These tests were used to work on the beam collimation in 
the Lab 3 hutch, but there still seem to be some sort of aberration which causes the beam to focus 
differently in the horizontal and vertical directions.  Studies on this will continue as CW beam 
operations are available.  Plans for imaging tests on Thursday were changed to diagnose 
problems with the signal on the new FTIR spectrometer.  One issue was that the data sample 
clock derived from the new spectrometer differed from the previous system in that it was only 
sampling data at half the rate expected by the DAQ software.  This problem has been corrected 
by changing the sample clock frequency in the bench setup and has been saved as the default 
setting.  There were also sometimes problems with the DAQ program not triggering correctly 
due to an inconsistency in the number of data points being collected from scan to scan.  The 
DAQ program has been modified to address this and the problem should be corrected now.  
Another problem is that the detector output does not have the characteristic autocorrelation 
signature that is expected and necessary for the proper Fourier transform of the data.  We ran out 
of time during CW operations to resolve this and will look at it again next week.  
 
During pulsed beam operations on Thursday, I made some progress towards adapting the new 
FTIR to function in pulsed mode operation.  The two main difficulties are (1) extracting the data 
synchronous with the pulsed beam and correctly mapping each data point to the proper position 
in the scan, and (2) Fourier transforming the data which in pulsed mode will be comprised of 
discrete data points that are not uniformly distributed (in CW mode, the data points are uniformly 
distributed and the Fourier transform can be performed directly).  Most of the work was done to 
address issue (1) and the main difficulty is that the beam sync pulses are too short to be resolved 
by the DAQ software without taking a prohibitively excessive number of data points.  Doing this 
slows the process down too much and requires too much computer CPU and memory. Instead, it 
will be better to either determine a better way of detecting the beam sync trigger, or devising a 
software peak detection method to extract the correct data points.  Addressing issue (2) will 
likely require an interpolation scheme to create a uniform data set, but cannot be fully addressed 
until a reliable solution to (1) is completed.  
 
To end the week, an ND filter assembly is being installed onto the THz viewer on SLM4F00 to 
enable attenuation of the visible synchrotron light during high current and CW operations.  
Details on the location of the control of this will be posted in the FLOG when completed today. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - April 24-28, 2006 
 
Date:  April 28, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
We continued our studies of efficiency-limiting effects in the FEL this week while lasing high 
power at 1.6 and 2.8 microns.   We had many hours of running at high currents (4.5 mA) with 
only half of the drive electronics of the HVPS activated in hopes of uncovering a correlation 
between HVPS loading fluctuations and efficiency loss.   The new shields protecting the edge of 
the mirrors and their mountings performed very well; the cavity was quite stable in its operation 
and required only modest intervention to keep the output optimized.  The efficiency loss 
symptoms remained qualitatively the same, however; efficiencies of > 1.5 kW/mA at low duty 
factor were achieved dropping to below 1 kW/mA as the average current increases.  We did 
measurements on physical jitter of the beam in the wiggler and changes in optical mode size as a 
function of power.  We also are able to show that the FEL produces higher efficiency when the 
optical cavity mode is steered far off-axis.  The reason for this behavior is unknown at the 
present time; we continue our investigation.   
 
Management: 
We continued support of work on converting Jefferson Lab's management over to the new 
contracting organization, Jefferson Science Associates.  Many of the FEL staff have acquired 
their new site badges.  Others will need to do this in the coming week.   
  
We congratulate two of the FEL staff on achieving their 20 year anniversary with Jefferson Lab: 
Dave Douglas and George Biallas.  They were honored at a ceremony on Thursday. This elite 
group has been here since the early founding of the laboratory. 
  
We also want to thank our Administrative Assistants, Donna Gilchrist and Linda Williams, for 
their continued support.  They are the ones who really keep this show going so it is a pleasure to 
have the opportunity to recognize them!    
 
User Interactions:  
 
This week on Monday we were visited by Brian Gahan, the Manager of E&P Technology 
Development at the Exploration Production Center of the Gas Technology Institute in Des 
Plaines, IL.  And by Bill Gwilliam of DOE's National Energy Technology Laboratory - the only 
national lab devoted to fossil energy technology.  The discussions focused on possible novel 
laser-rock interactions that might facilitate horizontal drilling.  
 



 
On Tuesday Mike Murphy, the Scientific Director of the Human Effectiveness Directorate at 
Brooks City-Base in San Antonio, came to look at our THz laboratory.  He is setting up a group 
under the leadership of Jill McQuade, to study THz-tissue interactions.  Under present rules, our 
THz source is considered Class 4, which would make it undeployable.  The aim of the Brooks 
program would be to learn how to establish safe limits based on real data.  
 
On Friday we were visited by Beverly Brown, who works in Strategic Technologies at the 
National Air & Space Intelligence Center at Wright-Patterson.  She is interested in learning 
about possible FEL applications, and also in learning more about synchrotron x-ray lithography 
from a national strategic perspective. 
 
Operations: 
   This week focused on studying the reduction in efficiency with increases in electron beam 
current.  After recesiating we came up and started setting up the spontaneous radiation beam to a 
detector in User Lab 1 to look at position or phase jitter on the electron beam in the wiggler.  We 
noticed that the quantum efficiency dropped rapidly but could find no cause.  We decided to do a 
drive laser alignment to check for losses in the drive laser power.  None was found but a shield 
put in place for leak checking was found on the light box output that might have led to increased 
halo in the gun region, thus reducing the cathode lifetime.  The QE was not so bad that we could 
not run however so we ran on Tuesday looking at the image of the electron beam in User Lab 1.  
We found that the electron beam did move when the current increased but the position jitter did  
not increase.  Both these are valuable pieces of information for running high current.  We had 
always assumed that the electron beam did not move in the wiggler when the current increased.  
Now that we know that it does we can optimize the electron beam position at high current.  We 
also took more BCM phase jitter data in both the wiggler insertion and the injector.  This was all 
done with one stack on the high voltage power supply. The system looked as noisy as it did with 
two stacks.  
   On Wednesday we recesiated again, did a full injector setup, phased the linac, and checked the 
longitudinal phase space.  We then optimized the laser at 1.6 microns using the old output 
coupler.   This was the precursor to a high power lasing attempt with the new OC at 1.6 microns.  
On Thursday we tried to get high power with the new OC and found the laser performance as 
good as usual for pulsed lasing  (close to 2 kW/mA) but was very poor with CW beam.  We 
looked at the performance with respect to electron beam steering and optical mode steering.  We 
found that the efficiency could increase if the optical mode was steered off horizontally or 
down.  It went down if the mode steered up.  This is all very puzzling.  We can now send the 
beam at high power to the end-of-line dump.  This was used to look at the spot shape vs. power.  
No large change was seen.  The end-of-line power meter is faster than our 50 kW power meters 
and proved very useful in tuning the laser.  
   On Friday we optimized the laser at 2.8 microns, found the usual stellar performance at low 
current and lased at moderate power (4 kW) with 3.5 mA of current with one and two stacks.  No 
difference was seen.  We then ran up to 6 mA but the electron beam seemed to have more noise 
on it than typical.  The new shield on the output coupler worked very nicely, providing very 
stable operation at 5 kW with the exception of the cavity length.  This might be due to the 
overall heating of the mirror cassettes by scattered light.  The absorbed light in the shield can 
exceed 100 W, which can move the cavity mirrors by 10s of microns over the course of an hour 
of lasing at  high power. 
 
e-Beam notes: 



1. After injector and linac phasing we checked the longitudinal tuning and matching of the 
accelerator using the phase transfer function (m55) system. Two interesting observations 
resulted. First, the best bunch compression at the wiggler did not result from "nominal" 
operation of the injection-to-wiggler transport, but rather for a modest deviation from this 
configuration. This suggests that the beam is either being injected with some phase-
energy slew (not likely, as the injected momentum spread is modest) or is undergoing 
some phase-energy chirping in addition to that imposed by the RF during acceleration. 
This could be due, e.g., to longitudinal space charge. Secondly, after some tuning, the 
accelerator exhibited up to 26 degrees of injected phase acceptance; the beam centroid 
could be slewed from the crest of the RF waveform to 26 degrees ahead of crest during 
high power pulsed operation. This corresponds to ~9% change in centroid energy. Given 
that the beam full momentum spread is maybe 4% at 26 degrees off crest, the accelerator 
as a whole (including the comparatively low-acceptance linac-to-wiggler transport) is 
thus willing to eat over 10% momentum bandwidth and deliver it to the dump.  

2. The system is now running well enough that Steve Benson was overheard muttering to 
himself - as he tuned up the machine at the eighth subharmonic of the cavity fundamental 
(that's right - EIGHTH, yes, 16 mirror bounces between every electron bunch) - that the 
system was lasing far too well to tune without some difficulty; it just wasn't sensitive 
enough to small changes in the usual parameters. To his credit, he immediately declined 
an offer to make it run considerably worse... 

 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The photocathode delivered 72 Coulombs on Monday and Tuesday after last Friday's re-
cesiation, but on Wednesday we had to re-cesiate again for the fifth time since we made a 
cathode on March 20, 2006. Since Wednesday's re-cesiation the cathode has delivered 52 
Coulombs as of Friday morning, and a total of 581 Coulombs since March 20, 2006. The lifetime 
is certainly shorter than back in November-December 2005. The vacuum in the beamline 
downstream of the gun is not as good as it was back then, therefore we will activate over the 
weekend one of the NEG pumps in the beamline expecting to improve the vacuum conditions. 
 
WBS 6 (RF Systems) 
It was a pretty quiet week.  Of note is that the system control loop parameters seem to be stable.  
None of the loop parameters needed to be adjusted this week.  The only problems were a few 
cavities that did not come up without manual tuning intervention.  This occurred after the 
systems were turned off for a few days.  This matter will be further investigated in the near term 
future.  
 
A meeting is scheduled for Friday to determine the proper actions to take regarding 
modifications to the buncher cavity temperature control system.  
 
A requirements document for a 1 kW 748 MHz solid state amplifier was finalized so that the 
procurement process could move forward.  The intent is to use this amplifier along with stub 
tuners and iris plates to do the initial testing of the AES cryomodule.  In the long run it will be 
the driver amplifier for a IOT based high power amplifier. 



 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   The automated miniphase procedure is being prepared for first release early next week.  
Automation of a full linac phasing is going to be tested next week.  A new RF software utility is 
being added to zero the absolute positions of the cavity tuners to better help manual tuning when 
necessary.  Also some assistance is being given to A. Grippo with new mirror controls.  The 
remote code image for Coldfire upload was tested on the FEL Control Lan network. The code 
was stored in the remote Linux server and the upload commands were executed from that server. 
The reboot command, which remotely resets the Coldfire IOC, can also be executed on any 
machine via channel access.  This allows for the application code to be modified and updated 
without removing the hardware or interfering with its current process. 
    Time this week was spent on preparing Lab 3A for operation of the LPSS system.  The proper 
conduit has been installed for the needed cabling.  Further installation continued with wiring of 
the limit switches for the doors on the lab and ID'ing the mag lock cables.  The needed 12V 
supply for the card reader was also installed in the box but has not yet been wired. The relays 
have been labeled and wiring will begin to take place now as soon as possible.  The old LPSS 
has been decommissioned for transference of the many reusable parts. 
    Assembled laser diode prototype for the fast detector in Lab 1.  To support the phase noise 
measurements that were taken place in the FEL, two cable installations took place.  The control 
cable and signal cable for the fast detector in Lab 1 were routed to their respective locations.  
The video output of a "Source-Signal Analyzer" (SSA) has been added to the video switcher 
channel line-up to assist with these measurements in the FEL.  A "wet" EO cell is being sent to 
us for evaluation from ConOptics.  We are preparing to test this EO cell.  A "retractable" EO-cell 
mount is being addressed. 
    Based upon the recommendations of the JLab Mechanical Engineering (ME) group, we have 
established a line of drawing numbers within their drawing tree. The FEL group has been given 
complete control of the line of drawings beginning with "FEL001". This enables us to deal 
directly with Document Control (DCG) in the documentation process. Furthermore, an 
automated system for providing and tracking drawings numbers is being developed which will 
allow the whole process to be driven by the designers.  We are continuing to develop an 
automated interface for the DCG groups Oce tool which will allow us to access Oce resources 
from within the configuration control database. A open-source tool called "cURL" is being tested 
to make this possible.  An FEL machine photo archive is being constructed. We have defined the 
scope of the project and established a file naming convention that will allow the photo archive to 
grow over time and enable a search-tool to be created for users to quickly find drawings later.    
A devlore folder was started that will have all regions' pictures added as taken.  The capability of 
adding file attachments to flog entries remotely (from Devlore) is being pursued. In doing so, we 
are preparing to install the PHP server-side application to laser.jlab.org. This will mark the 
beginning of the move away from Microsoft IIS and MSAccess as the configuration control 
database scales to larger usage.  Work continues with both the JLab computer center and the 
CEBAF ACE team to put together an accurate overview of the currently installed network 
hardware in the FEL. 
    The Happek Insertable Lens Assembly Cover was installed, but there was an issue with the 
Happek Assembly hitting the side.  Changes were made and the cover was put back into place.  
The AutoCAD drawing was also updated to match the changes made.  The AutoCAD drawing 
for the Synchrotron Light Monitor Enclosure was also updated.  Two new parts were put into the 
assembly, which were added to the drawing also. The pictures for the 1F and 5F regions were 
organized.  Painted copper cooling plates for the 6kW reversing switches.  Completed the wiring 



harnesses and beginning assembly. The new HALO monitor has been assembled and is ready for 
leak checking prior to it's installation the week of May 15. 
    After doing some lead testing this week and finding residual lead on a workstation, some time 
was devoted to cleaning up all the test equipment and spare parts that had accumulated over the 
last couple of weeks, and cleaning everything down to rid the area of lead.  One set of shelves in 
the trailer was cleaned to make better use of existing space.  Nineteen additional BarGards were 
fabricated for use on the threaded rod on the UV magnet stands. 
    With conferences coming up soon we've dedicated some time to developing papers and 
posters.  A paper and poster will be submitted to the 2006 Beam Instrumentation Workshop next 
week on the Embedded BPM system development.  With the FEL Conference coming up this 
summer an abstract will be submitted about the Vernier control of FEL power in an optical 
cavity with constant charge in the electron bunch. 
 
The last seven weeks of data FEL operations data in Devlore has been plotted.   
See figure 1 below: 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations
• I moved the Camera that is able to view delamination of the GW pole tips to the third magnet 

of the Optical Chicane.  No delamination was seen in the upper pole of the third GW magnet 
of the optical chicane. 

• We continue working on using four uninstalled GW dipoles in a quick experiment that uses 
laser light to look for a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons.  The pole tip extenders 
for GW magnets need just a shave of a corner to the pole tip blending piece and a new tapped 
hole and counter bore in one end to install easily.  The shop is working on it. 

• The cover for the W55 (IR Line) Wiggler is in manufacture. 
• I continued working on the design of the permanent cover for the optical transport between the 

drive laser line and the entrance into the Light Box in the injector.  



•  Dano Oprisko is working on the technician portions the helium system for the lower portion of 
the waveguides for the Cryomodule in Zone 3.  We will install one unit on one waveguide to 
try it out, installing it during the shut down starting on May 15. 

• I started working on the gun for the new injector test stand.  I was able to obtain a contact at 
Howmet Co. in Hampton, Virginia that may allow us to perform the vacuum bake of the 
chamber locally.  

 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
This week we got to test out how the additional shielding for the outcouplers worked.  At this 
writing we have lased at high power (~ 3 kW at 1.6 microns, over 4 kW at 2.8 microns) and seen 
reduced heating of peripheral components.  In particular, the dramatic steering of the 2.8 micron 
OC mirror has been greatly reduced.   While installing the new mirror holders and shields last 
Friday, we noted that the high conductivity vacuum paste that is used to heat sink one of our OC 
mirrors had flowed, leaving some small gaps near the top of the cooling frame.  We will need to 
make a new frame with a smaller gap, so that surface tension/capillarity will keep the paste from 
flowing.  In the meantime, we'll see if this flow trend continues, and for now plan to braze 
mirrors into their holders, as we usually do.  Discussions with the vendor coating our new 1.06 
micron OC mirrors resolved the issue of such low reflectivity at 633 nm that we couldn't align or 
do metrology on the mirrors.  The slightly modified design will give us 5% reflectance at  
633 nm.  Coating should begin next week. 
Other Activities 
Tests to resolve the cause of the laser efficiency continue. We imaged the wiggler spontaneous 
radiation and observed a small monotonic movement with beam current.  At the low sampling 
frequency of a video camera, no clear difference in jitter with current was detected.  We then put 
the light on a position sensitive detector (PSD), which has a much higher bandwidth.  Again, 
there was no discernable difference in motion, at least in one plane, as the beam current was 
varied.  We then concentrated on getting a phase noise measurement of this radiation.  The signal 
level is quite low, about 200 microwatts total, so great care must be taken to collect the light and 
get it onto a small detector.  By week's end we had a weak signal but could not get a good phase 
noise measurement.  Next week we'll use a shorter focal length lens and a more sensitive 
detector.   While lasing at 1.6 microns this week, we sent the high average power beam through 
the end-of-line window and on into the beam dump.  We exceeded 1.7 kW, a new record for us.  
In the process, we also showed that our power meter and a NIST-traceable calibrated power 
meter agree within 1-2%.  With the apertures in place, we determined that the in-vacuo aperture, 
which intercepts scattered fundamental and harmonic radiation, was getting warm.  The flange 
was also getting warm, so we've added more thermometry and an IR camera looking back at the 
external shield and Brewster window flange to help determine what is happening.  Progress 
continued on the advanced drive laser integration, with the new harmonic conversion crystal 
heater and controller ordered, as well as more optomechanics.  The cryocooled mirror in-vessel 
loop design underwent another major revision, but we feel much better about the product than 
the earlier design.  We met with the Cryo Group on their portion of the hardware, which includes 
the He distribution can and transfer line, and plan on having them install this hardware the week 
of May 15.  The Machine Shop is pressing hard to give us optical cavity mirror metrology 
(OCMMS) parts to install during that down.  Our in-lab optical transport system hardware 
(Brewster window transition, hutch shutter, & harmonic-blocking filter) is on track for 
completion sometime in the latter part of May. 
 
 



Terahertz: 
Due to a lack of dedicated CW operations this week, it was not possible to perform any imaging 
tests.  Some forward progress was made on completing the characterization of the new 
spectrometer.  It was confirmed that the spectrometer and the DAQ software performs reliably 
and as expected when using a globar as the source, but there have still been occurrences when 
the control system for the spectrometer becomes confused and stops scanning properly when 
using the THz beam as the source.  We are diligently trying to determine the cause for this in 
order to provide a more reliable diagnostic to the accelerator operations as well as for planned 
experiments in Lab 3.  
 
Another discovery that was made this week is that the amount of THz power provided during 
high current CW operations is so large that the crossed polarizers cannot provide sufficient 
attenuation to keep the detector out of saturation.  This appeared to be the case for electron beam 
currents above ~ 4 mA.  Too much power is certainly not a problem though and we should have 
no problem reducing the signal on the detector by moving it away from the beam focus or 
changing the collimation of the input beam.  
 
In fact, regarding the collimation and focusing of the THz beam, Gwyn Williams has performed 
new calculations to determine the beam propagation following the collimating mirror that is 
being used and several interesting features were discovered.  One is that there indeed appears to 
be a change in the orientation and shape of the beam profile as it propagates away from the 
collimating mirror.  The beam profile is not symmetrical, but this is not surprising since the 
divergence of the source is not symmetrical.  Another intriguing feature was the affect of placing 
a small (5 mm) aperture at F3.  The beam profile then propagates with a more symmetrical 
profile and good collimation.  This is expected since the aperture acts as a new source point for 
the beam.  I have been running more detailed calculations to better understand the beam 
propagation, but will not have the results from that until next week.  
 
Finally, I met with Carl Zorn of the Detector and Imaging Group to discuss possible imaging 
systems for use with the THz beam.  While he did not have any experience with cameras 
sensitive beyond the near infrared region of the spectrum, he was able to provide me with some 
contacts of several camera designers that may be of some help. 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - May 1-5, 2006 
 
Date:  May 5, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
We spent the week researching noise in the system to determine possible sources of efficiency 
degradation.  A large amount of high current/high power lasing was performed and we delivered 
over 100 coulombs out of two cathode cesiations.  Most of the data taking centered on phase and 
amplitude noise in the drive laser, buncher, and injector output.  We also attempted to look at the 
phase noise of the synchrotron light at the wiggler but had insufficient signal to detect.  That data 
is still under analysis and we will need more tests before we are convinced of its role in the loss 
of efficiency.  On evening shifts we took a complete set of FEL performance data to compare the 
lasing at the fundamental, third harmonic, and fifth harmonic.   In all cases the lasing was at 1.05 
micron; the wiggler was adjusted so the harmonic was at this wavelength with the beam energy 
fixed.  We also provided beam time for characterization of the THz beam noise.  The THz FTIR 
interferometer was commissioned for use with CW beam. 
 
Management: 
We presented several talks at the Beam Instrumentation Workshop in Chicago which were well 
received.  We seem to be ahead of most groups in implementing embedded control in Beam 
Position Monitors.   This will provide a cheaper, more accurate measurement and greater 
capabilities in the future. 
  
We are also spending a significant amount of effort planning for our maintenance down time 
May 15-23.   During this time we will accomplish a host of things: a injector beamline bake out, 
OCCMs system around the wiggler, installation of the Helium transfer line for the cryomirror 
demonstration, new 1.6 and 1 micron low-loss outcouplers, halo monitors, extra viewers around 
the wiggler, and a host of other minor activities.  Depending on the results of our present noise 
studies there may be additional electronic modifications. 
  
We received the written report from our Operations Review on April 27, 2006.  We'd like to 
express our appreciation to the review committee Erik Johnson, Jon Cooper, Ben Feinberg, 
James Tarpinian who worked very hard to produce an exceptional study in the limited time they 
had available.  This review set the stage for us to become a recognized DOE User facility. 
 
Operations: 
   Much of our I&C group was at the Beam Instrumentation Workshop in Chicago so we were a 
bit shorthanded this week.  The main goal this week was to make measurements on the electron 
beam to characterize noise that might be reducing performance at high current.  
   On Monday we re-cesiated and tried for a power push at 2.8 microns.   The efficiency was not 



quite as high as before and we got up to 6.3  kW at 6 mA.  We could get 5.5 kW at 5 mA.  We 
found a technique that allows the laser operator to maintain the mirrors in an optimum alignment 
and maintain the efficiency for as long as the laser is on.  We were then able to hold the laser 
between 5 and 5.5 kW for about one half an hour using this technique.  The power cycles due to  
a slow drift in the cavity length due to absorption of scattered  light.  As a precursor to a test plan 
later in the week we lased briefly at 0.98 microns by changing the resonant wavelength to 4.9  
microns in the wiggler.  There is no cavity Q at this wavelength or the third harmonic of this 
wavelength but there is a good cavity Q at the 5th harmonic so it lased there with a 4 micron 
detuning curve.   We also measured the spectrum of amplitude noise on the drive laser and found 
a relatively strong oscillation at 38.7 KHz.  This might be the source of a strong phase 
modulation seen on the electron beam at high current.  
   On Tuesday we worked on measuring the energy vs. time in the 10-100 kHz frequency range 
in the injector.  Since we had not done this before and most of our instrumentation group was at 
the Beam Instrumentation Workshop progress was a bit slow but by day's end we had some 
measurements of the energy jitter.  Nothing convincing was seen above the noise floor.  We then 
measured the drive laser phase noise before and after the electro-optic cells and with an internal  
oscillator or with the RF control module.  One conclusion of this was what the RF control 
module reduced noise at low frequencies but increases the noise at frequencies above a few 
hundred Hz.  It also looks like some of the spectral lines might be intensified by the EO cells but 
it was not clear by how much.  We then switched over to RF tests in zone 3.  
   Wednesday the line at 38.7 kHz was quite small so we decided to see if the laser performance 
improved at higher current.  In short, it did not.  We then switched to the 1.06 micron mirrors 
and took data while lasing at the fundamental, third harmonic, and fifth harmonic.   The 
performance agreed pretty well with expectations except for slightly lower power than expected 
for the 5th harmonic.  The power was lower yet more stable at the third harmonic than at the  
fundamental. This might be a better way to operate for the LMES experiments.  On Thursday we 
took a complete set of data looking at energy fluctuations in the injector.  We tried to measure 
the phase of the spontaneous radiation of the electron beam but were unable to see the signal.  
The power was less than when we last measured it so we might have been below the noise floor 
of the detector.  
   Friday is a down day.  We will be working on trying to find the leak in the gun region and 
starting a heat clean of the gun.  
 
Beam Physics (WBS 3): 
Given progress on phase/energy jitter measurements, we are performing an analysis to 
understand how - and with what sensitivity - longitudinal rattle in the injector will evolve 
through the accelerator. Initial estimates based on an extension of considerations in JLab TN 01-
048  ( http://www.jlab.org/~douglas/FEL/technote/JLABTN01048.pdf ) indicates that phase 
jitter out of the cryounit is irrelevant (no surprise - its a parallel to point longitudinal focus from 
unit to wiggler) but that energy jitter gives longitudinal positional jitter of order 0.01 m/radian of 
relative energy offset - i.e.,  
 
dl (m) = 0.01 m (dE/E).  
 
Thus, 0.1% energy jitter will give 10 microns longitudinal motion - or about 30 fsec. This would 
also correlate with about 0.4 mm of motion at the peak dispersion of 0.4 m in the injection line.  
 
 
 

http://www.jlab.org/%7Edouglas/FEL/technote/JLABTN01048.pdf


 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
We re-cesiated the cathode on Saturday and again on Wednesday. Since March 20th the cathode 
has been re-cesiated 7 times and has delivered close to 900 Coulombs and 225 hours of CW and 
pulse beam for FEL ops. We have been studying the vacuum conditions in the injector and today 
we did a leak test using the RGA in the gun chamber. We did not find any leaks. The Gun RGA 
spectrum shows only Hydrogen and traces of He when the gun valve is open. The lightbox RGA 
shows traces of Methane (mass peak 16) that rises and then lowers when the gun valve is cycled. 
By tapping in each ion pump in the system, we could only see any evidence of methane increase 
in the pump next to the cryounit. The thorough vacuum test we performed today indicates there 
is no leak in the gun, therefore the question of reduced cathode lifetime remains unanswered.  
 
This afternoon we started a heat clean cycle today to make cathode # 6 on the anodized wafer 
installed almost two years ago. Since then this wafer has delivered over 3,000 Coulombs. 
 
WBS 6 (RF Systems) 
Last Friday we met to discuss the buncher cavity resonance control system.  Several potential 
modifications to the control algorithm (i.e. RF ON/OFF operating modes, water valve setpoints, 
etc.)  It was agreed that they would replace the water control valve at the May 15th down and 
install a better thermal blanket on the cavity during or before the down.  Additionally, it was 
agreed that we would take parasitic data on the control loop parameters so that we could better 
understand the transitions between the RF on and off states.  This data was taken early this week.  
The matter will again be discussed today. 
 
In addition to attending the Beam Instrument Workshop at FERMI Lab, I assisted Richard Evans 
in taking and analyzing the time and frequency domain data which indicates the energy jitter in 
the injector.  Analysis of the data continues.  
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   With the 2006 Beam Instrumentation Workshop taking place at Fermi Lab this past week, we 
got the chance to exchange some valuable information with other instrumentation and diagnos-
tics people from all over the world.  A poster and paper were presented on the Embedded BPM 
design and it was very well received.  There were several other labs trying to implement the 
same sort of design with the RTEMS open source operating system loaded directly into the 
onboard IOC.  With other groups working on the same goal some valuable contacts were made 
so resources and information can all be shared.  We also picked up some ideas for how to 
measure other interesting beam parameters that might be useful for further machine 
development. 
    An entire battery of low frequency noise studies of the machine have dominated this weeks’ 
activities. Our primary goal this week was to measure the energy jitter in the injector region as 
evidenced by the horizontal beam position jitter at the 0F06 BPM (IPM0F06). The data for this 
measurement was collected. Several specific frequencies were observed at various beam 
currents, namely, the 39kHz noise that is the motivation of our studies. The measurement was 
made possible by the new embedded BPM electrics that have been developed over the past few 
months. We have received a model 350-160 "wet" EO cell from ConOptics. It is being installed 
for testing today, the results will be known over the week-end. This is in a further attempt to 
track down real or imaginary noise on the drive laser. 
    The Halo Monitor stepper control boxes were installed onto the linear stages this week.  We 
exercised both the horizontal and vertical forks in and out of the cross and checked for any 



interferences.  Also, all limit switches were set and tested. The stepper motor driver cables have 
been installed, channels assignments have been made but the EPICS screens will not be updated 
until our next scheduled down. The Halo cross was delivered to the Vacuum group for leak 
testing and bake out.  
    The LPSS installation for Lab 4 is going smoothly with the crash interlock chain being wired 
in.  An additional card reader was also wired in and tested with the entry software successfully. 
Time this week was spent on constructing the LPSS master box that will go in the control room. 
The hardware that we had in house was installed and the necessary parts were ordered so wiring 
can begin to take place next week. The auto-miniphase was exercised some this week.  The 
Linac gang phase is still not quite right.  The old algorithm was much more accurate, but slower, 
and is being put back in. We continue working on the FPGA programming for the General 
Purpose board. The code was modified for ADC sampling, storage and Coldfire bus bridge. 
Simulations were done for all functional modules.  
    Fabrication of a new stepper motor driver box for optics began this week; the driver box will 
be wired to run off of AC instead of the usual battery/dc power. 
    In preparation of the absence of the Safety Warden the next two weeks several staff were 
trained to perform the daily checkoffs.  All safety issues are being forwarded to Ned Walker with 
EH&S. Wes as a member of the Safety Warden Advisory Team, met with Andrew Hutton to 
discuss the details of the team's formalized safety warden (SW) program.  After he approved the 
team held a meeting with all accelerator SWs and their supervisors.  Final revisions to the 
program are being made. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• I moved the Camera that is able to view delamination of the GW pole tips to the fourth magnet 

of the Optical Chicane.  No delamination was seen in the lower pole of the third GW magnet 
of the optical chicane. 

•  We continue working on using four uninstalled GW dipoles in a quick experiment that uses 
laser light to look for a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons.  Budget problems 
prevented us from measuring our test dipole 

• The cover for the W55 (IR Line) Wiggler remains in manufacture. 
•  I continued working on the design of the permanent cover for the optical transport between the 

drive laser line and the entrance into the Light Box in the injector.  
•   Dano Oprisko is working on the technician portions the helium system for the lower portion of 

the waveguides for the Cryomodule in Zone 3.  Our plan is to install one waveguide system 
during the shut down of May 15. 

• I continued work on the gun for the new injector test stand.  We resolved that the wisest 
course is to not include a puck exchanger into the new stalk interchange system.  The 
experience of the CEBAF source group that heat cleaning the puck through a gap in vacuum is 
may cause more problems than a puck is worth. 

 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
As noted in the Operations report we operated for extended periods of time at 2.8 microns.  The 
new shields work quite well.  We do observe a relatively rapid change in cavity length as some 
component heats and expands.  We are monitoring our temperature readbacks to try and 
determine where the problem is and fix it.  Absorption of power (and thus expansion) of the 
fixed clips has been proposed and we will look at ways to check that during the upcoming down.  
We did more measurements of the absorption of THz radiation by the outcoupler mirrors.  It 



amounts to about 2W/mA.  Our new 1.6 micron outcouplers arrived and are being QA'ed.  We 
expect the 1.06 micron OCs early next week.  We plan to braze both into holders.   
Other Activities 
Optical measurements to resolve the cause of the laser efficiency continue. We used a Stanford 
Instruments spectrum analyzer and Thorlabs photodiode (~ 200 MHz bandwidth) to look at 
amplitude noise in the 10-100 kHz region.  We did detect a very weak signal at 38.7 kHz.  We 
devoted a shift to attempts to measure the phase noise of the wiggler spontaneous radiation but 
were unsuccessful, due to lower power than measured last week.  Apparently we were closer to 
the noise floor of the photodiodes than previously thought.  More careful measurements of that 
threshold will be made with the advanced drive laser's oscillator, and the bias circuit modified as 
necessary to get the desired performance.  We also measured the phase noise spectrum as a 
function of rep rate after the EO cells.  While there was essentially no difference in the noise 
spectrum with rep rate, there was a difference if one looked at the noise of the laser before the 
EO cells vis-a-vis after the EO cells, especially in the 40 kHz region.  This will be studied further 
next week.  The streak camera was set up to look at synchrotron light emitted from the first arc, 
however results are too preliminary at this time.  With many I&C personnel at a conference, we 
helped Ops with phase noise measurements from beam position monitor (BPM) signals.  Parts 
for the advanced drive laser integration are beginning to arrive.  Our cryocooled mirror in-vessel 
loop design progressed this week.  We held further meetings with the Cryo Group on their 
portion of the hardware, and still plan on having them install this hardware the week of May 15.  
After looking at the crowded space where the distribution can was going to be placed, they made 
the decision to move it.  They should still make the installation schedule, but this incurs some 
cost.  The Machine Shop continues work on our projects, optical cavity mirror metrology 
(OCMMS), in-lab optical transport system hardware (Brewster window transition, hutch shutter, 
& harmonic-blocking filter), and now the User shutter for User Lab 6. 
 
Terahertz: 
The THz studies this week were dedicated to further characterization of the new spectrometer 
and data acquisition software, as well as more noise measurements of the FEL THz emission.  
The noise measurements revealed some interesting and surprising periodic noise spikes that were 
found to be caused by the spectrometer control software and “leaching” through the integral 
detector electronics where they could be detected with the spectrum analyzer.  It was also found 
that there was a significant amount of noise passing onto the electronics of the integral detector 
from the drive electronics of the moveable mirror in the spectrometer.  This could be eliminated 
by using an external detector, but this detector appears to have a higher noise floor and will need 
to be compared in detail with the integral detector.  
 
The spectrometer characterization studies were conducted during dedicated CW beam operations 
Wednesday night and a few important details were learned.  While varying the scan length of the 
spectrometer did not affect the data acquisition and curve fitting, the best compromise between 
resolution and the amount of data to be passed out through the ethernet data socket was found to 
be at a spectrometer resolution of 1 cm-1.  It was also found that the spectrometer scan velocity 
had an effect on the spectrum measured by the DAQ software if set too high. This velocity 
induced error was evident at scan velocities greater than 1.25 cm/sec.  There are still further 
characterization studies planned, but we have found a range of settings that provide consistent 
spectrum calculations and the spectrometer itself has been performing reliably all week.  
 
Another important event that have occurred this week was the final senior thesis presentation 
made by the William and Mary Physics student Amelia Greer, who was advised and mentored by 



Gwyn Williams.  Both her written thesis and oral presentation received high praise and excellent 
reviews from her committee and others in attendance.  Her work helped to bring the THz 
beamline online as well as to begin characterization of the new spectrometer.  Finally, Wade 
Brock, a rising senior in Physics at ODU, has proposed to perform beam divergence studies on 
the THz beam in Lab 3 for his senior thesis.  His work will begin soon and will involve 
experimental measurements of the beam divergence in Lab 3 to be compared with the calculated 
divergence.  This will help us to determine how to properly collimate the beam and design an 
optic to achieve this goal. 



MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - May 8-12, 2006 
 
Date:  May 12, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This week we continued our studies of beam effects which could impact FEL performance as we 
increase the beam current.   A substantial amount of data was acquired on beam noise from 
Beam Position Monitors in the injector and before the wiggler and is presently under analysis.   
Although several noise peaks were observed, there was nothing obvious which appeared to be 
the cause of our difficulties.   A parallel effort to measure synchrotron light phase jitter was 
unsuccessful due to weak signal.  We also commissioned and calibrated the streak camera in 
ARC 1.  This provides us a real time view of the longitudinal phase space.   This will be 
extremely valuable in doing fine correction to the injector and linac settings.  In parallel with 
these beam tests, we performed another run for nanotube production, completed some noise tests 
on the THz spectrometer, and had an additional shift devoted to low-low RF control system 
tests.  The heat clean of the cathode last week has greatly improved the cathode life.  We only 
required one cesiation all week and still have substantial life left in the cathode.  Next week we 
will be shut down for installation of cryogenic cooling lines for the cryomirror test this summer, 
facility work, installation of the OCCMS (mirror diagnostic), and installation of two new 
outcoupler mirrors. 
 
Management: 
We received another increment of funds from our ONR sponsor to cover activities through the 
next quarter.  
 
We also received $100k from the AFOSR to cover work with Aerospace Corporation to get the 
microengineering station running. 
 
Gwyn Williams was invited to present an overview (today) of our FEL program and user 
activities to Pat Dehmer, the Program Director for  DOE's Basic Energy Sciences. He is there 
with Tony Thomas, JLab's Chief Scientist.  This follows on the heels of last month's site office 
review of safety and user operations. 
 
Wayne Skinner of DOE's site office and Fred Dylla are meeting today in Washington with our 
ONR Program Manager, Quentin Saulter, and Capt. Kiel from Navsea’s PMS-405 to plan the 
JLab effort for the remainder of this year and for the next FY. 
 
On Wednesday, JLab hosted a visit from Dr. Robert Dimeo and Jon Morse from OSTP that 
included a tour and briefing on FEL activities. 
 



We produced our first quarter report on activities with Florida State for the design of the 
NHMFL FEL. 
 
Next week Kevin Jordan and George Neil will attend the Future Light Source workshop in 
Hamburg  (sponsored by the ICFA, the International Committee on Future Accelerators) for 
discussions on high-current energy-recovering linacs. 
 
Operations 
   This week's daytime operations were devoted to three experiments operating in parallel.  The 
first was to measure the fast beam position at two dispersed locations in the accelerator as a 
function of current to see if beam jitter at high frequencies might be leading to reduced 
efficiency.  The position in the injector was actually quite stable.  This indicates that the apparent 
phase noise in the wiggler region is not real since it would have to come from energy jitter in the 
injector.  Though there was a fairly strong amplitude oscillation at 40 kHz there was no energy 
jitter at this wavelength.   This means that the signal in the vicinity of the wiggler is due to a  
strong amplitude modulation that still exists even at high  frequencies.  We also took data in the 
optical chicane both with and without lasing.  These indicate that the electron energy at the  
wiggler is quite stable with time.  In all the measurements to date seem to indicate that the 
electron beam is extremely high quality and very stable.  
   The second experiment was to measure the phase noise on the spontaneous radiation from the 
wiggler.  We eventually got so we could get the wiggler spontaneous radiation fairly well but we 
could not see any signal.  We are still trying to figure out why we could not see the signal.  
Finally we commissioned the streak camera and started to take data on the longitudinal 
distribution vs. various parameters.  This should prove to be an extremely useful diagnostic.  We 
ran for the RF group on Tuesday night and for the William and Mary/NASA nanotube  
collaboration on Wednesday.  The performance with the old 1.6 micron mirror set continues to 
degrade. 
 
The cursory analysis of injector/phase energy jitter reported last week was completed and 
documented in a tech note. The DIMAD model of the driver was tweaked to cross-check the 
model using the streak camera. We were just spooling the machine up to make the relevant 
measurements when the port engine (zone 4 cavity 1) flared out resulting in a flat spin and a 
smoking crater in the hillside. 
 
Energy modulation measurements (phase noise reincarnation) 
 
   This week we have been seeking for a conformation of the phase noise change (increase) with 
the average beam current rise. That was the continuation of the measurements made last week, in 
essence that is fast beam position measurements at the location with dispersion. Again the 
logarithmic-amplifier based BPM electronics was used for the measurements. However this 
week we used the fully completed board 4-channel board. A 4-channel simultaneously sampling 
ADC card with 800 kSamples/sec maximum sampling rate was used for the measurements, 
which gives us the possibility to see the fast beam motion up to 400 kHz. Prior to the 
measurements the electronics was very accurately calibrated. Using the calibration and new 
software developed last weekend we get to see the fast beam motion on-line. 
   The first set of measurements was made in the injector at the 0F06a BPM (as the last week). 
First we did crosscheck measurements with the help of our standard BPM electronics. We 
steered the beam and saw that the position change measured by the new fast system tracks very 
well the beam position change as measured by the old electronics. As the next step we measured 



spectra of the horizontal beam position as a function of the average beam current and the spectra 
of the vertical position and the beam current. One possibility of getting phase modulation (noise) 
at the wiggler is to have energy modulation in the injector. The estimates are that the level of the 
energy modulation in the injector which would be a concern also would show up as ~100 um 
beam position jitter at the 0F06a BPM. If the BPM electronics calibration is the same for small 
modulations as for DC measurements (we are working now to make sure it is) then we can see 
fast beam position changes at only the ~ 1 um level. Measurements at the 0F06a BPM did not 
show any energy modulation in the injector which would be at all close to the level of concern. 
But it will be very important to make sure the BPM electronics works for the small AC 
modulation as for the DC beam position measurements. 
   When the measurements at 0F06a were done, we moved with the same system to the 4F00 
BPM, which is the dispersion location in front of the wiggler. Again one possibility to cause 
energy modulation is to have phase modulation in the injector. Measurements of the X position, 
Y position and beam current spectra were made at different average beam currents. What we see 
so far is a broad peak at ~110 kHz which is observable at high beam current. Though its 
amplitude is very small it looks very much like the peak in the phase noise spectrum measured in 
the injector and as the spectrum of the measured phase of the buncher. At this point the most 
important thing for these measurements is to get a confirmation of the scale of the fast beam 
motion we see.   That is what we are concentrating on right now.  
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Saturday we activated the GaAs wafer into a photocathode after last Friday's heat clean in an 
effort to improve the photocathode lifetime. The photocathode was delivering only about 100 C 
between re-cesiations. Each re-cesiation had to be performed twice a week due to the high CW 
current FEL operations. After the heat clean, the photocathode has delivered 180 C and 30 hours 
of beam time during the week, and the drive laser polarizer has increased only from 17% to 
about 40%.  The improved photocathode lifetime is consistent with a cleaner wafer surface after 
increasing the soaking temperature during the heat clean cycle. This is the sixth photocathode 
activation since the anodized GaAs wafer was installed in the gun back in May 13, 2004. Since 
then the wafer has delivered 3.6 kCoulombs with 1015 hours of pulse and 355 hours of CW 
beam time.  
 
In last week's report we mentioned our concern that the vacuum environment in the beamline 
downstream of the photocathode gun was causing the short photocathode lifetime. However, we 
did not find evidence of a leak and the water trace in the RGA spectrum is low compared to 
Helium, but Methane was observed when the gun valve was cycled. It seems that the short 
photocathode lifetime was linked to the conditions of wafer surface more than to the vacuum in 
the beamline. Next week during the shutdown we will perform activities to improve the vacuum 
conditions in the injector beamline. 
 
The Molybdenum anode plate for the 500 kV gun has been machined out and is ready for 
polishing. The ball cathode electrode has been mounted in W&M's ion-implant plasma chamber 
for the application of a second coating of the field emission suppression film. On Thursday, C. 
Hernandez-Garcia and K. B. Beard presented a talk about the FEL injector modeling at the Beam 
Physics Seminar hosted by the Center for Advanced Studies of Accelerators (CASA).  
 
We also had a very productive meeting with Pascal representatives about the custom bellows 
design for the load-lock chamber. 
 



 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
To prepare for the maintenance down next week several Beam Viewer crosses have been 
assembled.  One aluminum target and two silicon wafers were coated with the fast phosphor 
powder so they can be used for halo monitors as well as viewers.  One of each type of flag will 
be installed in the wiggler region next week to help identify a halo in that area as well as provide 
Ops with better alignment points for the optical cavity.  The other Beam Viewer cross that has 
been assembled has the finger style aluminum flag installed with the phosphor coating for a halo 
monitoring.  All three of these have been bench aligned and had their vacuum leak check 
performed.  The camera assemblies that will be needed for these Beam Viewers have been 
assembled are ready for installation.  Due to much of the FEL machine video processes a 
"pulsed" image when we are running pulsed beam (i.e. 2Hz), we have purchased a "video frame 
store" device which performs a "sample and hold" function on the video system. We will install 
this in the video system and trigger it with beam sync to convert the pulsing images that are so 
commonly viewed into an emulated CW image. It is yet to be determined if this will help with 
the WesCam-based emittance measurements.  
    In an effort to better understand the phosphor response to a light pulse we took some data on 
both the fast and slow powders.  This measurement was previously performed with a slow 
detector and that appeared to be the limiting factor in an accurate response measurement.  This 
measurement was performed with a nanosecond scale detector and provided some useful 
information.  Currently the data shows that the fast phosphor response is on the order of 450 uS 
and the slow is around 40 mS.  These numbers appeared to be close to the data sheet but the 
measurement could be made better with a faster light source.  Finding a bench source that can 
provide a short pulse for exciting the phosphor will be the next step in improving the 
measurement. 
    Lots of AutoCAD work has been done this week on getting several drawings completed.  The 
CSR limit switch mounting bracket, copper plate, synchrotron light 
monitor assembly, and filter holder AutoCAD drawings have all been updated and added to the 
appropriate projects on Devlore.  The drawings for the RJ-45 distribution box and stepper motor 
box have also been completed.  We have started issuing drawing numbers from the new 
"FEL001xxxx-xxxx" drawing line. We have identified all of the un-officially created technical 
drawings and collected all of the respective CAD files and added them to the Devlore system. A 
database has been created to track the drawing numbers and is being integrated into devlore.  All 
of the documentation for the GC project has been organized on Devlore as well. 
    The devlore database file which has been accumulating EPICS data hit the 2-Gig upper-limit 
this week. It took a while to move the data to a separate data store and start a fresh table. As a 
result, we have implemented a system upgrade which automatically switches to a new database 
file for each month so that this will not happen again.  We have created a single file diagram of 
the FEL layout for both floors of the FEL user facility which is not system specific. It is a clean 
template that is ideal for showing the general regions of system component locations. This 
diagram will be online soon and will be the standard for providing overviews of all the various 
FEL systems. There are three systems that this will be applied to first: the video system, the LAN 
network and the AMS timing system upgrade. 
    Some time was dedicated to the Single Board IOC PCB this week.  The schematic is currently 
being reviewed and some of the basic PCB layout has begun.  We will continue to push forward 
with this design as the familiarity and comfort with PCAD continues to improve.  Making the 
EPICS application, which supports the Coldfire-FPGA bridge is underway.  The Coldfire will 
access the FPGA by using the 24-bit address bus and 16-bit data bus. The registers within the 



FPGA will be mapped on the ColdFire space address. Programming the code for FPGA 
controlling the ADC and other I/O devices is ongoing as well. 
    Work this week continued on construction/wiring of the LPSS master box that will go into the 
OCR.  The box is mostly wired up and just a few more components are needed to finish wiring 
this box up. After that it should be ready for bench testing.  Some cabling was installed for 
the streak camera from zone 5 to the Lab 7 room.  Sets of cable were installed for the Halo 
monitor's stepper motor control in the vault.  Testing still needs to occur to ensure proper 
termination has occurred.  Two Buffer Amplifier PCBs and one VCO LOOP Module circuit 
board have been populated.  Several fast diode assemblies for support of Lab 1 measurements 
have been completed for testing and evaluation.  We are currently polling several vendors for 
cable assemblies for the embedded BPMS.   
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• With the Gap Camera looking at the fourth GW of the Optical Chine we were able to see, as 

field increased, a delamination of the Purcell Gap shim on the upper pole but not on the lower 
pole.  I will fix this, as I did on the first magnet, buy inserting an elastomeric shim between the 
chamber and pole and adjusting the chamber to push through the elastomer against the shim to 
keep it in place.  I will make wooden wedge sets to keep the shim in place in the side regions 
next to the chamber.  I will do this next week during the down period.   

•  We continue working on using four uninstalled GW dipoles in a quick experiment that uses 
laser light to look for a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons.  After problems with our 
one of a kind ancient power supply, we were finally able to get current to it just as the week 
ended.  We will get a calibrated probe into it on Monday morning. 

•   The cover for the W55 (IR Line) Wiggler is complete and will be installed during the down 
period. 

•   I continued finished work on the design of the permanent cover for the optical transport 
between the drive laser line and the entrance into the Light Box in the injector.  

• Dano Oprisko continues working on the technician portions the helium system for the lower 
portion of the waveguides for the Cryomodule in Zone 3.  We will install one waveguide 
system during the shut down. 

•  I worked with Kevin Jordan to get the two new function viewers assembled for installation on 
either side of the wiggler to serve as a course adjust mechanism for the cavity mirrors.  They 
also will go in during the down. 

•   I worked on a new concept for THz light absorbers that can be easily installed in the region 
down stream of the anti THz Chicane to more effectively trap THz light before it gets to the 
OC mirror.

 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
The Optics Group spent this week in a myriad of activities related to next weeks’ shutdown and 
in experiments designed to characterize FEL performance. A degraded Nd:YLF rod was replaced 
in the Drive Laser (DL). This replacement returned the DL back to specifications at ~5W@35A 
SHG with an autocorrelation of ~1.9ms. Experiments continued with an attempt to measure the 
spontaneous emission of the wiggler with a fast detector. The Streak Camera was resurrected to 
monitor electron beam parameters on the first pi bend of the FEL. A 1.6um output coupler (OC) 
mirror and its corresponding frame were sputtered with palladium in preparation for brazing 
early next week. We are awaiting delivery of the second cavity optics scheduled for installation 
next week (a 1.06um OC). Received, cleaned and assembled ~80% of the OCMMS hardware 



also scheduled for installation next week. The balance of this hardware should be delivered by 
the middle of next week. Supported the Cryo Group with the planned installation of the helium 
transfer line and distribution can for the cryo-cooling OC mirror experiment. 
 
Terahertz: 
The main focus of work in the THz lab this week was directed toward continued characterization 
of the new spectrometer and analyzing the noise characteristics of the signal using two different 
detectors.  One detector is the internal detector that was supplied by the manufacturer and used in 
the original bench configuration before the system was modified.  The other detector is an 
external detector equipped with an amplifier circuit designed and built by the FEL I&C group.  
During CW runs this week, measurements were made at different THz beam intensities to study 
the effect on the spectrum calculations and the noise on the detector itself.  Several interesting 
details were discovered. 
 
It was surprising to find that the internal detector exhibited a large amount of noise apparently 
due to the drive electronics for the moveable mirror.  This noise is not present on the external 
detector signal.  The signals for each detector were analyzed using a simple spectrum analyzer 
program on a laptop PC.  The results for the external detector are shown in Fig. 1.  The legend 
indicates the peak-peak voltage of the autocorrelation signal on the detector as the mirror was 
rapidly scanned back and forth over this position.  Several plots have been highlighted to help 
show the general trend as the beam intensity was increased.  The changes are monotonic in that  
the broad spectrum signal increases with increased intensity, but there are some significant 
features to note.  One is the peak centered around 190 Hz seen in the lower intensity scans.  This 
is real signal due to the THz spectrum and will be shown in detail later.  The increase in signal at 
other frequencies indicates deleterious noise induced onto the detector at higher intensity.  This 
agrees well with previous results when the spectral measurements became very unreliable at very 
high beam intensities. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 Noise data from the external detector taking at different beam intensities 
 
The results from the internal detector, which are shown in Fig. 2 are much more difficult to 
interpret.  There is no apparent peak in the signal in the region expected for the THz spectrum.  
There is even a decrease in the signal from the Beam OFF condition at lower intensities.  It is not 
clear what causes this to occur, but there is a significant amount of broad spectrum noise that can 
cause problems when making spectral measurements. 
 
 
To illustrate the actual signal due to the THz spectrum modulated as the moveable mirror is 
scanned, Fig. 3 shows the expected signal from a THz spectrum taken previously modulated at 
the rate measured by the HeNe reference laser.  The expected signal has been normalized and is 
plotted against the y-axis to the right for clarity and it can be seen that the measured signal of the 
external detector agrees well for low enough beam intensity.  What has been learned from these 
experiments is that it is necessary to keep the detector signal below ~1 V p-p for the detector 
response to be accurate. 

      
   



 
Finally, Wade Brock has started work on his senior thesis project by completing his laser training 
for Lab 3 as well as to begin learning how to operate the camera that he will use for the beam 
divergence measurements. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/gpw 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief - May 15-19, 2006 
 
Date:  May 19, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This was a very busy, but well planned week, that saw the successful installation of many new 
diagnostic components that should considerably enhance our commissioning efforts.  These 
include an electron beam halo monitor in the re-injection telescope 5F05 region, 2 new beam 
viewers near the wiggler, and a new optical cavity mirror metrology system (OCMMS) for the 
outcoupler mirror.  In addition to this we cycled the quarter cryomodule to 25K to drive off 
frozen helium and found that it did improve the vacuum in the gun region.  We also completed a 
long series of tasks involving our power supplies, beam position monitors, and rf systems.  In 
service areas, we relocated an air compressor and a chiller, and began installation of cryo cooling 
lines for the outcoupling mirror.  Details of all these are in the individual sections. 
 
Management: 
 
Gwyn Williams and JLab Chief Scientist Tony Thomas met on May 12th. with Pat Dehmer, 
Head, DOE Basic Energy Sciences, the 3 BES division directors, Harriet Kung (Materials 
Sciences), Pedro Montano (User Facilities), and Eric Rohlfing (Chemical Geo- and Bio-
Sciences), and Helen Kerch and Roger Klaffky.   A briefing was presented about the FEL, which 
was followed by active discussions.  BES operates some of the major 2nd and all of the 3rd 
generation light sources in the USA, and has a 4th generation light source x-ray project (LCLS) 
at Stanford.  Therefore learning about the JLab 4th generation source was highly relevant.  
 
Kevin Jordan and George Neil presented material at the Future Light Source workshop in 
Hamburg (sponsored by the ICFA, the International Committee on Future Accelerators) for 
discussions on high-current energy-recovering linacs.  
 
Fred Dylla was invited to present several lectures at a CERN accelerator school in Barcelona 
covering the subject of vacuum systems for accelerators, including those like the JLab FEL 
whose guns require extreme high vacuum.  
 
Jim Boyce and Gwyn Williams attended a Laser Biosciences meeting at UVa, hosted by Sarah 
White, Director, Research Administration, and Lisa Friedersdorf, Program Manager from the VP 
for research office.  Jorge Jacot and Frank Lattanzio from EVMS also attended.  Gordon Cates, 
Craig Slingluff, and David Mullins attended and active discussions took place regarding the 
potential use of the FEL for dermatology and immunology.  
 
 



Operations: 
  
Since this week was a maintenance down there were no formal operations.  We did have a 
chance however to study the question of possible sources of efficiency decrease.  We came up 
with a list of system studies to address this issue when we come back up.  Many concern the 
calibration of the phase and energy jitter measurements we have taken so far.  We are not 
absolutely sure of the calibration in these measurements and need to be sure before saying that 
the electron beam is not at fault.  Part of these studies would involve modulating the beam in the 
injector and looking at the FEL response vs. amplitude and frequency.  This is worth studying in 
itself since it helps establish engineering limits for future designs.  Another subgroup has to do 
with optical measurements.  We would like to measure the mirror vibrations and figure as a 
function of power and the new OCCMS setup should allow us to do this.  We also need to 
measure the phase jitter of the spontaneous radiation and the wavelength jitter of the laser.  We 
came up with some ideas for better THz suppression to try as well.  Finally, we are still looking 
at the injector setup and modeling to determine whether we have the correct injector setup and, if 
so, whether PARMELA or perhaps ASTRA can predict exactly what we see. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
 
Highlight: The quarter cryounit temperature bump to pumpdown He in the beamline worked 
very well and the vacuum conditions in the beamline between the quarter cryounit and the gun 
are cleaner after activating the lightbox NEG pump.  
 
Previously the RGA in the beamline between the gun and the quarter cryounit showed the He 
partial pressure increasing almost by a factor of two when the valve to the quarter cryounit was 
open.  After this week's cryocycle, the He pressure actually goes down.  Also, the overall He 
pressure decreased from 2E-10 to 2E-12 after activating the NEG pump in the lightbox.  Most of 
the other traces (H2O, CO, CO2, Ar, CH4) decreased also by almost two orders of magnitude 
after the NEG activation.  
 
Later we hipotted two of the ion pumps in the beamline but it is difficult to say if that worked 
since the ion pumps pressure readback is almost the same.  Matt Poelker also tested an ion pump 
power supply from John Hansknecht that can read in the nA scale.  The gun ion pumps read 
between 3 and 5 nA.  The beamline ion pumps read about 100 nA.  
 
Gun HVPS - The response of the Ripple Monitor for the Gun HVPS was measured this week.  A 
plot of this response was entered into the F-Log.  The response is reasonably flat from 100 Hz to 
200 kHz with a multiply factor of 26 to determine the actual ripple amplitude on the Gun.  The 
Gun HVPS is ready for Hot Checkout operations. 
 
 
WBS 6 (RF Systems) 
RF - Maintenance was performed on all RF HVPS's.  This included dusting, wiping down with 
alcohol, tightening loose waveguide and connector bolts, cleaning or replacing filters, and 
adjusting power supply voltages on CAMAC.  A broken CAMAC interface connector was 
repaired in Zone 2, but debug continues on being able to control the MOPS for this zone. 
  
The Quarter cavities were warmed to slightly above 25 deg. K. to clean out any frozen helium 
inside the cavities. 
  



A Rexolite window, waveguide sweep, pressure sensor, and tubing are being prepared to install 
on cavity 3-8.  This is to detect when a cavity window breaks and to prevent air from entering 
and contaminating the cavity.  Helium only needs a temperature rise to 25 deg K to rid the 
helium while air with water vapor needs a temperature rise to ambient temperatures, 300 deg. K. 
  
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
 
 We have accomplished a specific set of goals during this week’s maintenance period. 
Two new beamviewers have been installed near the wiggler (ITV4F05 and ITV4F07), a new 
"Halo monitor" has been installed in the second arc region (IHM5F05), all of the embedded 
BPM electronics firmware has been updated, new electronics to monitor the Zone 3 
helium pressure have been developed, the MPS system has been updated to properly include the 
1G dump magnet raster interlocks as well as the new viewers, the channel count in the Analog 
Monitoring System (AMS) has been doubled for the Low Level RF signal monitors (allowing us 
to monitor all of the GASKs, PASKs, GMESs and PMESs in the machine) and a significant 
number of cables have been installed in the RF gallery for the first phase of the timing system 
upgrade. 
 Installing the new viewers and Halo monitor has involved a number of additional tasks 
to properly integrate them into the control system.  Two new stepper motor control cables have 
been installed for horizontal and vertical control of the halo monitor as well as a camera, which 
has been placed on the view port in the 2nd dipole magnet to qualitatively view the beam halo.  
A viewer assembly was placed on this view port to hold the camera. 
 Regarding the new beamviewers, two new viewer control cables were pulled for the 
new viewers (4f05 and 4f07) before and after the wiggler.  Three new video cables were also 
pulled to this region for the viewer video cameras.  The 4f07 viewer uses two cameras; one on 
each side of the beamline.  So, two video cables were needed for this viewer. Faulty channels on 
beamviewer chassis #4 and #5 were repaired and used for these new viewers.  A new cable was 
also run to the THz region to help support Mike with the THz systems.  This work is included 
with the beamviewer system work since it used the same control hardware.  In addition to all of 
the cable pulls and hardware work, the respective software updates have been done to facilitate 
these system changes in EPICS as well as the changes to the MPS for to ensure the correct 
beam mode restrictions which are based on the machine modes. 
 To support the phase noise measurements that will occur once beam operations resume, 
several test cables were installed.  Two cables were connected to the top button BPMs in both of 
the ARC1 BPMs (IPM2F07 and IPM 2F09).  We rerouted the cables that are connected to the 
4F00 BPM into Lab 3.  This will provide the electronics further shielding from the klystrons in 
the RF gallery for the precision measurements we are trying to make. 
 Installation of new AMS cables for new channels also took place this week.  Eighty 
new cables were installed for the AMS and distributed timing system (56 for the AMS upgrade 
and 24 for the timing system upgrade).  The cables to each zone location were placed in wire-
looms and have been run from the zone 2 control rack where the AMS switching hardware is 
located and where the new timing system hardware will be installed later.  
 All of the embedded BPM Electronics were removed from the FEL for firmware 
upgrades and then reinstalled with the newest version of code.  The new firmware of the 
embedded BPM was updated for all of the Coldfire IOC.  All of them have been tested and 
running well.  The EPICS screens for embedded BPMs have been updated, which now include 
the buttons to remotely reboot the Coldfire IOC. 



 The Horizontal and Vertical Raster have been connected to the MPS Summation 
Chassis as they should be.  The bits can be seen in EPICs and the associated software change is 
being made.  The 1G Recirculation Dump bit in the MPS has been jumpered out inside the 
chassis since the transducer in the vault is no longer reliable. 
 The drive laser IOC (iocfel10) has been upgraded with a "power PC" and the Tektronix 
oscilloscope has been replaced with a newer model which supports both GPIB control and video 
output. 
 
View "fel_ctrls" archive at: 
http://www.jlab.org/ccc/mail_archives/ACCELERATOR/fel_ctrls/CURRENT/
 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
•            The helium system for the lower portion of the waveguides for the Cryomodule in Zone 
3 was installed on one cavity’s waveguide for evaluation.  A window supplied by Tom Powers 
isolates the two sections.  The presence of helium in the outer waveguide volume acts as a 
telltale for a crack in the Cryomodule’s waveguide window, allowing us to avoid another 
incident where frozen air plugs the cavities. 
•            Two viewers with holes in their flags were installed on either side of the wiggler.  Their 
first function is course alignment of the optical cavity mirrors.  You shine the Ultra Viewer 
Alignment HeNe laser beam from the opposite end through the hole in the flag onto the mirror.  
Adjusting the mirror pitch and yaw to shine the mirror’s retro reflection into the flag’s hole will 
put the HeNe beam within range of the much smaller wiggler viewers.  The second function of 
the new viewers’ flags is to observe halo as the main electron beam goes through the holes.  
Their upstream facing surfaces are coated with the phosphor coating developed at DESY. 
•            A new Halo Measuring System was installed in the re-injection telescope (5F05).  It has 
a set of X and Y paddles, coated with phosphors, with a series of stair-step gaps.  By working 
with Wes Cam image and filters on the cameras, halo can be mapped for position and intensity 
over many orders of magnitude.   
•            I inserted a rubber sheet between the beam chamber and upper pole of the fourth GW of 
the Optical Chicane and added shim sets on either side.  This hardware will prevent movement of 
the delaminating Purcell Gap shim.  I added compression to the rubber by micro metrically 
raising the chamber.  The chamber movement may affect the THz mirror (integral with this 
chamber) alignment and the mirror will have to be checked when we turn on after the down 
period.  I also set the Gap Cam to look at the upper pole of the first GW of the chicane, the only 
remaining gap not looked at with the improved viewing method.    
•            In news about the quick experiment that uses laser light to look for a pseudoscalar 
particle that couples to photons, Magnet Test tested a GW dipole with modified pole extenders.  
The narrowed gap reached a peak field of 18.8 KGauss while dropping to 14 KGauss at the 
entrance and exit.  The peak is higher than expected.  The physicists are evaluating the field 
profile.   
•            The cover for the W55 (IR Line) Wiggler was installed. 
•            The permanent cover for the optical transport between the drive laser line and the 
entrance into the Light Box in the injector is in fabrication.   
•            I continued working on a new concept for THz light absorbers that can be easily 
installed in the region down stream of the anti THz Chicane to more effectively trap THz light 
before it gets to the OC mirror. 
 

http://www.jlab.org/ccc/mail_archives/ACCELERATOR/fel_ctrls/CURRENT/


 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
This week the Optics group completed all the primary goals and made considerable progress on 
secondary goals despite many constraints such as power outages, loss of compressed air, and late 
component deliveries.  
 
Primary Goals:  

1) Install a 1.6um and 1.06um OC mirror. Both 1.6um and 1.06 um mirrors have been 
installed and aligned, despite the fact that we received the 1.06um optics a week later 
than the vendor promised, and had some problems with the first brazing attempts 

2) Install output coupler optical cavity mirror metrology system (OC OCMMS).  We have 
installed the OC OCMMS and have completed the alignment. 

 
Secondary Goals and Other Tasks:  

1) Install OC Cryo transfer lines.  Work on this proceeded Friday morning only because of 
interference with others completing primary goals.  On Monday and Tuesday the 
Vacuum group was installing new viewers.  On Wednesday the Survey group was 
aligning those viewers.  Yesterday and today the OC can was/is needed to install optics.  

2) Install HR OCMMS.  This will be ready to install on Tuesday if deemed important 
enough to re-vent the 4F region, and is contingent on receipt of some additional parts.  

3) Move the Advanced drive laser.  Done.  
4) Test new EO Cells.  Identified the issue with index-matching fluid and determined that 

this kind of EO cell can not be applied to our drive laser system.  
5) Processed the data taken last week for the streak camera measurement.  
6) Completed two abstracts for FEL06.  
7) Saw a problem with the drive laser mode-locker controller and still trying to fix it. 

 
Terahertz: 
 
On Monday and Tuesday of this week, I (Mike Klopf) attended a conference in Washington, DC 
where I was invited to give a talk about the THz source here at the JLab FEL.  The conference 
was mostly attended by representatives from the private sector defense and security industry, so 
there were many with little or no knowledge of our THz source.  Since nearly every speaker 
presented work on small scale, low power sources, detectors, and measurement systems designed 
to operate in the 100’s of GHz range, there was a noticeable amount of amazement when I 
presented not only our power characteristics, but was able to show actual beam images and a 
spectral bandwidth that exceeded all other sources presented at this conference.  I fielded several 
good questions from the audience immediately following my talk and I continued to be 
approached throughout the rest of the day by others interested in learning more about our THz 
source and what possible experiments could be done here.  While most of the industry is 
interested in working towards portable and smaller scale systems, I emphasized several times 
that when developing this technology and performing proof-of-principle experiments, it clearly 
makes sense to consider a high power broadband source when possible.  I think most agreed 
considering the number of people that asked for more information on how to submit proposals to 
perform experiments at our facility.  
 
Also, thanks to Gwyn Williams’ help by communicating with Tom Crowe, it appears that 
Virginia Diodes is now willing to work collaboratively with us to determine if their detectors can 



provide us with a good means of looking for phase jitter in the electron beam.  Their detectors 
are designed for 100’s of GHz, which falls below the peak of the THz spectrum, but they are 
intended for very low power signals and we should be able to provide more than enough signal 
in their range of sensitivity.  These detectors have a much faster response than any of our current 
THz detectors, so we are hopeful that this will provide a great deal more information about the 
dynamics of the THz pulses, and thus the electron bunch dynamics.  
 
Finally, we have a magnet on loan at the NSLS at Brookhaven where we will do some initial 
testing for the magnetic resonance studies planned later to be performed in Lab 3.  The vacuum 
and optical design for the setup at Brookhaven is nearly finished and fabrication will begin soon 
in preparation for testing during scheduled beamtime this summer at the NSLS.   
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - May 22-26, 2006 
 
Date:  May 26, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This week was spent on the installation and checkout of a number of upgrades to diagnostics.  
We commissioned a halo monitor for use in investigating beam profiles outside the central core.  
We installed a new OCMMS system for the high reflector mirror.  A momentum vernier control 
was added on two cavities for studies of energy modulation and feedback stabilization.  We also 
commissioned the fast BPM software.  This effort was juggled in between recertification of the 
Personnel Safety System and a day long outage for preventative maintenance of the site LCW. 
 
Management: 
The Laser Bioscience Consortium started a monthly telecom meeting with participants from 
GWU, JLab, ECU, and EVMS this Thursday. 
  
We worked with Property Control to update our lists of property custodians and verify storage 
locations in preparation for handover to the new Jefferson Lab contract management by Jefferson 
Science Associates on June 1.   
 
Beam Physics (WBS 3): 
With a) the machine down and b) the release of documentation on MADMAN (tech note available 
on request from the author, who will remain nameless) we were able to turn attention to require-
ments for a higher power FEL. A number of features of such a system are under review, one of 
which is the injection energy. A longitudinal simulation of the acceleration and energy recovery 
cycle suggests that injection energies as low as 2 MeV (full) may be contemplated. Injection of a 
~100 keV-psec bunch into a 100 MeV 748.5 MHz linac with the usual acceleration and magnetic 
bunching gives a modeled rms bunch length of <200 fsec at the wiggler, with a 0.5% rms 
momentum spread. With "proper" handling (incomplete energy recovery, judicious positioning in 
nonlinear compaction trims and proper compaction trim excitation) this can be recovered back to 2 
MeV while lasing at extraction efficiencies of up to around 3%. We assume an FEL exhaust energy 
spread of   ~ (5.5 x extraction efficiency scaled to the slice energy spread + initial beam slice 
energy spread) . In other words, the core of the beam is expanded by 5.5 the extraction efficiency, 
while the tails are unaffected; everything in between is scaled linearly.   Phase spaces at the dump 
are shown in Figure 1. At higher efficiencies, the bunch gets quite long and falls so far into (and 
beyond) the trough of the RF waveform so that an incompressible high energy tail is formed. This 
can be cured by recovering to higher final energy, at the expense of higher required RF power and a 
more robust dump. Preliminary results give acceptances that handle maybe a 4% extraction 
efficiency, but it nonlinear enough that the phase space gets pretty ugly.  
 



 
 
 
 
                    Figure 1: Exhaust phase space at various extraction efficiencies. 
 
 
At lower energies (1-1.25 MeV) it appears that bunch lengthening due to momentum-spread 
induced phase slip clobbers things; some effort was made to use the front (back) ends of the linac 
to provide bunching but this has so far proven unsuccessful. The phase space gets rather distorted 
(though not unduly large) at the wiggler, and it is difficult to control (presumably because of 
finite-velocity phase slips) energy compression during energy recovery. It’s the usual sad story - 
when the beam starts to subtend considerably more than 30 degrees of the RF waveform near 
trough, linear notions begin to break down. Mix in finite velocity effects and you'll have a 
frustrating afternoon. 
 
Encouraged by this rather artificial result (caveats: very simple cavity model, no space charge, 
halo, collective effects, etc [i.e., all the stuff that's gonna getcha...]), we devised a couple of linac 
optics solutions for the accelerated beam (Figure 2). In keeping with prior experience, the strong 
RF focusing in the front end forces use of small transverse beam sizes (beam envelopes of 1/2 to 
1 m, and a waist at or near injection). The downstream envelopes can be managed by adjusting 
the location of the waist. Figure 2 gives two options, one in x, one in y. One can in principle use 
either in either plane (the focusing is nominally azimuthally symmetric, the differences are due 
to choice of injection condition which presumably can be independently selected for either 
plane); the result is not unreasonable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
                                    Figure 2: Linac transverse optics options. 
 
 
Very low energy injection therefore doesn't appear quite as outlandish as say, relying on astral 
projection of the beam from the source to the wiggler, but more careful analysis - including 
relevant effects such as space charge, halo, and environmental impedances - would be prudent. 
Steve Benson points out that empirical investigation of the relevant energy recovery 
manipulations (to produce fixed output energy: E_injection = E_extraction) is possible on the IR 
Upgrade driver, and can profitably be scheduled during a move to 15 degree off-crest operation 
intended to balance the RF phasors during acceleration and energy recovery. 
 
Energy modulation measurements calibration 
It was pointed out earlier that for the energy modulation measurements, which we did about two 
weeks ago, it is very important to make sure that the BPM electronics works properly. Last week 
and in the beginning of this week we did a series of tests to characterize the log-amp BPM 
electronics in terms of small modulation detection. We have had calculations of the BPM signal 
dependence from the beam position, which we confirmed by measurements with a spectrum 
analyzer a long time ago. Thus we know how many dB change in the BPM signal corresponds to 
let’s say 100 µm beam displacement. Adjusting the depth of AM modulation of an RF signal one 
can achieve the same peak change in the RF signal value as the same 100 µm beam 
displacement. We used two frequency locked RF generators to drive two opposite channels (X+ 
and X-) of the BPM electronics. The two generators were AM modulated with the same 
frequency and with the phase difference of 180 deg, thus simulating a beam motion at the AM 
frequency. Our calculations show that 1 % of such AM modulation is equivalent to 134 µm peak 
beam displacement or ~ 95 µm RMS beam displacement if the waveform of the modulation is a 
sine function. Simulating the modulated BPM signals as described above we measure ~ 97 µm 
RMS beam displacement, which is only by 2 % different from our calculations. Figure 1 shows 
an example of such a measurements with the frequency of the AM equal to 20 kHz. The whole 
vertical scale in Fig. 1 is 100 µm. It is also worth mentioning that in the measurements the 
system noise floor corresponds to ~ 0.5 µm of beam motion, which is quite remarkable. We did 
the measurements changing the AM frequency in the range from 10 kHz through 100 kHz. The 
measurements show slight dependence of the measured RMS beam motion as a function of the 
AM frequency, which for our purpose is not a concern and also might be explained by small 
change in the AM modulation depth when AM frequency is changed. Thus our confidence in the 
fast energy modulations measurements made two weeks ago is very strong now. We are also 
planning on making one more crosscheck measurement by actually modulating the beam energy 
by a known amount and measuring it with the BPMs in the dispersed locations as we did before. 



 
 
Figure 1. Measurements of the simulated beam position modulation at 20 kHz. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Noise floor in the fast beam position measurements is ~ 0.5 µm. 



WBS 4 (Injector): 
The ball cathode for the 500kV gun was coated with the field emission suppression film in 
W&M's plasma chamber. The ball was removed from the plasma chamber and replaced with a 6 
inch diameter, flat electrode. This test electrode will be coated with a 'graded' film for later HV 
testing. Don Bullard is polishing a second flat test electrode.  
 
We prepared a list of specifications for the load-lock gun bellows and submitted to the 
manufacturer. Dimensional and mechanical analysis for the SF6 tank design to accommodate the 
load-lock are in progress. 
 
Joe Gubeli from the Optics Group re-aligned the cathode scanner. The QE is about 1.5%. 
 
WBS 6 (RF Systems) 
Early in the week the RF systems were taken into high voltage to uncover any problems that may 
have been introduced during the preventative maintenance.  A few minor problems where found 
and fixed during the week.  Additionally, the cavity gradient vernier controls were configured 
such that we can characterize the effects of energy modulation on lazing efficiency.  The SRF 
cavities were manually tuned in preparation for bringing up the RF.  At the end of the week the 
machine was locked up and the RF was brought up in order to do a hot checkout.  
 
An accelerometer was added to the HR coupler can and a data acquisition system was configured 
in the hunt for vibrations in that region of the machine. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
    Majority of the time this week was spent completing the remaining items in the vault.  We also 
began some hot checkout this week to verify that systems are operational and ready for beam 
operations.  With the hot checkout on going this week we also managed to fully test and verified 
that the new Halo monitor in the 5F is ready for use when the machine comes back on.  We also 
had both of the two new viewers at 4F05 and 4F07, including the multiple camera stack, 
completed and aligned.  However to support the OCMMS work and to aid the vacuum group we 
have disassembled these two viewers until all work in this area is completed.  We intend for 
these to be reinstalled before Tuesday morning when we resume Beam OPs.  Other systems that 
were checked out this week were the BLMs, Beam Viewers, BPMs, Magnets, and several other 
minor systems.  We also spent Tuesday afternoon successfully completing PSS (Personal Safety 
System) Certifications. 
    Some of the other work that took place this week includes temperature stabilizing the power 
splitters that are used for the 0F06 BPM.  With this being a crucial diagnostic tool, the 
stabilization will improve the reliability and repeatability of the splitters since they are used for 
both the mini-phase and for phase and energy measurements.  The temperature plate that was 
constructed and installed utilizes LCW to provide a base temperature for the splitters.  The plate 
is also wrapped in foam to alleviate any air flow induced fluctuations.  This installation tested 
our plumbing skills as we installed water lines and tapped into the appropriate water manifolds.  
In order to also provide more information about the energy and phase of the beam the fast SEE 
beam position monitor software was repaired and tested using the calibration oscillators.  The 
system will provide us with both time and frequency domain information with 60 kHz bandwidth 
for 12 of the BPMs which are distributed throughout the machine. 
   



  Part of the Hot Checkout procedure was to test and look over all of the magnets.  This has also 
taken place this week. The power supplies for 2F06 and 2F09 have been switched with 5F01 and 
5F03 respectively.  The power supply that was previously on 2F06 seems to still be problematic 
with its location, so that power supply will be replaced today with a "spare."  With the 
Horizontal and Vertical Raster Magnets hooked into the MPS now, it was found that the trip 
limits were not quite set correctly.  Once this was found the proper adjustments were made and 
all is well with these two MPS bits.  The Zone 3 waveguide helium pressure monitor was 
installed this week.  During calibration, it was discovered that the pressure of the helium bottles 
exceeds the operational range of the pressure switch allocated for it, so an appropriate pressure 
switch is being acquired for the system.  The Energy Vernier mode cables for the buncher and 
1/4 cryounit were also installed this week. 
    Development of the FPGA code for the Single Board IOC is ongoing.  Several series of 
simulations with Quartus II software have been run.  Also Jianxun Yan attended a training class 
from Altera about using ModelSim to do simulation with VHDL code.  The PCAD proficiency 
continues to improve as quite a bit of time has been spent this week learning how to PCB 
layouts.  With these skills improving we continue to make progress on the Single Board IOC 
project.  As with any design there are modifications that continue to take place as things come 
together.  Much progress is being made on this board and this will provide us with tool that we 
can deploy in various systems for digital control and an EPICS interface. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Re-commissioning and Operations 
• A flange had to be substituted on a spool tube in the Halo Measuring System because of a 

vacuum leak caused by damage in the original flange’s knife-edge.  The unit pumped down 
successfully and the stepper motors and control pages were successfully commissioned.  The 
fork-like flags stop at any one of six apertures in both horizontal and vertical orientations.  

• The Gap Cam to look at the upper pole of the first GW of the chicane showed no change 
during cycling.  I will start looking at the anti THz Chicane GWs by installing the camera 
when we go to controlled access later in the day. 

• In news about the a quick experiment that uses laser light to look for a pseudoscalar particle 
that couples to photons, the physics folk preferred a field profile with less droop at the ends. 
The calculated figure of merit for field strength in this experiment increases with the 4th power 
of the field strength.  I designed some pole tip additions for installation on either side of the 
beam tube in the cantilevered portion of the pole tip extenders that will hopefully raise the 
strength of the field in these regions to that of the central field.  The shop is making the parts 
for a test scheduled next week.  

• The permanent cover for the optical transport between the drive laser line and the entrance 
into the Light Box in the injector is in fabrication.   

• There is some thought that the FEL’s decrease in efficiency as we attempt to get to higher 
powers at lower wavelengths may be from mirror distortion caused by THz light emanating 
from the first magnet of the Anti THz Chicane.  If the OCMMs we installed this week show 
this distortion, we will want an immediate fix.  I simplified the concept for THz light 
absorbers to be inserted after the Anti THz Chicane and before the out-coupling mirror. The 
Shop is making 5 units and we can install them in any of the bellows-Conflat spools in the 
affected beam tube.  If needed, they will be ready.  

  



 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
This week the Optics group was primarily involved in the installation of the HR optical cavity 
mirror metrology (OCMMS.)  We reviewed the data compiled to date on the 2" mirror substrates 
by one of our students, and suggested some refinements.  The move of the advanced drive laser 
to User Lab 1 halts any further testing until we bring it back on line, so this will be a primary 
task for part of the group over the next couple of weeks. 
Other Activities
 Programmatically, we decided that installing the HR OCMMS should advance to the point of 
being a primary goal for the down.  We installed the so-called lower vacuum assembly on 
Wednesday, and immediately ran into difficulties with the beam path.  We traced this to 
incomplete installation of the upper OCMMS mirror assembly.  Only one of 4 bolts was tight.  
Tightening all appeared to fix the problem, but when we started alignment again Thursday we 
ran into more problems with the upper mirror assembly alignment.  We are planning to complete 
this work sometime today.  In a related topic, a breakout cable was made that allows us to easily 
plug the output of the OCMMS position sensitive detectors (PSD) into an oscilloscope for quick 
checkout.  Plans are underway to put the X & Y outputs through ADCs and have the position in 
EPICS.  Meanwhile, the feedback circuit, which works in the digital domain is being modeled 
using Proteus software.  The flow rate to the OCMMS THz and stray light dumps was reduced 
slightly, to 0.5 gpm, in an effort to get a measurable reading. 
   In addition to the OCMMS task, we also tested a 1um EO cell on loan from the manufacturer, 
after resolving the drive laser's mode-locker problem.  No optical distortion was observed as on 
the other model for 0.527um which was tested last week. This test is important for us to decide if 
it can be used for the advanced drive laser.  In order to improve the triggering stability to the 
streak camera, a detector was set up to get a signal directly from the drive laser and propagate it 
electrically over Heliax cabling to the streak camera end location. The phase noise measurement 
shows that the signal timing jitter can be as low as before propagation  (about 300fs) with a low 
noise amplifier. Another amplifier shows higher gain but large timing jitter as well.  The current 
triggering signal shows over a couple of picoseconds jitter, largely due to a frequency converter.  
Given the streak camera's usefulness in the first arc, we want to resurrect plans to build a 
transport from the second arc upstairs.  We reinstalled the CCD camera for the future 
investigation of bunch measurement by OTR from the injector. 
We helped certify the lasers in User Lab 6 and tried to fix a problem found with an amplifier 
power supply.  Also, we are assisting in the optical needs for the new injector test stand.  
 
Terahertz: 
This was a somewhat uneventful week for the THz lab.  There were no significant tasks to be 
performed during the shutdown.  The only work during the shutdown that affected the THz 
beamline was the venting of the 4F region.  This required venting of the beamline to ensure that 
the 1st diamond window was not unduly stressed by a pressure gradient in the wrong direction 
across the flange seal.  Also, with the installation of a new viewer at SLM4F00, the THz viewer 
assembly that had previously used that input required a new cable run to the video switcher and 
was reassigned in EPICS to “THz_Shutter-2”.  Thanks to Wade Brock and Jim Coleman for their 
help on this while I was out of town.  
 



 
During the shutdown, we have made progress on several pending and ongoing projects.  The 
proposed tests for measuring phase jitter on the accelerator using the THz pulses have been 
finalized with Jeffrey Hesler at Virginia Diodes.  He will bring a 560 GHz detector and 
calibration source to work with us to make the proposed measurements.  This has been scheduled 
tentatively for the end of next week, depending on when FEL beam operations are ready to 
perform these measurements.  I have also investigated several DAQ systems for making a 
portable laptop based signal spectrum analyzer that we will be able to use for making good 
quantitative noise measurements at other facilities.  The new system will improve our noise 
measurement capabilities over our current system and will incorporate a portable setup for beam 
filtering, modulation, and detection.  This will allow us to make measurements at different 
facilities with as little variability as possible.  Also, after a great deal of searching, we were able 
to find the electronics for feeding the signal from an external detector into the Nicolet electronics 
and were able to successfully input a dummy signal from a function generator to test the cabling 
and software setup. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  May 29-June 2, 2006 
 
Date:  June 2, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This was a shortened week after the Memorial Day weekend. The entire team welcomed 
the break after completing the May shut-down activities. We spent most of this week 
bringing all the systems back on-line since nearly every system had a maintenance check 
or hardware added. As noted in the last two weekly reports, the major items completed 
included: thermal cycling of the injector cryounit, improvements in both electron beam 
and optical diagnostics and installation of new 1.6 and 1.06 micron optics.  
 
The hot check-out of various systems was slowed this week by a misbehaving main 
power breaker on Tuesday and a recalcitrant probe in the gun power supply system on 
Thursday.  Wednesday was far more productive with a very quick recovery of 2 mA CW 
operation and successful checkout of the newly installed electron beam diagnostics.  By 
last night the injector was fully operational and we are proceeding with resuming 
operations today.  
 
We took advantage of the shut-down time to produce a prioritized list of performance 
tests for continuing high power operation at both 1 and 1.6 microns and preparing for 
users operations in Lab 2 for the Dahlgren group later in June.  
 
In addition, we trained additional FEL staff members as site safety officers so that 2nd

shift operations could resume during the next  month when CEBAF remains off-line for 
maintenance activities. 
 
Management 
We note that on June 1, Jefferson Science Associates (JSA) took over management and 
operations of Jefferson Lab after winning the recent DOE competition. JSA is a joint 
venture formed by the previous M&O contractor for Jefferson Lab (SURA) and CSC, Inc.  
 
George Neil attended the quarterly FEL Technical Working Group meeting held at LANL 
on May 30-June 1.  This group has been focusing on the priorities for spending DoD-JTO 
funds on FEL technology development. We are expecting funds for two JTO projects that 
were awarded this FY: development of a deformable outcoupling optic and continued 
studies of short Rayleigh range FEL physics.  
 
 
 



Gywn Williams, Fred Dylla and Mike Klopf attended the third annual THz Applications 
Workshop hosted by SURA in Washington DC on June 1-2.  Dr. Klopf presented an 
overview of the status and measurements from the THz applications lab in User Lab 3.  
 
Our presentation was followed by a talk from Jill McQuade from Brooks AFB, who leads 
a group planning to use the THz lab to initiate a study on the safety standards for exposure 
to THz radiation.  
 
Operations: 
   This week was devoted to starting up the machine, checking out the new diagnostics, and 
starting a careful setup to get back to good laser operations.  The main nuclear accelerator 
is down right now and so our operations are limited to day shifts, when we have crew chief 
coverage.  We are supplying our own safety officers (SSOs) during this time and several 
group members spent time getting qualified as SSOs this week.  We planned to come up 
on Tuesday but we were immediately stopped by a malfunctioning 2000 Amp breaker for 
the clean power for the building.  The breaker manufacturer representative came in early 
on Wednesday and fixed the breaker.  We then turned on and very quickly recirculated up 
to 2 mA of CW beam.   We were slowed a bit by a dead CAMAC crate power supply that 
kept the 4-channel BPMs from working and we found that we could not make our full 
charge since we had not recesiated during the maintenance down.   We checked out the 
new diagnostic viewers around the wiggler and found them to work very nicely.  A faint 
halo on the beam could clearly be seen when the core beam was steered through the hole.   
Similarly the halo monitor in the 5F region worked quite nicely.  We could get almost all 
the beam through a 1 cm aperture initially but saw a very week vertical tail.  We were able 
to eliminate the tail using the trim quads and sextupoles in the second arc.  This will be  
quite useful for setting up the beam in the second arc to get clean energy recovery.  
We spent the last part of Wednesday recesiating the cathode.  We came back up early on    
Thursday and high voltage processed the gun.  This went well but, when shorting out the 
conditioning resistor, we had seal failure on the probe that is used to measure the 
resistance of the conditioning resistor assembly.  This took several hours to fix so we did 
not get anything accomplished for the day.  
   On Friday we continue to set things up.  We have done a full injector setup, phased the 
linac, and zeroed the dispersion in the backleg.    Since a dipole in the optical chicane was 
repaired during the down we expect the match to the wiggler to have changed so we will 
have to  rematch as well.  So far things have gone relatively smoothly for being down for 
more than two weeks. 
 
WBS 3 (Beam Physics): 
Tom Power's efforts to provide fast SEE BPM readings stimulated a down-time 
discussion leading to awareness of yet another effect that might lead to degraded lasing. 
Initial fast SEE tests suggest that the beam is moving on the order of 1 mm at dispersed 
locations at several tens to a few hundreds of Hz. This would correspond to energy jitter 
at the 10-3 level. Such energy jitter would produce phase jitter at similar rates - but it’s 
well within the FEL turnon time and thus irrelevant. It has therefore to date been ignored.  
 
However, as they say, "But wait! There's more!" Tom asked why Kevin keeps fiddling 
with the energy to maximize laser power when running CW for the brotherhood of 
nanotubes. "Well", we told him, "its because by changing the energy you move the beam 
in the sextupoles, changing the applied gradient and altering the bunch compression, 



which will improve (or degrade) the FEL output...", whereupon we said, "oops", having 
just realized that 10-3 energy jitter at harmonics of line frequency would, therefore, 
change the bunch length at that frequency, quite possibly at levels that could alter the 
FEL performance.  
 
So we simulated it. The graphs below tell the tale: they show the longitudinal beam phase 
space at the wiggler from a 1.497 GHz 110 MeV linac run 10 degrees ahead of crest after 
transport through a recirculator using linear (M56) and quadratic (T566) bunch 
compression, if you (do things mathematically equivalent to) raising the energy 0.1%, on 
energy, and depressing the energy 0.1%. The bunch compression clearly changes.  
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The bad news is that we might well be seeing 0.1% "slow" energy jitter at 10s to 100s of 
Hz (as opposed to drift - at Hz or 0.1 Hz or lower rates, or fast jitter - at 10s of kHz). It is 
more or less subliminal on the beam spot (which, at dispersed locations in bends where 
you can see the synchrotron light): as the beam energy spread is 2% and the image is 
bright and saturated when running CW, you wouldn't necessarily notice a 1/20th of the 
beam width's motion - especially given that the cameras capture images slower than rate 
at which the beam moves. It also may (or may not) get worse as the current goes up. The 
good news is that its a) easy to check, and b) easy to fix as a result of the good efforts of 
our RF folks during the down - we now have an energy vernier spigot! 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
This week we re-cesiated the cathode for the first time since the wafer was activated into 
a photocathode back in May 6, 2006. The QE after re-cesiation was 5% and the cathode 
delivered close to 200 C in 38 hr of operation before the re-cesiation. The photocathode 
was high voltage conditioned after the re-cesiation. On Thursday the gasket in the SF6 
gun tank grounding rod failed stopping FEL ops for the rest of the day while repairs were 
underway. A replacement has been ordered and will be installed next time we do a re-
cesiation.  
 
A new 'graded density' film for testing field emission suppression was deposited on a flat 
6 inch diameter electrode in the W&M's plasma chamber. 
 
Gun HVPS - The gland for the Gun's shorting probe failed this week and had to be 
replaced.  It was noted the motor that moves the Running Resistor is now drawing about 
twice the current it used a few months ago.  This will be checked the next time the 
machine will be down for several days.  Spare parts need to be ordered in case it fails 
before the next down.  The Gun HVPS is operational. 
 
 
WBS 5 (SRF): 
   The high current cryomodule development is slowly emerging from hibernation. We 
tested our first 1500 MHz (half-scale model) single- cell cavity of the new high-current 
shape. The test was successful with no significant multipacting or field emission seen and 
the gradient easily surpassed the requirements, reaching over 25 MV/m.  The Q was 



fairly flat out to about 20 MV/m then started rolling over with the high-field Q drop 
typical of the fine-grain material. Both low field and high-field Q were improved by low 
temperature baking.  This cavity has still had only fairly light chemistry and has  
improved with each material removal up to this point. Many thanks to Peter Kneisel,  
Gigi Ciovati, Bob Manus, Steve Manning et al. for quickly making and testing this first 
prototype. This cavity doesn't have the waveguide HOMs on it yet. The next model will 
include one waveguide end group to look for any changes due to the strongly- coupled 
HOM ports. We also learned some things about the cell shape forming, spring-back and 
frequency of this first cell that will be used to refine the die profile for future models. 
Materials are on hand for starting the 750 MHz cavity work.  
    We also have resumed work on the high-power window with some bench 
measurements on a WR650 version and some engineering and designer help coming on 
board to push ahead with the prototypes.  Other high current cryomodule activities will 
come back to life soon as resources become available. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WBS 6 (RF Systems) 
Most of this week was spent bringing up the RF system up after the preventative 
maintenance.  There were a number of minor start up problems having to do with air flow 
switches, door switches, etc. which were quickly diagnosed and solved.  The system was 
brought back into an operational status on Tuesday prior to the power failures which were 
due do a malfunctioning 2000 A circuit breaker in the main feed.  RF was again restored 
after the power issues were addressed. 
 
The work was completed in the helium gas buffer space between the existing ceramic 
window on the cryomodule and the newly installed rexolite gas barrier on zone 3 cavity 
8.  This system was installed so as to provide an extra layer of cleanliness in the gas 
space next to this critical vacuum window.  Additionally, by using helium, any minor 
leak that might develop in this window would lead to a measurable pressure change in the 
beam line vacuum.  Such a change would be detected well in advance of a catastrophic 
failure such as the beam line ice ball, that occurred last year.   Later in the week cavity 
was brought on line with no indications of any problems.  The gas system that was 
installed is configured with the appropriate manifolds to extend this protection to the 
remainder of vacuum windows in this cryomodule during the maintenance period, which 
will occur after we have several weeks of operating experience with this modification. 
 
Diagnostics 
The fast acquisition software for the switched electrode electronics beam position 
monitor (SEE BPMs) was commissioned with beam.  An off line test was performed 
which indicated that the full bandwidth RMS electronic noise in the system was about  
20 micrometers at the nominal operating currents for the FEL.  Additionally, the software 
was updated to the same version which is used in the CEBAF machine.  The system is 
capable of taking and displaying time and frequency domain data in two modes.  In the 
first mode the record length is 18 ms, the sample rate is 8.7 us, the bandwidth is 57 kHz, 
and the frequency resolution is 55 Hz.  In the second mode these values are 72 ms,  
34.8 us, 14 kHz and 14 Hz, respectively.  In the second mode the electronic noise is 
reduced by a factor of two.  There are 12 channels of these electronics installed in the 
machine.  The areas covered included include both arcs and in the back leg on both sides 
of the wiggler.  The system was tested with beam for a few minutes and there was an 
indication of some energy jitter that is synchronous with the line harmonics.  Final 
calibration of the system and detailed measurements awaits CW beam.  
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   An exasperating beginning for this week, we suffered multiple power outages that was 
traced to a newly installed 480V circuit breaker during our down period. This breaker 
feeds all of our equipment racks (clean power) so it postponed completion of hot 
checkout for one more day. Afterwards, the hot checkout went quite smoothly, beam was 
established and commissioning of the new diagnostics at 4F05, 4F07 and the Halo 
monitor began with very good results.  
   A current source was built for the waveguide Cold Cathode Gauge interlock system. 
This is used to assist the turn of RF Zone 3 after a long down time.  This box has 8-
Channels with a switch enable for each channel.  Each of these channels corresponds to 
one of the cavities of the module and allows an external current to be applied for boosting 
the vacuum level that is being read.  The problem is that while the module doesn't have 
RF in the cavities the ion pumps improve the vacuum so that the gauges cannot take and 



accurate reading.  Once RF gets into the waveguides the residual gases then provide an 
accurate reading for the gauges, this source just gives the gauges the initial kick to get the 
RF faults cleared.  
   To assist the optics crew with the HR OCMMS a flipper motor cable was installed, 
terminated, and tested.  This controls the shutter to allow beam into their apparatus.  
Much work has been spent with the Single Board IOC design.  The schematic has had 
several changes to ensure proper orientation and ease the PCB routing process.  
   A manual is being written on the EPICS-RTEMS Coldfire system. It covers the topics 
on how to install the RTEMS, EPICS and sequencer, how to development the application 
with RTEMS and the application of the embedded BPM. Tested the new software 
Modelsim to simulate the VHDL code for FPGA.  
   Work this week continued in support of bringing the machine back up from the two 
week down. The power supply for the magnet at 2F06 was taken apart because one of the 
output current terminals was loose and this was thought to be the source of the problem 
with this magnet. This ended up not being the source of the problem and the power 
supply from magnet test was installed back in its place and everything is well now.  
   Four beam viewer interface boxes have been completed and have been partially tested. 
These are for the user lab beam blocks and shutters. The limit switches do work, but the 
boxes cannot be fully tested until the instrument air is present on them.  
   Most all of the group has been working to complete LD-SSO training, this includes 
spending time in the MCC to do the practical portion of the training and taking the test.  
   Safety concerns about our available LOTO equipment have been addressed.  Some new 
multipole breaker locks were received from the Safety group.  New hasps have to be 
ordered.  The gear that doesn't work so well will be removed from the LOTO boxes. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations
• The Gap Cam to look at the inner pole of the first GW of the Debunching chicane 

showed no change during cycling.   
•   In news about the a quick experiment that uses laser light to look for a pseudoscalar 

particle that couples to photons, I added some pole tip additions for installation on 
either side of the beam tube in the cantilevered portion of the pole tip extenders.  The 
effect of these additions will be measured by Magnet Test next week. 

• The permanent cover for the optical transport between the drive laser line and the 
entrance into the Light Box in the injector is almost complete.   

• The Shop continues to make 5 units of THz absorbers for the beam tube after the 
Debunching Chicane.     

•  I am helping out in composing the specification and the concept drawing for the stalk 
retraction system for the new electron gun going into the Injector Test Stand.  This 
system will allow bake-out of a new wafer without the time-consuming bake-out of the 
entire gun. 

•  I am helping out the SRF folks with concepts and fast turn-around tooling designs in 
an effort to assemble cavities after high pressure rinsing such that they produce 
consistent high performance. 



 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
This week we completed installation and checkout (without lasing) of the HR optical 
cavity mirror metrology system (OCMMS).  This should give us some good information 
of distortions while lasing as higher power, to see if aberrations are causing our decrease 
in lasing efficiency.  With all utilities reconnected to the OC vacuum assembly, and the 
connecting electron beamline pumped down, we could check the figure of the new 1.06 
micron optic. It looks very good.  However, the 1.6 micron optic, which had looked OK 
aberration-wise upon installation, now has astigmatism.  We tested several hypotheses as 
to why this changed, e.g., the optic and support frame are ~ 6 deg C cooler this week than 
last week, but were unsuccessful at restoring the good mirror figure.  We are preparing 
one of the spares for installation at the earliest convenient time.  We have completed all 
metrology on the 2" silicon substrates available for coating tests, and are working through 
the 2" sapphire substrates.  Not all parts are being accepted, usually they are failing on 
the radius of curvature (ROC) specification. 
Other Activities
We have a target date of late next week for completing installation of optical hardware in 
User Lab 2 so we can deliver beam to the hutch.  The necessary in-air components are 
being assembled.  We are venting a section of the optical transport system (OTS) to 
replace the near-Brewster, calcium fluoride window assembly with a fused silica, 
Brewster window version.  The I&C group found they could not control the in-vacuum 
stepper motor in the lab cassette, so we will troubleshoot and fix that as well.  In the area 
of machine diagnostics, in an effort to lower the timing jitter for the e-beam tomography 
measurements done with the streak camera, RF attenuators, filters and amplifiers were 
tested for their timing jitter contribution.  A hutch for the optical system to prevent 
possible disturbance to the system was also made this week.  In order to verify the 
previous phase noise measurement for possible phase noise induced by the EO cells, a 
new fast, Si detector is needed.  The available detectors gave suspicious data and a better 
one will allow us to better verify whether our EO cells add any unexpected noise to the 
beam.  A search is underway for a detector that will give us a flat frequency response to 
at least 2 GHz, yet not cost k$.  Closed-loop servo motor actuators were added to the 
optical mount for the fast near IR detector that will be used to measure the timing jitter of 
the wiggler spontaneous radiation.  This should make optimization of the signal level far 
easier.    We prepared the drive laser for the I&C group to do additional Vernier mode 
tests.  Preparation to get the advanced drive laser system recertified for subsequent 
integration and optical metrology tests is ongoing.  Certification of the lasers in UL6 was 
not completed last week because of a problem with the laser power supply. In an attempt 
to finish this, it was determined that a lamp in the regen amplifier was broken and needs 
to be replaced. We are also assisting in certifying, then optimizing our ultrafast laser 
system that we've moved to the THz hutch in User Lab 3.  Calibration of some important 
and frequently used spectrometers is being carried out.  Obtaining parts for the new 
optical transport in the injector test stand continues.   
   We continued to identify the location of property in our possession.  We assisted the 
Gun Group with installation of the condition resistor shorting assembly repair.  Some of 
our group also did practical training and testing to become limited-duty Safety System 
Operators (LDSSO) to assist in operating the FEL during the current and future main 
accelerator shutdowns. 
  



Terahertz: 
During this short week, as the accelerator was brought back up, the THz beamline was 
pumped out and is back under vacuum.  A new digital dual convectron gauge controller 
has been installed and has been checked out.  The other gauge head will be installed on 
the beam distribution vacuum chamber once all of the parts arrive and it can be installed.  
Following the power outages on Tuesday, the ion pump on the THz beamline started 
exhibiting small current spikes every 10-15 minutes.  The problem was isolated to the 
pump by swapping the pump controller.  After discussion with the vacuum group, this 
doesn’t appear to present any problem right now, and will be addressed during the next 
down time.  
 
The SURA THz Applications Symposium took place in Washington, DC on Thursday 
and Friday.  I presented our work on the FEL THz source and also had several good 
discussions with some of the attendees.  This conference was well attended by many of 
the premier researchers in the THz field as well as representatives from some of the few 
companies making real usable components for THz use. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - June 5-9, 2006 
 
Date:  June 9, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
The day of the devil (6/6/06) seemed to have its grip on us early in the week with several 
days lost to cryogenic trips from site power glitches.  Later in the week, though, we started 
making forward progress again.  On Thursday we re-established lasing with the old set of 1.6 
micron mirrors and after optimizing that we switched to the new 20% outcoupler at this 
wavelength.  Although this mirror has astigmatism which will limit its maximum efficiency, 
the achieved efficiency did not appear to significantly degrade as the FEL output power was 
increased.  We achieved over 2.2 kW with the new mirror on Thursday and are in the process 
of increasing the power and current today as this is written. At press time we had achieved 
4.1 kW cw at 5.2 mA.   
 
We also got our first tests of the OCMMS mirror diagnostic system to monitor both mirrors 
and saw some small drifts in the diagnostic which we intend to shake out as we increase the 
laser power.  In monitoring the fast electron beam position monitors at an energy dispersed 
point we determined the beam energy fluctuations are less than 0.1% peak to peak and do not 
seem to increase with current. 
 
We took beneficial occupancy of the new Injector Test Stand (located at the back of the FEL 
User Facility Bldg.) so we can begin fit up of injector utilities for photogun installation later 
this year. 
  
Management: 
We worked with the Project Management Office and Accelerator Division management to 
re-evaluate our FY07 budget and staffing plans based on our best estimates for resources in 
FY07. 
 
Discussions are on-going with the SRF Institute and AES to re-baseline the schedule for the 
AES/JLab 100 mA dc injector based on the re-start of this program last month. 
 
We had our third weekly phone conference with the Dahlgren group to plan their next series 
of laser damage measurements in their hut in User Lab 2. 
 
We began arrangements for support of the Daresbury Lab photogun commissioning effort.  
Carlos Hernandez-Garcia will visit that lab for 10 days in July to help them with their gun 
and cathode processing.  
 



We trained four more FEL staff as Safety System Operators so that we don’t have to rely on 
CEBAF staff entirely. 
 
We had speakers and reviewers spread all over the country this week: 
Gwyn Williams was lead-off speaker at a Cornell Workshop for  ERL Users on Monday on 
the topic of the technology status and potential impact of high current ERLs. 
Michael Klopf gave an overview of our THz program to the JLab Core Managers Meeting on 
Thursday. Fred Dylla participated in a review of an Ohio State University Proton Therapy 
Facility on Thursday. Dave Douglas participated in the DOE review of the High Energy 
Physics Program at SLAC held during the first part of the week. 
 
Four of the 17 students in the NSF-sponsored William & Mary Physics "Research 
Experience for Undergraduates" will be spending their summer in our laboratories: 
  
Raul Briceno  - New College   -   Carlos Hernandez -  UHV studies for the FEL electron gun 
  
Megan Ivory   -  St.Vincent's College   - Gwyn Williams  -  THz studies and facility 
development 
  
Megan Long  -  U. Maine   - Charles Reece  -  Contamination by particulates 
  
Elizabeth Scherrer  -  U. Rochester - Michael Kelley - Niobium surface studies for 
electropolishing  
 
 
Operations: 
Due to loss of two days due to refrigerator trips we had a short week this week.  Monday was 
further affected by RF problems.  We did solve a spurious trip problem in zone 4 and an IR 
trip problem in zone 2.   We managed to optimize the laser and get reasonable but not 
stellar efficiency.  Tuesday and Wednesday were lost to refrigerator trips.   We finally got on 
the air on Thursday, reproduced the performance from Monday, and tried out our new 1.6 
micron mirrors.  These mirrors have 20% output coupling and are a bit astigmatic.  The 
efficiency should fall compared to the old output coupler for both of these reasons.  In fact, 
however, the efficiency was only about 20% below the old mirror.  This is surprisingly good 
performance.  Since the output coupling is larger, the intra-cavity power is smaller for a 
given output so mirror heating should be less.  If the mirror heating is leading to a drop in 
performance, the drop should be less for a given output power for these mirrors.  In fact we 
have found that the efficiency only drops by 20% when the power changes from 600 W to 4  
kW.  On Friday we achieved 4.1 kW with 5.2 mA.  We also managed to study the fast beam 
motion using the Fast SEE software and started commissioning the OCMMS system.  All-in-
all it was a frustrating but ultimately successful week. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The photocathode delivered 26 Coulombs and 12 hours of beam time as of Thursday 
evening. The drawings and specifications for the stalk retractor system (60-inch long 
bellows) for the load-lock gun have been signed off. Continuing our efforts in replacing 
chemical anodization of GaAs wafers with e-beam evaporation, we received from ODU 
another sample partially coated with alumina. The sample was masked using a glass slide in 
direct contact with the substrate. Marcy Stutzman from the Source Group cleaved the coated 



sample and mounted it side by side with an untreated GaAs sample in their cathode 
activation chamber. We will bakeout the chamber in preparation for activating these samples 
into photocathodes and compare their QEs.  
 
We are pleased to have Raul Briceno, a senior student from New College of Florida working 
with us in the NEG sputtering system during the summer through the W&M Research 
Experience for Undergraduates (REU) program. Raul is working with D. Bullard in the final 
assembly of the test chamber for initial vacuum testing. 
 



WBS 6 (RF Systems) 
With the multiple primary power trips on Tuesday and the multiple CHL trips on 
Wednesday, we had the opportunity to train three individuals on how to manually tune the 
SRF cavities.  During the week we had a failure on the filament circuit in one of the cavities 
that cost us a few hours and a failed arc detector that delayed startup one morning by about 
30 minutes.  Otherwise the systems operated well.   On the development front, the design of a 
coupler conditioning board is about 90% complete and should be ready to send out by the 
end of next week.  This uses the coupler vacuum signal as a feedback signal to modulate (i.e. 
turn it down) the RF drive signal.   It is envisioned that this assembly will be used for off line 
conditioning of the coupler vacuum in the injector cryounit. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   I&C group accomplishments for this week  were in 3 major areas; getting the machine up, 
running, and lasing, the wiring of the Laser Personnel Safety System (LPSS) for the lab 2 
hutch, and design work on the Single Board IOC Module (acronym contest to be held for this 
name) design.   
   Installation of the LPSS interlocks for the Dahlgren experimental hutch continued this 
week.  Power, signal and limit switch cables were routed to the mirror cassette can. Checkout 
of the mirror cassette motor through the LPSS was successful. A new air valve was installed 
for the insertable mirror. This included wiring and installing circuit boards for the floor mats, 
wiring the mats, and wiring the doors as well as their LED indicator displays. 
   The Accelerator PSS group has been contacted about planning for and installation of a new 
ODH system for the FEL ITS. An ODH assessment of the FEL ITS vault will need to be 
performed before installation can begin. Equipment racks and bases have been staged and 
installation will begin when time allows. A detailed CAD model of the ITS vault is being 
assembled for purposes of previewing the location of large injector components that will be 
in there. Additional features in the model such as cable trays, penetrations, fire prevention 
system, and miscellaneous piping will allow for accurate planning of tray locations, rack 
locations, and signal cables between the first and second floors. 
   The IOC project schematic is completely finished for the prototype and the remaining 
portion of the design is the board layout.  All of the parts have been placed in the proper 
locations and the trace routing is ongoing.  The first attempt at this was an excellent learning 
experience but not a very successful route for the board.  With the experience gained and the 
lesson learned from the first attempt the second should be much better and provide a much 
more useful route for the board.  With the prototype almost ready to send out for 
manufacturing, a parts list is being generated so an order can be placed. On the 
embedded/firmware side of this project the Nios II development kit was set up for FPGA 
development. This included a design for the pin connection between the Nios II board with 
the Coldfire development board. The code was programmed for communication between 
these two boards.  This work is help for the Single Board IOC prototyping. 
   We modified the new FEL drawing numbering system that we are using. The numbers are 
part of the MECAD line (FEL001xxxx-xxxx), but we realized this week that it would be 
great to incorporate some aspects of the EECAD system drawing system. Specifically, the 
last two digits of a number are used to indicate the type of content it is (i.e. schematic, PCB 
artwork, etc...). This allows us to continue using the EECAD templates for all the various 
PCBs which have the last two numbers automatically assigned. An example of this new 
system is "FEL0010000-10xx" which defines all of the drawings pertaining to the entire 
"Single Board IOC Module" PCB Project. 



   Time was also dedicated this week to the completion of SSO training. The I&C group now 
has four (4) certified Safety System Officers (SSO) and more that only need to take the final 
exam. Additional training on how to manually open-loop tune the RF cavities was given to 
team members. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations
•  The Gap Cam to look at the inner pole of the last GW of the Debunching chicane showed 

no change during cycling.   
• The permanent cover for the optical transport between the drive laser line and the entrance 

into the Light Box in the injector is complete (made by Dano Oprisko) and ready for a trial 
(and perhaps final) installation.   

•  The Shop continues to make 5 units of THz absorbers for the beam tube after the 
Debunching Chicane.  The blanks are machined and ready for adding the slits that will 
absorb light. That operation is most easily done on our wire EDM machine.     

•   We completed composing the specification and the concept drawing for the stalk retraction 
system for the new electron gun going into the Injector Test Stand.  This system will allow 
bake-out of a new wafer without the time-consuming bake-out of the entire gun.  The 
drawing was signed off, the procurement plan created and the requisition sent for 
signature. 

•   I am helping out the SRF folks with concepts and fast turn-around tooling designs in an 
effort to assemble cavities after high pressure rinsing such that they produce consistent 
high performance. 

 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
   This week we got our first opportunity to lase on the new 1.6 micron OC and compare it to a 
relatively unused mirror that was coated late last summer.  There are several important 
differences between the two mirrors.  One is that the new mirror had almost twice the 
outcoupling, which lowers the intracavity power.  The other is that the sputter target the high 
index coating was made from had lower levels of impurity than previous coatings from the 
same vendor.  What we've determined so far is that the new OC mirror has about the same 
absorptive loss as the older one, so the role of impurities (at this level) in the coating does not 
seem to play an immediate role.  We'll track the change in absorption with time and see if there 
is any change.  There is a large benefit with the higher outcoupling in that the heat, and thus 
deformation) generated is lower by a factor of two, giving us much more margin.  What was 
also instructive is that we lased on this OC at all, because it had a fairly large (~ 2%) 
astigmatism.  We would have expected lower lasing efficiency with this poor figure.  We are 
planning to re-enter the OC vessel next week to check this mirror and if need be, replace it with 
a spare.    
   We are nearly complete with the metrology on the 2" sapphire figured substrates we have 
on hand.  With a few exceptions (which have poor figure on the plano side) the majority are 
meeting specifications. 
 



Other Activities
We met our target date of June 8th to complete the installation of optical hardware in User Lab 
2 after resolving problems with the stepper motor in the lab cassette.  After we check 
alignment of our transport mirrors, and certifications procedures are complete, we can begin 
integrated testing.   We are also adding a setup which gives our users a guide HeNe that is 
roughly (better than 1 mrad) aligned to the FEL beam, so they can align their hardware.  Our 
OCMMS hardware saw first light yesterday and we saw some unanticipated beam drift.  We 
are working to determine and fix the components that are drifting.  Motion control for the fast 
near-IR detector were installed and tested, in preparation for another attempt to measure the 
timing jitter of the wiggler spontaneous radiation.  Certification of the lasers in UL6 
was completed.  Calibration of the spectrometer used in the FROG measurement was 
completed.  Tech notes on the drive laser phase noise and recent streak camera work are in 
preparation.  FEA modeling of the OC frame, in an effort to understand what could be causing 
the recent spate of poor mirror brazes is in progress. 
 
Terahertz: 
On Thursday of this week, I presented an overview of the THz research program to the Core 
Managers.  The goal was to educate and inform the group about the basic principles of THz 
radiation, why it is an important field to study, what the challenges are, and what we have 
already achieved.  It seems to have been well received by the very broad audience on hand 
and I fielded many interesting and thoughtful questions.  
 
This week, Megan Ivory, an REU summer student, began work for Gwyn Williams on our 
work to definitively characterize the power of the THz beam.  This has been a bit difficult 
due to the lack of instruments designed for THz measurements and none have been 
sufficiently tested with a high power source like the THz source on the FEL.  Megan will be 
able to dedicate significant amount of time and effort to this project.  She has already 
completed all of her training, and has begun familiarizing herself with the instruments in the 
lab.  
 
Also, following the SURA THz Symposium, we have been able to move forward on 
scheduling tests for measuring the safety limits for high power THz sources.  We have 
tentatively scheduled beamtime with Jill McQuade from Brooks AFB to help perform these 
tests in July.  We also received an offer from one of the attendees of the SURA THz meeting 
to test a microbolometer array camera on our THz beam.  We are working on scheduling a 
period of beamtime for him as well.  
 
Finally, with the return to beam operations late in the week, I took the image shown below of 
the THz beam profile at F3 in the hutch.  The beam profile has changed from what was 
measured previously and is now more elongated in the vertical direction.  This image was 
taken at about 0.45 mA of current with a CW/9 MHz beam rep rate.  One possible cause is 
that there may have been a slight shift of M1 due to the shimming of the 4th GW magnet 
immediately upstream of M1.  The chamber that M1 is attached to had to be moved slightly 
to accommodate the shim, though there should have been very little change in the beam.  
This will need to be examined more as we return to regular beam operations. 



 
 

 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - June 12-16, 2006 
 
Date:  June 16, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
We obtained a new power record at 1 micron: 2.2kW cw using the new outcoupler we 
installed during last month’s installation period.  Although this power record is only slightly 
higher than our previous power record at this wavelength (1.7 kW), we learned quite a bit 
from the comparison of the performance with the two different optical configurations.  We 
believe that we are observing some heating of the cavity optics due to incident radiation at 
wavelengths different than the fundamental lasing wavelength, possibly due to THz or other  
beam-induced rf radiation.  Our continuing series of measurements, which show lower losses 
in the cavity optics at the fundamental wavelengths as we test improved optics, are adding to 
our database on viable low-loss coatings for high power operation at these wavelengths. But 
of equal importance is our learning curve about design details that will be incorporated into 
this machine and next step power upgrades to mitigate other heating sources which can effect 
the optical systems. 
 
Today we took a short break in operations to remove a short section of vacuum vessel that 
may be generating some excess rf radiation onto the outcoupler optics and also to install a 
new 1.6 micron outcoupler. Operations will resume next week. We hope to add limited 2nd 
shift operations to our schedule soon to accommodate additional measurements and FEL 
users.  
 
The SRF team tested a single cell version of the cavity design they are planning for our high 
current module (ampere class) this week and obtained a gradient exceeding 32 MV/m. 
 

 
Management 
We completed the project cost-performance reports for May and forwarded them to the DOE 
and ONR Program Offices. We continuing working on our preliminary budget and staffing 
plans for FY07 given our best estimates for available resources. 
 
The first Virginia NanoTech Conference drew more than 100 registrants to Newport News 
this past Monday and Tuesday.  FEL participation included Michael Kelley as an organizer, 
Gwyn Williams presenting an invited talk about terahertz studies at JLab and a FEL tour for 
interested participants. 
  
DoE's Division of High Energy Physics notified Michael Kelley of acceptance of his 
proposal for niobium surface studies aimed at better-performing SRF cavities for the 
International Linear Collider.  The funds will support doctoral students in the Applied 



Science Department at William & Mary and the Materials Science and Engineering 
Department at Virginia Tech. 
 
Operations: 
   We continued our daytime only operations this week.  We lost half a day due to another 
cryo plant trip and today is a planned maintenance and installation day but the remainder of 
the week was quite productive.   On Monday we did out first power push on the new 1 
micron output coupler.  This mirror has lower loss due to the use of a new dielectric coating.  
It also has much higher output coupling of 15% compared to 3.5% for the old mirror.  The 
increased output coupling should lead to slightly lower efficiency but mirror heating effects 
should be reduced by about one order of magnitude.  We were therefore surprised to find that 
the old power record at 1 micron (1.7 kW) was not easily shattered.  With some work we 
were able to get up to 2.2 kW.  We obtained 2.1 kW with 3.5 mA of beam and 2.2 kW at 5 
mA of beam.  This gives some indication of how hard the efficiency is dropping off.   Since 
the mirror losses at the fundamental laser wavelength dropped by an order of magnitude, we 
can eliminate this heating term as the cause of the efficiency roll-off.  Note, that previously 
we had repeated this experiment at 1.6 microns, i.e., by decreasing the circulating power by 
almost a factor of two we found that the limiting power output did not change.   Although the 
lack of higher power records were initially disappointing, these new mirrors have taught us 
quite a bit about what is going on in the FEL.  We took pulsed data on Thursday that showed 
that the efficiency is rather constant up to a fairly large power output and then falls off quite 
abruptly.  Even before it has fallen off by much we can see a reduction of efficiency during 
the macropulse.  This may be due to mirror heating by some radiation source in the cavity 
that is not at the fundamental wavelength, for example THz or beam induced rf radiation.  
We looked at the current and energy during a long pulse and found that they did not change 
significantly during a 1 second pulse.  
   In order to characterize the mirror distortion during a long pulse we need the OCMMS 
(Optical Cavity Mirror Metrology System) working.  Last week we found that the return spot 
in the OCMMS drifted off quickly when we ran CW beam.  In order to see whether anything 
was heating up and steering we put infrared cameras in the vault looking at the OCMMS  
crosses and the wiggler.  What we found was quite startling.  The downstream OCMMS 
cross was getting much hotter than the upstream cross (against expectations) and both were 
getting much hotter than we expected.   The wiggler chamber was getting the hottest of all.   
Running 5 mA CW with the shortest bunch length we got the temperature profile shown in 
figure 2 of the WBS 6 report. The wiggler chamber heated up by over 50 degrees Celsius 
during this running.  This is most probably due to resistive wall heating.  This is quite 
important information for designers of higher current ERLs.  The short bunches can lead 
to extremely strong heating of the chamber walls.  This is especially true of small gap 
wigglers now being proposed for high power systems.  Proper design can ameliorate this 
problem but the chamber must be designed to account for the resistive wall heating.  We took 
quite a bit of data on this heating effect.  One interesting point is the downstream heating is 
stronger than the upstream heating but it is not strongly dependent on the bunch length.  We 
suspect that this might be due to the presence of a cube-shaped vacuum chamber downstream 
of the wiggler designed to be used for measuring Compton backscattered X-rays.  It might be 
acting as a klystron and producing RF power that is heating the viewport.  Note that it might 
also be heating the downstream cavity mirror.  We are removing this cube today to see if 
there is any difference in the heating.  All of this seems to indicate that high current machines 
with very short pulses need to have smooth bore tubes everywhere, even after the wiggler 
(our design for the present FEL Upgrade only has smooth bores just before the wiggler where 



we purposely designed for short, high intensity electron bunches).  
   All-in-all, this was a very instructive week.  We are installing a non-astigmatic 1.6 micron 
20% output coupler today and will test that out next week to see how much the efficiency is 
hurt by the astigmatism.  The efficiency should be a bit higher for the new mirror. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Tuesday we re-cesiated the cathode for the second time since May 31st. The cathode 
delivered about 120 Coulombs in that period of time. The cathode has delivered 80 
Coulombs since Tuesday. We made good progress with the NEG sputtering system by 
evacuating the test chamber and lighting up an Argon plasma for initial system checkup. On 
Thursday we added an RGA to the chamber for vacuum qualification and comparison before 
and after depositing the NEG coating. The system is pumping down in preparation for 
bakeout at 250C. 
 
WBS 5 (SRF): 
Most recent test of the JLab 1500 MHz high-current shape single cell cavity reached 32 
MV/m with no field emission. Q at lower gradient was better than previous tests. The cavity 
was heat treated at 1250C to improve the RRR value of the fine-grain material and get some 
re-crystalization and out-gassing. No sign of the predicted soft multipacting barrier was 
observed. This is all good news for the high- current program. 
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spot.  The measurement at 2F07 was calibrated to energy with about 1 mm of motion being 
about 0.05% energy fluctuation.  The low (between 10 and 2000 Hz) frequency energy jitter 
was measured to be about 0.1%.  This system is being used to try and understand the 
relationship between energy jitter and FEL lasing efficiency.   
Infrared Themography 
We used the FLIR radiometric infrared camera to better characterize the heating effects in the 
wiggler chamber and the down stream OCMMS cross.  Figure 2 shows that the wiggler 
chamber is uniformly heated along the length.  The differential temperature was about 1º C 
with a maximum temperature of about 42 º C.   
 

           
Figure 1.  Photograph of wiggler chamber from a similar angle as used for the infrared 
images.  The lexan shield was removed and black electrical tape was applied to the top of the 
chamber to provide a known emissivity.  Note the IR image is rotated 90º from this image. 
 

     
Figure 2.  Wiggler temperature profile with 4.6 mA of beam current and no lasing.  The 
image was taken from above the wiggler.  The cool stripes (blue) in the region of curser 1 are 
images of cables that were between the camera and chamber. 
 



Figure 3 is a visible light image of the down stream OCMMS Cross and the X-ray box.  The 
wiggler chamber can be seen exiting the wiggler on the left hand side of the photograph.  The 
OCMMS chamber is the one with the optical view port.  The X-ray box has the large metal 
flange shown on the right hand side of the photograph.  Figure 4 shows the temperature 
around the OCMMS cross which is just down stream from the wiggler with a relatively long 
bunch length.  Non radiometric infrared cameras indicated that this cross was at a higher 
temperature than the upstream OCMMS cross.  The image was recorded when after the 
machine had been operated with CW 4.8 mA of CW beam, long bunches, and no lasing.  
Figure 3, shows the same region after about 20 minutes of operation with the same beam 
current and shorter bunch lengths.  Although the emissivity of the window was different than 
that of electrical tape, the temperature dot at 40º C did change colors and the one at 60º C did 
not.  Thus the significance of this part of the measurement is that the window did not increase 
in temperature a large amount between the long and long bunches.  The wiggler chamber 
temperature did increase significantly with short bunch lengths.  Discussions with beam line 
hardware experts in the SRF and CASA groups indicated that this phenomena is expected. 
 

               
 
Figure 3 Visible image of down steam OCMMS.  The electrical masking tape were put in 
place to provide areas of known emissivity.  

 
        
 
Figure 3.  Infrared image of the down stream OCMMS.  
 



      

       
 
Figure 4 Infrared image of down stream OCMMS short bunch length. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   The completion of the lab 2 Laser Safety System including all of the hutch interlocks led 
the weeks efforts. LPSS certification for lab 1, 2 and the OCR will take place early next 
week.  This will be followed up by running test beam into the lab 2 hutch to confirm safe 
delivery of high power beam. We've also completed the installation of the Harmonic 
Blocking Filter Chassis for Lab 2.  This status has been tied into the MPS and the user lab 
LPSS.  All of the cables have been installed, terminated, and checked out to accomplish the 
installation of this system.  The cables for Lab 1 are also installed but some final details need 
to be completed in order to fully wrap up this lab installation.  Each subsequent lab that 
comes online will only require a control cable to drive the Harmonic Blocking Filter and 
records the status.  
    The Single Board IOC Module board layout has been completed this week.  This has been 
submitted for quotes to the board manufacturer and will be ordered as soon as time permits.  
The parts list has been generated and the necessary parts have been ordered. 
    Progress has been made on the new timing and distribution system as well as increasing 
the number of available AMS channels. The backup Scion frame grabber card for the 
WesCam system does not function properly.  The card will be sent to Scion to be checked.  
We are also looking at their latest capture card the FG-7 as a replacement.  
    Other activities of the week include cleaning up of the tent outside of the back of the FEL. 
The large portions of trash and cabling that was located inside/outside/around the tent have 
been cleaned up. Only a few larger items remain to be moved from the inside of the tent. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations
•  The Shop continues to make 5 units THz absorbers for the beam tube after the Debunching 

Chicane.  The absorbing slits are being added using our shop’s wire EDM machine.     
•  For work for the stalk retraction system for the new electron gun going into the Injector 

Test Stand: the drawing and specification were signed off for small revisions and the 
procurement can start. 

• I attended a review of LARP, the U.S. LHC Accelerator Research Program 



•   In preparation for and during the Friday down period, made the mechanical details of N. 
Nishimori’s experiment available to the folks who want to look at bunch length after the 
wiggler and aided S. Benson in adjusting the gap of the wiggler. 

•  Responding to the beam current heating and subsequent growth of the chamber and mis-
alignment of the OCMMs, I installed 2 dial gauges to the measure the movement of 
chamber and OCMM at the down stream end. 

 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
At this writing, we have installed another 1.6 micron, 20% OC mirror in place of the one 
with high astigmatism.  The mirror that was removed was subsequently checked using test 
plates, and found to be at the level (2%) that was measured earlier in-situ. We also replaced 
the uncoated fixed clips on the 1.06 micron mirror with gold-coated variants.  That was the 
last mirror to get the gold-coated clips.  In the process, we are learning that the pasted optics 
can have issues with aberration during installation.  In part, this appears to be due to the low 
viscosity of the paste.  We will mock this up in the Mirror Test Stand and see if we can find a 
better solution.  We are also working on the braze technique, which worked quite well in the 
past.  The Operations section discusses the newest results with the new mirrors.  So far, there 
seems to be no systematic change in the loss.  But it may be too soon to determine.  We are 
now reconsidering just how big a role THz loading could have with the performance we see, 
and are reanalyzing data with an emphasis on bulk heating, rather than heating of the 
coating.  To aid in this analysis, we need further data, and we can take that in a low duty 
cycle mode with the OCMMS we have.  We've also asked the I&C Group to resurrect 
the "THz calorimeter" so we can measure the total THz power launched at the outcoupler 
mirror, and compare it with the amount absorbed. 
Other Activities
 As discussed in last week's report, we saw unanticipated beam drift when operating.  We set 
up IR cameras observing viewports and OCMMS beam tubes in an effort to see what 
components were heating.  In the process, we found the entire wiggler chamber was getting 
quite hot.  Given the constraints on the OCMMS crosses mounted to the supports for this 
chamber, as well as on the wiggler chamber itself, we believe the two are related.  We are 
installing gauging to help determine the extent of the motion, and how best to fix it.  We 
finally got the optical transport system (OTS) pressure in range to open all valves and check 
the position of the FEL alignment HeNe into the User Lab 2 hutch.  We have a slight 
horizontal angular deviation, but since we are passing through the system with plenty of clear 
aperture, we believe it acceptable.  The spontaneous emission set up was further automated. 
This was done by resurrecting the remote servo control box and fabricated servo optical 
assembly to insert a slow photodiode and power meter. This assembly was too heavy for 
remote operation through CAT 5 cabling.  The assembly was lightened and working using a 
local power supply for the servos.  The spectrometer used for FROG measurements was 
reinstalled and is ready to be used.  We determined the grating we were using had poor 
efficiency at 800 nm (the 2nd harmonic of 1.6 microns) so we found another one and 
installed and aligned it in the spectrometer.  The cabling for the advanced drive laser's (ADL) 
TE temperature controller was made and then the system was tested, using a PT100 RTD as 
the sensor. The system was tested with various TE configurations and PID settings. It reaches 
proper temperature with excellent accuracy, but takes longer to get there than anticipated.  
This is probably due to convective losses, so drawings for a Teflon holder/insulator were 
made and submitted for fabrication.  In order to look at the bunchlength downstream of the 



wiggler, there is a plan to move one of the FTIR spectrometers (the older one) into the vault.  
We assisted in this by checking what system controls and cabling were still in place, and 
wrote a plan and alignment/test procedure.  This was presented to the THz group. We are 
proceeding on our preparations to get the optical components needed to run beam to User 
Lab 4. 
 
Terahertz: 
This week, we brought the spectrometer back online after having been down while the DAQ 
system was being used for fast BPM measurements.  Everything came back up quickly and 
easily and we were able to make bunch length measurements in short order.  Originally, there 
had also been plans to perform some tests and measurements with the spectrometer under 
vacuum during Wednesday night beam operations, but frequent problems with the CHL 
forced us to delay those tests. 
 
Following the proposal by Pavel Evtushenko, we are in the process of installing the old 
spectrometer system to make measurements on the THz emission from the debuncher 
chicane downstream of the wiggler.  The goal of this is threefold; to provide another 
independent system for performing bunch length measurements, to measure beam stability 
downstream of the wiggler, and to look for microbunching from the wiggler.  It is important 
to install this as another bunch length measurement system since the THz lab will soon 
become more frequently dedicated to visiting users and at times may not be available for 
making the bunch length measurements.  It will also be useful when both spectrometers can 
be run simultaneously to make comparisons of the measurements upstream and downstream 
of the wiggler.  Finally, the intention to look for microbunching follows similar tests that had 
been performed previously by Nishimori Nobuyuki and Shukui Zhang.  Shukui has been 
helping recall the work that had been done previously, and both Shukui and Pavel have been 
extremely helpful in planning and assembling this new setup. 
 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - June 19-23, 2006 
 
Date:  June 23, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This was a very productive week for the FEL team. We have gathered more information 
about the power loading on our high power optics and prepared for next week’s operations in 
user labs 1, 2 and 3. 
 
Readers of last week’s installment will recall that we have been investigating apparent causes 
of the limits of FEL output power. We have now tested several different cavity optic pairs at 
3 different wavelengths: 2.8, 1.6 and 1.0 microns. The output power as function of driver 
current appears to saturate at values that decrease linearly with wavelength: 6.7 kW at 2.8 
microns, 4.2 kW at 1.6 microns and 2.2 kW at 1.0 micron.  The optics team has measured the 
absorbed power in the optics at these limits and the values agree well with a model that 
Michelle and Steve proposed two years ago for the limiting behavior due to absorbed heat 
distorting the mirror figure and clamping the output power. (see the plots in the Optics 
Section below). However, this week we took measurements that indicate that a good fraction 
of this absorbed power (perhaps at least half) is due to absorption of THz radiation and not 
the laser radiation at the fundamental wavelength.  Our previous installation of a THz 
chicane to ameliorate this problem has been partially compensated by the fact that we now 
make a factor ~2 more THz radiation due to our diligent improvement of the electron beam 
parameters i.e., the bunch length has been shortened by a factor of two.  THz radiation 
incident on the outcoupling optics can be decreased in several ways: (1) move THz 
generating dipole magnets away from the optics (we are not going to re-design this machine 
but this is an option for the next incarnation); 2) we can try to absorb or scatter Thz radiation 
in front of the outcoupling optics, (a quartet of absorbers will be installed next Friday; and 3) 
we can proceed with cryocooling the sapphire substrates of the optics which will improve the 
thermal conductivity an order of magnitude and eliminate the problem. We hope to test this 
last option by the end of the summer run. 
 
The user team from Dahlgren was here this week to set-up their experiments in Lab 2. If  
test and check-out of the Lab 2 systems are completed on schedule by Monday evening, we 
hope to provide the Dahlgren group with several shifts of beam time next week. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Management 
We were pleased to make some real progress this week to line up two key user groups for 
summer runs.  Comments from the Dahlgren group are appended below. We plan to run their 
first tests next week with follow-on work in July.  
 
We are also planning for the first test run of the Aerospace Corp LMES device in User Lab 4 
during the first week of August. Critical funding for this work was received last month from 
AFOSR and various business documents were completed today and the Aerospace team was 
authorized to proceed. Additional support for this work was received today from ONR and 
this funding will be routed to Aerospace next week after some additional (but minimal) paper 
swapping. We thank all who helped make these transactions possible at AFOSR, AFRL, 
ONR, DOE-JSO and JLab.  (Oh-how I wish I could just write a check!) 
 
We welcome an important new member of the FEL team as of this week. Matt Poelker, who 
currently heads the Electron Source Group for CEBAF will be dividing his time between the 
Source Group and the FEL Department. Matt will be serving as our Laser Systems Manager 
to oversee the optics and drive laser development. We are taking advantage of several shared 
interests between the two groups on the topics of advanced drive lasers and photogun drive 
laser development. Matt will be assisted in his oversight of the FEL Optics group by Joe 
Gubeli, who will serve as the Optics Engineering Manager. We are freeing up some of 
Michelle Shinn’s precious time so she can serve as the Department’s Chief Optical Scientist 
and continue her important job of designing our key optical elements and analyzing their 
performance. This talent is quite evident in this week’s WBS 11 report. 
 
Gwyn Williams participated in an NIH review of Mark Chance's NIBIB P41 Center at Case 
Western Reserve Medical School this week.  The program involves the interaction of light 
with biological materials, and there was much off-line discussion about 4th generation light 
sources like the JLab FEL. 
 
Operations: 
   The week started out with some measurements of the effects of the  wiggler chamber heating 
discovered last week.  We had removed the X- ray cross and wanted to see if it had much 
effect on the heating.   The answer was no, it did not.  The wiggler chamber itself heated up by 
up to 85 degrees C and moved the upstream OCMMS (optical cavity mirror metrology 
system) cross by 1.8 mm as measured with a dial indicator.  The lower OCMMS assembly 
only moved by 1/3 of this so the mirror assembly tilted by about 1 mrad.  This is the cause of 
the OCMMS wander.  The movement in the OCMMS assembly was also not smooth but in 
jumps with some hysteresis.  This was also seen in the optical alignment data from last week.  
We used the information from these measurements to specify the design of a replacement 
wiggler chamber.  
   Last Friday the optics group installed a pasted 1.6 micron 20% output coupler (OC).  The 
efficiency from this OC was expected to be less than the 11% OC but higher than the previous 
20% OC, which had about 2% astigmatism.  The previous 20% OC achieved an efficiency of 
just over 1 kW/mA.  The new OC achieved almost 1.3 kW/mA at low current.   Running at 2.5 
mA we achieved 2.75 mW or 1.1 kW/mA.  At 5 mA, where the previous OC had achieved 4.2 
kW, the new OC achieved---drum roll-- 4.2 kW.  We have now tested three quite different 
output couplers at 1.6 microns and found that all three were pinned at 4.2 kW.  This is both 
frustrating and intriguing.  One theory is that the THz radiation, though reduced in strength, 
somehow still strongly influences the lasing.  Dave Douglas spent some time on Tuesday  



deriving a machine setup with the THz suppression chicane turned  off.  We were able to lase 
strongly with this configuration and achieve the same low current efficiency we had with the 
chicane on.   When we increased the current to 2.5 mA we also got the same efficiency as with 
the chicane on.  This is also very intriguing.   The power absorbed by the mirror was 
enormous--24 W at 2.7 kW.  One conclusion one might come to from this is that the 
distribution of the spontaneous radiation with the THz suppression chicane on is more  
harmful to the laser than the distribution with the chicane off.   To study the problem more we 
tried two approaches.  First, we installed the FLIR camera on the output coupler chamber 
window so that we could directly measure the temperature rise in the mirror vs. position on  
the mirrors.  An example is shown in figure 1.  We could see temperature differentials of up to 
5 degrees C on the mirror when exposed to just THz light.  

 
 

 

 

Figure 1. FLIR image of 20% output coupler with 5 mA beam, with the  THz suppression on 
and maximal THz emission.  
 

 
We also could see light on the heat shield that was not THz but depended strongly on the 
electron beam bunching.  This light is very mysterious since it is much shorter in wavelength 
than one might expect for any coherent enhancement.  The FLIR can only see radiation from 7 
to 13 um.  The radiation is shown on the heat shield in the middle of a mirror move in figure 
2.  The image flickers at video rates, which implies that it is not heating but scattered 
radiation.  



 
 

 
 
 
Figure 2.  FLIR image of the heat shield while running 5 mA CW.  The  vertical stripe was very sensitive to the 
electron beam bunching.  
 
 
   The second method used to study the THz heating was to use long pulses of high current 
beam and look at the response of the OCMMS return spot.  This specifically looks at the 
mirror figure changes due to absorbed THz.  We found that the change in mirror figure 
was quite large when we ran 4 mA beam for 2 seconds at a 10% duty cycle.   The return spot 
changed by 20% over about 1 second and then stabilized.  This was with the THz chicane off 
and the bunching set to maximize THz.  When the bunching was set to optimize the FEL 
and the THz chicane was on we could see almost no change in the OCMMS  return spot.  It 
was possible to get quite a large change in the ROC of the OC even if the THz suppression 
chicane was on if the bunching was set properly.  It is quite possible to have the THz chicane 
actually be a final buncher for the electron beam and produce a very short bunch at its exit.  
We need to take more quantitative measurements using this setup.  
   Finally, another change to the FEL involved replacing the clips on the 1 micron mirror with 
gold coated clips.  These reduced the drift in the OC angle and proved to be very effective.  
The laser can now lase using the 1 micron output coupler at over 500W with very little drift.  
The drift was reduced by at least an order of magnitude from last week's configuration.  This 
will be very useful when we operate for the Aerospace group in User Lab 4.  
   We spent some time re-certifying User Lab 3 after a problem with the LPSS was found and 
corrected.  We also certified the optical control room LPSS and hope to certify the LPSS for 
User Labs 1 and 2 today.   This is in preparation for experiments next week.  



   Yesterday and today we are cleaning up the match around the machine and re-optimizing 
the laser. 
 
Report from Dahlgren User Group: 
NSWC  Dahlgren staff arrived on Monday to re-establish their experimental setup.  The 
optical path to the Dahlgren Sample changer has been modified to accommodate the current 
FEL Beam path in Lab 2.  The wind tunnel, sample changer and instrumentation have been 
installed and tested.  Dahlgren Users have completed the JLAB training required to work in 
the FEL.  The LOP and ESAF have been turned into the JLAB staff, though some clarifica-
tion is still needed on the ESAF.  Completion of the last hurdle will position Dahlgren to be 
ready to receive beam next week.  Dahlgren would like to thank the FEL staff for being very 
accommodating during this week of setup, and looks forward to productive beam time and 
good data next week. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
Given this week’s intense activity and next week’s schedule, we are planning to recesiate on 
Monday morning. We were pleased to have Charlie Sinclair visit the lab this week. He gave 
us an update on his important project at Cornell to design, build and test a 100 mA, 750 kV 
dc photogun for the Cornell ERL project. 

 
WBS 6 (RF Systems) 
 We are pleased to report that both the RF and SRF systems behaved all week. 
          
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   The primary focus of this weeks planned efforts continues to be the investigation of loss of 
efficiency with increasing electron beam power. Additionally there has been a considerable 
effort to restore and upgrade the I&C systems for the user labs. Specifically, we have brought 
online Lab 2 Dahlgren Hutch, the control room wall status indicators for the OCR LPSS 
status, and we have started upgrading the user lab status boxes. We have also added two new 
area cameras in the user labs and we have improved our use of the Picture-In-Picture (PiP) 
hardware for the User Labs which are monitored in the control room. The OCR LPSS status 
indicators that are now visible in the control room are: the OCR "Laser Permit" status, the 
"FEL Shutter IN" status and an indicator for "Alignment Mode OK". The two cameras that 
have been added to the user labs are in Lab 2 and Lab 3. In Lab 2 we added the camera that 
monitors the inside of the hutch and in Lab 3 we added the camera that monitors the area 
outside of the hutch. Both of these new signals have been wired into the video system such 
that they are permanently connected to the PiP hardware and are also available in the video 
switcher. We have implemented the PiP hardware such that, from one video monitor, we can 
see all activity in the user labs. The User Lab FEL status boxes are being upgraded to provide 
external contacts which will allow users to interface data acquisition systems with the FEL 
status bits such as "FEL ON" or "Alignment Mode ON". 
   This week was not without its fair share of unplanned activities as well. These included; 
replacing a failed video switcher chassis during operations, upgrading the MPS firmware to 
further protect the Optical Transport System, debugging the LPSS Harmonic Blocking Filter 
Interlock system and trouble-shooting the User Lab Alignment Mode. As well as a failed 
area radiation monitor which dropped the machine twice to power permit. This was chased 
down.  The failed video chassis was replaced with a spare that we had on the shelf and ready. 
The failed chassis was fixed on the bench and is now ready to be used as our next spare. The 
MPS update was to protect VBV1V01 from full power FEL light. We modified the Beam 



Mode Definition for this valve from 7 down to 2. This change is for Machine Mode 3 only. 
Mid-week, while certifying the LPSS, we had trouble getting the LPSS bit in the MPS to 
clear. The LPSS 12 channel harmonic blocking filter chassis has been installed and is 
operational.  
   We had an excellent brainstorming session this week on the next version of 
BPM/embedded IOC electronics. The FEL requirements differ from CEBAF in two main 
areas; the FEL beam/detectors produce ~40dB more signal and are subjected to a much lower 
current dynamic range. The key action items that resulted from the meeting are that in 
addition to the providing position information the electronics should be able to calculate and 
monitor motion spectrum > 10’s for KHz with an internal alarm that would report to EPICS 
when given spectral lines (motion) are above a given set point. Another action item is to 
determine what is the best choice of clock frequency and how do we generate it. The current 
thought is the 10240  sub-harmonic or the beam or ~146 KHz. This board is nearly complete 
but the order was suspended to some conflicts with the PCB manufacturer, these 
discrepancies are being worked out so the order can continue with forward progress.  This 
prototype has both the Cold Fire and FPGA resources to accomplish these requirements. 
We've also designated some time to the Beam Viewer Crate upgrade, by straightening up the 
schematic and arranging components in a logical placement.  The schematic for the control 
card is also making some forward progress as time permits. 

th

 
   The three-dimensional model of the ITS that will be used for arranging components is 
complete, and now exists as a 2-floor model rather than two separate models of each floor. 
Cable trays and rack positions have been added to the models as well. Further progress will 
include the installation of a wall on the second floor to separate the control room from the 
rest of the ITS. Racks that use to sit inside of the tent at the back of the FEL have been 
moved upstairs to the ITS.  
   We have received new DAQ PXI cards, which are to be used for the fast BPM 
measurements in the disperse locations. These DAQ cards will replace the other card, which 
is dedicated for the bunch length measurements with the help of the Michelson 
interferometer in the user Lab 3. Thus we have worked this week to adopt previously made 
software to the new DAQ hardware. This work is near completion. 
   We have improved our instrumentation, particularly software, used for noise measurements 
of the FEL power. Now we can do the measurements on line and having many different 
spectra on screen for comparison. During the tests we have measured the actual noise 
spectrum and found that it might be changing a lot during the FEL optimization. The figure 
below shows examples of the measured FEL noise spectra during the optimization. A 
systematic study will follow to determine the cause of the various spectral peaks. 
 

 



  
 
   The THz spectrometer installer in the "THz chicane" has been repaired and is scanning 
again. The repair went as fast as it was mainly due to experience, which Gwyn Williams has 
with this device. We are looking forward to re-commissioning and use of the interferometer 
next week. That might become very useful when we investigate the mirror heating by THz.  
    Some support has been given to the Optics team as the temperature controller for the water 
outlet monitor was rescaled and the recommissioning of the Calorimeter has begun.  The 
cables for the Calorimeter have all been located and the connections are established in the 
tunnel.  Some time will be required to check out the RTD read-backs in EPICS but that 
should have a minimal effect on operations. 
   And last but not least congratulations to Slim (Jim Kortze) for passing his Summer Course 
(ECE Signals & Systems) this week. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations
• The Shop will finish four THz absorbers rings for the beam tube after the Debunching 

Chicane today. (See photo)  The rings are designed to act as a black body for THz 
radiation from the Debunching chicane.  If the experiments this week show that the 
radiation is the source of our decrease in efficiency, we will place them at four positions in 
the region. 

• On work for the stalk retraction system for the new electron gun going into the Injector 
Test Stand, we added to the design, a method of retracting the stalk and cesiating the 
cathode without having to remove the SF6 Gas from the tanks.  The addition of a simple 
apparatus would save a great deal of beam running time. Layout is then continuing, adding 
the high voltage power supply tank and conditioning resistor transit region between gun 
and tank. 

• We started the process of responding to high temperatures in the Wiggler chamber. After 
installing dial gauges, we saw the chamber grow by .07 inches on the upstream end after 
reaching and reach 108 C with a current at 5 mA. The OCMM Chamber didn’t keep up, 
moving at half the amount.  We are working on a fix that includes cooling the chamber 
with water and plating it so that the resistance to image currents is not as high.     

 
 
 

 
 

THz absorbers rings 
 



 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
As a reminder to our readers, Operations at the end of last week showed that despite lower 
intracavity power for the higher outcoupling mirrors, our maximum power limits remained 
about the same.  In last week's report, we commented that absorption data taken over the last 
2 months would be analyzed with an emphasis on the role bulk heating (from THz or RF) 
might play.  This was done and shown in Fig. 1.  With the notable exception of the 1.6 
micron laser results with high outcoupling, the absorbed power is linear as a function of 
wavelength.  This was predicted in a tech note published in 2002 by Steve Benson.  For a 
particular set of published values on thermomechanical data for sapphire, the limit is 13.3 
W/micron.  This is plotted in Fig. 2.  One can see that our values are somewhat below that, 
but that the behavior is correctly predicted.  This analysis suggests that we need to further 
reduce our far IR power loading, or place the HR downstream of the wiggler, so long as it 
has a sufficiently thick metal layer between the substrate and dielectric coating to reflect the 
far IR radiation, or by changing the properties of sapphire through cryocooling.  Our 1.06 and 
2.8 micron HR mirrors already have this coating, and we are working on our cryocooling 
hardware.  In the meantime, we are doing additional experiments to see just how much this 
far IR loading is affecting us, and why is the data for the 1.6 micron, 20% outcouplers so 
different than the rest.  So far, we are doing this by doing thermographic imaging of the 
outcoupler with a commercial infrared camera, and by looking at the change in radius of 
curvature (ROC) using the OCMMS when running high current with and without lasing.  The 
strong heating of the wiggler chamber causes a rotation of the OCMMS hardware that 
precludes CW operation, but we can learn much by running the machine with long (1-2 sec), 
low duty factor pulses.  We hope to have further results by next week. 
Operation this week at 1.06 microns showed that the gold-coated fixed clips greatly 
ameliorated the strong steering Ops encountered earlier.  We are also looking at installing a 
shield for the 2" mirror to further lower stray light hitting them.  We have also opened 
discussions with our coating vendor for producing a 1.6 micron HR with a metal underlayer.  
We could receive those coatings in about 3 weeks. 
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Other Optics Activities: 
This week’s major efforts were concentrated on preparing User Lab 2 for the Dahlgren 
experiment next week. Diagnostics were added to the Brewster window and cooling water 
and instrument air was plumbed into the Dahlgren Hutch. We vented the Optical Transport 
System (OTS) to repair the Lab 2 Mirror Cassette stepper motor. The problem was found to 
be a crimp connection that had intermittent contact. The OTS is pumping down and will be 
ready for certification later today or Monday. We finalized the phase noise measurement 
setup and written procedure. We added a remote control servo to facilitate this experiment. 
Both the HR and OC Optical Cavity Mirror Metrology System (OCMMS) where realigned to 
observe ROC change as a function of beam current and THz mitigation chicane settings. We 
supported installation and testing of the THz interferometer near the THz chicane. We 
worked with vendors on an improved EO cell to test on the Drive Laser. We continued work 
on integrating an EO cell in the Advanced Drive Laser (ADL). We also received a SHG oven 
for test on the ADL. Several modifications to the OC Mirror Frame were sent to the machine 
shop for fabrication. These modifications are in an effort to improve our mirror to frame 
brazing techniques. 



 
Terahertz: 
After setting up the optics and aligning the old spectrometer to the port at the center of the 
chicane downstream of the wiggler, we encountered a new problem.  The interferometer 
would not scan because of a broken connection to the reference detector board.  I was away 
doing some work at Brookhaven National Lab (BNL) so Pavel Evtushenko stepped in to 
repair the broken connection and now the bench is scanning again.  Unfortunately, I had the 
detector with me at BNL for doing measurements at the National Synchrotron Light Source 
(NSLS), so we have not been able to perform any test measurements with the internal source 
to verify that all systems are working properly.  Those tests can be completed when the vault 
is in restricted access.  We will also need to do some tests when the accelerator is off to 
determine the correct position for the insertable mirror.  Also this week, Shukui completed 
work to put the flip screens for viewing the visible synchrotron light that will be roughly 
coincident with the THz emission. 
 
For most of this week, I was working at the NSLS in preparation for some preliminary 
magneto-optical experiments that have been proposed for the JLab – FEL THz source.  The 
initial tests will be performed on the U12IR beamline at the NSLS using a 10T 
superconducting magnet there.  Part of my time there was to complete measurements and 
work on the optical and vacuum design for interfacing the magnet to the beamline and a 
detector.  While I was there, I also tested a new laptop based portable electronic signal 
spectrum analyzer that I have built.  This portable system can be taken to different light 
sources for determining the real signal to noise factor of different light sources for properly 
comparing different source technologies.  The initial tests of the spectrum analyzer itself 
looked good, but it is not yet clear if the small pyroelectric detector will be sensitive enough 
for the much lower irradiance provided by the NSLS and other sources.  More tests will be 
necessary using the JLab – FEL THz source, where we have more than enough power to use 
this pyroelectric detector. 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - June 26-30, 2006 
 
Date:  June 30, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
We had several high priority activities for the FEL this week: 1) continuation of studies 
of power deposition onto the 1.6 micron optics as function of beam current and other 
parameters; 2) certification of User Lab 2 for high power operation so that the Dahlgren User 
group could implement one or more user runs; and 3) preparation for a brief shut-down 
starting this afternoon to install THz absorbers upstream of the outcoupling optics and  also 
to complete a few maintenance items. We completed all three tasks. 
 
User Lab 2 was certified for high power use (for the first time since 2001) and we delivered 
2kW into the lab as an integrated system test prior to the first Dahlgren run.  Notes from the 
Dahlgren group are given below show they had a successful first run exposing a group of 
approximately 100 samples for their laser effects studies at 1.6 microns. 
 
Concerning our power deposition studies on the cavity optics: our ability to use our on-line 
diagnostic of the optical cavity mirror figure (OCMMS) at low duty cycles and IR camera 
views of the mirror surface temperature profiles are providing useful but as yet puzzling data 
on the nature of the heat deposition that ultimately limits the mirror performance. Details are 
given below in our Operations report. We will continue these useful measurements next 
Thursday after we bring the machine back on-line on Wednesday. 
 
Other accomplishments this week include some useful data and analysis of our electron beam 
orbits and emittances using Dave Douglas’s transport model (see details below-the bottom 
line our beam emittances are excellent), and the first bakeout of our vacuum test stand at 
250C which will used to test the sputtered NEG coating we plan to use in the 2nd photogun 
assembly designated for the Injector Test Stand and the AES 100 mA cryounit tests. 
 
We wish all of our readers and collaborators a safe and enjoyable July 4th holiday. 
 



Management: 
We continued our budgeting and planning activities for a smooth transition from the last 
quarter of FY06 to the start of FY07. This included a meeting with the SRF management 
to help clarify the FEL tasks within their entire work scope. 
 
The second bi-monthly consortium conference call was held today for members of  
the Biomedical Photonics Consortium that is currently drafting a full proposal for laser 
bioscience activities at the FEL User Facility. 
 
We planned a brief shut-down of the FEL for this afternoon and for Monday for clean-up of 
cabling, safety/maintenance checks and a few enhancements. 
 
We had our first dry runs for the three FEL presentations that will be given on July 12-13 at 
the lab’s annual “Science and Technology” peer review.  
 
We watched closely that all the required training, paperwork and tests were in-place so 
that the Dahlgren user group could attempt a  test run in User lab 2 this week, which they 
successfully managed on Thursday night. 
 
We held mini-design reviews for the placement of initial hardware in the Injector Test Stand 
(ITS) and for the design of the load-lock cathode replacement assembly which will be tested 
in the ITS. 
 
Operations: 
   After a re-cesiation on Monday we came up, mini-phased, and started certifying labs.  We 
finished certifying User Lab 2 and did most of the alignment mode certification before 
encountering a problem with the LPSS in user Llab 2.  We had to go into the lab 2 LPSS box 
to fix it, which means it had to be recertified again.  We switched to running long pulses to 
User Lab 1, which passed certification last week, and discovered a leak in the 1G01 viewer 
before we could make any measurements.  We shut down to diagnose the leak, sealed the 
leak temporarily, and installed some optical diagnostics for Tuesday's run.
   On Tuesday we certified User Lab 2 again.  We spent a fair amount of time optimizing the 
FEL with the new electron beam match derived last week.  The gain looked pretty good but 
the efficiency did not seem any higher than the previous configuration.   We then ran pulsed 
beam with long pulses to look at the behavior of the mirrors during a 2 second laser pulse.  
Since we were only running 10% duty cycle the OCMMS mirrors did not drift too far to be 
usable.  We could see a small size change in the return spot from the output coupler and a 
little movement as well.  A FLIR camera looking at the temperature profile saw prompt 
radiation (light in the 7-13 micron range) as well as a sharp spike in the temperature profile.  
Finally we sent the FEL beam into User Lab 2 for the first time at "low" power (150 W) to 
make sure there were no large problems with transport into that lab.  There were none.
   Wednesday we found another problem with the LPSS box in User Lab 2, fixed it, and 
certified the lab again.  We also redid the alignment mode certification.  We were finally able 
to run to all active labs.  Progress in other fronts was slowed due to jumps in accelerator 
phases.   We found a couple of loose cables and one cable attached to the master oscillator 
that shouldn't have been.  After these things were fixed the accelerator seemed a bit more 
stable.  We ran some high power (2 kW) and saw the same temperature spike on the output 
coupler we had seen the day before.  We sent high power beam into User Lab 2 and verified 



that transmission was clean.  We eventually sent up to 2 kW into the lab.  There were no 
problems and the system was quite stable.
   Thursday we continued the pulsed measurements.   We first found that the HR OCMMS 
did not change when lasing at high power for 2 seconds.  We then found that ringing in the 
detector circuit for the InSb detector prevented us from measuring the cavity ring-down.  We 
switched to a fast but not very sensitive detector and found that the losses were 20% for a 
heater current up to 0.33 A.  For higher currents the ring-down was distorted.  This may have 
been due to the fact that this detector is very small and may be effectively vignetting the 
beam.  We also looked at the power vs. time for 2 second pulses.  The power was quite flat 
for that time period.  We need to repeat these measurements with a larger detector.
We switched over to user operations in early afternoon and sent progressively more power to 
the users in Lab 2 for materials damage tests.  The machine ran quite stably with about 1400 
W delivered to the lab for 5 hours (this is about 25 MJ if you are counting).  We continued to 
see the temperature spike on the output coupler during this run.  The efficiency seemed a bit 
higher after some optimization.  We were able to get up to 1.4 kW/mA with the 20% output 
coupler.  This is close to the spreadsheet model.
On Friday we looked at the temperature of the 11% output coupler when running high 
power.  We found that the spike present on the 20% output coupler was present even more 
dramatically on this mirror.  This seems to imply that the power deposition is only right in 
the center and not in the rest of the mirror.  This distribution is contrary to our expectations 
and we do not understand this observation yet.  When running with the laser off, the 
distribution looks much more reasonable and has a much lower peak temperature.  We took 
movies of the temperature vs. time for 2 second lasing at high power.  Friday afternoon is 
devoted to installing some THz absorbers and other installation and repair activities.  
Monday will be a clean-up day and Wednesday will be hot checkout after a planned CHL trip 
in the morning.  We expect to resume operations next Thursday. 
 
Emittance Results: 
Last week provided considerable emittance and matching data that wasn't fully analyzed until 
this week. Our initial measurements were of edge emittance down the linac axis; this allowed 
us to check and modify the injection match as appropriate. Figure 1 shows the spot sizes and 
Figure 2 the beam envelopes from this measurement, which gave normalized 
horizontal/vertical emittances of around 7 1/2 and 9 1/2 mm-mrad, respectively, and 
indicated a moderate mismatch between injector and linac. 
 
Figure 1: measured edge spot sizes down linac axis 
 

 
 
 



Figure 2: evaluated edge beam envelopes 

 
 
The model was used to rematch the injector to the linac and the linac to the recirculator based 
on these data. The results were clean enough to warrant a model based rematch to the 
wiggler, and from the wiggler on to re-injection and energy recovery. After some loss 
management, the system lased and ran power, so a more careful measurement was made of 
the core emittance. Pavel Evtushenko measured spots down the back-leg axis (Figure 3) 
based on which envelopes (Figure 4) and emittances were evaluated. The emittance in both 
planes was 6 to 7 mm-mrad (notice how careful we are to avoid quoting error bars... or error 
factors...). 
 
Figure 3: Observed core spots (P. Evtushenko) after rematch and loss management. The 
wildly deviant spot after the THz chicane was due to a badly focused image (we won't go 
into some of the other peculiarities that were observed); this observation was excluded from 
the beam properties evaluation and the hardware has been corrected and now gives a nice, 
sharp image. 

 
 
Figure 4: Evaluated core beam envelopes. The above data and these envelopes correspond to 
horizontal and vertical emittances both around 6 1/2 mm-mrad normalized. 

 
 
A final FEL-based rematch was performed wherein the telescope upstream of the wiggler 
was adjusted to optimize the laser and the downstream quads were tweaked to maintain 
transmission during energy recovery. The resulted modeled envelopes are shown in Figure 5. 
They make little sense (badly matched, even to the wiggler), until one recalls that our quad 
trim supplies do not properly drive the quads so that the nominal settings are suspect to the 
level of even hundreds of gauss gradient integral, and the system has known potential 
focussing issues due to delaminated pole pieces on GWs and GGs. If one assumes that "the  



laser knows best" and so that the beam is indeed well matched, and if one therefore tweaks 
then the model to get a good match, one then finds that Figure 6 - a nice, clean match through 
the system - is produced by adjusting only the telescope upstream of the wiggler.  
 
Figure 5: "Raw" beam envelopes 

 
 
Figure 6: "Model trimmed" beam envelopes 

 
 
 
Though not conclusive, the results of this exercise are consistent with a scenario (well, to be 
fair, its less a scenario than it is our virulently held but quite possibly erroneous and certainly 
factually unconstrained opinion) in which that there are a limited number of localized 
focusing errors in the system - either bad GW/GGs or joker quads - driving both actual 
mismatch of beam and discrepancies of model to observation. Such errors can in principle be 
characterized by difference orbit measurements. All it takes is a) enough hardware, properly 
working, b) software, and c) beam time. Easy. No sweat. Or, it could be that more or less all 
the quads are moderately messed up and we're (moderately) doomed until we get new power 
supplies and re-measure them all. 
 
 
Report from the Dahlgren User Group: 
The Dahlgren Laser Effects Group arrived Wednesday afternoon.  The afternoon was spent 
observing Lab 2 certification and integrated system checkout.  We then completed the optical 
setup and Dahlgren systems checkout. Thursday afternoon final alignment with the FEL was 
completed.  This effort was hampered by larger than predicted spot size from the FEL.  By 
early evening we were able to start processing samples.  A few technical challenges related to 
the FEL spot size and drift as well as Dahlgren instrumentation will be addressed prior to the 
next run.  By the end of swing shift 9 Racks with close to 100 samples were processed.  This 
successful evening run will provide some preliminary data, and the opportunity to correct 
these technical challenges. 
 
 



WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Monday we re-cesiated the photocathode. It delivered 168 Coulombs and 38 hours of 
beam time since the last re-cesiation on June 13th. The test gun vacuum chamber is being 
baked at 250C in preparation for NEG coating. Don Bullard started polishing the 
molybdenum anode plate. The new gun chamber has been machined out to the specified 
thickness and penetrations for the various ports were cut this week by the machine shop. We 
held a design review meeting of the load-lock system to be incorporated to the new gun in 
the Injector Test Stand. We appreciate contributions and insights from Matt Poelker, Phil 
Adderley and Joe Grames who joined us for the review from the CEBAF Source Group. We 
also worked in determining the spacing between the center lines of the new gun and the high 
voltage power supply tank defined by the length of the resistor transmission line in 
preparation for establishing the position of those elements in the Injector Test Stand layout. 
 
 
WBS 5 (SRF): 
   Incremental progress on the Ampere class cryomodule this week. We received check prints 
for the  1497 MHz 5-cell cavity, dies are out for fabrication for the multi- cell shape and 
drawings are in progress for the 748.5 MHz dies for  the full-size cavity. Parts are coming in 
for the 1497 MHz high-power windows and we have tracked down some HOM absorber tiles 
left over  from PEP-II at SLAC that might be usable for our prototype HOM load.  Our team 
is gaining strength with designers Lyn Vogel and Rich Getz  joining to work on the HOM 
loads and cavities and another engineer  coming next month.  
   Also this week we completed the first assembly of the 700 MHz   ECX high-current cavity 
for our Brookhaven colleagues. This was not without complications as this is the largest 
cavity ever tested at JLab. It's also a good trial run for our own 750 MHz prototype. The  
BNL cavity is cooling down today for it's first RF test which will be  a major milestone for 
their project. 
 
WBS 6 (RF Systems) 
Except for some phasing troubles during yesterday’s operation, the RF and SRF systems 
behaved well all week.       
        
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   Preparations for and support of the FEL operations into User Lab 2 for the Dahlgren group 
has been the focus of this weeks effort. Ensuring that this experiment was successful had us 
hard at work on the various lab 2 user systems. We've also spent more time on the Single 
Board IOC this week as well as the Beam Viewer Crate upgrade designs. 
    In certifying the Laser Personnel Safety System (LPSS) we discovered that the Lab status 
lamps were not working properly. It was quickly determined that there was no problem with 
the lamp drivers hardware, but that the problem must be related to the EPICS inputs from 
another system which drive the lamp logic. After troubleshooting the system, we discovered 
that the problem was due to a non-safety related I/O readback to EPICS failure in the 
alignment mode permit chassis that reports the error bit status to the control system. We 
buggered the non-essential read-backs to correct the problem. This will be fixed soon and the 
buggers removed. In addition to the LPSS/Alignment mode readiness, we worked with the 
Dahlgren team to set-up and utilize the new video patches and equipment in the Lab 2 Hutch. 
    The single board IOC PCB layout is turning out to be quite the leaning experience – but 
well worth it! The task is converging as familiarity and the understanding of the layout 
software continues to improve.  By working directly with the board manufacturer and other 



PCAD users the design rules have been all setup to help minimize holdups when 
manufacturing begins. On the software & firmware side of the project we built RTEMS with 
the Coldfire BSPs and all the GNU tools for cross-compiling.  EPICS is being folded into 
RTEMS for use on our EIOCs.  This RTEMS built from scratch will allow us to make any 
needed modifications and reconstruct every part of our EIOCS' software. Work was also 
done on the code for FPGA and simulations. We are working with a group at SNS on their 
push to eliminate LabView from their current designs. Our efforts may be adopted directly, 
they are hosting a preliminary design review in mid to late July. Our new PCB with all of the 
FPGA resources should be complete and operational by this date. An abstract on this effort 
was submitted for PCaPAC 2006 workshop at JLab in October. 
    The RTD cables for the Calorimeter (in front of the optical cavity output coupler) have 
been installed to convert the pre-existing cable to the 4-wire configuration that is compatible 
with the precision Kiethley meters.  This will be tested once operations cease for the 
upcoming holiday.  We've also gathered all of the necessary equipment to monitor the 
temperature of the RTDs on the new THz traps. All of the cables have been pre-assembled 
and tested along with the RTDs and have been terminated to the proper pin-outs. 
    We shipped out the Scion LG3 frame grabber card to be checked and/or repaired. A 
problem turned up when we attempted to build up a second Wes-Cam system to trouble 
shoot image capture problems with the operational system.  
    Lab 4 (Aerospace UV Micromachining station) LPSS is progressing steadily. This lab 
must be certified by the end of July for laser operations. The mirror cassette has been wired 
in and all connections tested and verified. We can begin testing the motor and the mirror 
assembly along with the PLC logic for the cassette as early as next week. An additional 
ethernet module was installed in order to begin the new EPIC's software development for the 
PLC's.  Progress was also made on upgrading of the FEL User Lab LPSS status interface 
boxes, a full survey of the usage/machine-dependence on various cable "patches", general 
housekeeping and preparations for next weeks maintenance/clean-up day.  
    The solid model of the ITS cage has taken shape with the addition of the gun tank, the 
stand, and the HPS tank. Although critical measurements are still to be determined in the, it 
is already evident that there will be clearance issues that will have to be addressed with the 
rotating HPS tank door and the roll-up door at the back of the cage. The rear of the FEL has 
been cleaned further and components of the ITS gun stand have been fork lifted into the ITS 
cage. 
    Lead bricks that were in the back of the FEL last Friday also got placed at the straight-
ahead dump for Mike Holloway's experiment setup. This is our collaboration with Univ. of 
Maryland. An Optical Transition Radiation Interferometer (OTRI) is installed at the 2G 
dump and setup for monitoring the transverse emittance of the beam. These experiments may 
start the week of July 10 on swing shifts. Many thanks to Mike for spending the last few 
weeks with us! 
 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations 
•  The Shop finished the four THz absorbers rings for the beam tube after the Debunching 

Chicane and Tom Elliott gave them a three minute excursion to 850 C in a vacuum oven to 
out-gas them. A heat tape encircled leak test by the Vacuum group showed that they seal 
reliably under temperature excursions at 15 lb-ft of bolt torque.  Dan Sexton of the I&C 
Group will wire a RTD thermometer to the exposed, thick edge of each to monitor any 
increase in temperature.  Dave Douglas gave us permission to mount two of the absorbers 



on either side of the central quadruple of the local triplet.  The Vacuum Group is poised to 
install them this afternoon.  

•   In work for the stalk retraction system for the new electron gun going into the Injector Test 
Stand, we had an informal design review of the load lock mechanism.  We received 
several great ideas that we will incorporate.  Steve Benson added the possibility that using 
a glove box may allow this system to work without a local bake.  Ron Lassiter, the 
designer was able to bring the drawings of the gun, resistor and high voltage power supply 
into one design file.  He is working on shoehorning the system into the Injector Test Stand 
Enclosure and still leave room to move around.  Julie Leverenz of Procurement is working 
on the procurement of the retraction system & bellows.  We added a requirement of a 
motor to drive the movable end of the bellows so that the system will be able to be used 
with the in-SF6 cesiation scenario we reported last week. 

•    In our process of responding to high temperatures in the Wiggler chamber we monitored 
the downstream end of the chamber, seeing it move .006 inch under temperature 
excursions reported last week. The OCMM chamber didn’t move at first and then 
“slipped”.  We have decided to flash a copper coating of at least 2 µm onto the center 
region of the new chamber we have in production.  This coating should cut the heating 
down by a factor of 40 or so.  We will also add cooling tubes and decouple the beam 
viewer probe supports beam from the chamber with some flex joints.  Bob Rimmer gave 
us some tips on what to do with the OCMM parts at the end of the chamber to minimize 
RF heating.   

•   We will replace a bellows that leaked this week on a beam viewer on the Recirculation 
Dump Line during a down period today.  It looks like the cause of the leak is scraping 
because the actuation cylinder was installed off axis. 

•  I will install the cover for the optics rail of the drive laser light box today.  Thanks to Dan 
Oprisko for an excellent job of fabricating it.  

Experimental program 
•  In news about a quick experiment that uses laser light to look for a pseudoscalar particle 

that couples to photons, Michelle Shinn specified the configuration of the Collimator we 
will install on the light beam distribution optical table in Lab 5.  Dan Oprisko is expecting 
to fabricate it next week.  The magnet stands were sent out for fabrication to an outside 
vendor.  Magnet Test is still waiting for funds to arrive so that they can test the auxiliary 
poles on the pole extension to see if we can raise the end fields to the 18 KGauss seen in 
the central field region. 

 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
This week’s focus was on preparing and delivering beam to Lab 2 for the Dahlgren User run. 
For an integrated systems test, we delivered 2kW of 1.6um beam to the Lab without an 
appreciable temperature rise to the transport system or Brewster window. This is highest 
power, at any wavelength, delivered to an FEL User Lab. We also supported delivery of 
more than a kW to the Dahlgren experiment for over eight hours. Supported operations with 
a whole beam signal detector in Lab 1. 

 We received a new EO cell this week and are preparing it for testing next week. More 
progress was made with the I&C group’s assistance on a pulse control scheme for the 
Advanced Drive Laser. We assisted the Gun group with optics for the test injector and 
finalized the design of Michael Kelley’s pulse stretcher project. 



 
FEL Mirror Development 
   This was a busy week, as discussed in the Operations section of the report.  We were able 
to make measurements of the change in radius of curvature (ROC) while lasing with 2 sec, 
10% duty factor pulses.  Data was recorded to DVD and with our Spiricon beam profiler.  
Qualitative observations were given in the Operations section.  Analyses of the movies 
produced is in process.  Clearly, the outcoupler mirror is more affected than the HR.  While 
lasing we were also watching the thermographic camera images of the OC mirror and noted a 
thermal "spike" on top of the thermal bump.  This spike manifested itself only while lasing, 
and at currents higher than 1m A (or laser output above 1 kW).  It has a shape that, at first 
blush, doesn't correspond to that expected for either bulk or surface absorption in an edge-
cooled disc.  It is also important to note that the temperature delta (peak to mirror edge) 
scaled with intracavity power (it doubled when we halved the outcoupling).  Figure 1 shows 
the profiles for the spike while lasing at 1.6 microns with the 11% outcoupling mirror. We 
don't yet have an explanation of the cause.  We stored a lot of profiles and will begin working 
on modeling it.  In any case, this clearly plays a role in our lasing efficiency loss.  What is 
unclear is whether this is absorption of the fundamental in the coating or of some longer 
wavelength that is strongly absorbed by the substrate.  Experiments are being proposed to 
explore this.   
   In the meantime, three silicon substrates were especially selected for coating with 100 nm 
of aluminum, and then a modified "harmonic control" coating for 1.6 microns.  
 

 

 
 



 
Terahertz: 
Work by Megan Ivory on characterizing the THz power meter continued this week, but it 
now does not appear that the globar source we have been attempting to use for this will 
provide sufficient power in the THz region of the spectrum to exceed the noise floor of the 
meter.  We will turn our attention back to using the FEL THz beam to try and characterize 
the power meter and understand why it is not giving reasonable readings when used to 
measure the power of the beam. 
 
Also this week, the final version of the proposal by Jill McQuade from Brooks AFB has been 
submitted for the experiments to help determine the limits for human exposure to high power 
THz sources.  As the only broad band high power source, we are providing a unique and first 
time opportunity to make these measurements and set the new safety standards for THz 
radiation.  We are preparing for their visit on the week of July 17th. 
 
Finally, the remaining parts for the beam distribution vacuum chamber have arrived and we 
will be leak checking the chamber with the new fittings in the next few days. 
 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - July 3-7 2006 
 
Date:  July 7, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
With a week shortened by the July 4th holiday and a required cryogenic electrical switchover 
on Wednesday we used much of the available time for needed maintenance activities that had 
been on hold: cleaning up the vault, fixing a leak at the beam dump, and readjusting and 
calibrating viewers.  We also installed some THz absorbers and finished the installation of 
the helium feed to the output coupler can for the cryogenic mirror test in a couple of months.  
On Thursday we did a careful set up and rephasing of the machine in preparation for our 
continuing studies of efficiency.  On Friday we re-established high lasing efficiency and 
performed further studies on the optics. 
 
Management 
On Friday we hosted a tour for RDML (sel) Nevin Carr and discussed scaling options and 
timelines for high power FEL development. 
  
We also prepared for the JLab Science and Technology Review on 7/12-13.  Fred Dylla, 
Gwyn Williams, and George Neil will be giving presentations to the DOE committee on the 
FEL program science activities.  
 
Gwyn Williams presented an invited talk at a meeting organized by the 4GLS group at 
Daresbury Lab.  The meeting, "New Scientific Possibilities with High Power THz Sources", 
was attended by 70 people, over 50 of whom are new to the field and come with many 
innovative ideas.  Our sister labs, Brookhaven and the UCSB FEL, as well as Yale and RPI 
also gave presentations.  There was much interest and off-line discussion of experiments at 
our facility.  
 
This week our REU students gave their mid-term presentations to their colleagues. 
 
This week we hosted a visit by the students of the NSF-sponsored "Research Experience for 
Undergraduates" program from William & Mary.  W&M REU students Raul Birceno, 
Megan Ivory and Elizabeth Scherrer are working here this summer under the direction of 
Carlos Hernandez, Gwyn Williams and Michael Kelley, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 



Operations: 
Further analysis of the mirror temperature profiles displayed last week suggests that much of 
the sharpness of the temperature peak observed can be attributed to three-dimensional effects 
in the cooling of the surface.  We will continue our analysis and measurements to quantify 
the effects and impact on lasing. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The photocathode has delivered 76 Coulombs and 40 hours of beam time since the last re-
cesiation on June 26. The NEG sputtering test chamber was baked to 220C for 11 days but a 
minor leak in the NEG wire support rod opened up. We are fixing the leak before preparing 
for connecting the power supplies for depositing the NEG coating. We continued to work on 
the Injector Test Stand layout and produced 3D models for positioning the resistor 
transmission line connecting the HVPS and the gun. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   The primary goal of the shutdown days earlier this week was to clean up the FEL vault and 
eliminate potential trip hazards and other clutter.  We also spent some time straightening up 
the control room patch panels and cable connections that exist there.  Several temporary 
cables were removed and permanent installations were their replacements to free up patch 
panels and to improve overall system integrity.  We also took advantage of the FEL vault 
opening to perform some approved maintenance and installations.  One of the specific tasks 
was the installation of some RTDs on the new THz traps.  A RTD was placed on each of the 
traps and all four were connected to a control chassis and can be viewed via our video 
system.  This is a first order experiment to help us identify the effectiveness of these devices 
removing the THz.  Other work in the vault included the installation of Synchrotron light 
monitor assemblies with ND filters in the 4F05, 4F08, and 4F12 regions.  The 1G01 viewer 
was replaced with the new bellows and the electronics were all reinstalled.  The camera was 
replaced with a new one that wasn't damaged by radiation and the viewer was then focused 
and aligned.  The Happek insertable lens assembly cover was modified to eliminate some 
scrapping and then reinstalled.  We also aided a user from Maryland University with the 
alignment of camera and system checkout.  The OTRI interferometer for this experiment is 
now in place, has lamp rings wired to the 2G viewer, and is ready for operations.  The 
associated video and stepper motor cables were hooked into EPICS so controls and 
readbacks are now available. 
    Further work has been spent on the LPSS this week.  An Ethernet module was added to the 
new LPSS PLC in Lab 4.  The PLC was configured to properly handle the Ethernet and 
Controller Link modules.  It is now communicating with an EPICS application.  The stepper 
motor program has been installed on the Lab 4 LPSS and should be tested by end of business 
today.  The limit switches and controls have been tested successfully back the PLC and 
EPICS readbacks. We have moved forward in connecting more of the Lab 4 LPSS to the 
Master LPSS.  We continue to make progress in upgrading the 'FEL User Lab LPSS status 
interface boxes'. The AutoCAD drawings for the boxes and for the wiring diagrams are being 
worked on, the mechanicals are completed and need to be signed off while the wiring is 
making forward progress.  An overview of how the system is to be used by the users has 
written.  On other fronts, another video crosspoint switcher has been readied and provided for 
User Lab 4 for the Aerospace systems and we are working on the 10MHz timing distribution 
system.  The problems with server stability on laser.jlab.org have been solved and new tools 
to do bulk processing of the devlore database have been written.  A Mirror Cassette test 
fixture was constructed to allow us to troubleshoot the lab stepper motor system for the 



mirror cassettes.  We also assisted with the electronics work to repair the Mode Locker as a 
couple of components failed on the PCB and these were identified and then replaced. 
    The PCB order for the Single Board IOC Module was completed this week and the board 
is currently in manufacturing.  A parts kit is being assembled with the in stock parts and as 
others arrive they are being added.  A development plan for how to bring the board online 
piecewise has been developed.  Further development of the application code for the Cyclone 
II is ongoing as we prepare to bring the prototype online in the next couple of weeks.  Since 
the production of the Single Board IOC has been delayed so long we are trying to use the two 
development boards for the FPGA and Coldfire to test the bridge with actual hardware.  This 
is moving on and should help expedite the process of bringing online the prototype.  We are 
also nearing completion of the 12-Slot Digital I/O Crate Backplane.  This backplane will be 
suitable for digitally controlled systems such as the Beam Viewers, Valves, etc.  The crate is 
intended to incorporate the General Purpose I/O Module with a Single Board IOC for an 
EPICS interface. 
    More components have been added to the ITS Vault 3D model that will further define the 
limits of motion of the components that will be inside the vault.  This will help us to better 
plan the installation effort.  A redesign of a compact blocking flag has begun, this will run off 
of an electric motor rather than a solenoid and can be operated through remote controls. 
 
 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
   From a operations point of view, this has been a slow week.  But we are reaping benefits 
from the analysis of the thermographic data taken last week.  Using FEA software, we were 
able to approximately reproduce the thermographic profile with reasonable laser beam 
parameters and absorbed power - if it is all absorbed on the surface of the mirror.  An open 
question is whether the absorption is in the coating or in the substrate.  We are leaning 
towards the former - but this implies a higher than anticipated level of absorption in the 
coating.  Causes for this absorption, and ways to test these hypotheses are under discussion. 
As an addendum to last week's report (and thus refuting one hypothesis), we do see the 
thermal spike at lower currents (as low as 0.4 mA and 650 W).  The spike also tracks the 
laser mode as we steer it about the OC mirror.   
   The three silicon substrates that were especially selected for coating with 100 nm of 
aluminum, and then a modified "harmonic control" coating for 1.6 microns were shipped to 
the vendor late last week.  We anticipate receipt in several weeks. 
We also welcome the return of Ms. Alice Ohlson, now an undergraduate at MIT, to the 
team.  Ms. Ohlson will be assisting in a systematic study of the damage threshold of mirrors 
produced under our optics improvement program. 
Other Activities: 
With most of the group taking advantage of the Tuesday holiday by also taking Monday as a 
vacation day, we had a short week. To confirm the lack of sensitivity of the IR camera 
looking at the FEL HR cavity mirror, it was taken out and spectrally scanned with a 
spectrometer. The result showed a much reduced sensitivity at 1.6um than at shorter 
wavelengths. The visible filter in front of the camera also contributed to this sensitivity drop. 
We installed a temporary IR camera while we work on the original. Received another on-
loan EO cell from the vender and tested it on the drive laser with a resulting good beam 
mode. This solved the previous suspicion that the first EO cell was defective. A subtle issue 
with a slightly expanded beam still needs to be rectified. Work on the advanced drive laser 



continues. A magnetic shield was installed at the place where EO cell will be inserted. The 
whole system is ready and waiting for recertification. A faulty RF amplifier and power 
supply to the Drive Laser’s mode locker was replaced. The Drive Laser is now performing 
according to specifications. A design to install a 440l/s ion pump directly to Lab 2’s Mirror 
Cassette was worked on. We plan on installation of this pump on the 14th. Progress was made 
on cryo-cooling the OC cavity mirror. The transfer supply line to the OC vacuum vessel was 
successfully leak checked and is ready for a final connection. Three sets of OC frames were 
received from the machine shop and are in the queue for brazing. These will be used to test 
our mirror to frame brazing techniques for the OC cryo-mirror as well as for the room 
temperature OC mirrors. Some time was devoted to preparing for the micromachining user 
run at the end of the month. 
 
Terahertz: 
With the shortened week and limited accelerator operations, much of the THz work this week 
was dedicated to completing scheduling and safety procedures in preparation for the 
experiments to be performed by the group from Brooks AFB.  Also, we have continued work 
to achieve full vacuum enclosure of the THz beam for all experimental systems.  Several 
additional pieces of equipment necessary for this have arrived and others have been ordered.  
 
This week also marked the midpoint of the REU program and Megan Ivory gave an excellent 
presentation of her work so far.  She has made very good progress towards characterizing the 
TK THz power meter, and as is often the case, revealed other new questions.  We are 
certainly closer to being able to make reliable and accurate power measurements of the FEL 
THz source though, and have been very pleased with her work on the project. 
 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - July 10-14, 2006 
 
Date:  July 14, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This was a very productive and informative week for the operation of the FEL Upgrade. 
 
- We made significant progress in understanding the power loading in the optical cavity 

mirrors at several wavelengths (1.0, 1.6 and 2.8 microns) by analyzing the surface 
temperature profiles and bulk temperatures of the mirrors as a function of lasing 
conditions. 

 
- We observed that the THz absorbers which we installed in the machine downstream of the 

wiggler worked well by decreasing the THz loading on the output coupler mirror by about 
2x and, in addition, making the power distribution more uniform. These positive effects 
should increase the power handling of the presently installed out-couplers by about 2x. 

 
- Progress was made on our diagnostic capabilities with both autocorrelation measurements 

of the FEL bunch length (showing 180 fs pulses); and first fast response measurements of 
the THz signals in Lab 3 using a unique diode detector loaned to us for testing by Virginia 
Diode. 

 
- User activities included a successful carbon nanotube run by our NASA-JLab team using 

the 20% out-coupler at 1.6 microns which resulted in rave reviews for stability; also we are 
gearing up a second run by the Dahlgren team next week, and preparations are continuing 
with the Lab 4 laser safety system for commissioning of this Lab for the Aerospace team’s 
arrival on July 28th. 

 
Management: 
We were pleased that our ONR Program Manager, Quentin Saulter, could join us this week 
as an observer on the DOE sponsored review of Jefferson Lab’s Science and Technology 
programs which was held from Wednesday to Friday of this week.  
 
Documentation was prepared for two collaborative agreements: (1) the next (3rd) phase of our 
collaboration with AES, Inc to continue the outfitting and use of the THz lab and related 
development of THz hardware and a compact source design; and (2) a user experiment with 
Brooks AFB to study bio-effects of THz on model (ie, non-living) systems. 
 
 
 



We hosted the first meeting of the ONR-funded collaboration on FEL Optics Improvement 
on July 10-11.  Profs. Carmen Menoni (Colorado State Univ.) and Wolfgang Rudolph (Univ. 
New Mexico) met with Michelle Shinn, George Neil, and Steve Benson and discussed topics 
the University-based teams could assist us.  A summary of the meeting and the action items 
generated is in preparation and will be released next week. 
 
Last weekend, Fred Dylla presented an invited talk at 33rd meeting of the American Society 
for Photobiology on the application of FELs to the biosciences. Many of our collaborators for 
our planned NIH proposal also attended the meeting. 
 
Operations: 
 Operations this week concentrated on getting good data on mirror heating as a function of 
the Rayleigh range in the resonator.  The week started out with something we rarely have 
seen in the last few years--a problem with the gun.  After cesiating, we ran up the voltage and 
found excessive current draw.  There was no associated vacuum activity so we cleaned off 
the external electrodes and tried again.   This time things worked as they have for the past 
few years, i.e. flawlessly.  We then studied the 5 degree off crest solution a bit more before 
shutting down for the day.  We found that the sextupoles in the first arc are not strong enough 
to get a straight longitudinal distribution at the wiggler.  The curved distribution that 
resulted had a spike with a short bunch length and a long tail that did not lase well.  The 
result was rather poor lasing.  We could get third harmonic lasing at 1.6 microns with the 
11% output coupler and fifth harmonic lasing at 530 nm using the same OC.  The detuning 
curve for the third harmonic lasing was twice as long as the fundamental one.   This is what 
qualitatively one expects from our spreadsheet model.   The spreadsheet does not account for 
a banana shaped longitudinal distribution so it is hard to get quantitative agreement.  
 
The banana results from the very limited available sextupole fields; recall that we are still 
running using (reworked) IR Demo sextupoles and that the Upgrade sextupoles and their 
power supplies are not as yet installed. A short investigation using the phase transfer function 
system on Monday suggested that we can probably get a straight, upright phase space at the 
wiggler over the full bunch length, but that there will be little headroom for RF drifts or other 
errors, and this may have to be done at the expense of 2nd order dispersion suppression. This 
might nonetheless be acceptable - given the smaller momentum spread of the core beam - but 
it will require very good suppression of ghost pulses and a very good injector setup so as to 
manage the bunch length and keep longitudinal space charge effects under control.  
 
This should be contrasted to the usual operating setup, where instead of a linear upright phase 
space for the 4 degree bunch length, we get very linear behavior for perhaps as much as 15 to 
20 degrees of injected phase wobble - while managing 1st and 2nd order dispersions. 
 
Tuesday we took a series of measurements of the temperature distribution on the output 
couplers lasing at 1.06 microns and 1.6 microns as a function of the high reflector heater 
setting.  We set up to take data at 2.8 microns but ran out of time.  We then switched to the 
evening program of THz measurements and nanotube production.   This is the first time we 
have run a nanotube experiment using the 20% output coupler at 1.6 microns.  The 
performance with this coupler was excellent, providing more power than the old 11% coupler 
with excellent stability.  THz focussing measurements were conducted and will be reported 
below.  Shukui Zhang took advantage of the stable lasing to get a new autocorrelator 
commissioned.  It indicated an FEL bunch length of 180 fsec.  



On Wednesday we continued the mirror heating studies with the 2.8 micron mirrors.  We had 
problems with electron beam loss with this configuration that continued on Thursday.  We 
were able to get good data with this mirror however and then moved the FLIR camera to 
the high reflector.  This showed very little heating, though the emissivity of the 2.8 micron 
coating is very small, increasing the uncertainty in the results.  We also measured the heating 
with electron beam only at 4 mA.  This measurement indicated that the THz heating was 
greatly reduced from previous times.  The "THz traps" we installed at the end of June seem 
to be working.  The traps themselves increase in temperature by up to 10 degrees so they are  
obviously absorbing power.  
 
Thursday we determined that a phase tail originating in the injector was the source of the 
electron beam loss.  Rephasing the injector reduced losses to normal levels.  We then 
finished the HR heating measurements using the 1.6 micron HR, which has a much higher  
emissivity than the 1.06 and 2.8 micron mirrors.  It indicated that the HR does not heat up 
much at all and that the width of the temperature bump does change as expected when the 
Rayleigh range changes.  We tried out a new setup for measuring the wiggler spontaneous 
radiation phase noise and found the power to be on the order of a few microwatts.  The setup 
we now use cannot detect such a low power.  We also looked at measuring the phase noise 
using the THz beam.  This went much better (six order of magnitude more power helps) and 
some spectra were taken.  Details are in the THz report below. 
 
We are down today for work on the optical transport system and a diagnostic change on the 
output coupler can.  Next week we will be providing beam again for Dahlgren users. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Monday we re-cesiated the photocathode in preparation for high current operations. 
This week we made significant progress in the gun test chamber NEG sputtering system. 
After finding and fixing a minor leak in the NEG wire water cooling tube, the current 
indicated by the ion pump dropped from 1.0 mA to 0.3 micro-Amps and the RGA spectrum 
showed water levels below 1E-10 Torr. The argon plasma for glow discharge cleaning was 
successfully generated, then the coil was lifted and mounted on the gun chamber cart. This 
coil encloses the chamber in a magnetostatic field for the NEG sputtering process, which is 
expected to start early next week. 
 
Carlos Hernandez-Garcia is visiting our colleagues at Daresbury Lab to assist in the first 
stages of their photocathode gun commissioning. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
  Effort continued with much progress on the Lab 4 LPSS installation. We were able to 
successfully move the mirror cassette allowing the Optics group to check out the linear stage 
assembly and align the cassette mirrors. The local relay interface has been connected to their 
respective interlocks and all of the field wiring is complete.  The PLC software and 
debugging will begin next week with the goal of being able to certify Lab 4 by the end of that 
week. The EPICS Omron device driver was fixed to work with our PLC configuration. The 
new LPSS EPICS application (for operating the LPSS master) was blended with the existing 
software.  In the upcoming months this software will be tested and used for labs 3A and 5. As 
a part of this activity 2 Mirror cassette switch test boxes were fabricated. The User Lab FEL 
Status Boxes for User Labs 1, 3 & 4 are re-installed and available to be used by the Users. 
Parts are on order to complete the remaining status boxes. In Preparation for the upcoming 



user runs in Lab 3 (THz lab), we have cabled the FEL pre-trigger delay from the DLPC and 
the "Beam Envelope" TTL signal from the Alignment Mode Chassis. A lot of time was spent 
this week, identifying and re-labeling cables, specifically, many cables relating to the timing 
system upgrade which is in the works.  
   For the embedded IOC project a digital card (borrowed from test lab), which has ADC and 
FPGA, was used to test the ADC sampling code. The code was downloaded on the Cyclone 
FPGA with JTAG. The ADCs on this board are similar with the one on the general purpose 
board.  
    This week cabling supplies were reallocated from the bone yard to the new Injector Test 
Stand (ITS), including cable tray and mounting brackets. A thick plastic sheet was also hung 
in the doorway to the ITS to keep the humidity of the outside room from seeping into the 
cave and through the plenum to the vault. Drawings were also submitted to the electricians 
for the ITS vault cable tray and the new upstairs light arrangement. The computers in the 
I&C trailer were also overhauled, having their programs reloaded after being repaired. A 
number of cable runs were done this week for the Dahlgren setup and for new optical 
transport ion pumps 
    Beam viewer cameras were also taken apart and prepared for installation of new CCD 
elements on the boards. 20 new CCDs have been ordered for replacement on these boards. 
    THz data collection on THz beam focus also took place this week in preparation for the 
Brooks AFB people. Approximately 20 images were taken with various optical setups to 
produce a very well defined beam that should be usable by the users. 
    We ran the Carbon Nano-tube experiment (and the THz parasite) on Tuesday evening. 
This was another very successful run primarily due to the new(er) 20% 1.6 micron output 
coupler. This optical cavity arrangement is very stable and easily delivers ~1100 watts to lab 
1 for the required duration of 1 hour. 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
   We had a very busy week of operations, much of it to answer questions mentioned in last 
week's report.  The thermographic imaging can be interpreted as surface absorption, but is it 
absorbed by the coating or the substrate?  A series of experiments were proposed and 
performed to determine this.  If the absorption is in the coating, then changing the coating 
dielectrics, but not the substrate, should make a difference.  This was found to happen, 
lending credence to the hypothesis that the absorption is in the coating.  While producing 
1100 W at 2.8 microns and 8% outcoupling resulted in a center-to-edge temperature delta of 
less than 3 deg C, the temperature delta was slightly in excess of 5 deg C when producing 
only 900 W at 1.6 microns with 11% outcoupling.  Another test was to change the Rayleigh 
range (and hence the spot size on the mirror) of the optical mode and see if the temperature 
profile changed.  Indeed it did.  Hence, the absorption can't be due to some e-beam only 
producer of mid-IR radiation that would be strongly absorbed in the substrate.  Now we need 
to track down the cause of the absorption in the near IR mirrors and determine if there is a 
way to reduce it.  To assist us, ONR is funding two university researchers, Carmen Menoni 
(CSU) and Wolfgang Rudolph (UNM).  They were here for two days early this week, and 
made several suggestions of possible causes and experiments to try. 
   The other experiments we did checked the efficacy of the newly-installed THz traps.  
Figures 1 & 3 show the temperature rise in the OC mirror cooling water, and a thermographic 
image of the face before the THz traps were installed.  Figures 2 & 4 show the same data 
after the THz traps were installed.  Not only did the total power absorbed drop by a factor of 
two, but the delta in temperature (center-to-edge) dropped by over a factor of 4.  The 



spreading of the THz load will make it have less impact on lasing, and new measurements of 
lasing efficiency with current are planned for next week. 
   A delay in coating the new 1.6 micron HR mirrors with the aluminum underlayer occurred 
when review of the planned coating showed excessive transmission (and absorption) at 400 
nm (the 4th harmonic).  The vendor is iterating the design, and thinks they can start coating 
next week. Setting up the laser damage test stand and calorimeter in User Lab 1 progresses. 
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Fig. 3 FLIR image of 1.6 um 20% output coupler with 5 mA beam, THz suppression on and maximal THz 
emission.  This is before the THz traps were installed.  Note the ~ 4 deg C center-to-edge change in 
temperature. 
 

 
Fig. 4 FLIR image of 1.6 um 20% output coupler with 4.2 mA beam, THz suppression on and maximal THz 
emission.  This data was taken after the THz traps were installed. The center-to-edge change in temperature is 
less than 1 deg C after the background is subtracted. 
 



 
Terahertz: 
This was busy and exciting week for the THz program.  We are setting up the lab and making 
measurements in preparation for the Brooks AFB group that will be doing the first phase of 
tests to determine the safety limits for high power THz sources.  Rich Evans provided Lab 3 
with a pretrigger signal requested by the user and has tested that signal along with an 
additional new beam envelope signal that he has provided.  The beam envelope signal 
indicates exactly when the beam is on as a readback from the accelerator. 
 
Wade Brock also assisted with some minor adjustments to the alignment of the THz transport 
optics.  After that, we were able to do several beam profile measurement to determine if we 
can achieve the required beam spot size requested by the Brooks AFB group.  We were not 
able to complete these tests entirely, but using the PyroCam, we were able to acquire 
numerous beam profile images.  The beam intensity was quite high and we were far above 
saturation on the camera, which is apparent in the image below.  It should be noted that beam 
shape is flipped 90° compared to earlier reported images because the camera has been rotated 
90° from the previous orientation. To make better quantitative beam waist measurements, we 
will need to be below saturation and will also try using the laser ablation card provided to us 
by Michelle Shinn. 
 
We ended the week, with a very productive day of 
tests of the high frequency diodes made by 
Virginia Diodes, Inc. in Charlottesville, VA.  They 
make diodes capable of detecting radiation in the 
100’s of GHz range and even up to just over a 
THz.  The response of these diodes is also very 
fast, with a bandwidth on the order of a few GHz.  
Jeffrey Hesler from VA Diodes brought several 
diodes and a source as well to test on the THz 
beamline.  We were easily able to get a very good 
signal (100 mV pulse / -50 dBm) on one of the 
diodes designed for sensitivity from 400-600 GHz 
and could observe individual pulses on a fast 
oscilloscope.  We did find that reflections between 
the horn antenna on the diode and the diamond 
window created significant secondary pulses on 
the diode signal, but we were able to suppress 
these to less than 10% of the main signal peak by adjusting the angle and rotation of the wire 
grid polarizers.  Having achieved a good setup, we then could look at the signal using a 
spectrum analyzer to determine if phase noise measurements could be made.  In order to do 
this, Pavel Evtushenko and Jeffrey took measurements on two different spectrum analyzers 
and performed tests with RF amplifiers and filters to try and boost the signal to 0 dBm which 
Pavel has calculated will be necessary to pull out the phase noise data.  We were able to 
increase the signal to -5 dBm at 1497 MHz, but unfortunately, the additional filters and 
amplifiers also pick up signal from the klystrons in the RF gallery which is problematic for  
 
 
 
 



 
making the phase noise measurements.  
Since we were running with a 9 MHz 
micropulse rep rate, we could look 
9 MHz away from the 1497 MHz peak 
with the spectrum analyzer.  This is 
shown in the figure to the right and it 
appears that we could be seeing a low 
level modulation due to the signal seen 
around the peak. 
 
 
 
 
 
The important results from these tests were that we should have no problem making good 
phase noise measurements once we have better filters and amplifiers and good shielding from 
the klystron crosstalk.  Also, when looking at the signal on the oscilloscope, we were able to 
also see small additional pulses between the main pulses during the CW operation.  This 
could be indicative of ghost pulses, though we will have to investigate this more to 
understand it.  It appears though that these diodes could provide even more diagnostic 
capability than we had originally hoped. 
 
What one sees around the main peak looks a lot like what we are looking for, i.e., very low 
level modulations of the signal. 
 
It was a very successful run and very promising in regards of the phase noise measurements. 
We plan to improve the RF part of the measurements setup and proceed with the 
measurements. 

 
 
   Fig. 1 Signal of the diode in the frequency domain 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  - July 17-21, 2006 
 
Date:  July 21, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This was an exciting and productive week for the FEL Upgrade.  We had a late start on 
Tuesday due to problem that was very efficiently addressed by the SRF team (described 
below). This was followed by beam studies and preparations for the 2nd run this summer by 
the Dahlgren NSWC group. They had a very productive run on Thursday exposing more than 
150 samples in 7 hrs to 2.5 kW beam at 1.6 microns. The Dahlgren team (led by Mike 
Richardson) graciously allowed their versatile apparatus to be used today by an experimenter 
from the Gas Technology Institute to study laser ablation of rocks.  
 
We also had another productive run this week by the NASA Langley nanotube team. 
In between these user activities, a few beam studies were accomplished in preparation for 
activities on next week’s schedule to push the power output and for our collaboration with 
the University of Maryland on electron beam diagnostics. Along the way we managed 
a new power record this week for 1.6 microns: 5.4 kW CW at 3.8 mA. 
 
Some very useful facilities improvements were accomplished this week:  the Lab 4 Laser 
Personnel Safety System (LPSS) was completed in preparation for the arrival of the 
Aerospace team next Friday for commissioning studies of the Laser Microengineering 
Station (LMES).  Also cable trays and lighting was added to the new Injector Test Stand 
Facility in the back of the FEL Building. 
 
Management: 
Today we were pleased to welcome a visit by the head of the OSD Joint Technology Office, 
Mark Neice for a tour and briefing of the FEL Facility. JTO is funding two optics 
development projects with us this year. By fortune timing Mr. Neice was joined by 7 officers 
from the USAF Air Combat Command from the nearby Langley AFB who are involved with 
directed energy programs. 
 
The project financial reports for June were completed and forwarded to the DOE and ONR 
program offices. 



Operations: 
   The week started off very slowly due to some problems with the tuners in the zone 2 and 4 
cryomodules.  It was thought initially that they had frozen with air from the guard vacuum 
frozen on the feedthrough.   Inspection by the SRF crew determined that they were OK.  Just 
about the whole day Monday was lost to debugging this problem.  On Tuesday we did some 
commissioning runs on an optical transition interference imaging experiment in collaboration 
with the University of Maryland.   We derived an electron optics solution for their setup but 
they could view only one of their cameras.  We also tried to take data on the spot size on the 
viewer before the injector cryounit as a function of solenoid strength but had problems with 
camera saturation.  We tried to then switch to setup for laser optimization but were stopped 
by more tuner problems--this one the recurring problem in zone 2.  
   Wednesday we recesiated the gun, fixed the tuner problem in zone 2, and turned on the 
beam.  We had problems reproducing the usual injector settings but found a new solution that 
had good transmission to the dump and a short bunch.  We optimized the laser and found 
very good efficiency with this injector setup.  We got 1.8 kW/ma, which is almost as high as 
we saw with the 11% output coupler with pulsed operation, at both 4.68 MHz and 9.36 
MHz.  We tried 18.7 MHz and got up to 1.3 kW/mA.  We tried 37.4 MHz but could not get 
good performance at all due to phase drifts.  We then miniphased and went back to low 
current operation to send some beam into User lab 2 to check out the spot size and 
alignment.  This went well.  
    On Thursday we started out quite early with a nanotube run, running more than 1 kW to 
the experiment for an hour long exposure.  We then switched to delivering beam to user lab 2 
for the Dahlgren users.  We delivered 2.5 kW to the lab for most of the day both at 18.7 MHz 
and  37.4 MHz.  After Dahlgren ran out of samples we tried to run up the current.  Running 
at 37.4 MHz we got up to 5.4 kW downstairs at 1.62 microns.  This required running the 
mirror heater up high enough that the cavity was unstable when the laser was off.  This is a 
very unstable setup.  When the laser trips off you have to lower the heater to get the laser 
running again.  
   Friday we tried to push power again and found that we could get 4.8 kW at 5 mA but the 
efficiency was not as high as on Thursday.  We then delivered beam for the Gas Technology 
Institute using the Dahlgren set-up in Lab 2. 
   A note on the power record.  Previously we noted that the absorbed power on the mirrors 
divided by the wavelength was always less than some constant.  One exception was the 1.6 
micron 20% output coupler, which had less absorbed power when the power saturated.  From 
this one, one expects that we should have been able to get more power at 1.6 microns with 
this output coupler.  In fact this was the case.  The absorbed power during this run was still 
lower than the limit however, so more power might be possible. 
 
User Operations: 
Brian Gahan from the Gas Technology Institute made the first trial exposures of several 
sandstone and limestone samples using the Dahlgren optical set-up.  The purpose of this 
DOE-NETL sponsored run was to familiarize the group with the FEL capabilities in 
preparation for a later proposal.  
 
The ODU group completed a major milestone this week with the set-up of the magneto-
optical trap in Lab 6.  The system is now ready for laser certification.  Initial tests will be 
with lab-based lasers.  This project is part of the Far-Off-Resonance-Trap (FORT) 
experiment on Bose-Einstein condensates. 
 



From Mike Smith, NASA 

On Thursday the 20th, we ran targets with 5.6 weight percent metal, our lowest value to date, 
by a factor of two.  Previous work in May showed that the metal content of the product has 
been dropping with the metal content of the target.  Reducing metal content makes our FEL 
tube product much more commercially viable, as it may completely eliminate the need for 
purification.  CNI nannotubes have been received with as much as 40% metal. Thursdays run 
showed nominally good yield, further analysis is ongoing.   Results from the previous week 
came in at 13% metal.   
 
The last two runs have seen very stable laser operation with few interruptions for tuning or 
trips.  Since we experience significant transients when striking the formation plasma, this 
stability is critical for our progress in optimization. 
 

University of Maryland - OTRI First Run Summary 

The first test of the Optical Transition Radiation Interferometry (OTRI) experiment went 
fairly well.  We were able to get a decent beam image in our near field camera. This camera 
image is what will be used to measure the rms beam size.  The intensity of this image is only 
10% of the actual light intensity due to a beam splitter intentionally placed in the system. The 
beam splitter allows for the majority of the light to reach the far field camera.  Unfortunately 
an obstruction blocked the light from reaching our far field camera.  This obstruction has 
been fixed.   

After the run we noticed a few things we would like to improve before the next run.  1) A 
remotely operated filter wheel is essential since accessing the optics table after a run to 
change filters is not practical. 2) We would like to increase the field of view of the near field 
camera so the beam image can be easily centered.  3) Adding remote illumination of the 
reticle on the interferometer from the control room so that it can be seen in the near field 
camera would allow for an easy reference to measure the beam size at any point during the 
experiment. 

With these improvements in place, we should be able to easily move from each step of the 
experiment to the next without the need to access the vault until all tests are finished.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The cathode was recesiated at mid week and performed admirably the entire week. 
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
There were a number of minor problems with the RF systems that cost us time this week.  On 
Monday morning we came in to find the 30 W amplifier for the 1427 MHz master oscillator 
dead.  The problem was diagnosed and the amplifier was replaced with a spare unit.  The RF 
was brought up and run during the middle of the shift.  Later in the afternoon three tuners in 
zone 4 stopped moving.  The problem was investigated and it was determined that the 
problem was frozen gas in the bearings of the cold rotary feedthroughs.  Apparently the turbo 
pumps on the insulating vacuum tripped off over the weekend.  SRF Institute technicians 
were called in to get the tuners moving again.  The turbo pumps were restarted and the 
system started behaving properly.  Late in the afternoon on Tuesday one of the tuner motors 
in zone 2 “failed” with an open winding.  The problem was tracked down to a bad crimp in a 
cross connect wire.  Other than these failures the RF/SRF operated properly.   
 
This recent rash of tuner motor drive/wiring faults that have occurred in the past several 
weeks and the frequency of un-enunciated insulating vacuum pump trips have lead us to start 
the process of developing changes to improve the robustness of the motor drive system and 
cabling and to get the turbo pump status into the control system so that it can be monitored 
and alarmed. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   This week began with more RF tuner opportunities which re-stimulated the discussion of 
replacing the archaic CAMAC with something new. We are pursuing an implementation of 
the (below) embedded IOC installed directly into the 8 channel stepper motor driver chassis. 
This requires a very simple carrier board with the limit switch connector installed. To review; 
a single axis stepper requires an output bit that is a variable pulse train that goes to a 
(commercial) motor driver and as well as a direction output bit. This sets direction and the 
variable pulse train controls acceleration – constant velocity – deceleration which is what is 
now done for our optical cavity mirrors. Two input bits are required for the limit switches. 
The total of 32 I/O bit are easily dealt with in this design. The real beauty of this 
implementation is that all of the high level EPICS application code remains the same and 
only the driver is affected. We are now looking at using the existing RF IOC serial 
connections to see if we could use this as a direct replacement for the existing CAMAC 
based system. I must thank Tom Powers for his input and good ideas! 
   The Lab 4 LPSS installation has been completed and has been connected to the LPSS 
Master.  The unit passed the initial testing of the controls and room interlocks. The mirror 
cassette was successfully put through its paces through the FEL controls system. After testing 
and debugging, a pre-certification was performed successfully. Many thanks to Doug Smith, 
from Hermitage Automation, for his help and PLC programming expertise. This has really 
helped in the completion of this project in User Lab 4.  
    We've received the Single Board IOC Module from the PCB manufacturer and have begun 
to populate for testing.  We are piecewise populating the PCB so we can do simple tests as 
we bring the board online.  The first test has been completed and the board has been powered 
up successfully.  The voltages were checked to ensure they were all at the proper levels.  
The 1.2 volts that is the low voltage supply for the FPGA is being adjusted to keep it within 



specifications but all other levels were properly set and in the correct locations.  As the 
remaining parts continue to come in we will move forward with the piecewise assembly.  
    Both the schematic and the layout for the 12-Slot Digital I/O Crate Backplane has been 
completed.  We've ordered prototypes so we can test these out before we move forward with 
production quantities.  We've also completed the schematic and layout for the 4-Ch Beam 
Viewer Control Card.  Prototypes of the PCB have also been ordered for testing.  All of the 
parts that are needed to assemble and test these boards are in stock and these too will be 
assembled in a piecewise fashion.  Some remaining parts for the GC Control Cards have 
been ordered.  The ODU setup in Lab 6 has been interlocked and tested successfully with the 
LPSS.  
   The Machine Protection System (MPS) was modified this week to better present to an 
operator what machine elements are not yet configured properly to achieve a valid "machine 
mode". A valid machine mode is achieved when the MPS affirms that any beam produced 
will go to a proper location. Previously, the MPS did not alert an operator as to the status of 
the injector shunting switch and time was lost trying to determine why the MPS wouldn't let 
us run. This has been fixed. Also, Optics has requested an addition 16 channels of video to be 
dedicated for the Laser Micro-engineering Experimental Station (LMES) in User Lab 4. The 
intent is to be able to provide 8 lines of video to the Lab and 8 from the Lab. In our 
preparation for this installation, we have included the cables slotted for the timing system 
upgrade. This work is in progress. Also, progress continues in our cable label database and 
automated label printing system. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport): 
IR Machine Operations 
• I enclose an additional picture of the THz Absorbers (Traps) that we installed in the 4F 

region after the Debunching Chicane. Their design and manufacturing details are due to a 
great suggestion from John Heckman to make them like a Conflat Gasket and the great 
suggestions by Casy Apeldoorn of the Shop on how to easily make them in their Wire-
EDM machine. 

  
• In work for the New Gun and injector Test Stand, some great 3D CAD work by student 

Cary Kravets with help by Ron Lassiter has convinced us that the best orientation of the 



gun in the space is 7.5 degrees clockwise from the originally intended position.  The new 
orientation provides the 36-inch wide access width we need. At the same time, Julie 
Leverenz is continuing the procurement of the stalk retraction system where we issued a 
simplification to the specification that will reduce the bidder’s burden but retain our 
assurance that we will get the right product. 

• In our process of responding to high temperatures in the Wiggler Chamber, the Shop is 
getting the parts for the second chamber cleaned before welding by the Test Lab cleaning 
group.   We will flash the inside with copper.  To deal with the new chamber or even the 
existing chamber, we have a plan to further un-constrain the upstream end of the chamber 
and its OCMM and rely on the solidarity of the downstream, anchored OCMM to not shift.   
We will use dial gauges to see if this is the case.  If it is, we only have to alter the moving, 
upstream end OCMM configuration (per a plan we have) so that it is insensitive to beam 
tube motion.  In the mean time, Kevin Beard is learning how to use the resonance analysis 
software from H. Peng to characterize the OCMM chambers. 

• David Douglas is upping the urgency of substituting the correct, “SF” Sextupoles into the 
First Arc in place of the lower field, Kluge Sextupoles that are now installed there.  
David’s wish corresponds nicely to Magnet Test being available to start re-measuring them 
per a plan we have established.  Analysis of the original data indicates field clamps appear 
to have little effect on the high quadrupole term we found earlier.  Re-tightening the bolts 
(which loosened in shipment) that hold the multiple core pieces together reduced the 
quadrupole substantially.  Further analysis of the data shows that the quadrupole term is 
low at the highest field, where a 2.3% saturation is evident and increases rapidly as current 
is lowered to unsaturated excitations.  This indicates that we may have to run hysteresis 
loops at lower currents to reduce residual field contributions when we run the magnets at 
lower fields as we learned to do with the GX/GQ Dipoles.  Measurements are scheduled to 
start Monday.  

• Dave Douglas and Steve Benson request a vertical corrector in front of the Debunching 
Chicane where, because of the rapidity with which this element was inserted, the optics of 
corrective elements were not sufficiently thought through.  They just can’t bring the beam 
down sufficiently to go through the first of the three quadrupoles.  Space is short, so this 
will take some shoehorning and some discussion.     

 
Experimental program 
• In news about the a quick experiment that uses laser light to look for a pseudoscalar 

particle that couples to photons, Magnet Test is still waiting for funds to arrive so that they 
can test the auxiliary poles on the pole extension to see if we can raise the end fields to the 
18 KGauss seen in the central field region. Similarly, Dan Oprisko is still poised to make 
the ollicmator as soon as funds are released. 

 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
   This was our first week operating at high power for sustained lengths of time, so we could 
do calorimetric measurements of the loss in at least one set of mirrors, the 1.6 micron  
HR/20% outcoupling set.  The data so far is quite interesting and confirms the lower heat 
load we are measuring with the thermography.  This was manifested in the higher lasing 
efficiency reported in the Operations section of this report. 
   We have analyzed the surface roughness of the witness samples prepared by Colorado State 
University (CSU) and one potential vendor.  CSU's high reflectors look very good, 



roughness-wise, but there are flaws in the outcoupler.  They are making new ones.  The 
industrial vendor produced very smooth coatings, even though these coatings were made 
with e-beam deposition.  We are looking forward to seeing how absorption-free and robust 
they are.  To that end, the I&C group is wiring up the hutches that go over the new metrology 
hardware, and we are making a laser safety shutter in-house. 
 
Terahertz: 
This week we received samples of the TPX window material that is used to encase the metal 
film on the TK THz power meter.  Megan Ivory measured the transmission spectrum of the 
window material and when incorporating this into her calculations, she now has excellent 
agreement between the expected power and the power measured by the TK THz power meter 
for a globar source.  We are now looking forward to using these calculations to resume 
power measurements of the FEL THz source in the Lab 3 hutch.  
 
Also, with the delay of the Brooks AFB tests, we were able to perform more beam profile 
measurements during the Dahlgren beamtime.  The beamtime for the Brooks AFB group has 
been rescheduled to the month of August and will be reported on at that time.  The long 
duration of high current beam that was delivered during the Dahlgren runs proved excellent 
high power THz beam as well as more intensity in the visible synchrotron light.  With this, 
we were able to fine tune some of the alignment of the beamline optics.  We also attempted 
to make physical beam profile measurements with a special laser ablation paper designed for 
this purpose.  The power of the THz beam was in fact so high that it burned a hole through 
the paper almost immediately when the paper was placed near the focus.  
 
Finally, at the time of publication, the first tests of THz spectrometer operating under vacuum 
are underway and are hoped to be completed by the end of operations today.  This is a 
significant step in the build up of the THz lab. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  July 24-28, 2006 
 
Date:  July 28, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This week we concentrated on two major activities: (1) fine tuning the driver accelerator 
for pushing the power at 1.6 microns; and (2) preparing User Lab 4 and other systems for 
next week’s user run by the Aerospace team to test UV microfabrication techniques.  
 
-our master electron optician (Dave Douglas) with the help of Pavel Evtushenko collected 
beam-orbit and emittance data to fine tune the accelerator match to the wiggler. By late 
yesterday a high efficiency laser mode (~1.6 kW/mA) configuration was obtained.  
 
- User Lab 4 which houses the “Laser Microengineering Station” (LMES) built by 
Aerospace Corp. is planned to come into laser operations all week for experiments on UV 
microfabrication techniques using a special photo-etchable glass. This week the Optics 
and I&C teams completed the Laser Personal Safety System for Lab 4 and it was 
certified. UV laser light will be provided to Lab 4 by harmonic conversion of 1 micron 
FEL light to the required 355nm. The required 1 micron FEL operation was demonstrated 
at the end of shift yesterday and the harmonic optics have been installed in Lab 4. 
-Other accomplishments this week include a successful nanotube production run early 
this morning. A full target was consumed in less than 2 hrs of exposure to the FEL at 
~1kW, produced more than 7 grams of product material for analysis by NASA. 
 
-The THz team produced its first in-vacuum spectrum in the THz lab using a newly 
completed vacuum spectrometer. 
 
After completion of the Aerospace run next week we will return to high power IR 
operation during the week of Aug. 7-11.  
 
This weekend we are hosting a visit from a film crew from the History Channel who are 
producing a documentary on the history of the laser. 
 
Management 
As a follow-up to our discussions with the JTO director last week, we considered a number 
of technical development topics that might be suitable for our next grant submission to 
JTO. Also George Neil and Roy Whitney attended a briefing and review held this week in 
Washington on potential topics that might be funded by the MDA on laser technology 
development.  
 



 
We continued to fine tune our cost-performance plan for the last quarter of FY06 and for 
all of FY07 in preparation for a meeting with ONR and PMS-405 on August. 9th.  
 
Today we held our monthly conference call with members of the Biomedical Photonics 
Consortium as we continue to prepare our joint proposal to NIH due in December. We are 
pleased to announce that Frank Lattanzio from EVMS completed his training this week 
and became the first member of the consortium to become a full-fledged FEL user. 
 
The Accelerator Division and the FEL Dept. co-hosted a conceptual design review today 
for a compact THz source proposed by G.Kraaft and G,Myneni and a status report on 
current THz project in the FEL Facility with our partner, AES, Inc. 
 
 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
Operational testing of the Lab 4 LPSS continued this week.  Further troubleshooting and 
debugging revealed a couple of software conflicts with the EPICS mirror position request 
interface and a timing error with new HID card reader. Once understood, these problems 
were resolved. Certification of the User Lab 4 LPSS has been completed. Continued 
support and installation of the I&C resources in User Lab 4 for the Aerospace LMES. We 
commissioned 16 new video lines for the LMES. 8 video from Lab 4 to the FEL video 
switcher system and 8 video lines to Lab 4 from the FEL video system. We configured an 
new 4 channel web video server (felaxis04.jlab.org) and we chased down a wiring 
problem in the overhead TV monitor (#16 in the system). 
    In addition to the Lab 4 work, we are very happy to report that we were able to pump 
down the THz FT-IR in Lab 3 to a vacuum of <2 Torr. This is the first time that this 
Interferometer has been operational under vacuum. As a result, we were able to take THz 
spectrum data without the usual corruption due to water absorption from the air. This 
concludes my Thesis work being done on the topic of multi particle THz synchrotron 
radiation.  
    Two attempts were made at a production run for carbon nanotubes this week. The first 
failed due to a minor trim magnet problem, and the second resulted in a record amount 
collected. There was over 7 grams collected from the cold fingers and additional amount 
not yet collected from the can assembly. We are now using targets that are 20% longer, 
this resulted in a run of 1 hour and 50 minutes at powers greater than 1 kW.  
This week cables were pulled to lab four for the harmonic blocking filter and for stepper 
motors.  Power supplies for the lab 6 ODU experiment were modified with key switches 
to meet ANSI standards.  Cable tray was hung in lab 5 for the upcoming conversion to a 
user lab, and work continued on the ITS.  
    We have also been working to correct subtleties in the EPICS program that calculated 
a status bit for the users to indicate that the FEL alignment mode is OK. This correction 
will go into effect when we reboot iocfel7 
    In preparation for moving components into user lab five, a CAD model was made to 
locate all of the utilities in the room such as outlets, water lines, and air lines. The cable 
tray in lab five was also relocated to cover the entire length of the room.
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   



IR Machine Operations
• In work for the New Gun and injector Test Stand, Julie Leverenz is continuing the 

procurement of the stalk retraction system.  Ron Lassiter, the designer was called on to 
provide some help to a Hall C project so he was unavailable.

•  In our process of responding to high temperatures in the Wiggler Chamber, the Shop is 
starting to weld up the second chamber.  We are still considering a proposal to fix the 
OCMMs. 

•  Magnet Test started continuing sextupole measurement by setting the magnet up on the 
stepper stand using a new stand fixture they designed and made.  It will enable fast 
cycle time on subsequent measurements.  They are adding the reversing switch back 
onto the power supply.  They are poised to start the reduced hysteresis loop protocols 
that may eliminate the high quadrupole term observed at some currents in former 
measurements.  Neil Wilson and Rick Taylor examined the Sextupoles in anticipation 
of installation around the beam chambers in the arcs and made some recommendations 
for tools and pins that would make the job easier.     

•  During the down period this afternoon I will look at the region front of the Debunching 
Chicane to see if I can shoehorn in an additional corrector pair.

•  Earlier in the week, I used the gap camera on the first two dipoles of the Optical 
Chicane to see if there was any delamination that corresponded to the beam optics 
anomaly David Douglas observed. No delamination was seen.  A further check by 
folks looking for iron-based tools along the entire beam line also was negative. 

•  In response to David Douglas’ concerns about quadrupole set-ability (which has been a 
18 year concern) I am looking into a program that swaps quadrupoles for six existing 
quadrupole positions in the 5F region. I propose they be measured per the anticipated 
UV protocol along with using borrowed Trim Card II cards. This protocol may live up 
to his expectations and this trial run in the IR machine allows us to get started earlier.  
The events that now make this possible are the vastly improved repeatability of the 
rotating coil stand in Magnet Test (thanks to Ken Baggett) and the availability of the 
new, programmable trim cards, that may at this point be bug free.  Our small 
installation would serve as a good test bed and we could recover original operation 
with old trim cards.  The new cards still need the hysteresis loop programming and the 
EPICS control issues need to be worked out.  I am working with Bill Merz to see if this 
plan can work.     

Experimental program
•   In news about the a quick experiment that uses laser light to look for a pseudoscalar 

particle that couples to photons, Magnet Test will test the auxiliary poles on the pole 
extension to see if we can raise the end fields to the 18 KGauss next week. Similarly, 
Dan Oprisco will start making the Collimator, the Turning Mirror Can and the 
Harmonic Blocking Filter Unit next week.  These three parts constitute the bulk of the 
items needed for the optical beam line.  Magnet stands are in fabrication and funds are 
released to buy the remaining three sets of magnet shims to get to 18 KGauss.



 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
The major effort of the week was preparing for the LMES experiment. After having 
aligned the mirrors in Lab 4’s mirror cassette and verifying the functionality of both the 
motor and all four limit switches last week, we had a limit switch failure and mirror 
misalignment. The last limit switch in the cassette, corresponding to the silver coated 
broadband mirror slipped down so it no longer contacted the linear stage slide. When this 
limit failure caused the mirror cassette to reach the mechanical travel endpoint and jar the 
mirror mount. Before we vented the alignment was checked and it was found to have 
moved but still within the transport aperture. We vented only Lab 4 to fix the limit 
switch. By only venting Lab 4 we were able to quickly recover the vacuum once the limit 
switch was fixed. When checking the alignment of the mirrors in the cassette we suffered 
another limit switch failure. This limit switch was on the aluminum coated broadband 
optic. The mirror cassette once again reached the mechanical stop and this time it 
misaligned the mirrors. The  I&C group has added code to the PLC that will prevent this 
in the future. We are preparing to vent the optical transport system to fix the limit switch 
and align the mirrors this afternoon. The optics to harmonically generate the UV light for 
LMES was installed and aligned. The Laser Safety System for Lab 4, with exception of 
alignment mode, was also certified.  
Work continues on the cryo-mirror experiment. We are happy to welcome Bill Schneider 
to the team as a consultant. Bill brings with him vast experience as a mechanical engineer 
and will help us with all aspects of the cryo-mirror. We had a meeting with the Cryo 
Group to discuss the logistics of venting the OC vessel helium line when we install the 
cryo-mirror. 

Finished performance tests on the fiber laser system. This laser was chosen as one of 
candidates for use as the injector test stand drive laser. A meeting was held to discuss the 
results and further work needed to improve the temporal performance in order to meet the 
FEL injector requirement. We spent some time this week in analyzing the data taken for 
the FEL pulse chirp experiment. We assisted ODU users in upgrading their laser power 
supply to meet the safety requirements of Lab 6. Dave Hardy completed his 
recertification as an ARM. 
FEL mirrors
Operations this week concentrated on the accelerator, so there is no new data on mirror 
losses.  Instead, we worked on analyzing the data we've collected so far, and did planning 
for future experiments.  One result from the analysis on high power 1.6 micron lasing is 
that the absorbed power on the mirror, at about constant output power, has fallen by over 
a factor of 2, from ~12W to ~5W.  We had to give up the nice thermographic camera that 
has been so useful last week, and while we await receipt of a new one, we are using our 
uncalibrated (for emissivity) IR cameras.  This week, interface cabling was connected so 
we can at least control the camera and keep the output on scale.  We also need better 
determination of the near-infrared mode size to help anchor our analyses, so a camera 
well-suited to that task is on order. 
We are in the process of doing a more thorough statistical analysis of the quality of the 
coatings we're receiving from CSU and the industrial vendor.  We confirmed that our best 
form, low f/# lens is up to the task of focusing our 1064 nm output into the damage test 
setup.  We're also working through the new thermocouple fixturing employed on the laser 
calorimeter, and have gone through a mock exercise of mounting and then switching 
samples.  The beam dump for the advanced drive laser was placed in position, and holes 



in the laser hutches were drilled for the required inputs.  At this writing we plan to set the 
first hutch in position today. 
  
Terahertz: 
We achieved another important milestone this week in the THz lab.  We were able to run 
the THz spectrometer under vacuum for the first time.  The setup was certainly not ideal 
and we had to accept operating with a fairly large vacuum leak that surely limited our 
ability to eliminate water absorption from the spectrum entirely.  We should soon receive 
the parts necessary to properly setup the spectrometer under good vacuum conditions, but 
with this initial test, we were only able to reach an ultimate vacuum of ~ 2 Torr.  In spite 
of this, there is a noticeable improvement in the spectrum collected as shown in the figure 
below.  The most important result of this test was that we were able to verify that the 
spectrometer would perform well under vacuum conditions since it was not designed for 
this.  We will continue to test and refine the spectrometer and software in an effort to 
provide the best possible spectrum measurements for our users and for accelerator 
diagnostics.  The data taken under vacuum also represents the culmination of Rich Evans’ 

thesis work.  
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Also this week, we began discussions with a scientist from NASA Goddard who has 
expressed interest in examining lunar simulants with the THz beam.  This adds to our 
growing list of users submitting proposals to conduct research using the JLab – FEL THz 
source. 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  August 4, 2006 
 
Date:  August 4, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
The FEL Facility devoted our entire week to delivering 1 micron light to the newly 
commissioned User Lab 4 for the Aerospace team’s test drive of their “Laser 
Microengineering Station” (LMES). The team led by Henry Helvajian arrived last Friday 
morning and immediately dove into double shift operation that ended at noon today. 
Following LMES set-up operations over the weekend, the FEL began delivering 
alignment beam on Monday. Despite the record high temperatures (100ºF) here (and 
elsewhere in the country) all week, the FEL delivered beam for nine consecutive shifts 
while the careful and painstaking alignment process proceeded. To remind our readers, 
the LMES is the world’s first fully 3-D laser mircofabrication device that is capable of 
both large area (+/- 0.25m), and high laser photoetch speeds, at the diffraction limit of the 
delivered light. By mid-week, the team had demonstrated some line scan laser etching of 
both polyimide and tungsten targets using the short repetition (2 Hz), short pulses (~250 
microsecond) alignment mode beam. Since mid-week, extended periods of cw beam were 
directed to the LMES to shake-down the alignment and power handling issues of the 
higher input power beam. The team is planning a second run in mid October after this 
week’s results are analyzed. Kudos are due to the entire Aerospace team, Henry 
Helvajian, Frank Livingston, Bill Hansen, Lee Steffany and our JLab liason , Joe Gubeli 
for their steadfast hours with laser goggles this week. 
 
We were fortunate that the Aerospace team was on site over last weekend for reasons 
beyond our joint scientific mission. On Sunday, a production team from the “History 
Channel” was on-site to film a prospective documentary on the history of the laser.  
Four different venues were filmed in the FEL Facility over a 12 hr period with many of 
the FEL staff and the Aerospace team volunteering to appear as extras in the filming.  
 
A focus of the production was an extended interview of Dr. Alan Berman, the former 
director of the Naval Research Lab and a member of our Maritime Technical Advisory 
Committee. As shown in the photo from User Lab 1 (below), Dr. Berman used the FEL 
as backdrop to explain the early development of the laser from his graduate studies at 
Columbia with fellow students Charles Townes and Art Schawlow (who shared the 
Nobel prize for the invention of the laser) and Gordon Gould (who demonstrated the first 
laser). If the production survives the difficult process of commercial acceptance, it will be 
shown sometime later this year.  
 



 
 
Kudos are due to George Biallas who helped analyze the issues involved with operating 
the FEL under the high stress of this week’s intense heat. As noted in the WBS 6 report 
below, a number of simple changes were made that made FEL operation substantially 
more reliable than last summer’s experience under similar conditions.  
 
For the remainder of the day, we are preparing the FEL for a power push and beam 
studies next week. The photocathode will be processed with a heat clean, we will check 
the alignment of the drive laser, and replace some fading cameras on our beam viewers.  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Crew from Storyboard Productions (Washington, DC) filming Dr. Alan Berman for a proposed television 

documentary on the history of lasers for the History Channel. 
 
 
Management: 
We prepared documentation for next week’s (Aug. 9th) meeting at ONR that will review  
the cost, performance and technical accomplishments from the FEL project in FY06 and 
the plan for start-up of FY07 activities.  
 
We negotiated with a potential vendor that will help us develop protocols, approvals and 
infrastructure for animal research for biomedical users associated with our consortium 
that is planning a major proposal to NIH.  
 
Good progress was made this week with our collaboration with Prof. Keith Baker on 
planning the axion search experiment supported by ONR. Keith will moving from 
Hampton University to Yale at the end of this summer so we put most of the “Work-for –
Others” agreement in place between Yale and JLab to cover this work. 
 
We started planning the papers we are presenting at the International FEL Conference 
which will be held at the end of the month in Berlin. 



 
 
 
Operations: 
Machine operations this week concentrated on providing laser light for the Aerospace 
team. The final certification for User Lab 4 was completed and we started to deliver beam 
to the lab.  The rest of the week was devoted to delivering beam to the lab.  First few 
shifts were spent delivering alignment mode beam to the lab while they aligned the 
beam onto their sample stage.  By Thursday we started delivering CW beam to the lab.  
The one problem we had was a flaky RF control module in zone 4 that led to a couple of 
hours of downtime on both Wednesday and Thursday.  Otherwise we delivered pulsed 
and CW beam until noon Friday.  In parallel we worked on getting User Lab 6 set up for 
the Far Off-Resonance Trap experiment being conducted by ODU.  The diode lasers for 
the FORT are now certified and the lab is ready for operations. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The DC photocathode gun delivered 52 C and 69 hours of CW and pulse beam for FEL 
ops since the photocathode was re-cesiated last week. The lifetime of the photocathode 
between re-cesiations is decreasing as previously observed after the 5th or 6th re-
cesiation. To restore the lifetime we will do a wafer heat clean followed by activation into 
a photocathode.  
 
The machine shop has made great progress in the construction of the new gun chamber. 
The main body chamber has been machined out with all the apertures and is ready for 
electropolishing along with the tubes that will house the three NEG pumps and the 
instrument flange tube. The two end-flanges for the chamber body have also been 
fabricated. We received two quotes for the cathode stalk retractor system. This system is 
the main component of the Load Lock Gun design. We are awaiting one more quote.  
 
Raul Briceno, our REU student from New College of Florida has concluded a very 
successful summer internship with the injector group working on the NEG sputtering 
system. Raul and D. Bullard with assistance from L. Phillips, M. Stutzman and P. 
Adderley demonstrated that the hydrogen, CO, and CO2 content in the gun test chamber 
decreased by more than one order of magnitude after sputtering a mixture of Ti, Va, and 
Zr. A witness sample showed the coating thickness was about 1 micron with 15 hours of 
sputtering. The integrity of the coating on the chamber passed a very simple adhesion 
test, no flaking when a gloved hand is rubbed against the chamber wall. We want to thank 
Raul for his enthusiasm and hard work during this summer and wish him the best in his 
quest for getting into graduate school. 
 
WBS 5 (SRF): 
High-current cryomodule 
Work has resumed on the high current cryomodule after the hiatus earlier this year due to 
funding delays. We have made progress on many fronts and begun hardware prototyping 
of some key components. To expedite things at JLab some items are being prototyped at 
1.5 GHz (half physical scale), to take advantage of existing materials, facilities, 
test capability and infrastructure. By doing so we were able to achieve a cavity test of the 
high-current shape, for example, that would otherwise not have been possible in FY06. 
Specific achievements to date include:  



•  Conceptual layout of 750 MHz module with high-current cavity shape, HOM loads, 
tuners, waveguide FPCs, support structure and end cans that meets all specifications 
(100 MV. 10m length, etc.).  

•  5-cell high current cavity design with strong HOM damping, large bore, high packing 
factor and efficient 1-die construction (all cells are made from the same pressed shape, 
differing only in trimming).  

• HOM damping and field flatness measurements on a copper 5-cell model (half-scale, 
CEBAF cell shape) with waveguide end groups.  

•  HOM damping measurements on a single-cell cavity (half-scale, high- current shape) 
with waveguide end group.  

• Vertical test of a niobium single-cell cavity (half-scale, high- current shape), achieved 
32 MV/m accelerating gradient (almost double spec.), high Q and no field emission.  

•  Conceptual design of a 750 MHz high-power waveguide window and  coupler.  
• Low power measurement and tuning of a half-scale window model at  1.5 GHz.  
•  Detailed design, procurement of parts and tooling for half-scale  high-power window 

that can be tested at JLab (high-power 750 MHz RF is not yet available).  
• Conceptual design of a multi-kW waveguide HOM load for the 750 MHz  module.  
• Investigation of the possibility of using a half-scale (1.5 GHz) high-current cavity in a 

CEBAF  style cryomodule as a possible  replacement for the present FEL injector 
quarter or third linac cryomodule. 

 
Progress to date on the 750MHz Injector Project with AES,Inc. 
•  We have received 95% of all major components from AES - the third harmonic 

waveguide is going back to vendor for seal rework. 
•  All cavity string tooling has been designed and is in procurement - delivery is expected 

in September. 
•  Inspection and assembly documentation is on-going - FPC inspections are scheduled to 

begin next week. 
•  Final assembly of warm to cold beam line component procurement is expected to 

begin in September. 
•  Final assembly of HOM component procurement is expected by the end of August. 
•  AES assembly drawings are being integrated with JLab tooling modifications. 
 
WBS 6 (RF Systems): 
Our historic experience has been that the machine has major RF stability issues when the 
outside temperature is above 90° F.  One of the goals for this past week was to 
understand and improve this situation.  To that end, a study of the cooling in the building 
revealed some interesting facts.  Our magnets and power supplies are cooled by a very 
stable 95°F low conductivity water from the north linac.   It was at that temperature, even 
during the hottest period of the day.   On the other hand, a cooling water loop, set at  
46° F, provides all special cooling (machinery and environmental) to the building.   The 
refrigerator (chiller) for that loop maxes out, and its cooling water temperature starts to 
rise due to heat infiltration when it is around 90°F outside and all our rooms are being 
well cooled.  We don’t have any additional electrical power available for any upgrade to 
that chiller.  
 
The drive laser’s clean room is cooled by this chilled water, but the undersize unit that 
provides the cooling has a modulation valve that is running at 100% open and the 
thermostat never makes set-point.  Therefore, the temperature of the room, that has the 



greatest effect on the phase stability of the machine, rises and falls with the varying 
temperature of the cooling fluid.  We improved the operations by shedding heat loads 
both in the general areas and the laser clean room and raising the thermostat settings in 
other areas of the building.  A request has been submitted to plant engineering to upgrade 
the air conditioning coil in the laser hut.   
 
From an RF standpoint, at least two factors contributed to this good running.  First about 
6 months ago we upgraded and thermally stabilized the master oscillator drive cables to 
the drive laser.  Additionally we changed the cables in the 70 MHz distribution within the 
injector low level RF rack to ¼ inch superflex helix, which is optimized for minimal 
phase shift at 27° C.   
 
There were three problems this week that cost us about 4 hours of RF operation.  The first 
was that the tuner in cavity 4-2 got stuck due to frozen out air on the rotary feed through 
at the helium vessel.  We were able to manually rotate the shaft and free it up.  Cavity 3-6 
seems to have a loose field probe cable or other damaged device in that circuit.  This has 
led to some instabilities in the gradient and phase.  We are manually compensating for 
this when it occurs and plan on further investigating the problem in parallel with the gun 
heat treat.  The third problem is an intermittent vacuum interlock fault on cavity 4-1.  The 
fault was such that it was clear that it not a true vacuum fault.  It was repaired by 
replacing the low level RF microcontroller module.   
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   In addition to LPSS certification of User Lab 4 last week, we were able to successfully 
complete the Alignment Mode certifications for User Lab 1, 2 and 4. We now have 5 
User Labs that have been certified as operational for FEL delivery. Documentation 
continues for User Lab 5 LPSS. Modifications to the main LPSS box (local laser Bypass) 
are being implemented into the new LPSS design.    
    Much of this week has been spent commissioning PCBs.  We've spent much time with 
the Single Board IOC Module as we've been piecewise assembling the board and testing 
each section.  We have the PCB over 50% populated and are approaching the point where 
will begin programming the FPGA.  So far we successfully have all the appropriate 
voltages with the components all operating as they should.  All of the necessary 
components to fully populate the PCB are in stock and we will continue moving forward 
with the population procedure.  
    Both prototype PCBs that have been designed for the Beam Viewer Crate upgrade 
have arrived.  The backplane has been visually checked and verified with an ohm meter 
to ensure that the proper connections are located where they should be.  The physical 
dimensions for this board have also been verified to be correct.  This board is in the 
queue for population.  The 4-Ch control card has arrived and visual inspection has 
occurred.  This card is also in the queue to be populated piecewise for testing.  
    In order to have multiple channels of temperature monitoring available throughout the 
FEL we've been working to commission the 4-Ch RTD monitoring cards.  So far we've 
verified proper pinouts of the connectors and have been able to set proper currents for 
driving the RTDs.  Currently we're working through the voltage measuring portion of the 
circuit to understand each channel for calibration purposes.  Functionally the card design 
is ready to go, however several component values may have to be adjusted to optimize 
performance. 
    The majority of the student’s time this week was spent preparing the cameras for 



replacement in the vault today. There are a total of 17 cameras ready for replacement and 
all have been tested several times on the bench and should be in great working condition. 
An email was sent to COHU about a price break for ordering more of these CCD chips 
since the current change out will put a hurting on our supply. 
    More progress has been made towards complete embedded IOC solutions.  Time was 
spent this week cross-compiling RTEMS for our ColdFire boards.  Testing will take place 
early next week.  The packages required to allow all the functionality of our vxWorks 
IOCs are being built as well.  Building dynamically loading EIOCs will allow for easy 
conversion from VME crates to embedded technology. The Quartus software for the 
FPGA code is also being worked. Some functional modules are set for testing on the 
general purpose prototype board, which will be ready next week. Additional time was 
spent to study the Board Support Package (BSP) coding. 
    The AutoCAD drawings are complete for a new 6 position rotatable filter wheel. This 
includes attachments and motor shaft extension, these have been given to the machine 
shop for fabrication.  The motor box to drive the filter wheel has been wired and 
completed.  The ND2 filters for the synchrotron light monitor enclosure assemblies have 
been glued to their holders, and as soon as the rest of the parts come in the assemblies can 
be completed. 
    In preparation for the History Channel film crew, the tunnel was cleaned and most of 
the #@%$@& from the building ended up in the newly clean lab 5. The lab was 
promptly emptied back out this week to continue work on the LPSS system. At the PSS 
group’s request we will refer to Carlos' test stand as the Gun Test Stand or GTS so it is 
not confused with the injector test stand. Alterations to the GTS cave HVPS tank have 
prompted for additional changes to the model. The 'final' layout has been agreed upon, 
and will be submitted for George Neil's approval, whereupon it will be prepared for 
survey and alignment. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
 
•  In work for the New Gun and injector Test Stand, Bids for the stalk retraction system 

are in and are under evaluation.  Ron Lassiter, the designer remained responding to a 
Hall C project, so he was unavailable. 

•   In our process of responding to high temperatures in the Wiggler Chamber, the Shop is 
supposed to start welding up the second chamber.  So far, the project they we’re 
working on has gone longer than planned.  They are now poised to start next Tuesday 
or Wednesday.  A proposal to fix the OCMMs is on the table that has to vie for priority 
with running the machine for users, power push and FEL Conference experiments. So 
far, it hasn’t won. 

•  Magnet Test is continuing sextupole measurement by working on a non-conducting 
probe arm that is not deflected by movement in the magnetic field.   The reversing 
switch has not been added to the power supply yet by the Accelerator electronics 
folks.  Magnet Test remains poised to start the reduced hysteresis loop protocols we 
planned as soon as the setup is ready.     

• Having missed the opportunity last week, during the down period this afternoon I will 
look at the region front of the Debunching Chicane to see if I can shoehorn in an 
additional corrector pair. 

Experimental program 
Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons    
•  We decided a quick version of this experiment is in order.  We will run at 1.06 µm at  



1 kW in air.  Thus, we concentrated on getting the turning mirror can in place because 
the Collimator Can is not needed.  The existing harmonic blocking filter can be used 
and collimation can be bread boarded using existing components on the existing 
optical table in air.  The remaining three sets of pole tip extenders and the turning 
mirror stand were sketched up and started in the JLab Shop.  Magnet Test is still 
testing the auxiliary poles on the pole extension to see if we can raise the end fields to 
the 18 KGauss. Dan Oprisko, a contract worker who has carried the load on this 
experiment up to this point, will be leaving for a position in the Cryo group in mid 
August.  Fortunately, Jim Boyce was able to get our end of a work for others 
agreement with Yale University completed so that Neil Wilson’s crew can be paid to 
take over his task once Yale completes their end of the paperwork. 

 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL Mirrors: 
  Operations this week concentrated on operating the FEL for the Aerospace Corp group, 
so there is no new data on mirror losses.  Analysis of the data collected so far continues. 
For our laser-based optical metrology setups, a number of items got crossed off the list.  
The advanced drive laser diagnostics hutch was installed and the hutch shutter/beam 
dump aligned and locked down.  The optics for the laser damage tester was then aligned 
back to the center of this aperture, and the continuous surface monitor aligned and tested.  
We also cross-calibrated our knife-edge scanner with our Spiricon beam profiler to 
ensure we are executing the technique correctly.  New samples were received from CSU, 
part of a series of single layers of hafnia deposited under different conditions.  The goal is 
to 1) see if we can lower the higher scatter (relative to tantala) of hafnia films, and 2) see 
if the change in scatter has any affect on the laser induced damage threshold. 
   We met with our engineering consultant on the cryomirror project and reviewed his 
calculations for the anticipated temperature rise for the planned mirror configuration  
(a 3" dia mirror) and gHe flow rates.  He was using room temperature material values for 
sapphire, so values at select cryogenic temperatures were sent to him.  During the review 
some other questions came up which he is checking.  We also had the first of what will 
be weekly meetings with senior management on our progress.    
   We bid "see you later" to Alice Ohlson, who has been working on the laser damage 
tester for the last month.  We wish her a pleasant vacation time before she resumes 
studies at MIT. 
 
 
 
Terahertz: 
This week, we began working with a group from NASA Goddard on the proposal phase 
of their THz research plan.  The initial proposal will be submitted to NASA for their 
approval and for now we are primarily providing technical details regarding our 
capabilities as they relate to the proposed research.  We are optimistic that the proposal 
will pass through the NASA approval system. 
 
The optical and vacuum designs were completed this week for our collaboration on the 
magneto-optical experiments with the Florida State Magnet Lab.  The experiments will 
take place initially at Brookhaven and then later, here in the THz lab. 
 



On Friday, Megan Ivory gave an excellent presentation which concludes her summer 
REU program in our lab.  She has been a great asset and her work has given us a much 
greater understanding of the TK THz Power meter and we are eager to test her results on 
the FEL THz beam. 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  August 7-11, 2006 
 
Date:  August 11, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
The goals for this week’s operation of the FEL Upgrade were the following: 
1)  Further exploration of the machine set-up necessary to push the average power at 

short wavelengths (2.8, 1.6 and 1.0 micron); and 
2)  FEL and FEL driver accelerator measurements in support of the papers that are being 

prepared for the annual International FEL Conference, Aug.27-Sept. 1 in Berlin); 
3)  Preparations for next week’s scheduled user experiments. 
 
We started the week by bringing the photoelectron gun back on-line after a successful 
heat clean procedure was applied to the GaAs photocathode over the weekend.  The 
photocathode came back with high quantum efficiency (~5%) and long lifetime. 
Only two days were spent on careful set-up of the machine starting with an alignment 
check on the drive laser, injector set-up and linac set-up. We will have to spend more 
time on this effort after next week’s user runs. The set-ups that were identified yielded 
high (~2kW/mA) but not our previous record high (2.7 kW/mA) efficiency for 2.8 
micron lasing. 
 
Several interesting modes of harmonic lasing were observed this week.  A record power 
of 35 watts cw was obtained for 5th harmonic lasing with 1.6 micron mirrors. This is a 
new world’s record for 5th harmonic lasing.   In preparation for Hampton-Yale University 
axion search experiment, we demonstrated 300 watts of cw light at 935nm by lasing at 
this wavelength using the 3rd harmonic reflectivity in 2.8 micron mirror coating. 
 
Interesting comparisons were made on the optical pulse length using the THz 
spectrometer, far-infrared (“Happek”-style) interferometer, and FROG techniques. These 
inter-comparisons give us confidence on our short pulse (<300 fs) measurements. 
Also this week we gave some experimental time to the Univ. of Md team that is 
developing a new electron beam diagnostic based on optical transition radiation. 
 
In preparations for next week’s user runs by teams from the Brooks AFB and EVMS, 
several measurements were conducted in User Lab 3 on the quality of the THz beam as 
we explored several cw configurations.  The Brooks team will be starting an investigation 
of the biological damage thresholds for THz radiation (which are not currently known) 
using inanimate model systems (i.e., moist chamois), and the EVMS team will be 
quantifying THz effects on jellyfish.   
 



 
 
  
 
Management 
On this past Wednesday FEL program management team presented to ONR and PMS-
405 a preliminary report on FY06 accomplishments and discussed options for 
modifications to the FY07 work statement depending on the funding profiles.  We jointly 
agreed that the annual peer review for the Jefferson Lab FEL program would be held on 
Dec. 13-14th. 
 
Following the ONR review in the morning, we presented an overview brief on the FEL 
program to a contingent from the Future Concepts & Transformation Division at USAF 
Headquarters in the Pentagon. 
 
The ONR project financial reports for the month of July were completed and released for 
distribution to the DOE and ONR program offices. 
 
On Tuesday we were visited by two board members from the Jefferson Science 
Associates Board: General (USAF, ret.) John Gordon and Larry Hare from CSC 
for a briefing and tour on the FEL Facility. 
 
Gwyn Williams attended the DOE-BESAC meeting held in Bethesda last week. 
 
Operations: 
   After cesiating the freshly heat-cleaned cathode we did a full injector setup using a new 
procedure that better matches simulations from Parmela.  We spent a fair amount of time 
matching to the wiggler while trying to minimize losses in the system.  We then set up 
the beam for Ralph Fiorito's coherent diffraction experiment (Univ. Md).  They got some 
good data, though they wanted more time.  
   Tuesday we spent quite a bit more time setting up the machine, including matching, 
dispersion suppression, longitudinal matching, and loss management.  We tried using this 
setup for a power push at 1.06 microns. The efficiency was not as good as we have seen it 
for this mirror set but the gain was high so we tried pushing to high current.  We then 
found a problem with the electro-optic cells on the drive laser.  At high repetition rate 
they steer.  This has not been seen to date and may indicate a failing E-O cell.   
   On Wednesday, since we could not run high repetition rate in the E-O cells, we 
switched to carrying out some experiments for collecting data for our FEL Conference 
papers. We lased at the third and fifth harmonic at 534 nm.  The third harmonic is done 
with the laser at the fundamental but the cavity set a bit too long.  Measurements indicate 
that the laser lases at the third harmonic only over 0.8 microns.  The fifth harmonic lasing 
is done by setting the wiggler to lase at 2.74 microns.  It then lases at the 5th harmonic at 
534 nm.  We took data on both these configurations and then tried CW lasing at 534 nm.  
We got 35 W in the vault.  Our transport is not optimized at 534 nm so we didn't try to 
send it upstairs.  We also took data on the longitudinal distribution of both the laser and 
the electron beam as a function of the bunch tilt.  This is done by longitudinally 
defocusing the beam.  We operate slightly underfocused to minimize energy spread 
growth due to CSR.  We varied the first arc trim quads by +/- 25 G ( about a 22% total 
span).  Part of the experiment was an attempt to make a systematic comparison of the 



bunch length measured by the Happek device and the bunch length measured with the 
help of FTIR spectrometer in the user Lab 3. The idea of the experiment is to change the 
trim quads in 2F region and thus change the bunch compression, which will change the 
bunch length at the wiggler and at the exit of the chicane. The measurements were done 
simultaneously with FROG measurements. The FTIR spectrometer was used to measure 
the bunch length with the CW beam, the Happek device is used for the measurements 
with the pulsed beam. We have anticipated that we would change the bunch length by a 
factor of 2.  The Happek device data shows consistent bunch length change with the trim-
quads settings. Whereas the FTIR data essentially did not show any bunch length change 
even thought in the beginning of the measurements it was showing a reasonable 
spectrum. Later we found that the spectrometer probably was not functioning properly. 
However we believe we can fix it and we are planning to repeat the measurements later 
today.  
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WBS 4 (Injector): 
Last Friday we heat-cleaned the anodized GaAs wafer for the 7th time since it was 
installed in the photocathode gun back in May 2004. This wafer has delivered over  
4.2 kC since then with 6 re-cesiations per heat-clean on average. We remind our readers 
that the photocathode gun vacuum chamber does not need to be opened to atmospheric 
pressure to perform these maintenance activities. Then on Saturday we activated the 
wafer into a photocathode with 5.5% QE. This last photocathode has delivered close to 
40 C and up to 4 mA CW for FEL ops with only 10% increase in the drive laser power 
request during the week.  
 
Drawings for the Survey and Alignment crew are in progress for marking the locations of 
the new photocathode gun stand and its High Voltage Power Supply pressurized tank in 
the Gun Test Stand. The HVPS tank will be sent out for re-locating the door hinges, 
refurbishing and pressure testing before installing in the GTS. The bid for fabricating the 
load-lock system to be incorporated to the new photocathode gun has been awarded. We 
expect delivery of this system in 12 weeks after final design approval.  
 
 



One of the flat test electrodes coated by W&M's Nimel Theodore with a graded field 
emission suppression film was mounted in the high voltage test stand. The stand is being 
baked and we expect to start HV testing early next week. 
 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   We still continue with the commissioning of the Single Board IOC modules.  So far we 
can program the FPGA and burn the code in EPROM with USB-Blaster JTAG, we are 
still testing the FPGA code in conjunction with the PCB functionality.  Some modifica-
tions are being made to the PCB as we test it and these are all be noted so the next 
revision will be good to go.  The PCB is fully populated and testing is ongoing to ensure 
correct operations.  We've designed a LED board for data bus diagnostic which will help 
with our testing.  We've also assembled a connection cable to connect the Single Board 
IOC and the BPM prototype board.  This will help give us some insight into how the 
FPGA and ADCs will interact.  To prepare for the next revision of the BPM board we've 
spent time this week researching ADCs to ensure we chose the proper components.  
We've also been looking into DACs for the General Purpose I/O card that will also use 
the Single Board IOC.  A fundamental design for this card is completed and a detailed 
schematic will begin as soon as possible.  RTEMS and EPICS have also been built 
for these embedded IOCs.  The packages involved for allowing dynamically loading 
applications and a VxWorks-like shell are being less than cooperative.  This is being 
investigated but progress is being made. 
    Wiring lists for the LPSS in User Lab 5 continued this week. New mirror cassette logic 
has been written and will be tested on the LPSS test stand.  The new logic will take into 
account the fact that the master signals are maintained during cycling of main power for 
the slave unit and that the mirror cassette cable could be disconnected under power.  As 
before, the Master move to Home bit overrides the current mirror request, but will 
complete the request when that bit is OFF once again.  We've also completed the wiring 
of 6 LPSS Laser Bypass Switch Boxes that can be installed on various local lasers to 
apply a key lockout feature. 
    Some time was spent this week with the 4-Ch RTD board to make sure we can get it to 
operate over the required temperature range.  In order to accomplish this and to also fully 
understand the entire circuit, we modeled each channel.  By using this model we can find 
the proper combination of current drive, gain, and offsets to get the optimal temperature 
output that is needed.  By adjusting these three parameters and simulating the sweep of 
inputs the correct values were all determined and one channel was assembled and tested 
successfully.  The next step is to ensure that the PLD can be programmed with the bus 
control logic and then these cards will be ready for operations. 
    At the end of last week we took advantage of the controlled access to replace and align 
13 new cameras that had radiation damaged CCD's.  Some time was dedicated at the 
beginning of the week to organize the I&C transportainer.  An inventory of all the PCB 
boards in the FEL I&C trailer was completed this week, this will help identify what 
components we have and their status.  The drawings for the pressure mat interface board 
were completed and sent off to advanced circuits for a quote.  We are analyzing the price 
matrix and our future requirements to make a decision on how many pieces to order.  
Validation of the GTS cave layout took several days and is now in its final stage.  Ron 
Lassiter has the most recent files of the GTS layout and they are also on Devlore and 
have been archived on CD's as well.  As the amount of work in the Gun Test Stand has 
increased, fulfilling the safety needs of personnel is being addressed.  The storage of eye-



wear, gloves, and hearing protection is being worked out.  This week several laptops 
were reloaded with appropriate software and/or sent off to computer center for repair.  
The filter wheel and shaft extension that was manufactured was tested and sent back to 
the machine shop to be blue anodized.  We still continue to work on the assembly of the 
synchrotron light monitor enclosures.  A new stepper motor chassis has been mostly 
wired and checked out as much as possible.  We also assisted the optics group this week 
by assembling a Diode assembly. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations
 
•  The Shop was not yet able to start welding up the second wiggler chamber. They now 

plan to start early next week.  But, with regard to fixing the problems associated with 
heating of the Wiggler chamber and associated movement of the OCMMs, George 
Neil tentatively agreed to study my proposal to rigidify the downstream OCMMs and 
let the upstream end float easier. We could then suspend the upstream OCMM in such 
a way that it would float and we could shine the laser beams into it axially eliminating 
sensitivity to that float.  The fixed downstream end may not need any alteration, at 
least for the first priority task for that device, the measurement of OC mirror distortion.

•  Magnet Test is continuing SF sextupole measurements.  They are still waiting for the 
reversing switch to be added to the power supply by the Accelerator electronics folks.  
In the background, we discussed our testing protocol and our understanding of the 
potential sources of the quadrupole and dipole errors.   The shop is working on a set of 
measurement fixtures that will allow us to quickly measure any errors in the pole 
placements that could have come about as a result of shipping impacts on these cores 
that are made of bolted and pinned pieces.

• An additional corrector pair can be inserted in front of the Debunching Chicane when 
we move the chicane’s chamber downstream by 0.5 inches.  This may disturb the 
mirror placement for the Nobuyuki Experiment apparatus – Pavel Evtushenko is 
looking into that.  I have to make up a bellows spool or pipe spool that is 0.5 inch 
shorter for the piping downstream of the chicane in order for the move to be 
accomplished.

• The dipoles from the IR DEMO that were loaned to Cornell were returned at the 
beginning of the week and are now in storage on site.  

•  I drew up and started the making brackets that will aid us in adjusting the waveguides 
leading to zone 3’s cryomodule.  These will aid in elimination any additional stress on 
the cryomodule windows when we install the additional 7 partitioning windows and 
extend the successfully prototyped helium gas system to the newly created volumes.  
This installation is planned for the September Down Period.   

• Facilities Management is working on raising the capacity of that Drive Laser Room’s 
cooling unit.

Experimental program
Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons   
•  Three sets of pole tip extenders and the turning mirror stand continue fabrication in the 

JLab Shop.  The GW magnet stands are due on Tuesday.  Magnet Test tested the 
auxiliary poles on the pole extension using FEL State funds. The extensions only 
gained an additional 600 Gauss or so in the end regions.  Dan Oprisko assembled the 
Thompson Rail system for the second set of GWs. I designed and started fabrication of 
the cooling plates for the 2 inch turning mirrors.  The next item to tackle is the tube 



through the second set of dipoles and how to mount the CCD and make it into a 
camera for this trial run.  We remain handicapped by not having an approved work for 
others agreement in place with Yale University.  As of this writing, Yale has not 
agreed to the conditions.  After they cut a check, there is an additional bureaucratic 
delay we have to face from the final DOE fund-dispensing process. 

 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
As part of our optics improvement program, we specified a variant of our 1.6 micron HR 
mirrors.  This mirror has an aluminum base layer, and then a carefully designed dielectric 
stack that essentially reflects all harmonics up to the 5th.  These could be used 
downstream of the wiggler, the aluminum layer then reflects the incident THz radiation. 
We should receive these mirrors Monday, and will put them through metrology. 
For our laser-based optical metrology setups, both the advanced drive laser diagnostics 
hutch and the metrology hutch were outfitted with signal and control feedthroughs.  This 
was nicely done by Christine Wheeler, one of our local teachers who is here on a 
Summer training program.  Today was her last day with us, and we wish her the best for 
the future.  Once I&C completes the wiring, we'll be ready to commence measurements 
in User Lab 1.  Our engineering consultant on the cryomirror project revised his 
calculations for the anticipated temperature rise for the planned mirror configuration (a 3" 
dial mirror) and gHe flow rates to reflect the material properties at cryogenic 
temperatures.  The anticipated rise is about 20 deg K, well within our margin. 
Other Activities: 
This week we considerably advanced the cryo-mirror project. The final design for the 
cryo-frame and Macor frame holder were completed. After modeling the helium gas 
pressure drops and losses it was determined that by increasing the diameter of the optic 
from 2” to 3” allowed us to use the existing molybdenum frame design. Three frames are 
currently under fabrication. The drawings for the Macor insulating and support bracket 
where sent out for quotation. The calculated loss of the Macor bracket is 1W with an 
overall loss on the order of 4W. 
 A full alignment of the drive laser and EO cells was made this week. This alignment 
increased the SHG power throughput as well as improved the extinction ratio. A shift of 
the drive laser position on the cathode was noted when running the FEL at higher 
repetition rates. This will be investigated as the schedule allows. More FEL data was 
collected for papers that will be presented at FEL2006. A Coherent engineer installed the 
loaner 4W 355nm Paladin laser in User Lab 4. Some experiments are underway to 
characterize its performance.   
 
Terahertz: 
During beam studies this week, Pavel Evtushenko made systematic changes to the trim 
quads at the entrance and exit of the 1st arc in order to change the bunch length while 
making measurements with the FTIR interferometer on the THz beam, as well as with the 
Happek device in the vault, and in conjunction with FROG measurements made by 
Shukui Zhang on the FEL beam.  The THz interferometer results were inconclusive, but 
the FROG and Happek measurements agreed well with each other.  We will attempt to 
repeat the measurements before the end of beam ops this week to understand why the 
FTIR spectrometer was not reading properly. 
 



The FTIR spectrometer was removed from the beamline vacuum interface in order to 
prepare for the Brooks AFB THz exposure tests.  It is necessary to provide their group 
with a well characterized beam in spatial profile, power, and spectrum, so there is some 
work that had to be done to setup for beam delivery to their experimental setup.  Some of 
the alignment has been completed already and today we will be determining a good 
accelerator setup to use for their tests that will be saved so that it can be easily restored 
when needed. 
 
We have made an attempt to make a systematic comparison of the bunch length measured 
by the Happek device and the bunch length measured with the help of FTIR spectrometer 
in the user Lab 3. The idea of the experiment is to change the trim quads in 2F region and 
thus change the bunch compression, which will change the bunch length at the wiggler 
and at the exit of the chicane. 
 
The measurements were done simultaneously with FROG measurements. The FTIR 
spectrometer was used to measure the bunch length with the CW beam, the Happek 
devise is used for the measurements with the pulsed beam. We have anticipated that we 
would change the bunch length by a factor of 2. 
 
Happek device data shows consistent bunch length change with the trim-quads settings. 
Whereas the FTIR data essentially did not show any bunch length change even thought in 
the beginning of the measurements it was showing reasonable spectrum. Later we found 
that the spectrometer probably was not functioning properly. However we believe we can 
fix it and we are planning to repeat the measurements today afternoon. 
 



 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  August 14-18, 2006 
 
Date:  August 18, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This week the operation of the FEL Upgrade was devoted to three different user groups. 
On Monday-Tuesday, a user team from the University of Maryland (Ralph Fiorito and 
Mike Holloway) was given time to test their new electron beam diagnostic based on 
optical transition radiation.  They were successful in obtaining some high quality data 
that is described below. 
 
  On Tuesday we set-up the machine to provide high power THz to the THz User Lab 
for the remainder of the week.  On Wednesday and Thursday a user group from the 
Brooks AFB performed a series of experiments to quantify the bio-damage thresholds  
exposure to THz.  These limits are yet to be established and the work is best done at 
Jefferson Lab because of the power available (>10 watts) compared to lab sources 
(~milliwatts).  The preliminary experiments that were done this week used so-called 
“phantom” models of human skin to assess thermal exposure limits. The Brooks team 
was satisfied with their preliminary measurements. 
 
 On Friday, the first THz measurements were accomplished with real biological samples. 
Frank Lattanzio and Dorothy Spangenberg from Eastern Virginia Medical School 
(EVMS) designed and executed an experiment to look for THz exposure limits of 
jellyfish polyps-using the species that is very common here in the Chesapeake Bay 
region-the “moon jelly” (Aurelia Aurita). This preliminary experiment was set-up to 
generate information on THz exposure limits to these tiny animals and also is useful to 
develop methodologies for future bio-experiments using the FEL. 
 
The first equipment for the Yale University-Hampton University axion search experiment 
was installed in User Lab 1 this week. 
 
Next week we will be doing some FEL gain/loss measurements related to our JTO grant 
on short Rayleigh range effects. At midweek, we will setup for a return visit by Dr. Rox 
Anderson from Harvard-Mass General Hospital who will continue his experiments on 
differential heating of tissues in the near infrared (@1.6 microns). 
 
 
 
 
 



Management 
We participated in a national peer review of the project management systems we use here 
at Jefferson Lab for all large construction projects including most of the activities done in 
the FEL Department.   The Project Management Office received high marks from the 
evaluation team. 
 
 Following last week’s meeting with ONR/PMS-405 management, we completed and 
delivered the paperwork for a change request that re-baselines the FY05-07 work scope 
according to the available funding in FY05-06. 
 
George Neil and Kevin Jordan spent the week at Daresbury Lab (UK) helping the 4GLS 
project team commission their dc photogun-which is basically a copy of the gun we have 
in operation at the FEL Upgrade. 
 
On Thursday, were pleased to host a short tour and briefing at the FEL Facility for 
Virginia’s Deputy Secretary for Education, Ms. Dietra Trent. We are grateful for the 
support that the Commonwealth of Virginia gives the FEL Program annually for funding 
FEL user teams involving Virginia universities and industries. 
 
User Reports (More Details):   
1.) U. Maryland OTR interferometer test: 
 
This week another test of an OTR interferometer was conducted by the group from 
University of Maryland. This is a novel electron beam diagnostic system, which is under 
development. The interferometer can provide information about the beam divergence and 
the beam size simultaneously, thus when placed in the electron beam waist it can be used 
for the transverse emittance measurements. The Maryland group took a lot of data with 
beam and is analyzing the data now. We have learned a about the practical use of the 
system and its sensitivity to the realistic beam conditions. Preliminary data analysis by 
the Maryland group shows the normalized emittance value ~5 mm*mrad, (a preliminary 
number). That is a reasonable emittance value and is fairly close to the numbers we have 
measured previously. 
 
The figure shows the interference pattern obtained during the measurements. The pattern 
is used to determine the beam divergence.    
 

 



2).  Brooks Air Force Base THz Bio-Damage Measurements 
 
Six people, from the division that studies the effects of non-ionizing radiation on humans, 
came to study THz interactions with tissue surrogate material.  They studied 3 different 
phantom materials at differing power densities, and times of exposure.  THz light was 
delivered in the range 1-10 Watts into a 7mm spot size.  The temperature rise and 
recovery of the samples was studied as a function of time, power and power density.  At 
the higher power levels damage was observed commencing in roughly 10 seconds.  A full 
report will be presented here after analysis.  
  
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The DC photocathode gun provided pulsed and over 3 mA CW beam for FEL ops during 
the week. The drawings indicating the positioning of the new photocathode gun and the 
HVPS tank to be located in the new Gun Test Stand were completed, signed off and sent 
to Document Control. Drawings for changing the location of the HVPS tank door hinges 
were also completed and signed off. We started HV conditioning up to 7 MV/m the 
graded coated test electrode mounted last week. 
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
The SRF and RF systems ran smoothly this week.  There were two trips in zone 
cryogenic related trips in zone 3.  These seemed to be caused by detuned cavities that 
were drawing excessive power and exceeding the cryogenic capabilities with the then 
current setup.  Adjustments were made to the heat load set point such that the resistive 
(cryo) heater power was reduced.  The cryo heaters and calculated RF heat load are 
balanced such that the total cryogenic heat load is a constant.  We will continue to 
monitor this zone.   
 
We started the process of developing a phase monitoring system for the injector and 
potentially some of the cryomodule signals.  Experience in the CEBAF injector has been 
that such a system is invaluable in stabilizing the phase drifts which seem to be 
hampering smooth operation, especially during the hot summer days.  Most of the 
material for such a system has been ordered and it is hoped that we can begin installing 
the hardware during the September down. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   In preparation for the General Purpose I/O 3U card design, all of the parts are being 
organized in PCAD so the schematic layout can begin.  Some progress has been made on 
this project as time permits.  This is card will be used to distribute the Single Board IOC 
module signals to provide both Analog I/O and Digital I/O in a 3U package.  We have 
designed the Beam Viewer crate upgrade around this card.  This will also provide a 
replacement for the CAN-BUS DSP module.  The pin outs for the rear connector and the 
Single Board IOC socket have all been established and these connections are being 
established within the schematic.  We are making progress with the Single Board IOC 
modules.   Some work has been completed on the Beam Viewer Control Card this week 
as well.  The firmware files to control bus addressing has been completed and simulated.  
The logic all seems to be correct according to the simulation.  The program will need to 
be mapped to the PLD on the card and then tested with actual hardware.  All of the 
software needed to develop and program PLDs has been configured correctly on another 



machine so we can move forward with the testing of the RTD board as well.  
   We've successfully powered up the FPGA and Coldfire off of a single +5 volt supply 
which allows this card to deploy into various designs with a single supply voltage. Tested 
began with the communication between the FPGA and external ADC along with the 
timing of the trigger and sample. All of the four channels are operational.  
    In support of the advanced drive laser test setup in user lab 1, a high-speed analog 
buffer is being built to send a copy of the drive  
laser pulse controller signals to the user lab. This will also solve the triggering problems 
we have had with the drive laser tek scope.  
   The EPICS application for the UHV ion pump power supplies was setup.  The code 
was upgraded and documented.  Also the correct DB9 to RJ11 connectors were made up.  
Preparations are being made to install a set in the FEL and a couple of pairs in the Gun 
Test Stand.  
   Support for the THz users was given this week in Lab 3. Brooks AFB was here 
Wednesday and Thursday exposing various materials to the THz beam generated by the 
FEL. Generous amounts of samples were taken from moist chamois to a ballistics type 
gel. Basic setup also took place for the jellyfish experiment today. A 2-axis stage has 
been moved into Lab 3 in preparation for this experiment. Cable was run for the needed 
controls for this stage. Three additional stepper motor cables have been run into Lab 3 
and are being terminated at the moment.  
    An area cam was also added outside the "hutch" in Lab 4. Cable was pulled to the 
video switcher to the camera and the electricians need to come and open a distribution 
box for us so the camera can be plugged in.  
Organization of the inventoried PCB boards has began. All unpopulated boards have 
been organized. Assembly of the SLM enclosures also continues. Assemblies can be 
completed as soon as the mac valves and air exhaust mufflers arrive. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations
•  In work for the New Gun and Injector Test Stand, the stalk retraction system remains 

on order. 
•   The Shop welded the second wiggler chamber. It is now being measured for 

conformance to the right geometry. 
•  For fixing the problems associated with any heating of the Wiggler Chamber and 

associated movement of the OCMMs, we still plan to rigidify the downstream end and 
let the upstream end float in a defined way. Joe Gubeli added that the existing optical 
tables don’t have to be moved with the new scheme, but rather that the turning mirrors 
have only to be switched from the inside to the outside of vacuum vessel and enclosed 
in a dust protective environment. 

•  Magnet Test is continuing SF sextupole measurement.  The Accelerator Electronics 
folks added the reversing switch to the power supply. The shop completed a set of 
measurement fixtures that will allow us to quickly measure any errors in the pole 
placements that could have come about as a result of shipping impacts on these cores.  
The first measurements were run to attempt to re acquire the original measurements on 
#11.

•  I worked on the scheme to add an additional corrector pair in front of the Debunching 
Chicane. It will need a making a mount for the correctors and a fixture to push the 
chamber downstream. 



• The brackets that will aid us in adjusting the waveguides leading to zone 3’s 
cryomodule are in manufacture.  This installation is planned for the September Down 
Period.   

• Facilities Management continues working on raising the capacity of that Drive Laser 
Room’s cooling unit.

Experimental program
Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons   
• Three sets of pole tip extenders and the turning mirror stand continue fabrication in the 

JLab Shop, due next week.  The GW magnet stands were delivered and started 
installation.  Unfortunately, an error in the drawing for the stationary stand required 
that it be shortened by 4 inches.  A vendor will complete the change by Monday, in 
line for alignment on Wednesday.  The cooling plates for the 2 inch turning mirrors 
parts are complete and will be brazed next week.  The tube through the second set of 
dipoles and how to mount the CCD and make it into a camera are in discussion.  

 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
As a reminder of last week's report, as part of our optics improvement program, we 
specified a variant of our 1.6 micron HR mirrors.  This mirror has an aluminum base 
layer, and then a carefully designed dielectric stack that essentially reflects all harmonics 
up to the 5th.  These could be used downstream of the wiggler, as the aluminum layer 
then reflects the incident THz radiation rather than let it be absorbed by the substrate and 
underlying ROC control.  We received these mirrors and they are going through our 
metrology suite. 
For our laser-based optical metrology setups, the I&C group connected the hutch 
interlocks to the laser personnel safety system (LPSS) and provided jumpers from inside 
the hutch to the stepper motors for the laser damage tester.  We need to provide them 
with connectors to our stepper motors to finish.  Next week we'll install the beam 
transport optics. 
We had Prof. Y. Wu from the Duke University FEL program tour the labs where we do 
optical metrology.  The Duke FEL is working in the UV and DUV portions of the 
spectrum, and we plan to collaborate with them as we begin operating in that spectral 
region. 
Other Activities: 
We continued progress on the cryo-mirror project.  Chris Gould finalized designs for a 
number of components, in particular the macor thermal break.  This part will be 
manufactured by an outside vendor and delivered before the end of August.   Other 
components should be complete by the end of August, leaving approximately 10 days to 
prepare a 3" optic for installation at the FEL, tentatively scheduled for mid-September.  
In the meantime, testing of an in-house 2" mirror with cold nitrogen gas can begin at the 
mirror test stand, looking for anything unforeseen related to cold mirrors. 
 
On other fronts, (1) the drive laser was re-aligned to increase power (thanks Shukui).  
The laser cavity seems to be drifting slowly over the summer. The EO cells were 
checked, the second cell was causing beam instability at high repetition rate CW running. 
This EO cell will be replaced when a new cell arrives. (2) Shukui continued his study of 
gain switched diode lasers, this time using a step recovery diode (SRD) at low repetition 
rate 75 MHz. The SRD produces a better pulse shape, but the phase noise is higher 
compared to 750 MHz operation and optical pulsewidth is still longer than expected.  



(3) a meeting was held to discuss plans for installing the advanced drive laser into the 
accelerator. Near term focus on identifying action items.  At the moment, Shukui 
concentrates on installing an EO cell at a low power region of the ADL, to eliminate 
thermal drifts at EO and hopefully create better extinction of ghost pulses. 
  
Terahertz: 
It was a particularly busy and exciting week in the THz lab, with two user groups 
performing tests testing the exposure effects to a high power THz beam.  The Brooks 
AFB group arrived to complete all of their training on Tuesday and to begin setting up 
their experiments.  In preparation for this, we performed numerous focus tests to 
characterize the THz beam profile before performing exposure tests on the tissue 
surrogates.  The exposure tests were performed on Wednesday and Thursday, and in spite 
of having to deal with a power failure, the machine operators all did a great job of 
recovering the beam and keeping us on schedule to finish the Brooks tests within their 
allotted beam time.  
 
The tissue surrogates were all synthetic materials that have been used extensively for 
exposure tests at other wavelengths, and the tests involved measuring the temperature rise 
during the exposure using a FLIR camera.  Visual analysis was also performed by several 
of the team members independently on each exposure.  Their initial observations with 
respect to the temperature rise and damage levels indicate power levels similar to our 
calculations.  In the end, the tests went very well.  We were able to complete all of the 
scheduled tests and much was learned by both the Brooks group and us to help prepare 
for the next phase of tests.  
 
The week is wrapping up with the first biological tests in the THz lab where Frank 
Lattanzio is exposing Ephyrae jellyfish and polyps to different levels of THz power and 
analyzing their response after the exposure.   
 
 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  August 21-25, 2006 
 
Date:  August 25, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This week the operation of the FEL Upgrade was dedicated to two primary activities: 
measurements of the effect of decreasing the Rayleigh range of the optical cavity mirrors 
on FEL performance; and (2) set-up and operation of the FEL at 1.7 microns for the 
Harvard Mass General user group. 
 
We were able to collect a set of interesting measurements on the effect of shorter 
Rayleigh ranges on FEL performance. If the Raleigh range of the optical cavity can be 
shortened for a given set of beam parameters, the total optical cavity length can be 
minimized. This effect was first suggested by Bill Colson and his students at the Naval 
Postgraduate School. Since the optical cavity length is often the largest linear dimension 
in an FEL design, optimization of the Raleigh range can lead to more compact FEL 
designs. This work is being supported by our recently arrived grant from the DoD Joint 
technology Office. 
 
At midweek, we set the FEL for operation at kilowatt levels at 1.7 microns for the studies 
by the Harvard Mass General group led by Rox Anderson. This was the fourth 
experimental run in the last 18 months led by Dr. Anderson on studies of differential 
heating of fat tissues using infrared light tuned to C-H stretch vibrations. A complete set 
of measurements was performed with incident light at 2.5 to 25 J/cm2 on several fat and 
fat-containing samples. The near term application of these studies is the treatment of 
acute acne-the most prevalent skin disease.  A promising long term application of these 
studies is the treatment of arteriosclerosis. Dr. Anderson is a member of our biosciences 
user group. 
 
Next week the operation of the FEL will be dedicated to beam studies led by Dave 
Douglas. Dave will be doing beam –orbit and beam optimization studies in order to 
identify any gremlins in the machine prior to our planned shut down for approximately 
two weeks on or about Sept. 11th to install hardware for our cry-cooling experiment. 
 



Management: 
Six (6) papers on the JLab FEL will be presented at next week’s FEL 2006 Conference in 
Berlin, Germany, August 27-September 1, 2006: 
 
Shukui Zhang (2):  Phase Noise Comparison of Short Pulse Laser Systems and 
Longitudinal Phase Space Characterization of Electron Bunches at the JLab FEL Facility 
 
Steve Benson:  Harmonic Lasing Characterization at Jefferson Lab 
 
George Neil:  On the Design Implications of Incorporating an FEL in an ERL 
 
Geoffrey Krafft:  Performance Achievements and Challenges for FELs based on Energy 
Recovered Linacs 
 
Pavel Evtushenko:  Bunch Length Measurements at JLab FEL 
 
We prepared a response to ONR’s request for additional information on our baseline 
budget planning numbers for FY07 as a follow-up to our Aug. 9th meeting at ONR.  
 
On Thursday a number of our biosciences team members from EVMS, Harvard, UVA 
and Bionetics, Inc. met to work on infrastructure items for our planned NIH proposal due 
in December. 
 
Operations/Beam Physics: 
This week's operations involved running at low power, low current, short/single pulse, 
intermittently, with the beam off for long periods. In other words, in /exactly/ the way a 
high-power, high current SRF ERL is /not/ intended to run. We were relieved to find that 
the accelerator and laser ran perfectly well this way. Thus, in addition to running at 
powers and duty cycles other FELs /can't/, we can also run at powers and duty cycles that 
they /can/. To users, this means you don't have to vaporize all your samples. You can if 
you want, but you don't need to. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Monday we performed re-cesiation #1 two weeks after activating the GaAS wafer for the 
7th time since it was installed back in May 2004. During the two-week period between the 
activation and the re-cesiation, the photocathode delivered 131 C and 72 hours of beam time 
for FEL ops. The photocathode has delivered another 15 C and 37 hours of beam time during 
this week.  
 
The vacuum chamber for the new gun has been electropolished and is being cleaned in 
preparation for welding the end flanges and tubing. Parts for the new gun are being cleaned 
with solvents and prepared for assembly starting next week. The clean room enclosure in our 
lab has also been prepared for this task.  
 
We continued this week to test the field emission suppression film in the high voltage test 
stand. The electrode with the 'graded' coating has been conditioned successfully to 14 MV/m 
at 70 kV so far with background conditioning current below the noise level. The maximum 
gradient in the gun is 12.5 MV/m at 500 kV. 
 



WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
Aside from preparing and executing user runs, much time has been spent this week 

working on the General Purpose I/O 3U card project.  This is the carrier board that holds 
the Embedded IOC and is a direct replacement for the CAN bus DSP board we’ve been 
using for a number of years. The initial schematic design has been completed and is being 
reviewed for functional operation.  With a good portion of the parts that will be used for 
this project known, we've started the layout of this to get an idea how the package will fit 
together on the PCB board.  All of the required PCAD parts have been built according to 
the EECAD standard and are employed in this design. 

The Beam Viewer Control Card has been tested successfully with the exception of the 
on board PLD.  This requires some re-work on the board in order to get things laid out as 
they should.  Since the firmware files allow for pinout modifications on the PLD and the 
other parts of the circuit are correct, the schematic will be modified to reflect the required 
changes and then the final PCBs will be ordered. 

Some time has also been dedicated this week to help the Optics team get the next 
generation of the Mirror Test Stand up and ready to.  The upgraded test stand requires 
several more diode channels and these have been added to the crate and tested out 
successfully.  All of the cabling up to the test stand has been tested and verified to 
function properly.  We've also spent some time setting up Lab 1 for the latest Harvard 
Mass. General user run.  Several video carts were installed with the necessary recording 
devices and a local control system computer was moved in the lab.  All of the video 
signals that were proved for the user were also patched into the FEL's video system so 
operators can fully monitor the labs operation and see the progress of the experiment. 

The Frame grabber Linux driver was successfully ported to the 2.6 kernel.  IOC 
hardware is being assembled to set up the Frame grabber test bed.  The purpose of the test 
bed is to lay out the needed changes for the interlacing issues associated with the video 
signals. 

The handshake protocol between the ColdFire and FPGA buses were studied. The 
details of this protocol must be well understood for the different versions of 
communication codes to properly function. These codes were simulated and once 
successful they are going to be burned on the FPGA and test with ColdFire. 

Effort continued on the User Lab 5 LPSS with the control cables pulled into the OCR 
to the LPSS Master. After some necessary repair work to the mounting wall inside the 
User Lab area, internal wiring can begin on the box.  

An upgrade to the control software for the AMS and video systems has been done in 
order to allow the main switcher screens to better reflect the way we utilize the outputs. 
The upgraded screens will be made available to Ops at the close of the day. The upgrade 
will allow us to assign text to the output labels in the same way we can re-write the input 
labels. 

 
In ongoing support of the advanced drive laser test setup in user lab 1, we are making 

preparations to liberate the Con-Optics model 305 synchronous count-down controller 
from the present drive lase pulse controller setup. Currently, it only functions as a 
frequency doubler for the 37.425MHz -> 75MHz clock for the micropulse frequencies. 



Once removed (and replaced with a more appropriate circuit), it will be available for use 
in Lab1 with the new drive laser. 

  The earth ground strap for the FEL Gun Test stand has been routed in the vault and 
the in the equipment room.  Additional 208 V outlets also been installed in order to 
support the gun HVPS. 

The Phase Monitor Multiplexer Chassis was modified, adding 4 more external 
channels on rear panel. Two (2) new Injector Mini Conditioning pcb's were fabricated for 
the injector system. Several heliax cables were terminated for the BPM system. Also 
various modifications to the new IOC card were made. 

On the mechanical engineering side, the LSM Enclosures are almost fully assembled, 
just waiting on one part to come in.  The filter wheels came in from the machine shop and 
are fully assembled and working.  A panel mount design for the 4-channel beam viewer 
control board has been completed.  The front and rear panel drawings for the 4-channel 
RF-DC converter have been modified. 

Additional time was spent managing safety in regards to the Mass. General user 
experiment as well as assisting the users. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations
•  In work for the New Gun and injector Test Stand, the stalk retraction system remains 

on order and the representative from Riggins Co. looked at the tank for the high 
Voltage Power Supply to provide an estimate for reversing the position of the hinge, 
changing out the bolts and polycarbonate ports, sandblasting the tank and repainting it 
and performing a re-hydro test.   

• The Shop welded the second wiggler chamber. It is still being measured for 
conformance to the right geometry.  

• No work on fixing the problems associated with any heating of the Wiggler Chamber 
and associated movement of the OCCMs.  

• Magnet Test is continuing SF sextupole measurement. The first measurements on #11 
revealed that we had not subtracted the ambient earth’s field from the measurement.  A 
crude attempt at this adjustment substantially reduced the dipole field error.  The 
quadrupole error seen before returned with these baseline measurements. Manipulation 
of the transverse positions to a new “magnet center” as well as a similar shift of the 
probe position transversely to a new center substantially reduced the quadrupole term.  
We are studying the repercussions of this insight.  Physical measurements of the gaps 
between poles using the very definitive aluminum block made last week showed good 
numbers.  Differences of up to .004 inch were seen with most differences within .002.  
Measurements of the inner pole tips with respect to a ring showed no differences at the 
.001 inch level.   So our search for the root cause of these unallowed terms turns away 
from the physical magnet.  Trial runs at reversed hysteresis loop and at reduced 
hysteresis loop are now being run to see if the differences in quadruple term with 
current behave differently.    

• The parts necessary to add an additional corrector pair in front of the Debunching 
Chicane will be ready by September 5.  The change over will be able to be done 
without breaking vacuum.  So, it may be accomplished before the shut-down with 
some evening work. 

• The brackets that will aid us in adjusting the waveguides leading to zone 3’s 
cryomodule remain in manufacture.  This installation is planned for the September 



Down Period. I submitted the FEL list for the work along with a revised specification 
document.   

• Facilities Management continues working on raising the capacity of that Drive Laser 
Room’s cooling unit. 

Experimental program 
Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons    
• The remaining three sets of pole tip extenders were completed by the shop.  The 

turning mirror stand was placed and the stands for the magnets were installed and 
aligned in Lab 1.  Grouting will take place before Tuesday, when the magnets will be 
brought over from the Test Lab.  The cooling plates for the 2 inch turning mirrors were 
brazed.  The tube through the second set of dipoles is on hand.  The details of how to 
mount the CCD and make it into a camera still require part drawings.

 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
We devoted half the week to setting up and taking data in support of a JTO-funded Short 
Rayleigh Range (SRR) study.  Measurements were taken at 0.94 microns, with Rayleigh 
ranges between  ~ 1.5 m and  0.25 m, and analysis shows that the top-level expectations 
of higher gain and stable output at the shorter Rayleigh range values appear to have been 
met.  We still have a number of measurements to do to better determine the radii of 
curvatures of the mirrors as well as do measurements at other wavelengths. 
 
Terahertz: 
We received some feedback on the analysis of the polyps and ephyrae jellyfish from the 
THz exposure tests.  Much was learned during these exposures and we were able to run 
exposures at different power levels and exposure durations and also incorporate a 
rudimentary sample cooling system.  The only test samples that have exhibited any 
damage so far were those exposed to the highest power beam with no cooling.  We 
attempted to measure the temperature rise of the sample dish, and while not surprising, it 
appears that THz absorption in the sample dish causes a significant increase in the 
temperature of the dish.  This appears to be the factor causing damage to the test samples 
exposed to the high power beam.  We were indeed able to perform high power and long 
exposure tests on subsequent samples that exhibited no damage once the cooling system 
was in place.  Further analysis is underway this week to test for any effects on the 
reproductive cycles of the exposed samples compared to an unexposed control group.  
We will be able to use these first tests to develop a better sample cooling system and to 
prepare for the next phase of UV exposures with the help of the Optics Group. 
 
This week, we received some of the long awaited vacuum fittings that are needed to 
perform many of the planned experiments with the THz beam fully under vacuum.  We 
are in the process of testing and assembling these parts and will soon begin the 
modifications to the optical table so that the new vacuum systems can be moved into 
place.  Also, the designs for several vacuum and optical parts needed for the upcoming 
magneto-optical THz experiments were submitted for fabrication.  The first phase of 
these magneto-optical tests will take place at the NSLS using an existing magnet system 
while we await the completion of our own high field magnet. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn/gpw 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  August 28-September 1, 2006 
 
Date:  September 1, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This week's report is late and shorter than usual due to the lab closing as a result of 
Tropical Storm Ernesto.  We are pleased to report that JLab and the FEL sustained no 
damage during the storm. 
 
We congratulate our PI from NASA Langley, Mike Smith, who received a “Creativity 
and Innovation Award” ($250K) renewed for fiscal ’07 to explore synthesis of BN 
nanotubes. 
 
We had an extremely productive week of machine studies.  These included a successful 
demonstration of low energy injection, which is of high significance for saving power 
and space on transportable FEL's; the resolution of some critical issues with diagnostics; 
and a deep investigation into reducing a mysterious beam momentum spread.  
 
The installation of the major components for the dark matter (axion) search was 
completed.  Specifically the large magnets that are designed to investigate the production 
of axions, and subsequent re-creation of the photons from which they originated were 
installed in Lab 1, see photo with George Biallas who designed the system.  The optical 
system is to the left behind George. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Management 
Several of our staff attended the LINAC and FEL conferences this week in Knoxville and 
Berlin respectively.  
 
On Friday we hosted Barbara Erazmus of CNRS (an experimental relativistic heavy ion 
physicist who is in charge of hadronic physics at CNRS), and was able to give her a tour 
of the vault due to the storm related shutdown. 
 
Operations/Beam Physics: 
This week's machine operations were intended to provide information on a number of 
questions of recent interest:  
 
1. How do we phase the front end of the machine?  
2. How low can we go (in injection energy, that is)  
3. What is causing misbehavior in the machine focusing? 
4. Why do we now get an enormous energy spread in the second arc when the bunch is 
compressed at the wiggler?  
 
Monday the machine was brought up for injector phasing by Wes Moore and Carlos 
Hernandez-Garcia. They generated two injector configurations - one with the traditional 
interpretation of buncher phasing relative to the drive laser ("the buncher is properly 
phased when the injector energy is insensitive to variations in buncher gradiant"), the 
other in a PARMELA-based evaluation of buncher zero-crossing ("the buncher is at zero 
crossing when phased 7 degrees off the traditional value"). We then attempted to evaluate 
the implications of each of these setups, but efforts were wasted because of a diagnostic 
blunder (a synchrotron light viewer was partially blocked by a streak camera mirror). 
With the puzzles attendant this problem this under consideration (we misinterpreted the 
results, thinking we had an injector setup problem, but we were wrong because we turned 
out to be right - about the injector, at least), we turned to the second of our questions: low 
limits of injection energy.  
 
We were able to inject a well-defined beam at 4.75 MeV/c and accelerate it to around 100 
MeV, roughly phase the linac, and transport the beam into the recirculator backleg. This 
required a couple adjustments of the usual setup - the front end gradients of the linac had 
to be reduced to avoid overfocusing the beam, and the linac phase profile was shifted 
because of phase slip. In the available time, we were unable to fully recirculate, as the 
wiggler-region transport was set up for higher energy, and beam quality was poor enough 
that a rematch was required at the available energy. We were, however, able to make a 
fairly clean beam out of the injector and into/down the linac, indicating potential for 
further improvement of this machine configuration.  
 
On Tuesday, the third question was addressed: difference orbits were used to characterize 
the machine focusing. We quickly determined that a) the rotator functions as expected, b) 
the quads do not run at their stated field set points; instead at least some run a bit weak, 
leading to underfocusing and phase advance errors, and c) something was seriously awry 
with the beam steering and focusing by the time we got to the optical cavity chicane. 
Upon further investigation of the last, we discovered that the beam was very poorly 
steered into and out of the first arc of the machine. This missteering coupled to lattice 



aberrations to produce spurious dispersive effects, corrupting the beam phase space and 
rendering the system hypersensitive to steering variations. This conclusively 
demonstrated that the BPMs were providing an unreliable characterization of beam 
position. Specifically, when referenced to a saved orbit several days old, they stated that 
the beam was well centered in the quads up- and downstream of the arc, while beam-
based checks of quad centering showed this was manifestly not the case. We are thus 
subject - over the course of several days - to BPM drifts that render "saved" orbits 
unreliable; when restoring orbits we will therefore check critical steering points to ensure 
that we are appropriately configured.  
 
During the course of these orbit investigations further insight was gained regarding the 
diagnostic problem encountered Monday. It became apparent that one of the critical 
synchrotron light monitors had a field of view problem, and that our conjectures about 
the injector being wrong were, in fact, wrong. Sometimes two wrongs do make a right! 
We ended the day with an access to investigate this problem; this activity continued 
Wednesday morning, when it was found that a streak camera mirror had been partially 
blocking the field of view. When retracted, the monitor behaved normally, and we 
returned to the regularly scheduled programming. A quick investigation of Monday's 
questions on injector setup seemed to indicate that the injector setup was in fact (and 
contrary to Monday's thinking) quite good - with symmetrical modest (~2%) momentum 
spread around linac crest showing good control of LSC and giving a reasonably short 
bunch at the wiggler. A look at the longitudinal emittance gave preliminary indications 
that the "traditional" buncher phasing produces a brighter longitudinal phase space. With 
the phase-offset predicted by PARMELA, we had found the full energy beam had about 
10% large energy spread (2% vs order 1.8%) and a bit under 10% longer bunch (360 fsec 
FWHM vs. 340 fsec FWHM). So, the "PARMELAed" configuration did not appear, at 
least in a first cut, to perform quite as well as the traditional approach. We also found the 
Happek device's Golay cell reading was very much higher (30% - 1.75 V vs 1.25 V) with 
the "traditional" phasing. We intend to repeat these measurements with more care.  
 
Wednesday we also provided a tour of the machine to David Smithe, Peter Stoltz, and 
Ammar Hakim of Tech-X Corporation. Tech-X is engaged in the development of 
numerous simulation and modeling codes and various beam dynamics investigations. Of 
particular interest to us is their next-generation BBU code, which will model both the 
beam and the RF field response from first principles (i.e., from the "metal walls of the 
cavity") in a self-consistent manner. Such a tool will be critical to the MADMAN design 
effort.  
 
Thursday was spent investigating question number 4. For the past 2 or 3 weeks, rather 
than encountering our typical 1.5-2x momentum spread enhancement during bunch 
compression, we have been observing 3-5x momentum spread blowup in the second arc 
when the bunch is fully compressed. We took a bit over half the day to try to localize the 
source of the change. We successfully compressed the bunch before the optical cavity 
chicane and observed no blowup. We found that the blowup occurred whether or not the 
decompression chicane was on. Given that (M51 and M52 coupling to finite emittance) 
we cannot make a short bunch within the optical cavity chicane, this localizes the source 
of the blowup to something between the end of the optical cavity chicane and the start of 
the decompression chicane.  
 



We established, further, that it is a single bunch effect: the exhaust momentum spread is 
independent of average current (we see unchanged over a broad range of beam time 
structures with macropulse rep rates from 2 Hz up to CW, from pulse lengths of 10 
microseconds to CW, and from micropulse rep rates from 1 to 9 MHz), but is extremely 
sensitive to bunch charge, falling off rapidly as the charge is reduced. At worst, the  
135 pC exhaust momentum spread exceeds 10%, and may reach 12%. When the charge is 
dropped to 80 or 90 pC, the momentum spread falls significantly, probably by a factor of 
2.  
 
More speculatively, but also more interestingly, we were to some extent able to (fantasize 
that we could) further localize the effect. We (claim to) have excellent bunch length 
control in the machine, and found that the blow-up turned off and on with just a few 
gauss change in compaction trim quad gradient integral. We also know more or less 
where the bunch gets compressed for specific trim quad settings. Under the assumption 
that maximum Golay cell response occurs for minimum bunch length (maybe a stretch, 
but it makes for a good story...) we can then minimize the bunch length at the Happek 
device upstream of the wiggler. We then find that the worst momentum spread occurs for 
slightly more negative trim quad settings -  about 3 g. worth. This corresponds, very, 
very, very roughly, to order of 1 mm change in M56 - sort of very vaguely the magnitude 
(well, strictly, within less than a couple orders of magnitude) needed to offset the 
additional compaction associated with ballistic bunching of a 100 MeV-ish beam as it 
drifts from the Happek to the wiggler. The sign is certainly right; making the quads more 
negative causes additional positive compaction in the first arc - leading to slight 
undercompression of the bunch (the compaction isn't "negative enough" any more). The 
ballistic bunching lets the high energy stuff (which is later) catch up and the low energy 
stuff fall behind, leading to full compression downstream of the Happek. The sensitivity 
to the trim quads (or to beam energy as you move around in sextupoles) indicates the 
source of the blowup is extremely localized; the sign and magnitude of the shift suggests 
that it is downstream of the Happek. We know it is upstream of the decompression 
chicane. We therefore conjecture that it is the OCMMS crosses or the wiggler chamber. 
The latter is deemed unlikely as it is already known to heat from resistive wall effects and 
behaves in a broader-band manner - but the former remains suspect as it has been 
modeled and found to be an RF-active object at frequencies around the RF fundamental. 
We further suspect that "something" might be "intruding", having "fallen" in the past few 
weeks, creating an even larger impedance burden.  
 
Once the measurements were made and the theories framed, we set the machine up for 
kW level lasing and Kevin Jordan, Wes Moore, and Mike Smith ran nanotubes.  
 
Friday we closed for Ernesto. However, in the process of the shutdown, David Hardy, 
armed with the impendence theory du jour, surveyed the vault carefully for the transition 
to restricted access for the shutdown. With careful attention to detail, Dave established 
the hottest point of the machine was..... drumroll......  
 
the upstream OCMMS (rimshot),  
 
where the localized activation was a nearly Gaussian distribution along the beam line 
with a 2 mR/h dose on contact. The downstream OCMMS - nominally subject to virtually 
the same core beam conditions - exhibited 10x less activation. We note that during CW 



setup for nanotubes, we observed, and worked to correct, an elevated dose rate going into 
the wiggler (FLOG entry 1336324). Dave's survey data suggest, together with the 
collective observations, suggest that something has let loose in the upstream OCMMS, is 
hanging toward the beam, and creating impedance or beam hits.  
 
Now, at the height of the storm, we sign off!!! 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The photocathode gun delivered 11 Coulombs and 20 hours of beam time for FEL ops 
during the week. We continued testing the flat electrode coated with the 'graded' field 
emission suppression film by Nimel Theodore from the College of W&M. It has been 
tested up to 20 MV/m with no indication of field emission, although the pressure starts to 
rise very consistently at 80 kV. We will continue with the tests. The new gun vacuum 
chamber was cleaned up after being electropolished in preparation for welding the end 
flanges and tubing for a variety of ports.  D. Bullard continued to make good progress 
assembling the internals of the new gun ball cathode. He has also assembled the support 
tube. These electrodes were coated with the field emission suppression film developed by 
W&M. 
 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations
•  In work for the New Gun and injector Test Stand, the stalk retraction system remains 

on order. The representative from Riggins Co. will give us an estimate next week on 
modifications to the tank for the high Voltage Power Supply. 

• We measured the second wiggler chamber, finding some small bends that take it 
beyond the wiggler’s narrowest envelope.  The shop applied some controlled strains 
and already removed one bend.  

• No work on fixing the problems associated with any heating of the Wiggler Chamber 
and associated movement of the OCCMs. 

• Magnet Test is continuing SF sextupole measurement. The reversed hysteresis loop 
and reduced hysteresis loop tests were run with newly adjusted probe. 

• The parts necessary to add an additional corrector pair in front of the Debunching 
Chicane are still in fabrication.  The FEList installation procedure was composed and 
sent out for comment.  The change over will be able to be done without breaking 
vacuum. 

• The brackets that will aid us in adjusting the waveguides leading to zone 3’s 
cryomodule remain were completed.  We will meet next week to iron out the details of 
the successful installation.  

• Facilities Management continues working on raising the capacity of that Drive Laser 
Room’s cooling unit.

•  A safety problem involving lifting items over the beam line while crossing over the 
line was resolved by agreement to place a non-magnetic transfer table over the beam 
line.  

Experimental program
Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons   
• The magnets were aligned in Lab 1.  The details of how to mount the CCD and make it 

into a camera still require part drawings.  
 



Terahertz: 
With operations dedicated to beam studies for the week, we shifted our attention to plans 
and preparations for the magneto-optical tests to be performed initially at the NSLS.  
Larry Carr, at the NSLS has performed some preliminary tests on a similar magnet 
system which gave some very promising results. 
 
Also, Frank Lattanzio is continuing his analysis of the THz and UV exposed jellyfish 
samples.  The UV exposures done early this week showed very different results from the 
THz exposures and we are working to understand and analyze the results.  We will likely 
schedule another set of exposures soon. 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  September 4-8, 2006 
 
Date:  September 8, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
We spent the week performing User tests and making calibration measurements on the 
short Raleigh range operation.  FEL Users performed tests on a THz spectrometer which 
offers the possibility of single shot bunch length measurements and exposed jellyfish to 
UV light using a laser on loan.   We had less success with a detector calibration run for 
the Dahlgren group when our optical transport system had a motor failure, which 
prevented delivery of beam to the lab. We held a kickoff for our two JTO efforts: Short 
Rayleigh Range FEL Operation and Advanced Mirror Figure Control. 
We also want to wish our Chief Optical Scientist Michelle Shinn a very happy milestone 
birthday! 
 
Management: 
We held a kickoff for two JTO funded efforts with ONR and JTO attendees.  One effort 
involves the measurement of FEL performance under short Rayleigh range conditions, a 
situation that Bill Colson has predicted to provide reasonable performance in contrast to 
1D predictions.   Our second effort involves the design of an outcoupler mirror with 
variable radius of curvature.   We reviewed the technical approach, schedule and budget 
plan.  This efforts got started quite late in the year but we intend to recover lost time by 
an aggressive schedule this fall. 
  
We held several meetings to plan efforts for our two week down period which starts next 
Monday.  The main effort of that period will be the installation of the cryogenic 
outcoupler and its associated helium lines.  With this system in place we cannot change to 
mirrors for other wavelengths so the installation will only be to verify the improved 
performance one gets from the cooling before removing it again.  We anticipate testing 
the mirror with FEL beam in about two weeks.   There are a large number of other 
maintenance and improvement items on our activity list involving nearly every system in 
the FEL in addition to the mirror change. 
  
Operations: 
We had a short week, with Ernesto recovery and user runs leaving little time to dance 
naked in the field of the mind (to quote Kary Mullis...). Monday, we celebrated labor by 
not working. Tuesday we processed the gun after recesiation and recovered from various 
storm-associated issues, but eventually got to recover a 1 micron lasing setup in 
preparation for JTO studies. Wednesday was to be devoted to a Dahlgren user run, but 
problems with the optical transport system precluded any meaningful work. Thursday we 



ran for THz users, and interleaved some machine improvement activity. We pushed 
current to clean up the cryounit & check BBU (we worked up to 4+ mA CW at 37.5 MHz 
before running out of both time and intestinal fortitude). We also performed a "machine 
restoration" test, wherein we checked some phase advances and betatron amplitudes, then 
loaded a sequence of several arbitrarily selected all saves, and rechecked the phase 
advances and amplitudes. Reloading the allsaves crashed one of our legacy (a flower of 
early 1980s technology) trim racks, thus providing a real-life flavor to the whole affair. 
Needless to say, the machine didn't recover; the orbit was hosed by the trim rack fault and 
the focusing also didn't come back, with minor but evident shifts in the phase advances 
but amplitude changes of perhaps 20% - corresponding to beam envelope shifts of order 
40%. Our repeated need for "matchathons" is therefore not particularly surprising. These 
tests should be repeated with more care and more quantitatively. Friday we ran for JTO 
short Rayleigh-range studies, with the 1 micron setup being extended to steady harmonic 
lasing at 1 micron (actually, 935 nm), on the 3rd harmonic of the 2.8 micron mirrors and 
the 5th harmonic of the wiggler (set to ~4.7 microns). 
 
Users: 
We had very successful jellyfish (ephyrae and polyps) experiments this week. (This was 
the third in a series of experiments to determine order of magnitude bounds of UV and 
THz light.) This was essentially a repeat of 355 nm UV from the 4 Watt laser in Lab 4. 
Exposures were for 300, 600, and 1200 kJ/m2. But in this set, in addition to simply 
observing if there was a change in ephyrae behavior, here free radicals were monitored as 
a function of UV dose. In addition, we are gaining experience in dose delivery to live 
systems, experience needed for future BioScience research such as the melanoma study 
proposed by the Biomedical Photonics Consortium. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Monday we re-cesiated the photocathode which had delivered 27 C and 63 hours of 
beam time for FEL ops since the previous recesiation. Since Monday's re-cesiation the 
photocathode has delivered 41 C and 14 hours of beam time. We have been re-cesiating 
more often due the low SHG drive laser power (the drive laser rod will be replaced 
during our upcoming maintenance).  
 
We continued high voltage processing the test electrode coated with the field emission 
suppression film by Nimel Theodore from the College of W&M. The results are 
encouraging so far. The electrode has been conditioned to 105 kV and 26.25 MV/m with 
field emission current below the detection level. The maximum electric field in the FEL 
photocathode gun is 12.4 MV/m at 500 kV.  
 
We held a kickoff meeting with Dr. Ravi Joshi and his student Deepesh Kumar 
Koppunuru from the Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering at ODU to start a two 
year collaboration for a MS thesis, extending the PARMELA model to the entrance of the 
FEL wiggler for further understanding of Longitudinal Space Charge effects. 
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
No activity this week. 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 



This week was shortened by the holiday (& lengthened by the hurricane), recovery was 
rather painless – thankfully! We continued to investigate the cause of the varying 
momentum spread by installing electric field and magnetic field antennas on several 
different view ports in the 4F region. It is quite easy to turn this effect on & off so we are 
hoping to eliminate various chamber discontinuities as the source of this problem.  So far 
we have looked at the 4F07 viewer and the Upstream OCMMS port and have seen no 
evidence of a source.  We are also setup to look at the Downstream OCMMS port during 
OPs today. Efforts were also directed to preparing for our scheduled maintenance 
activities for next week. Plans are in place for installation of the synchronized timing 
distribution system with the first hub going into the 3F region.  Other timing and video 
signals will also be installed at the OFO4 for the multi slit. Additional installation efforts 
include supporting Optics with the Cryogenic mirror upgrade. This will include wiring 
and connecting cryo diode read backs into EPICS.  A corrector pair will be installed in 
the 4F09 region (debunching chicane), channels have been assigned and additional trim 
cards have been secured for this.  
  We are preparing a multi-function VME card for application in the Emittance frame-
grabber system. This will be accomplished by using the previously designed VME carrier 
board and related modules. Specifically, we have built-up two of the F0106, 1:4 channel 
analog distribution modules and configured them as a 1 in 8 out timing distribution 
system using the F0060 VME carrier board. We will complete the project by adding a 
F0060 4-channel timing board to the carrier which will be hard-coded with the fixed 
delays which are required to trigger the cameras for the frame-grabber system. We have 
also recommissioned a test IOC along with the Altera programming PC. 
  We have prepared the decommissioned Con-Optics 305 synchronous countdown 
generator to replace the existing chassis in the drive laser clean room. This will liberate a 
fully-functional CO305 for use with the advanced drive laser in Lab 6. Also, we have 
started a project to design a new high-speed analog buffer module. The motivation for 
this design is to be able to copy the drive laser's EO cell logic pulse in order to monitor it, 
distribute it and interlock on it. 
  A major re-write of the epics-2-devlore data gathering tools was done this week. There 
are three immediate benefits to the new code. First the server-load is dramatically 
reduced which increases the amount of data which can be exchanged. Second, the data is 
archived in a much more efficient way providing smaller archive files and faster data-
retrieval. And third, the ability to launch multiple instances of the tools is now possible. 
This allows for a specific, standardized, "e2d" applications to be run for each system. 
Currently, we have set-up two instances, one for the web-page strip graph FEL ops graph 
and another to monitor the drive laser specifically. We are currently in the process of 
setting up a ‘chron’ process that catalogs the usage of the FEL user labs for the purpose 
of automating. 
    Testing was completed on the 4-Ch RTD Monitor Board this week.  We have one 
board completely populated and all four channels function as they should and the on 
board bus controlling PLD was successfully programmed and all operates as it should.  
We are currently gathering together enough parts to assemble 20 boards.  We have also 
received a quote for time frame and cost of assembly.  With this quote and the parts kit 
that we are assembling we should have these 20 boards within a month.  
    The layout of the 3U General Purpose I/O card is nearing completion.  There are a 
couple of issues that are being resolved and then the quote will be ready to go out.  A 
parts list for this board is being generated so the required parts for the prototype can be 
ordered.  Another board that is being worked on is the HOM BPM Logarithmic Monitor 



Board.  The schematic for the prototype is completed and the layout is beginning.  This 
requires some extra time and effort as we figure out how to impedance match the traces.  
The general layout is completed, some tweaking will need to occur precisely set things 
up.  
  The FPGA to ColdFire bridge coding is being worked on. When the code uploaded on 
the FPGA, the ColdFire couldn't boot normally. After checking, the TEA pin for 
ColdFire was found to be pulled down by the FPGA. Changed the FPGA code and set the 
pins TEA and IRQ3 at high level. After that, the ColdFire can boot normally with the 
FPGA. Still working on the communication between ColdFire and FPGA. 
  Testing of the UHV ion pump power supplies is scheduled for next week.  The software 
for the UHVs is ready and has been setup for iocfel5.  Met with representatives from 
Freescale and Arrow for a discussion concerning our future plans for embedded IOCs.
 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
We prepared the cryo-optics for installation next week including the mounting and 
brazing activities.  On Monday after the part is out of the oven we will be able to 
determine if the braze successfully produced a mounted mirror with low astigmatism. 
 
Other Activities: 
I would first like to welcome Dave Hardy as the new FEL Safety Warden. Dave accepted 
this position on September 1st for a six-month tour of duty. Shukui Zhang represented the 
Optics Group for FEL06 where he presented two papers. These papers are titled: 
“Longitudinal Phase Space Characterization Of Electron Bunches At The JLab FEL 
Facility” And “Phase Noise Comparison Of Short Pulse Laser Systems”. 

 Next week is the start of the shutdown period. The majority of this week was spent on 
preparing for next week’s activities which for the most part consists of an installation of 
the Cryo-cooled OC mirror, aligning and improving the vacuum of the optical transport, 
and increasing the output SHG power of the Drive Laser. This week we also installed two 
B&W cameras, one on each to image both cavity mirrors. These cameras have response 
at 1.06um and will be used to observe the laser mode for the short Raleigh-range cavity 
studies. Group members also supported two User experiments and the JTO kickoff 
meeting. 
 
 



Terahertz: 
On Thursday, we had another good user run in the THz lab.  Nick Agladze, who works 
with Al Sievers at Cornell, tested their latest interferometer design.  This system 
generates an interferogram in a single shot with no moving parts.  It’s a very clever 

design and our THz source offers a unique capability to 
fully test their system.  The figure shows an image from 
the tests.  The fringes are the interferogram generated in a 
single shot on the Pyrocam.  After setting up the 
interferometer and Pyrocam detection system, we achieved 
immediately in our first attempt.  With the stable beam 
being delivered, we were easily able to fine tune the 
alignment to produce the best signal.  We then performed 
tests to properly set the polarization of the incoming beam 
and the angle of the polarizers used in the interferometer.  
These tests optimized the interferogram signal and we then 
proceeded to make spectral measurements as the bunch 
length was systematically varied by changing the beam 

energy.  We saw some very interesting results that appear to be consistent with other 
machine diagnostics for the different beam energies.  Nick will analyze the spectrum for 
each test more thoroughly when he returns to Cornell.  We also were able to make 
measurements of the THz transmission spectrum for a few samples, including a 350 mm 
bandpass filter.  We will use these measurements as well as future planned tests to 
continue characterization and calibration of this new interferometer design. 
 
Also this week, Michael Kelley and I (Michael Klopf) presented at the 5th International 
Conference on Photo-Excited Processes and Applications (ICPEPA).  Michael Kelley 
gave an overview of the FEL capabilities and user program.  I presented the details of a 
novel optical pump-probe technique for measuring nonequilibrium dynamics, and also 
gave a brief description of our THz source and user program.  There was a noticeable 
amount of interest in our THz capabilities and I had some productive discussions with a 
few of the conference attendees, particularly, Xianfan Xu, who presented work on 
measurements of coherent phonon excitations in Bismuth in the 1-3 THz range.  These 
phonon frequencies overlap well with the THz spectrum yielded when we optimize the 
bunch compression for THz production. 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn/gpw 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  September 11-15, 2006 
 
Date:  September 15, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This week we shutdown as planned for the installation of the cryo-cooled output coupler 
(OC) mirror.  For this we chose a 1.6 micron Hf-oxide coated mirror with 20% 
outcoupling.  The coating was chosen to minimize color-center formation, and the output 
coupling to lessen the load on the high reflector.  This OC mirror is fixed at one location 
because we have to maintain clearance between the sections that are cryo-cooled and 
everything else.  While it is possible to translate in the future we don't currently have that 
flexibility in the cryo-lines. 

Taking advantage of the shutdown, a number of other key electron beam diagnostic 
viewer components, rf cables and some mechanical components were also replaced.  
These should help make the machine more stable and easier to optimize.  Of particular 
note is the successful synchronism of the video cameras and the frame grabbers. 
 
We also started work on reducing the rf resonant character of the optical cavity mirror 
metrology system (OCMMS).  We designed and made a spring finger clip that can short 
out the free ends of the wiggler chamber extensions to the flanges they face and also plan 
to add some lossy, glassy carbon chunks to the insides of the OCMMs to damp-out any 
oscillations.
 
Management: 
Gwyn Williams gave an invited talk at a meeting at Daresbury on "4GLS The Next 
Steps".  This was followed up by meetings at Rutherford Lab with John Wood who is the 
Chief Executive of the National Labs of the UK (CCLRC); Henry Hutchinson, the Chief 
Scientist; and Mike Dunn, the head of the Central Laser Facility.  Swapan Chattopadhyay 
from JLab also attended the Daresbury meeting, and John Sutherland, a member of our 
Program Advisory Committee gave an invited talk. 
 
This week we hosted visits from delegations from Ohio University and Hampton 
University. 
 



WBS 4 (Injector): 
Early in the week we activated the NEG pumps in the injector beamline between the gun 
and the cryounit. The activation was done slowly to prevent the ion pumps from tripping 
off. The pressure has recovered to the levels prior to the activation and we expect it to get 
even lower by early next week.  
 
We continued to make progress assembling the internal components of the new gun, we 
cleaned up and prepared the IR Demo gun chamber previously NEG coated in 
preparation to be assembled to the new gun assembly.  
 
Fabrication drawings for the new gun SF6 tank with modifications to fit the load-lock 
system are almost complete and ready for revision. 
 
The Survey and Alignment group has finished installing reference monuments and 
marking the location for the gun stand and the high voltage power supply anchors in the 
Gun Test Stand (GTS).  
 
The end flanges and tube ports have been welded to the main body of new gun vacuum 
chamber as can be seen in the picture below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D. Bullard provided support installing hardware for injector phase diagnostics. 
 
 



WBS 5 SRF: 
High-current module project: The body of our copper 1497 MHz 5-cell  cavity model has 
been being welded, along with two extra "dumbbells"  so we can measure the HOM 
performance of 5, 6 and 7 cell versions.  The full size 748.5 MHz cavity dies are nearly 
complete, delivery is  expected next week. Waveguide end group pieces have been 
pressed for  both the copper and niobium 1497 MHz cavities and are waiting for e- beam 
welder time. 1497 MHz niobium cells for two fine-grain and one  large grain prototype 
have been pressed and are out for trimming.  Window ceramics are ready to be sent out 
for metalizing. Our window  assembly tooling has arrived and has been titanium nitrided 
in house.  First furnace run with a dummy window ring is under way. An ANSYS RF/ 
thermal/stress model of the high-power HOM load has been developed.  Samples of 
alternative HOM load material have been ordered for evaluation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   Work this week centered on the shutdown for the installation of the cryo-cooled 
mirrors. Numerous test fixtures had been made to support/simplify this effort. Two new 
correctors (MDB4F08H, MDJ4F08V) have been mounted on the beam line in at the 4F08 
region for the debunching chicane. Power leads have been pulled back to their respective 
destinations. After the software has been installed into EPICS, we can perform a 
functional checkout.  The 2 G dump box supply has been moved from the gallery into 
User Lab 1 in support of the LIPPS experiment.  Power and water lines will be installed 
next week. Additional ion pump HV leads were provided for the new Varian controllers.   
  Wiring has begun on User Lab 5 LPSS with the door interlocks, beacon, maglock and 
card reader.  
  Work was done this week on implementing the viewer timing system.  The cables are 
installed for the 3F region and the 4F region cables are going to go in early next week.  



The hardware for the system is done, and programming of it is going to occur Monday.  
The system also has been documented. 
   The cables for the new camera image acquisition system have been run from the control 
room to the 3F region in the vault. This daisy chained cable has been terminated on each 
end going into and out of the cameras. All of the 3F cameras have been put back in their 
place and are ready for Pavel to begin checking them out. Also, cameras have been put 
back on in the wiggler region. 
  The new gun chamber UHV ion pump power supply software was successfully tested 
this week.  One more IOC reboot will be required to update the names of the pumps they 
are controlling.  We worked with Carlos to get pumps properly hooked to these new 
supplies.  A user manual is being prepared for the Injector Phasing Script.  This will 
accompany the injector phasing procedure in the FEL Procedures book.  
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations
• In work for the New Gun and injector Test Stand, the stalk retraction system is heading 

for engineering drawing submittal to us. The Riggins Co. gave us an estimate on 
bringing the tank for the high Voltage Power Supply back to operable condition 
culminating in a “hydro” test.  The order to them is in the system.

•   Concerning work on the second wiggler chamber, the shop bent out the small kinks 
that drove it beyond the wiggler’s narrowest envelope and they removed small 
concavities at the welded tube intersection regions.  The latter gained a half mm of 
aperture.  They removed a long arc bend that will gain back another half mm of 
aperture over the central region, making it flat to 250 microns. They are now working 
on removing two last kinks near the ends at the BPM flanges to match the straightness 
of the central region.   

• We have a short term plan to keep the downstream OCMMS from moving due to the 
heating and expansion of the Wiggler Chamber. We will implement the change at the 
next cryo mirror removal down period.  We will add a simple anchor to the free inside 
of the Downstream OCMMS to match the outside’s support’s anchor.  We will then 
loosen the restraining clamps at the upstream end and inject anti-seize into the two 
sliding surfaces between OCMMS flange and its support to allow it to move freely.  
This free motion will only happen if the periscope portion of the OCMM, presently 
supported at the floor, is allowed to slide with low friction.  To accomplish that 
function, we will hang it from a cantilever stand that formerly held up the x-ray 
cross.    

•  During the down period we want to correct some now obvious features of the OCMMS 
that promote cavity-like resonances. We designed and made a spring finger clip that 
can short out the free ends of the wiggler chamber extensions to the flanges they face, 
significantly reducing the drive for any resonance.  We also plan to add some lossy, 
glassy carbon chunks to the insides of the OCMMS to damp-out any oscillations.  
Kevin Beard is following up with modeling the regions on the RF Analysis Software 
the lab recently purchased.     

• Magnet Test finished the first SF sextupole measurement series. The reversed 
hysteresis loop tests showed no improvement to the results, but the entire exercise 
showed the sensitivity of the stepper stand measurement technique to probe position, 
showing the perceived errors may be interpreted as probe positioning errors and 
uncertainty. David Douglas approved the results.  We are planning a repeatability test 



of the same magnet after splitting it apart and putting it back together.  (The 
installation over an existing beam chamber requires this.)   

• We added an additional corrector pair in front of the Debunching Chicane. 
•  The installation of Rexolite windows (to create regions we can fill with helium) into 

the remaining 7 waveguides of Zone 3’s cryomodule started.  The SRF folks removed 
the waveguide elbows and Dan Oprisko added their gas outlet ports.  At the start of 
next week, the SRF folks will reattach the elbows, mount the new windows and 
reattach the waveguides in their higher position.  We are indebted to Dan Oprisko who 
agreed to work overtime while maintaining his normal work schedule in the newly 
acquired “regular position” with the Cryo Group.

•  Facilities Management continues working on raising the capacity of that Drive Laser 
Room’s cooling unit.

•  A non-magnetic transfer table over the beam line, rated at 100 lbs (It has held a 400 lb 
weight) was installed on Monday. This installation solves the safety problem involving 
lifting items over the beam line while crossing over the line. 

• The vacuum group will change out a leaking valve and add an ion pump to a dead 
headed region in the 5F region starting on Monday.

Experimental program
Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons   
•  The Turning mirror stand was mounted to the floor, cooling water was piped to the 

magnets and the power supply was moved into position.  We still need details of how 
to mount the CCD and make it into a camera on the regenerator magnets and a method 
of mounting an optical beam dump. 

 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
Efforts this week were concentrated on assisting with the choice of the best outcoupler 
for the cryomirror test.  To do this, we made use of the UV/VIS/IR spectrophotometer 
that Old Dominion University (ODU) has at the Applied Research Center.  Absorption 
spectra were taken in the near IR on a number of mirrors.  A scan through the VIS/IR was 
made on the 1.6 micron outcoupler that had been used in the FEL since the late Fall.  Its 
spectrum will be compared with that from an unused mirror to see if any changes in the 
coating/substrate combination have occurred.  The software used by the ODU instrument 
is the same as that used by our primary coating vendor, so we will be able to compare 
data quickly. 
 
Substrates were shipped in order to have a low outcoupling (5%) at 1.064 micron coating 
applied.  This will be used, in part, for our work-for-others contract with SAIC to study 
the higher harmonic content of the FEL. 
 
Other Activities: 
This week’s shutdown was eventful. The shutdown this week was primarily for the 
Optics group to complete three tasks: install a cryo-cooled OC mirror, work on the 
optical transport system (OTS) and to replace the YLF rod and lamps for the Drive laser.  
 After one failed attempt at brazing a mirror into the cryo-frame we succeeded in brazing 
two 1.6um mirrors. We would like to thank Tom Elliott for his help with both the brazing 
and the gold sputtering. It was decided that the best chance of obtaining 10kW with the 
two mounted optics is to use the one with the greater output coupling at ~21%. We 



removed the top three optics from the OC vessel to accommodate the cryo-lines. The two 
of the optics are pasted and will have to be re-pasted before they are reused. Both the 
cryo-lines and the cryo-mirror are currently installed. These will be leak checked and 
aligned today.  Four temperature diodes were also fabricated by Steve Dutton (Thanks!) 
to monitor the temperature of the mirror assembly. It is our goal to have the OC vessel 
leak checked and under a hot nitrogen purge by COB today.  

Three ion pumps where added to the OTS. These additional pumps increased the 
pumping from the original 160 l/s to over 2100 l/s. The CaF2 Brewster window in Lab 1 
was replaced with fused silica. This allows higher laser power to be used in the lab. The 
mirror cassette translation motor and a limit switch where fixed in Lab 2. The problem 
with the motor was traced to a broken female pin in the connector. The OTS has been 
leak checked and is under vacuum. The vacuum at the end of the OTS is now in the low 
10-7 torr range, this is an order of magnitude below its previous level. 

After many delays by the vendor the Drive laser rod arrived fifteen minutes ago (10:30). 
The original delivery was scheduled for a month ago. Shukui will mount the rod today 
and replace it along with the lamps early next week. We expect that the Drive laser will 
be back to specification by Wednesday of next week. 
 
Terahertz: 
There were no THz studies this week in light of the shutdown, but we have used the 
down time to work on assembling and wiring several new motion control systems.  We 
have several new motorized rotary stages that will provide us the remote control of 
several wire grid polarizers which will give us computer control over the beam intensity 
delivered to various experiments and systems.  We also have a new long travel linear 
stage that will initially be used to control the position of the Pyrocam to provide 
computer control over our THz imaging tests. 
 
Also, we have had some feedback from Nick Agladze on the analysis of the tests from 
last week on their new holographic interferometer for multichannel sampling of the THz 
spectrum.  They were quite pleased with the results, but there were still some puzzling 
data from the transmission spectrum of a band pass filter (BPF) that was tested.  We will 
be working with them to run some further tests to better understand the transmission of 
the BPF and the performance of their new interferometer design. 
 
Finally, we have been reviewing several questions and comments from the Brooks AFB 
group as they move forward in writing the protocol for the next phase of experiments to 
determine the safe levels for human exposure to high power THz sources. 
 
Upgrade of the video acquisition system for the beam size measurements 
   We have been working on an upgrade of the video acquisition system for some time 
now. The goal is to reduce the time we need to make accurate beam size measurements in 
the 3F and 4F regions from ~ 2 hours down to ~ 15 minutes or less. One of the reasons 
for the very good progress to date is that we were able to get detailed documentation of 
the CCD cameras we use, which was not an easy process due to the poor level of 
technical support at the manufacturer. Once having the proper documentation we could 
set up the video cameras in the best way for the measurements we need to do, the key 
issue being to sync the cameras to the beam and not only to the frame grabber. 



   After bench testing, on Friday evening last week we tested the new concept with beam 
and it was very successful.  A modified CCD camera was then installed on the 3F07 
viewer and synchronized to the beam. The test went very well and essentially we saw 
what was expected. That is when the camera and the frame grabber are synchronized 
properly  to the beam  we  see a very clear mean profile as shown in Fig. 1.  Moreover the 
picture is steady even though the beam is pulsed. And as if that would not be enough, one 
more improvement in the system is that the image contains the beam information on all 
the lines of the video signal whereas before we would get the beam profile information 
on every second line of the video signal. 
   During the shutdown this week a lot of work has been done on upgrading the system. 
All the cameras have been taken out from zones 3F and 4F, modified and tested on a 
special test bench. We are re-installing the cameras back in the viewers now. The work 
will be finished next week. Thus we will be able to start to use the updated system for the 
beam size measurements right after the shutdown. 

 
Fig. 1 Beam profile measured at 3F07 with the modified video acquisition system 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  September 18-22, 2006 
 
Date:  September 22, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
We completed our planned shutdown for the installation of the cryocooled mirror 
assembly this week.   
 
We began hot checkout of all the FEL subsystems and performed high voltage processing 
of the photogun yesterday and continued with system checkout today in order to be ready 
for systematic restart of beam operations next week. By the time of this writing we had 
recovered beam in the injector. 
 
We are pleased to report that the cryomirror installation in the outcoupler optical cavity 
was successful.  The mirror assembly is presently sitting at cryogenic temperatures 
(~50K), is free of any vibrations due to the helium flow, and is showing a nice stable and 
retro- reflection.  In addition to this primary installation task, we completed a number of 
diagnostic check-out and maintenance activities that we noted in the last two weekly 
reports. 
 
The near term plan is to bring the machine back on line starting with the injector setup 
followed by tune-up of the linac and  energy recirculator.  We will then test the 
cryomirror assembly for incrementally higher average power outcoupling at 1.6 microns. 
 
Management: 
We completed the ONR project monthly financial reports for the month of August and 
distributed them to the DOE and ONR project offices. 
 
This week we were in frequent discussion with ONR and DOE Site Offices as we 
planned for the transition between FY06 and 07.  Anxiety about this transition is 
heightened by the uncertainty in the passage of the FY07 DoD appropriations bill.  As of 
this writing the DoD bill may appear before Congress recesses at the end of next week. 
 
We prepared data requested by ONR on the results of JLab’s FY06 FEL Program for 
ONR’s review of “Discovery and Invention” programs next week 
 
George Neil attended the 31st Int’l Conf. on Infrared and Millimeter Waves and 14th Int’l 
Conf. on Terahertz Electronics (IRMMW-THz 2006) in this week in Shanghai, China.  
George hosted this large international conference last year in Williamsburg, VA. 
 



 
 
Operations: 
This week started out with the group finishing up all the work necessary for the 
maintenance down and cryo-mirror installation.  The cryo and optics groups made very 
rapid progress and were ready to go by close of business Tuesday.  Work on vacuum and 
diagnostics continued on Wednesday but we were able to lock up the machine by the end 
of the day.  Thursday was hot check-out day.  We high voltage processed the gun that had 
been recesiated earlier in the week and recalibrated the gradients in zone 3.  Today we are 
finishing up some diagnostics work before we start the injector setup for next week.  Just 
about all the items from the maintenance down are done but this means that most systems 
have been worked on and we will need to start up the machine from scratch.  The new 
diagnostics should aid in this eventually once they are commissioned and changes to the 
RF systems should make things more stable. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Tuesday we re-cesiated the cathode for the third time in preparation for beam ops. 
The quantum efficiency increased from 2 to 4.8% with the re-cesiation. Wes Moore 
installed in one of the gun ion pumps a UHV controller courtesy of John Hansknecht. 
This controller is very sensitive and can detect very low currents in the ion pump, typical 
of very good vacuum environments. We tested this controller on Thursday and confirmed 
that indeed the vacuum in the gun increases during cathode high voltage conditioning. 
We could not see this rise with the regular controller. This will be a very valuable tool for 
relating photocathode lifetime to gun vacuum environment during beam ops. Many 
thanks to John for his contribution.  
 
D. Bullard and N. Theodore continued to make progress assembling the new gun 
electrodes. Their progress has been slowed down by minor out-of-spec details but they 
have solved them. We expect to complete the gun assembly by next week. The IR Demo 
gun chamber has been mounted in the stand located now in the new Gun Test Stand 
(GTS) facility. The new gun assembly will be attached to this chamber and evacuated 
until the new chamber is done. Survey and Alignment crew finished marking the location 
for the high voltage power supply tank and for the gun stand in the GTS. We held an 
installation meeting on Tuesday with Survey and Alignment, Installation, and I&C crews. 
 
WBS 6 (RF Systems): 
The past two weeks have been spent adding a second gas barrier to waveguides in zone 3.  
The 8 cavities in this zone were originally designed with one window between the cavity 
vacuum and waveguide air.   Because the inside of the superconducting cavities act as an 
excellent cryo-pump any small amount of gas that gets into this volume is immediately 
frozen out to the surface of the structure.  The exception to this is helium which has a 
vapor pressure of about 25 torr at 2 K.  Thus if a window gets a small leak the gas can 
build up inside the cryomodule until it forms an ice ball.  While this is happening the 
beam line vacuum instrumentation can not detect a fault.  By installing a commercial gas 
barrier in the waveguide and filling the space between the gas barrier and the cavity 
window with helium, we accomplish two goals.  First such a system provides a gas that 
will make it through the cryomodule to the beam line vacuum instrumentation where a 
minor leak can be detected and addressed promptly.  Second, such a system insures that 
the cavity window is only exposed to clean inert gas.    Other than a 10% change in the 



loaded-Q of the cavities due to the minor mismatch of the gas barrier, there were no 
noticeable changes to the cavity operations. 
 
We also did the bulk of the installation of a phase monitoring system, in the injector.  The 
intent of this system is to make a secondary measurement of the phase shifts between the 
4 major RF components in the injector.  Those are the drive laser, the buncher cavity, and 
the two superconducting cavities.  RF phase drifts of a few tenths of a degree between 
these components have a major negative impact on beam quality.  Once the system 
installation is completed it will be used with a human in the feedback loop so that the 
operations staff can insure that the suggested phase corrections actually restore the 
injector to the proper configuration.  The second phase will be to automate the system 
using PID loops around the phase signals in order to stabilize the injector automatically. 
 
With respect to preventive maintenance, we checked the integrity of the critical RF 
cables.  A small fraction of the cables had become loose either due to thermal cycling or 
vibrations.  Additionally The third, we calibrated the gradients in Zone 3 and the injector 
unit.  Apparently there were minor drifts in these calibrations that were probably due to 
drifts in the LLRF systems.  When we brought the system back up there were a few 
minor problems that were identified and repaired as part of the hot checkout.   
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
  The majority of the activities this week were centered around getting the FEL ready for 
Operations. The new Phase Monitor chassis in the 0f04 region was installed. This 
included installing and terminating super flex Heliax cable and fabricating a shelf for the 
Vector voltmeter. Installation continued on the camera timing system upgrade with new 
signal lines added into the 0F04 region.  To support the Optics efforts to get the cryo-
mirror installed and cool down, several channels of diode read backs were installed to 
monitor the temperature.  The cabling, terminations, and testing for these channels all 
occurred and the channels were connected into EPICS.  Since these four channels were 
meant to monitor the cool down process, we installed some averaging to compensate for 
the noise of each channels.  
   UHV Ion pump power supply testing proved that we had a bad jumper in the system.  
The properly fabricated jumper was installed and the UHVs are working beautifully.  
These ion pump power supplies are showing us injector vacuum activity that we were 
unable to see before.  
   The two new Kollmorgen motor drives for IR wiggler arrived this week, a replacement 
and a spare.  The replacement drive was installed, removing a flaky drive.  After a small 
gap wiggler change was made, the new drive put about a 2mm taper in one side of the 
wiggler.  All original equipment was reinstalled and the taper was taken out.  The new 
drives are being bench tested.    We've began the phosphor coating process of two dump 
viewer targets.  So far three coats of the phosphor have been applied to each and they 
look very good.  We will let these targets bake over the weekend and then apply the 
remaining coats next week.  
   To continue moving forward with the Beam Viewer Crate upgrade, we have completed 
the design for the crate rear panel and the card front panels.  Both designs have been 
quoted by the vendor for machining. We are just running some numbers to figure out the 
best number of pieces to get.  With the rear panel design completed we were able to move 
forward with the crate cable assembly requirements.  We now have a set of specifications 
for what type of cables and lengths are needed and a quantity of each.  This will go out 



for quotes next week.  A design has also been completed for the control card test fixture.  
This will begin construction once we are not occupied with the machine maintenance.  
   The cooling line parts for the Sextupole Power Supplies have been specified.  There is 
one more part that the vendor is locating for the system and then we will progress with 
acquiring the components to finish the system.  The HOM Log. Monitor PCBs have 
arrived and added to the assembly queue.  
     The bridge between the ColdFire and FPGA is working. We put the ColdFire on the 
development board and wire the cables to the general purpose board. By using the bus 
communication protocol, the ColdFire can write and read data from the memory in 
FPGA. Some modifications were made on general purpose board. We are trying to make 
the ColdFire, FPGA and ADC board working together. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations
• In work for the New Gun and injector Test Stand, McAllister Technical Services is 

about to start design of our stalk retraction system.  They plan to start asking about 
clarifications to our specification in about 2 weeks. Procurement is dealing with the 
Riggins Co. on bringing the tank for the high Voltage Power Supply back to operable 
condition culminating in a “hydro” test.  Welding on the he gun chamber is complete 
to the point where the vacuum bake-out is planned.  We have a contact at Howmet, a 
local manufacturer that has agreed to help us perform that heat treatment in their 
vacuum furnace that goes to 1000 F at less than one-micron pressure.  We are getting a 
preliminary cost estimate so that we can start the procurement process. 

•  Concerning work on the second wiggler chamber, the shop still plans on removing two 
last kinks near the ends at the BPM flanges to match the straightness of the central 
region.  Other projects with higher priority delayed that work.     

•  We will start work next week on the short-term plan (described last week) to keep the 
downstream OCMM from moving due to the heating and expansion of the Wiggler 
Chamber. 

•  During the down period we added spring finger clips to short out the free ends of the 
wiggler chamber extensions to the flanges they face.  We added some lossy, glassy 
carbon chunks to the insides of the OCMMs at the windows to damp-out any 
oscillations. (See pictures below) Kevin Beard continues modeling the regions on the 
RF Analysis Software the lab recently purchased. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



•  Magnet Test finished the first SF sextupole’s repeatability test, showing that the ability 
of the stand to repeat is at the quarter of a percent level.  We will perform the same 
tests on the same magnet next week after splitting it apart and putting it back together.

•  We powered and checked out the newly added corrector pair in front of the 
Debunching Chicane. 

•  We installed the Rexolite windows (to create regions we can fill with helium) into the 
remaining 7 waveguides of Zone 3’s cryomodule.  Frank Humphry and Leonard Page 
from the SRF group re-installed the waveguides.  A leak in one of the existing elbows 
(not a flange joint) kept us from pressurizing the system at the 1/10th atmosphere we 
had planned.  However, the system is now operational, filled with helium with a slight 
purge flow to maintain that state.   A typical helium bottle will last a quarter of a year 
at this purge rate.

•   Facilities Management continues working on raising the capacity of that Drive Laser 
Room’s cooling unit.

• The vacuum group changed out a leaking beam-line valve and added an ion pump to a 
dead headed region in the 5F region.  All their work, as usual, was leak free.  A great 
job.

Experimental program 
Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons   
•  The CCD camera was received and Kevin Beard is attempting to make it talk to a 

computer.  We will probably have to just get a new one after the lack of success so far. 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
This weeks start was quite eventful and if I might add, rewarding. We have successfully 
installed a Cryo-Cooled 1.6um 20% OC mirror (see attached picture). We where able to 
helium leak check the optics and cooling lines to 138 psi. This pressure level is required 
as the relief valve is set at 125 psi (10% over). We cooled the optic down some 270K to 
~50K. While the optic was cooling we observed a very insignificant change in position 
on the center wiggler viewer. We send a HeNe beam from the vicinity of the HR optic 
through a hole in the center wiggler viewer and then on to the OC mirror. The reflection 
of this beam is sent back to the wiggler viewer and imaged with a camera. The observed 
position change was less than 5 micro-radians during the cooldown. We also saw the 
optic change from one without astigmatism to slightly astigmatic and then back to its 
original shape (see attached picture’s lower spot). This change was expected as there is a 
thermal expansion mismatch between the sapphire and the molybdenum during parts of 
the cooldown. The optics is now at ~50K with ~2.5g/sec of helium flow. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Shukui replaced the Drive Laser Rod and performed a full alignment of the system. The 
Drive Laser is back to specifications and its alignment was checked down to the cathode. 
We assisted in the certification of the ODU lasers in Lab 6. These lasers a now certified 
for use. This week we are preparing drawings for the machining of a high power optical 
transport in Lab 5. This lab will be used primarily for PLD experiments in the near future. 
A low power lab optical transport cassette is near completion for Lab 6. 
 
Terahertz: 
During the completion of the shutdown this week, we were able to take the time to 
correct some of the labeling discrepancies on some of the THz vacuum systems to 
correctly match to the EPICS naming convention.  The vacuum group was also notified 
of the changes and the procedure for venting the 4F region has been updated as well to 
reflect the changes.  All of the vacuum systems preformed perfectly during the shutdown, 
and we are prepared to begin taking beam delivery as soon the machine is fully setup.  
There are several tests that we are eagerly preparing for, one of which could provide 
some very positive funding opportunities. 
 
During the 2nd week of the shutdown, we also spent a good bit of time working on a 
writeup for the Brooks AFB group to answer several questions they had concerning the 
THz power calculations, beam profile, and timing issues for the exposure.  They are 
starting to write their procedures for the next phase of tests and we are assisting them in 
any way possible. 
 
Also, since there was no major work planned for the THz beamline during the shutdown, 
the time was used to write a LabVIEW based beam profile program to improve our beam 
characterization capabilities.  It has been tested using several saved data files and will be 
further tested when we have beam again. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  September 25-29, 2006 
 
Date:  September 29, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
  We have an exciting milestone to report in this week’s edition: the first lasing on the 
cryomirror assembly that we installed into the FEL outcoupler assembly two weeks ago. 
We have lased at 1.6 microns at cw powers at the kilowatt level using this new mirror, 
and significantly we observe no absorbed power, change in optical figure, nor vacuum 
activity with this laser power loading. The accelerator match into the wiggler region is far 
from optimized nor have other parameters been optimized with this new configuration, 
however we are very pleased with the initial performance. To remind our readers, we 
have proposed and bench-tested cryo-cooled (to approx. 50k) sapphire mirrors for high 
power FELs for several years. By cooling sapphire to this temperature the power 
handling capability is theoretically improved by over two orders of magnitude due to 
significant (>10x) enhancements in thermal conductivity and significant decrements 
(>10x) in thermal expansion. However, the real test of this concept is the actual 
performance of an optical cavity mirror in an FEL. A number of real world 
environmental factors (coolant induced vibration, laser desorption of cryosorbed gases, 
color center formation in cooled substrates) could have foiled the test. So far so good.  As 
noted in the detailed operations report below, we have optimization work to be completed 
before we incrementally push up the current and test the mirror performance at higher 
powers. 
 
 Other accomplishments this week include:  
- the first direct measurements of the injector emittance with our improved injector 

diagnostics-which show that we do not have transverse emittance growth from the 
injector to the wiggler. 

 
- the completion of construction of our second photogun assembly. This assembly will 

be moved over to the new FEL Injector Test Stand area next week for vacuum tests. 
This gun assembly will be used to test photogun and injector hardware and will serve 
as a needed back-up to the primary photogun in the FEL. 

 
Note:  please hold these dates as the tentative dates for the annual review of the Jefferson 
Lab FEL program; Jan. 17-19, 2007 
 



 
Special Note:   We reprint this note from the ONR Website: 
On August 24, at its 28th Annual National Training Conference in New York City, 
Blacks in Government awarded its 2006 Meritorious Service Awards. Among the 
recipients was ONR’s Quentin Saulter, program manager for directed energy technology 
(Code 351), for his work with the Navy’s free-electron laser program and other directed 
energy projects from 2004 to 2006 as well as for his leadership of ONR’s Future 
Engineering Faculty Fellowship Program and his work with historically black colleges 
and universities 
 
On behalf of all of Quentin’s friends and colleagues at Jefferson Lab, we congratulate 
him on this important award and recognition of his accomplishments for ONR.  We also 
wish Quentin well on his next venture which we all hope involves continued interaction. 
Quentin left ONR last week to join the Directed Energy program at the Air Force 
Research Laboratory at Kirtland AFB in Albuquerque. 
 
Management: 
We are pleased to announce that the FEL program at Jefferson Lab moves from 
Department to Division status within Jefferson Lab as we start the new fiscal year on 
Monday. The FEL program will continue to maintain strong ties to the Accelerator 
Division as we proceed with the new visibility that this elevated status presents to our 
stakeholders. 
 
We worked with ONR to schedule a monthly status meeting at ONR (tentatively during 
the week of Oct. 16th ) and our annual review dates (Jan. 17-19,2007). 
 
We held our monthly coordinating meeting today with our collaborators in the 
Biomedical Photonics Consortium.  Earlier in the week we received reviews on our  
pre-application to the NIH Interdisciplinary Research Center proposal program.  The pre-
application garnered excellent reviews on the proposed science but needed examples of 
consortium results before meeting the threshold for a full application.  The coordinating 
team has proposed a path forward which will generate near term results prior to the next 
application deadline in 2007. 
 
Michael Kelley has received a grant from DoE to support a doctoral student at William & 
Mary and one at Virginia Tech, working on improvements to niobium processing for SRF 
accelerator technology, the heart of the FEL. 
 
Operations: 
   By Friday of last week we were finally far enough along in hot checkout to turn on the 
beam.  All the cables in the injector had been modified so we had to start from scratch to 
find phases close enough to get beam out of the injector.  This went fairly smoothly and 
we were able to get beam out of the injector, through the linac, and around the machine to 
the energy recovery dump.  The energy from the linac was low and the match was not 
very good but we had something to start with for injector setup.  
   On Monday we started with a careful full injector setup.  This was slowed significantly 
with a vacuum problem.  We kept getting vacuum trips in the injector.  Checks of the 
vacuum pumps indicated that the trips were spurious, i.e. there was no real vacuum rise 
that initiated the trips.  In parallel with the injector setup we tried to debug this problem.      



   By the end of the day we had run our injector setup script but we were not sure of the 
results due to spurious trips during the script.  We continued with this on Tuesday and 
completed the injector setup.  Once it was properly set up we tried out the injector multi-
slit with the triggered camera.  We were finally able to measure the vertical emittance and 
Twiss parameters in the injector.  Interlacing in the camera prevented this in previous 
attempts.  The emittance measured in both axes was approximately 8 mm-mrad.  This is 
essentially the same as what we measure in the wiggler region, indicating that the 
transverse emittance does not grow from the injector to the wiggler.  We then roughly 
phased the linac and found that we had to find the gradient limits in zone 3 again since 
we had re-calibrated this zone and the gradients had changed.  While we were doing this 
we finally found the problem with the vacuum crate and put in a temporary fix.  Once we 
had recovered the linac gradient we measured the longitudinal properties and found that 
the bunch length was the same as it has been recently and that the M55 traces looked 
good.  The match and steering was still pretty bad.  To cap off the day we took data on 
the 3F and 4F viewer sensitivity and re-tuned the zones to reduce window heating.  
   On Wednesday we explored the steering and dispersion in the system.  We found a 
large vertical dispersion in the wiggler that was not present in the 3F region.  This 
implied that the dispersion was coming from the optical chicane magnets.  These magnets 
should have no vertical dispersion unless the orbit is very bad.  We did find that a large 
vertical kick at the entrance of the chicane could eliminate the vertical dispersion in the 
wiggler.  This all implies a bad magnet in the optical chicane.  We decided to try lasing 
anyway so that we could start on the setup of the beamline after the wiggler.  We 
obtained lasing at 1.6 microns and tuned the wavelength from 1.56 to 1.64 microns.  The 
maximum power was at 1.6 microns as expected.  While operating with 6% duty cycle 
and low power we found no vacuum activity or temperature rise in the cryomirror.  When 
we changed the wavelength there was a brief rise in temperature that eventually went 
away.  We do not know what causes this.  The laser efficiency seemed low, though it was 
hard to tell since the power was so low.  
 On Thursday we worked on improving the match around the machine.  We found a 
match that increased the Happek signal, despite only shortening the pulse length a little 
bit.  The energy spread induced by CSR was also less.  We did a BLM walk and found 
losses low everywhere except for 5F10.  Using the new halo monitor we were able to 
prove that the loss evident on this viewer came from some other point in the accelerator. 
Finally we started ramping up the duty cycle while lasing and studied the performance of 
the cryomirror at moderate power.  We found that the efficiency was indeed low.  It could 
be improved a bit by reducing the Rayleigh range but was still lower then typical.  We 
ran the power up to 900 W.  We found that the mode, as indicated by the coherent 
harmonic light pattern, was not changed when the laser was changed from pulsed lasing 
to lasing at over 500W.  We did find that the output coupler did steer more than we 
would like. We are attempting to find the cause of this.  We found that the new match did 
lase better than the previous one but still seemed lower that we have seen in the past.  We 
are trying today to improve the match to get the gain and efficiency up. 



 
User News: 
Many of us heard user Rox Anderson from Harvards’s Wellman Laboratory of Photomedicine 
on NPR this week talking about laser removal of tattoos and specifically a new laser degradable 
ink.  http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=6126963&sc=emaf  
 
We also heard from user Mike Smith from NASA-Langley that carbon nanotubes synthesized at 
the JLab FEL have been selected as one of the materials to be tested on the International Space 
Station on MISSE-6(Materials on the International Space Station Experiment-Mission 6).  
MISSE missions test new materials for space exploration, allowing long duration exposure in 
earth orbit.   Polymer panels reinforced with CNT's synthesized at JLab are slated to launch to 
the ISS aboard the space shuttle in December of '07.  
 
Gwyn Williams visited the THz group of Jim Kolodzey at the University of Delaware this week 
to give a seminar and to discuss user experiments. 
 
This week Mike Klopf and Gwyn Williams had a meeting with Gunter Luepke's group at 
William and Mary, see the THz news for more details. 
 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The photocathode gun is operational, it delivered 6 Coulombs during the week for FEL 
ops. High voltage testing of the field emission suppression coating continued this week. 
The tests show current below 6 pA at 32 MV/m and 125 kV, much better that any 
previous tested coatings. Drawings for a new corona shield that will incorporate a series 
of rods for doing cathode re-cesiations without opening the SF6 gun tank were signed off.  
 
We achieved an important milestone by completing the gun assembly for the Gun Test 
Stand this week. As can be seen in the picture below, the gun electrodes are coated with 
the field emission suppression film.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=6126963&sc=emaf


 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
A full injector setup was done this week.  With the help of S. Benson and C. Hernandez 
the injector phasing procedure was refined.  The corrections and clarifications are 
currently being made.  The Injector Phasing Script manual was updated with minor 
changes and will be posted in the FEL procedures book along with the updated injector 
setup procedure.  
    Work was done with K. Beard for setting up some data acquisition for the LIPSS 
experiment.  Testing was done to define the hardware needed to properly run the camera 
without drop outs as well as the memory storage needed for recorded video. 
    Operational software improvements are being worked-out regarding the drive laser 
pulse controller (DLPC) to accommodate the new use of the DLPC "Pre-Trigger Delay" 
in the viewer camera timing system. In order to achieve "transparent" performance (i.e. 
changing appropriately and automatically without the FEL operator's attention) we will 
be using the video switcher system to provide the system with proper context information 
to know how it should be configured. This is due to the fact that the sole-motivation for 
the camera pre-trigger is for the emittance measurement frame-grabber system using 
monitor #17 from the video system. The operational need for the camera pre-trigger is 
linked to using the video system with the frame-grabber. 
    Having previously improved the epics2devlore data exchange software, we were able 
to easily begin archiving the FEL User Lab usage and status of many of the key EPICS 
variables associated with the LPSS. This will allow us to automate the tracking of how 
the FEL light is delivered to users.  
    We worked on the embedded IOC design for the FPGA memory block. This allows 
use of the ColdFire bus bridge to access the memory with reading and writing. 
Integration of the ADC board general purpose board and ColdFire boards continues. The 
design process of the 3U General Purpose I/O Card has been completed.  The layout of 
the prototype board has been finished and several prototypes have been ordered for 
testing and verification.  The parts list for this project has been generated and the parts 
needed to assemble the prototypes have been ordered.  The front panel design for this 
card has been completed. This panel along with the front panel for the Beam Viewer 
Control Cards and rear panel for the crate were all ordered.  The first revision of the 
Beam Viewer Control Card has arrived and is currently being assembled.  The remaining 
parts that were ordered for that project have all arrived and placed with the parts kit.   
    Install and wiring of Lab 5 LPSS continued. Support was also given to the Optics 
group for various efforts. We also assisted with getting the advanced drive laser in User 
Lab 6 operational and ready for a LPSS certification.  Power was connected and checked 
out along with installing the LPSS interlocks. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations
• In work for the New Gun and Injector Test Stand, McAllister Technical Services 

continues design of our stalk retraction system.  They plan to start asking about 
clarifications to our specification in about 1 week.  Procurement issued a contract to 
Riggins Co. to bring the tank for the high Voltage Power Supply back to operable 
condition culminating in a “hydro” test.  They will call for delivery of the tank to their 
facility when they are ready.  Cleaning the gun chamber is planned for next week to 



ready the chamber for the vacuum bake-out. Howmet Company, a local manufacturer 
is still working on a ball park price for heat treatment in their vacuum furnace. 

• Concerning work on the second wiggler chamber, the shop removed the last two kinks 
near the ends and completed the welding of the strong-back at the BPM flanges.  We 
now plan to solder cooling tube to the chamber and finally add the copper flash to the 
inner bore.    

• With regard to the short-term plan to keep the downstream OCMM from moving due 
to the heating and expansion of the Wiggler Chamber, we are making a new anchor 
piece for the downstream chamber.  

• With regard to SF sextupole, the shop is making longer, more easily removed pins to 
substitute for the pins at the two yoke separation surfaces.  One made, Neil Wilson’s 
installation crew can perform a disassembly and reassembly in Magnet Test to mimic 
the vault’s cramped conditions.  Then Magnet Test will be able to do their repeatability 
test.  

• Facilities Management continues working on raising the capacity of that Drive Laser 
Room’s cooling unit. 

Experimental program 
Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons    
• I am designing the parts to hold the new pole tips in the proper location and restrain the 

Purcell gap pole sheet in the GW dipoles. 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL mirrors
I attended a kickoff meeting of the ONR-funded Optics Improvement Collaboration in  
Ft. Collins, CO.  Also in attendance were Henry Freund (SAIC) and Albert Ogloza 
(NAWC, China Lake).  I also attended the 38th Annual Symposium on Laser Damage in 
Boulder, CO.  While there I learned about some exciting developments in high damage 
threshold coatings and absorption levels at various wavelengths.  Our talk on our cavity 
optics was very well-received, based on the many favorable comments.  Several 
manufacturers of commercial optics approached me about using the FEL as a source to 
evaluate their products.  I also met with current and prospective vendors of our cavity and 
transport optics and windows. 
Other Activities: 
   This week, I am happy to announce, we have lased on the 1.6um Cryo-cooled mirror. 
To my knowledge this is the first time a cryo-cold mirror has been used as a cavity 
mirror. We started the process slowly to condition the optic. We allowed THz radiation 
from the dipole magnet to fall on the optic. We saw neither a change in the diode 
temperature nor a change in the vacuum. We started lasing at low duty cycle and ramped 
up to CW at 1mA getting 1kW of power on the power meter. We saw a slight rise in the 
mirror temperature of a few degrees when running at higher power. Because the rise can 
be seen on both the inlet and outlet, we suspect that the rise is due to scattered light. It 
also appears the OC mirror steers in pitch when ramping up the power but does stabilize 
after a short period. 
   We are preparing four OC cavity mirrors for brazing. One is a 1.6um R90% in a cryo-
cooled frame. This mirror will be a backup to installed R80% mirror if we need a little 
more efficiency. The others will be brazed in room temperature mounts for wavelengths 
of: 1.2um, 1.6um R90% and 1.6um R80%. We are also in the process of designing the 
much needed cases to store both un-mounted and mounted OC mirrors.  



   We have moved and certified the Advanced Drive Laser for use in Lab 6. This was 
done to allow us to turn the laser on regardless of the machine state of the FEL. 
Characterization of this laser should progress quickly now. The Drive Laser EO cell #2 
was replaced this week. This replacement increases the cell throughput by a factor of 
four. The electronics for a resonator circuit at 37.425MHz is in progress. The circuit will 
be used on the Drive Laser EO cells to improve its performance. Work also continued on 
building a photodiode to measure the relative phase shift of the Drive Laser. 
   Drawings for four additional mirror cassettes and their related equipment were 
submitted to the machine shop for fabrication. We will add low power lab transport 
hardware in Labs 3 and 6. Labs 3a and 5 will receive high power equipment. This, when 
complete, will populate all of the user labs with optical transport hardware. 
 
 
Terahertz: 
On Monday, I presented a seminar for Gunter Luepke’s research group at William & 
Mary to describe the JLab-FEL THz research program as well as the details of some of 
my previous research on nonequilibrium phenomena using the pump-probe technique.  
Gunter directs a very active and motivated research group that has recently expanded 
their lab spaces as well as the number of graduate students in the group.  Following my 
seminar, Gwyn and I were able to discuss our THz research program in more detail with 
them.  One of our planned experimental setups is to build a THz pump-probe system 
which is of particular interest to Gunter’s research group.  There are numerous research 
possibilities for THz probing of nonequilibrium dynamics and we are working to build 
collaborations with other scientists in this field. 
 
As we returned to beam operations this week, we have recertified the THz lab and are 
looking to perform some THz transmission measurements if possible by the close of 
business today.  Also, we received our repaired Pyrocam this week and hope to perform 
tests with beam today to verify proper operation. 
 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  October 2-6, 2006 
 
Date:  October 6, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
Our goal for this week was to continue testing of the cryomirror as we tuned up the driver 
accelerator and the optical controls to push the power output.   Our plans were delayed until 
late yesterday by a problem with a protective RF window on one of the FEL cryomodules. The 
details are given in our report below (under RF). 
 
As a summary, we are continuing to learn about how best to protect the primary RF windows 
from potential small (air-to-vacuum) leaks. We commend our SRF and RF teams for a very 
careful job that allowed us to bring the cryomodule back on-line very quickly on Thursday. 
We also subsequently brought the FEL back rapidly and re-commenced the cryomirror test 
program. We obtained our first measurement of FEL gain with this optical cavity set-up: 55%-
a very good number that meets our expectations.  Our measured FEL efficiency is still low 
with this set-up, approximately 700 Ww/mA; however we seem to be loosing about a factor of 
two with a vertical mode oscillation that is not coupled to any mirror motion. This interesting 
problem is giving us good reason to check all the system parameters at the limits of our 
installed diagnostics. 
 
We are pleased to report that the FEL injector group successfully installed the new FEL 
photogun assembly and put the assembly under vacuum in the new injector/gun test stand area 
in the back of the FEL Facility. 
 
All of the hardware for the suite of planned instrumentation for the THz beamline has been 
acquired so that spectroscopic measurements in the FIR-THz range can be made in vacua (and 
unimpeded by air absorption) in User Lab 3a. 
 
Management: 
Taking advantage of the machine down-time earlier in the week due to the RF window 
problem, we spent Tuesday in a brainstorming session to discuss our priorities for the present 
year and plan our resources accordingly.  We also distributed assignments for our annual 
report which we plan to make available well before our scheduled annual review by ONR on 
Jan. 17-19, 2007. 
 
We started to prepare material for our next scheduled planning meeting (Oct. 16th) with ONR 
and PMS-405. 
 
 



Operations: 
   The week started with a down to fix a few problems found last week.  The down was 
supposed to end in the morning but was extended when the CHL crashed due to a power 
glitch.  We came up in the afternoon and discovered a problem with the Rexolite window in 
zone 3 cavity 8.  This is a protective window and not the front-line air-vacuum interface 
window. The window problem is described in detail in the RF report.      
   Recovering from the damage of this window failure took until Thursday afternoon.  We then 
turned on and quickly re-established lasing.  We optimized the lasing using the fast detector in 
the optical control room and obtained turn-on times as short as 20 microseconds.  This 
corresponds to about 55% gain.  We found an oscillation in the vertical mode however that we 
could not explain.  The mirrors were not vibrating.  The mirror angles were stable to better 
than 200 nrad.  With this small an angular change the optical mode should have been quite 
stable.  The electron beam also seemed stable and we could not steer the optical mode by 
steering the electron beam.  At this point this is still a mystery that we are exploring.  The 
efficiency was still low but part of this is due to the mode oscillation.  Since the laser is only 
lasing well about half of the time, the maximum efficiency with this present set-up could be 2x 
higher. 
   On Friday we did some experiments to find the source of the mode oscillation.  We 
eliminated some candidates but did not find a smoking gun.  We also ran for a while at about 
600 W to look at mirror heating.  We do find that the helium is heating by a few degrees.  It is 
not clear at this point where the power is being absorbed.  We do now have the capability to 
image the mode on the output coupler at 1.6 microns.  This proved quite useful in optimizing 
the system.  We are continuing to identify the cause of the mode oscillation and any other 
possible causes for the low efficiency (we typically see about 700 W/mA right now). 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 

 

This week we accomplished yet another milestone by moving the new gun assembly 
(completed last week) to the Gun Test Stand and having it under vacuum. We remind our 
readers that the Gun Test Stand will serve to do beam studies at 500 kV and high charge (1-2 
nC) bunches. Many thanks to Don Bullard (left) and Nimel Theodore (right) for their great 
effort in making this happen. 
 

 
 



On Thursday one of the electrodes coated with the graded field emission suppression film was 
removed to discover that the film was damaged during the last high voltage test when the gap 
was closed down in an attempt to condition beyond 32 MV/m. The film was successfully 
conditioned up to 27 MV/m with no detectable current or vacuum rise. The highest gradient in 
the gun is 12.4 MV/m at 500 kV. A new anode plate will be polished before resuming the 
testing with a second coated electrode. Understanding the coated electrodes behavior will be 
very valuable when we condition the new gun assembly. 
 
The Phase Monitoring system for the Injector is installed and ready for commissioning, except 
for the photodiode pick-off for the Drive Laser.  It will be an additional 2-3 weeks before it is 
ready.  This will give us time to debug and test the balance of the system. 
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
RF - Removed all Rexolite windows in zone 3 after the one in the waveguide for cavity  
8 burned out.  The waveguides for all cavities and the HOM filters for cavity 8 were removed, 
cleaned, and reinstalled.  The ceramic windows on the cryomodule were also cleaned.  An IR 
camera was then positioned to view and measure the temperature of the ceramic windows for 
cavities 5, 7, and 8 under RF operations.  The results were consistent with the original tests for 
these ceramic windows.  No abnormal heating or hot spots were observed.  The balance of the 
RF system was then reassembled and turned over for operations. 
  
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
By taking advantage of the downtime this week we checked the three problematic BPMs that 
operations had noted.  One of the BPMs was found to have some cabling issues within the 
CAMAC crate that caused it to work but respond in an unusual way.  With EES's help we 
discovered this problem and rechecked the system successfully.  The other two BPMs checked 
out ok so further operations time with them will provide us with some more data to check their 
operation.  Also while we were down we took the time to survey the vault for magnetic 
hardware near the beamline.  Several stainless steel support bars were found to be magnetic 
and these were replaced. 
    This week some time has been spent to complete the revisions to the Single Board IOC 
Prototype. The code was written this week for the memory in FPGA and tested with address 
and data bus through the Coldfire and FPGA bridge. The schematic has been modified to 
reflect the desired changes and the layout is 50% complete.  The board package has also been 
modified to a layout to eliminate interference with existing designs.  We have also 
successfully programmed and calibrated five RTD boards.  These boards are ready for 
installation once front panels have been installed.  In an effort to move forward with the next 
revision to the embedded BPM design, the projected amplifiers were tested for gain and noise 
characteristics.  At first glance the gain for the amplifier is 12 dB and seems to be well within 
the spec of 1.5 dB Noise Figure.  With this amplifier we can boost the signal strength without 
generating noise and improve the VSWR of the system. 
    Significant effort was focused this week on the changes made to the existing timing system 
and the testing of the new timing hardware and software that will be installed soon. Software 
tools to monitor the timing system's operational performance were made and are being used. 
We are also happy to report that the viewer camera triggering electronics and signal 
distribution card was finished this week. We will install it as soon as a proper time is 
determined. 
    The settings on the new Kollmorgen drives were compared with the drives in the existing 
IR wiggler controls.  The new drives were set with the wrong peak current and brake settings.  



These differences would result in a wiggler taper.  The drive settings will be corrected and 
scheduled for install during the next down. 
    Most of the student’s time this week was spent preparing the cylinders that are required for 
the optics department. Five (5) have been completed and a total of 9 are needed. Work will 
also go on today for the THz stepper motors. The rotary stage will be calibrated along with the 
wiring of new adaptors so these stages can be used in the lab. A home switch will also be 
wired in for these. 
    Lastly significant progress is being made on conversion to the new Laser Personnel Safety 
System (LPSS). Lab 5 continues to progress and lab 2 has been taken off line to convert to the 
new system. 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
The primary activity continues to be the cryomirror tests.  Work on the accelerator, 
documented elsewhere, precluded further characterization until yesterday evening and today.  
As of this writing, we observe a vertical oscillation of about +/- 6 mm on a 76 mm dia mirror.  
The frequency is about 29.8 Hz.  The cause of this motion is under debate, the OCMMS 
beams for both mirrors show random motions of order 100 nrad.  We are seeing a temperature 
rise of a few degrees in the return He that is correlated with operation of the FEL, and will 
spend some time determining if this is entirely due to absorption in the mirror, or due to 
absorption of scattered laser light. 
  
We anticipate receipt of new 1.06 micron outcoupler mirrors today, or at the latest, Monday.  
These mirror's coatings are especially designed for operation not only in the NIR but also in 
the UV (355 nm).  Laser measurements at this short wavelength will advance our 
understanding of the performance limits of the accelerator/laser as a system. 
 
We added a camera with response at 1.6um to view the fundamental mode on the OC mirror. 
We have had four OC optics and their corresponding frames ready for brazing since last week 
and are still waiting for time on the vacuum furnace. It appears that we may get time on 
Monday. Work continues on Turning Mirror Can (TMC) #1. While this assembly is near 90% 
complete, we are still having some problems with the cooling tube chain. The chain hangs on 
both a limit switch and a port opening when translating the slide. 
 
Terahertz: 
This week, we received the last vacuum chamber necessary to complete the full “in vacuum” 
experimental setup that has been planned.  The new “Ox box” delivered this week provides the 
capability for measuring samples both in reflection and transmission.  A cryostat can be 
incorporated into the system as well so that samples, such as superconductors can be measured 
above and below the transition temperature.  All of the vacuum chambers will be moved onto 
the optical table today and we will begin aligning the chambers to the beamline and 
assembling all of the vacuum interconnection fittings.  All of this equipment will allow us to 
perform spectroscopy and pump-probe experiments fully under vacuum, eliminating the water 
absorption lines that are particularly problematic in the THz region.  One of our first tests will 
be to operate the FTIR system fully under vacuum.  We have performed some initial tests that 
showed a significant improvement in the spectral signal already, but these upcoming tests will 
be our first chance to have the entire beam path and detector under vacuum. 



 
We are also planning some exciting imaging tests for the future.  This week, Gwyn and I have 
finalized a collaboration with James Kolodzy of the University of Delaware to make some 
real-time THz movies.  James’ group has shown that they have some great capabilities in THz 
imaging, but lack any useful power in terms of their source.  We are eager to work together 
with their imaging systems and expertise to set another great milestone with our THz source.  
Our tests with them are scheduled for early November. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  October 2-6, 2006 
 
Date:  October 6, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
Our goal for this week was to continue testing of the cryomirror as we tuned up the driver 
accelerator and the optical controls to push the power output.   Our plans were delayed until 
late yesterday by a problem with a protective RF window on one of the FEL cryomodules. The 
details are given in our report below (under RF). 
 
As a summary, we are continuing to learn about how best to protect the primary RF windows 
from potential small (air-to-vacuum) leaks. We commend our SRF and RF teams for a very 
careful job that allowed us to bring the cryomodule back on-line very quickly on Thursday. 
We also subsequently brought the FEL back rapidly and re-commenced the cryomirror test 
program. We obtained our first measurement of FEL gain with this optical cavity set-up: 55%-
a very good number that meets our expectations.  Our measured FEL efficiency is still low 
with this set-up, approximately 700 Ww/mA; however we seem to be loosing about a factor of 
two with a vertical mode oscillation that is not coupled to any mirror motion. This interesting 
problem is giving us good reason to check all the system parameters at the limits of our 
installed diagnostics. 
 
We are pleased to report that the FEL injector group successfully installed the new FEL 
photogun assembly and put the assembly under vacuum in the new injector/gun test stand area 
in the back of the FEL Facility. 
 
All of the hardware for the suite of planned instrumentation for the THz beamline has been 
acquired so that spectroscopic measurements in the FIR-THz range can be made in vacua (and 
unimpeded by air absorption) in User Lab 3a. 
 
Management: 
Taking advantage of the machine down-time earlier in the week due to the RF window 
problem, we spent Tuesday in a brainstorming session to discuss our priorities for the present 
year and plan our resources accordingly.  We also distributed assignments for our annual 
report which we plan to make available well before our scheduled annual review by ONR on 
Jan. 17-19, 2007. 
 
We started to prepare material for our next scheduled planning meeting (Oct. 16th) with ONR 
and PMS-405. 
 
 



Operations: 
   The week started with a down to fix a few problems found last week.  The down was 
supposed to end in the morning but was extended when the CHL crashed due to a power 
glitch.  We came up in the afternoon and discovered a problem with the Rexolite window in 
zone 3 cavity 8.  This is a protective window and not the front-line air-vacuum interface 
window. The window problem is described in detail in the RF report.      
   Recovering from the damage of this window failure took until Thursday afternoon.  We then 
turned on and quickly re-established lasing.  We optimized the lasing using the fast detector in 
the optical control room and obtained turn-on times as short as 20 microseconds.  This 
corresponds to about 55% gain.  We found an oscillation in the vertical mode however that we 
could not explain.  The mirrors were not vibrating.  The mirror angles were stable to better 
than 200 nrad.  With this small an angular change the optical mode should have been quite 
stable.  The electron beam also seemed stable and we could not steer the optical mode by 
steering the electron beam.  At this point this is still a mystery that we are exploring.  The 
efficiency was still low but part of this is due to the mode oscillation.  Since the laser is only 
lasing well about half of the time, the maximum efficiency with this present set-up could be 2x 
higher. 
   On Friday we did some experiments to find the source of the mode oscillation.  We 
eliminated some candidates but did not find a smoking gun.  We also ran for a while at about 
600 W to look at mirror heating.  We do find that the helium is heating by a few degrees.  It is 
not clear at this point where the power is being absorbed.  We do now have the capability to 
image the mode on the output coupler at 1.6 microns.  This proved quite useful in optimizing 
the system.  We are continuing to identify the cause of the mode oscillation and any other 
possible causes for the low efficiency (we typically see about 700 W/mA right now). 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 

 

This week we accomplished yet another milestone by moving the new gun assembly 
(completed last week) to the Gun Test Stand and having it under vacuum. We remind our 
readers that the Gun Test Stand will serve to do beam studies at 500 kV and high charge (1-2 
nC) bunches. Many thanks to Don Bullard (left) and Nimel Theodore (right) for their great 
effort in making this happen. 
 

 
 



On Thursday one of the electrodes coated with the graded field emission suppression film was 
removed to discover that the film was damaged during the last high voltage test when the gap 
was closed down in an attempt to condition beyond 32 MV/m. The film was successfully 
conditioned up to 27 MV/m with no detectable current or vacuum rise. The highest gradient in 
the gun is 12.4 MV/m at 500 kV. A new anode plate will be polished before resuming the 
testing with a second coated electrode. Understanding the coated electrodes behavior will be 
very valuable when we condition the new gun assembly. 
 
The Phase Monitoring system for the Injector is installed and ready for commissioning, except 
for the photodiode pick-off for the Drive Laser.  It will be an additional 2-3 weeks before it is 
ready.  This will give us time to debug and test the balance of the system. 
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
RF - Removed all Rexolite windows in zone 3 after the one in the waveguide for cavity  
8 burned out.  The waveguides for all cavities and the HOM filters for cavity 8 were removed, 
cleaned, and reinstalled.  The ceramic windows on the cryomodule were also cleaned.  An IR 
camera was then positioned to view and measure the temperature of the ceramic windows for 
cavities 5, 7, and 8 under RF operations.  The results were consistent with the original tests for 
these ceramic windows.  No abnormal heating or hot spots were observed.  The balance of the 
RF system was then reassembled and turned over for operations. 
  
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
By taking advantage of the downtime this week we checked the three problematic BPMs that 
operations had noted.  One of the BPMs was found to have some cabling issues within the 
CAMAC crate that caused it to work but respond in an unusual way.  With EES's help we 
discovered this problem and rechecked the system successfully.  The other two BPMs checked 
out ok so further operations time with them will provide us with some more data to check their 
operation.  Also while we were down we took the time to survey the vault for magnetic 
hardware near the beamline.  Several stainless steel support bars were found to be magnetic 
and these were replaced. 
    This week some time has been spent to complete the revisions to the Single Board IOC 
Prototype. The code was written this week for the memory in FPGA and tested with address 
and data bus through the Coldfire and FPGA bridge. The schematic has been modified to 
reflect the desired changes and the layout is 50% complete.  The board package has also been 
modified to a layout to eliminate interference with existing designs.  We have also 
successfully programmed and calibrated five RTD boards.  These boards are ready for 
installation once front panels have been installed.  In an effort to move forward with the next 
revision to the embedded BPM design, the projected amplifiers were tested for gain and noise 
characteristics.  At first glance the gain for the amplifier is 12 dB and seems to be well within 
the spec of 1.5 dB Noise Figure.  With this amplifier we can boost the signal strength without 
generating noise and improve the VSWR of the system. 
    Significant effort was focused this week on the changes made to the existing timing system 
and the testing of the new timing hardware and software that will be installed soon. Software 
tools to monitor the timing system's operational performance were made and are being used. 
We are also happy to report that the viewer camera triggering electronics and signal 
distribution card was finished this week. We will install it as soon as a proper time is 
determined. 
    The settings on the new Kollmorgen drives were compared with the drives in the existing 
IR wiggler controls.  The new drives were set with the wrong peak current and brake settings.  



These differences would result in a wiggler taper.  The drive settings will be corrected and 
scheduled for install during the next down. 
    Most of the student’s time this week was spent preparing the cylinders that are required for 
the optics department. Five (5) have been completed and a total of 9 are needed. Work will 
also go on today for the THz stepper motors. The rotary stage will be calibrated along with the 
wiring of new adaptors so these stages can be used in the lab. A home switch will also be 
wired in for these. 
    Lastly significant progress is being made on conversion to the new Laser Personnel Safety 
System (LPSS). Lab 5 continues to progress and lab 2 has been taken off line to convert to the 
new system. 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
The primary activity continues to be the cryomirror tests.  Work on the accelerator, 
documented elsewhere, precluded further characterization until yesterday evening and today.  
As of this writing, we observe a vertical oscillation of about +/- 6 mm on a 76 mm dia mirror.  
The frequency is about 29.8 Hz.  The cause of this motion is under debate, the OCMMS 
beams for both mirrors show random motions of order 100 nrad.  We are seeing a temperature 
rise of a few degrees in the return He that is correlated with operation of the FEL, and will 
spend some time determining if this is entirely due to absorption in the mirror, or due to 
absorption of scattered laser light. 
  
We anticipate receipt of new 1.06 micron outcoupler mirrors today, or at the latest, Monday.  
These mirror's coatings are especially designed for operation not only in the NIR but also in 
the UV (355 nm).  Laser measurements at this short wavelength will advance our 
understanding of the performance limits of the accelerator/laser as a system. 
 
We added a camera with response at 1.6um to view the fundamental mode on the OC mirror. 
We have had four OC optics and their corresponding frames ready for brazing since last week 
and are still waiting for time on the vacuum furnace. It appears that we may get time on 
Monday. Work continues on Turning Mirror Can (TMC) #1. While this assembly is near 90% 
complete, we are still having some problems with the cooling tube chain. The chain hangs on 
both a limit switch and a port opening when translating the slide. 
 
Terahertz: 
This week, we received the last vacuum chamber necessary to complete the full “in vacuum” 
experimental setup that has been planned.  The new “Ox box” delivered this week provides the 
capability for measuring samples both in reflection and transmission.  A cryostat can be 
incorporated into the system as well so that samples, such as superconductors can be measured 
above and below the transition temperature.  All of the vacuum chambers will be moved onto 
the optical table today and we will begin aligning the chambers to the beamline and 
assembling all of the vacuum interconnection fittings.  All of this equipment will allow us to 
perform spectroscopy and pump-probe experiments fully under vacuum, eliminating the water 
absorption lines that are particularly problematic in the THz region.  One of our first tests will 
be to operate the FTIR system fully under vacuum.  We have performed some initial tests that 
showed a significant improvement in the spectral signal already, but these upcoming tests will 
be our first chance to have the entire beam path and detector under vacuum. 



 
We are also planning some exciting imaging tests for the future.  This week, Gwyn and I have 
finalized a collaboration with James Kolodzy of the University of Delaware to make some 
real-time THz movies.  James’ group has shown that they have some great capabilities in THz 
imaging, but lack any useful power in terms of their source.  We are eager to work together 
with their imaging systems and expertise to set another great milestone with our THz source.  
Our tests with them are scheduled for early November. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  October 9-13, 2006 
 
Date:  October 13, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
We are continuing tests of our first cryocooled (50k) optical cavity mirror. In the last two 
weekly reports, we noted that we have successfully lased at cw output powers of 1 kW, 
but an observed vertical oscillation of the optical mode was preventing us from pushing 
the power higher.  We were initially stumped at the source of this motion because the 
optical diagnostic system for the optical cavity was telling us that the mirror motion was 
negligible. However, after some excellent detective work this week we determined that 
the mirror was indeed oscillating at a 150Hz rate and the driving term appeared to be the 
helium gas flow in the cooling loop.  While we continued other FEL measurements this 
week, the optics group designed a damping system for the mirror and it is being installed 
today. We are also shielding temperature sensors on the cryocooled mirror assembly 
which should also improve the performance of the mirror at higher powers. (Details are 
given in the Operations and Optics Sections below).  
 
Prior to the end of week shutdown for the above alterations, we spent some time 
improving the "match" of the accelerator to the wiggler section and into the recirculator, 
conditioned the driver accelerator for high current operation (up to 6.5mA), and ran  
a shift of THz operations.  During the latter run a very important set of THz absorption  
measurements was obtained for materials of interest to defense applications. These 
measurements set guidelines for the development of THz imaging devices  
and other spectroscopic applications.  
 
Next week we should be bringing the FEL back on line late on Monday or Tuesday 
depending on the cool-down of the cryomirror assembly.  
 
Management: 
We completed our Navy project financial reports for the month of September and 
forwarded them to the DOE and ONR project offices.  
 
On Monday, Oct. 16th, the FEL project management team has a meeting scheduled with 
our ONR and NAVSEA program managers to confirm the technical scope, budget and 
schedule for the FY07 portion of our 3 year (FY05-07) MOA with the Navy.  We will 
also discuss the preliminary agenda for our annual program review which is scheduled 
for Jan. 17-19, 2007 at Jefferson Lab. Final arrangements and a briefing book were 
prepared for the Monday meeting.  
 



Our collaborators at EVMS and the NIH proposal coordinating team held a conference 
call with the NIH program manager who oversees the interdisciplinary research center 
proposals in NIH's National Center for Research Resources (NCRR). Our pre-proposal 
was given excellent marks on the proposed science, but it did not make the cut from the 
300 submitted applications to a set of 16 that will go forward to full proposals. We were 
given good advice on moving forward with a different collection of revised proposals 
from the collaboration for submission in 2007.  A revised program plan is being prepared 
by the coordinating committee that will be distributed next week to the full collaboration.  
 
JTO Programs:  
We began assembling the monthly report for the JTO on our two current programs: the 
Advanced Deformable Mirror and the Short Rayleigh Range FEL Operation activities.  
 
Florida State: 
We were able this week to perform PARMELA modeling of the injector at Rossendorf as 
an ersatz version of the injector we intend to build at FSU.  Most operational parameters 
of the injector were confirmed as agreeing with published measurements from that 
system and we are able to determine sensitivities to parameter variations from the 
baseline.  We also established a WBS of the FEL to level three for purposes of costing 
the system for the NSF proposal and verifying completeness of the design.   A conference 
call was held to discuss procurement strategy and options.   Further discussions with the 
Florida State U. procurement office will be required before a definitive plan can be 
adopted.  
 
Michelle Shinn attended the annual meeting of the Optical Society of America (OSA) to 
present an invited paper entitled, "High average power optical systems for the Jefferson 
Lab FEL".  She also was given a tour of the DOE-funded Laboratory for Laser 
Energetics, with the specific goal to learn more about their facilities and techniques for 
optics deposition and metrology. 
 
Operations: 
   As of last Friday we were still trying to figure out why the FEL optical mode was 
oscillating.  We measured the electron beam position at several locations and found very 
small beam motion at 29 Hz but it was not enough to explain the mode movement.  We 
also found that the mode, when aligned with our alignment HeNe, was not centered on 
the mirror.  Either the mirror was mis-centered or the HeNe was mis-aligned.  We 
checked the HeNe with respect to the quad-centered electron beam position and found 
that the HeNe was mis-aligned.  When the electron beam was carefully quad-centered 
and the optical mode was centered on top of the electron beam we found that the optical 
mode was centered on the mirror.  This did not affect the mode oscillation at all however.  
   Since neither the OCMMS camera nor the center wiggler viewer camera showed any 
mirror movement we concluded that either the mirror was not vibrating or it was 
vibrating at some harmonic of 30 Hz.  If the mirror vibrates at a harmonic of its frame 
rate you don't see any motion in the image.  We then worked on getting the position 
sensitive detector (PSD) in the OCMMS working and found a 150 Hz oscillation.  This 
frequency is consistent with the observation that the mode moves slowly when the 
macropulse repetition rate is 30 Hz but breathes when the macropulse rep. rate is 60 Hz.  
The macropulse repetition rate must be a sub-harmonic of the oscillation frequency to 
move slowly.  



   Once we knew that the mirror was oscillating, the work turned to trying to find its 
source.  We tried lowering the He flow on the mirror and looking at the response both on 
the OCMMS and on an accelerometer on the mirror can.  The accelerometer signal was 
dominated by a signal at about 450 Hz, which is close to the turbine frequency for the 
CHL.  There was also a 150 Hz signal but it did not vary much in amplitude as the He 
flow was varied.  The 450 Hz signal declined rapidly with flow.  We eventually looked at 
the piezo pusher output and found that the mirror vibration could be seen on that.  When 
the flow was shut off the 150 Hz vibration went away, indicating that the flow was the 
source of the vibration.  
   Even with the oscillation it was possible to better optimize the match to the FEL.  We 
optimized this and found an exhaust energy spread that is comparable to that of the room-
temperature output coupler.  The average efficiency is lower however since the laser is 
not lasing well when the optical mode is mis-aligned.  
   After analyzing the vibration, decided that damping the mode would be the best 
approach for remediation.  While developing the damping mechanism we worked on 
operator training.  
   Though we pushed the power up a little bit this week, it was limited by mirror steering 
in the cryomirror.  We decided that this was due to absorption of the IR light in the 
Kapton tape holding the diagnostic temperature diodes in place.  The power absorbed in 
the cryo-systems is quite large. These sensors will be shielded during our intervention 
into the optical cavity system today. 
   We also worked on improving the match.  With the electron quad centered we were 
able to optimize the match to the FEL.  The detuning curve length was as long as 8 
microns, which is quite long for this wavelength.  The measured gain is 63% assuming 
20% losses but we could not measure the losses due to ringing in the measurement 
circuit.  We saw up to 1 kW of light downstairs with this configuration.  
   Since the power was limited by mirror steering we decided to try pushing the current.  
With some coupler conditioning we were able to push the current up to 6.5 mA for the 
first time in several months.  The system ran quite stably at 6 mA.  With some more 
conditioning we should be able to push this higher.  
   Though we are not yet able to deliver the FEL light upstairs we are able to transport 
light for THz users.  We recertified the lab on Tuesday and ran beam for THz users on 
Wednesday afternoon.  The system ran stably for hours at 1.25 mA with full CW or with 
lower duty cycle to lower the average power on the THz detectors.  
   We shut down early to work on damping the mirror vibrations in the cryomirror and to 
realign the HeNe lasers used to align the optical cavity.  The optical mode should be well 
aligned with the electron beam, which should make setup much easier.  
   Finally we spent some time this week training more staff in setting up the accelerator 
and doing a "miniphase" procedure, which is used daily to set the phases in the 
accelerator and bring it back to where it was last phased using the injector phasing 
procedure.  As usual, exposing more people to the procedure produced valuable 
suggestions on how to improve it. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
This week the photocathode gun delivered up to 6.3 mA for tens of minutes and 5+ mA 
for a few hours of CW beam. On Thursday the photocathode was re-cesiated and 
delivered 82 Coulombs and 63 hours for FEL ops since the last re-cesiation back in 
September 19th. Polishing of the molybdenum anode plate for the new gun resumed this 
week and a new anode for the field emission suppression film testing chamber is also 



being polished out. The vacuum chamber for the new gun was cleaned up in preparation 
for vacuum firing.  
 
We want to welcome Deepesh Koppunuru, a graduate student from ODU who will be 
working on his M. Sc. degree extending the PARMELA model from the injector to the 
wiggler to study longitudinal space charge effects. 
 
 
WBS 5 SRF: 
High current cavity update:  
    We passed another milestone last week with the arrival of the  dies for the 750 MHz 
Ampere-class cavity prototype. We pressed an  aluminum half-cell just to check them out 
and will be pressing a  copper single cell shortly to check the cell profile and frequency.  
This is the first real hardware for the next generation MW class  machine. Up until now 
we have been working with scale models and  simulations. If the copper model is 
acceptable we will move on to the  750 MHz niobium cavities, culminating later this year 
in a full-size  5-cell model that will be the largest cavity ever produced by JLab. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
RF – Except for the Drive Laser pick-off, the installation of the Phase Monitoring 
system’s hardware and software are complete and the debug process has started.  The 
Drive Laser pick-off requires the design and fabrication of a high gain, high frequency 
photodiode and amplifier.  It will be several weeks before it will be ready to install. 

 The first try to automate high peak power pulse processing the power couplers for the 
Quarter cryomodule was done this week with promising results for one cavity.  The 
waveguide vacuum signal will need to be “cleaned up”, but the technique looks 
promising. 

 The user interface to Upload/Download the various RF parameters was rolled back to an 
older more convenient version.  The new version is still available if needed for changing 
a few parameters on multiple RF Control Modules. 

  

 



WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   Time was spent this week involved in FEL operations.  Specifically, we focused on 
training to perform the "mini-phase" procedure.  While performing the mini-phase 
procedure we took the time to complete a rough draft procedure that is currently being 
reviewed and assist with the training.  In addition to this general training we were able to 
observe first hand a bug in the pulse controller EPICS software which has been fixed and 
will be implemented in the next reboot of iocfel10.  Also discovered this week were some 
minor changes required to the User Lab EPICS screens, specifically, the Alignment mode 
readback message from the permit chassis.  These too will be fixed in the reboots 
scheduled for this week-end.  
   In preparation for further system documentation, an FEL System Layout Template has 
been crated in Auto CAD, this template will be used to keep track of the locations of 
system components.  Additional refinements have been made to the EPICS-to-Devlore 
data bridge tools. We now have system performance data being achieved for online 
retrieval for the RF systems, the drive laser system, the BPMs, the LPSS and the Vacuum 
system in addition to the regular FEL OPs data.  The vacuum pvs that were being 
reported to devlore were being truncated, this was fixed.  EPICS bit values are now 
transmitting correctly.  We are modifying the embedded BPM process variables to make 
them consistent with the other signal names and to ease the EPICS to devlore process for 
the BPMs.  
   In response to the recent network security audit that was conducted at JLab, a cyber 
security task team has been formed to carry out the necessary actions which are required 
to meet the new laboratory network security standards.  Time was spent this week with 
the CC folks in preparations for the actions with will affect the FEL.  
   We also took advantage of the cryo mirror test to upgrade the LPSS in User Lab 2. The 
new system is operational in Labs 2 & 4, with Lab 5 not far behind. Lab 5 will be used to 
commission the new LPSS master, this work will be done during the Dec/Jan down. A 
decision will be made next week on when to bring lab 1 offline and convert it over. The 
time to convert is ~ 2 weeks.  
   Work continues on the revision of the Single Board IOC Module and the software 
refinements.  There are several routing issues that are being taken care of and then this 
PCB will be ready to go for the next revision.  The necessary parts for this revision have 
been ordered to complete 20 pieces.  We've also ordered parts for the General Purpose 
I/O card, which came in this week.  The first board is being piecewise assembled and 
tested.  So far the board has passed initial power testing.  The dimensions of the PCB 
were all verified to be correct.  The front panel for this PCB has arrived and the 
dimensions of this were all verified to be correct.  The front panels are ready for a 
production order, provided we don't decide to alter the PCB.  The first Beam Viewer 
Control Card has been completely populated, power tested, and successfully 
programmed.  The front panel for this board has arrived and verified to be ready for the 
production run.  We assisted in moving, numerous tables, machining equipment, and 
various parts over from the test lab.  
   Effort continues in Lab 5 for the LPSS installation.  The door interlocks, magnetic 
locks, access indicators, crash and exit switches have all been connected and tested for 
function. Cabling for the smoke alarm, dump klixon, mirror cassette and shutter control 
have also been installed.  Additional various items were also ordered to continue LPSS 
installation for the other User Labs  
   A major amount of time this week was spent constructing the air cylinders needed to 
support the optics group.  A total of nine assemblies and have been  



tested and are ready for use.  Most still need the air fittings that are placed on the MAC 
valves but those will be put on as needed.  
   THz work also resumed this week.  Testing began on transmission through various 
materials and basic set up after the construction group built and installed a floating table 
inside the hutch.  The linear stage is setup in the hutch and is ready for imaging.  Mike 
Kelley's Excimer Lamp was moved from Lab 1 and mounted in Lab 5.  The power 
supplies and all associated equipment were also moved. 
 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
Much of this week's results on our primary activity, cryomirror testing, is reported 
elsewhere.  This section focuses on the causes of the absorbed power mentioned in last 
week's report.  Analysis of the data collected on Oct. 5&6 (calorimetric, as well as mirror 
steering and cavity length adjustments) indicated that the power absorbed was not due to 
the mirror, but in other components.  More specifically, photographs of the installation as 
well as data that showed as much temperature rise on the input temperature transducers as 
the output transducers all pointed to the use of polyimide tape to secure the transducers as 
a major source of this absorbed power.  This is being addressed as this report was written. 
  
Observations of a loss in power transmitted upstairs while operating with the cryomirror 
led to speculation that since dn/dT was greatly reduced, so was the index of refraction.  
Such a reduction would change the divergence from the laser, and hence cause loss.  
However, a recent (2002) conference proceedings report provided data that conclusively 
showed the index of refraction changes very little (about 0.05%) upon cooling to 50 K.  
We now believe the loss of power is due to the oscillating laser mode not being fully 
intercepted by the beam dump. 
  
We received our new 1.06 micron outcoupler mirrors early this week and they are going 
through metrology.  These mirror's coatings are especially designed for operation not 
only in the NIR but also in the UV (355 nm).  Laser measurements at this short 
wavelength will advance our understanding of the performance limits of the FEL. 
 
This week we characterized the OC cavity mirror motion. Using the Optical Cavity 
Mirror Metrology’s (OCMMS) Position Sensitive Detector (PSD) we where able to see a 
~150Hz oscillation. This frequency correlates to the observed motion of the mode on the 
OC mirror. The PZT’s on the end of the cavity steering motors also provides a good 
means to measure oscillations. One source of vibration appears to be the He gas flowing 
through the hydro-formed bellows. Another source is the He transfer pipe that was 
loosely resting on the floor of the vault. Some experiments were conducted to test 
vibration mitigation schemes. We plan on make the following changes: (1) Adding a lead 
strap from the pitch ring to the yaw plate. This should provide a strong damper to the 
vertical oscillation. (2) Replace the ‘L’ bracket that supports the He lines closest to the 
mirror with a gusset bracket. (3) Add Macor supports between the input and return tubes. 
(4) Wrap aluminum foil around the bellows. (5) Remove the cool-down diodes. The 
diode wires are believed to be the source of mirror steering through scattered light 
absorption. (6) Adding a copper sleeve to the back of the mirror to direct the strongly 
diverging harmonic light away from the OC vessel. We will also add a 1.6um camera to 
the HR mirror to observe the fundamental mode on that optic. Monday afternoon the 
Advanced Drive Laser’s oscillator lost modelocking. The oscillator was fixed but the 



system has not fully recovered. We expect the laser will be fully optimized by early next 
week. We will continue with EO cell testing next week. 
 
Terahertz: 
On Wednesday, we had a ½ shift of dedicated beam time for THz studies, which we took 
advantage of to take beam profile data to measure the trajectory and divergence of the 
beam when it leaves the beamline.  We also used the beam time to make transmission 
measurements on materials of interest for defense applications.  These measurements 
were particularly important for the development of THz sources and imaging 
technologies  

 
While our Spiricon Pyrocam III is not sensitive enough for the transmission 
measurements described above, it does provide a means for taking the beam profile data 
necessary for characterizing the beam trajectory and divergence in the lab.  Wade Brock 
is helping with this for his senior thesis project and performed much of the work to setup 
and align the linear stage used to control the camera position.  Using that system, we 
were able to measure the beam trajectory before collimation and we are working on 
developing the software to analyze the data. 
 
We also made more progress in improving the lab and hutch setup to accommodate the 
new vacuum systems that were moved onto the optical table last week.  We raised the 
table up to the proper height for the optical axis of the vacuum boxes and had an 
electronics shelf built over the table.  The shelf allows all of the electronics, computers, 
and controllers to be moved off of the table, and signal and control cables no longer have 
to be routed across the table, allowing the entire work surface to be used for testing. 
 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  October 16-20, 2006 
 
Date:  October 20, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This was a very important week for the FEL Upgrade. As readers of this weekly report have 
observed, as we push the performance of the FEL to higher powers and shorter wavelengths, the 
usual limit to laser output power has been due to figure distortion of the optical cavity mirror(s) 
as the heat absorption in the mirror rose with increasing incident power. Several weeks ago we 
began our first in-situ test of a cryo-cooled (to 50K) outcoupler mirror. At the end of last week, 
we made some modifications to the mirror assembly to damp out vibrations induced by the He 
coolant and to shield scattered light on the coolant temperature monitors. We are pleased to 
report that these modifications by the Optics Group were successful and our initial lasing tests in 
this configuration are very encouraging. Shortly after bringing the FEL back on-line on Tuesday, 
the FEL system was aligned and achieved a very respectable lasing efficiency of 1.7 kW/mA in 
pulsed mode. This efficiency was maintained as we pushed the current up to 2.8mA, obtaining 
*5.0 kW of cw output power at 1.6 microns*. At this power level we could get our first accurate 
look at power absorption in the mirror and it is low (~10 W), giving us preliminary indication 
that this mirror technology is performing nearly as predicted. Further work had to be delayed 
until today because of a minor pressure burst in the photogun which necessitated a heat clean 
cycle. We are pleased to note that this photogun continues to recycle back to ~5% QE 
performance levels despite 2 and ½ years of dedicated use. As this note is written we have 
achieved 7.6 kW output at 1.6 microns and the mirrors do not appear to be a limitation to further 
increases.  Most importantly, the efficiency does not seem to fall as we raise the current.  We 
thank the Optics, Photogun, and FEL Performance teams for their significant (and successful!) 
efforts this past week. 
 
Management: 
The FEL program management met with our program our DOE and ONR and NAVSEA 
program managers at ONR on Monday to discuss the FY06 results, plan the annual review 
(scheduled for Jan. 17-19, 2007) and work through a number of budget and administrative issues 
for FY07. Following this meeting, ONR approved our latest change request (#06-016), which 
brings the recent (FY06)and projected (FY07) scope of the project in line with the available 
budget. In addition, we continued our discussions on the tentative agenda for the upcoming 
annual review with the panel chair (Prof. Bill Colson from NPS) based on the feedback we 
received at Monday’s meeting from ONR.  
 
The monthly reports for September for our two JTO projects were completed and distributed to 
JTO. We currently have two funded JTO projects: (1) the effects of short Rayleigh ranges of 
FEL performance and (2) the development of deformable out-coupler mirror. 



Operations: 
 
   The laser performance last week was limited by vibrations in the cryomirror.  Damping 
brackets were installed on the helium cooling tubes last Friday and we cooled down the 
mirror on Monday.  We also recesiated and HV processed the cathode on Monday.  We 
came up late on Monday and only got an opportunity to miniphase.  On Tuesday we 
tuned up the accelerator and aligned the electron beam along the new alignment HeNe 
beam and scanned the length.  The laser lased well immediately and the mode was well 
centered on the mirrors.  The mode was no longer oscillating so it was possible to easily 
optimize the laser and raise the heater current until we had quite a short Rayleigh range.  
We then slowly raised the duty cycle from 6% up to 100%.  The efficiency stayed 
constant at about 1.6 kW/mA.  A bit more optimization raised this to 1.8 kW/mA.  We 
then switched to 9.4 MHz and got 2.2 kW with 1.25 mA beam.  We switched to vernier 
mode and set up 2.8 mA beam.  
  This produced 5 kW of beam.  The efficiency started to fall off for higher currents but 
we got up to 5.8 kW at 4.7 mA.  We pushed the current up higher but had an arc in the 
gun region that lowered our quantum efficiency to unusable levels. 
   Wednesday was spent doing a heat clean and making a new cathode.  We discovered a 
helium leak in the output coupler can.  It was sufficiently small that we could keep the 
pressure low by adding a turbo pump. 
   On Thursday we HV processed the new cathode, optimized the laser and ramped the 
current up to 5 mA.  We had a hard time optimizing the system and could only get 4.5 
kW.  On Friday we set up the FEL more carefully and tried to fiducialize the beam at low 
current.  We could not get quite as high an efficiency as on Tuesday.  We could only get 
1.5 kW/mA.  This was fine up to 3.3 mA however.  At higher current we found that the 
beam brightness fell off and we tried various methods to retune the machine at high 
current to improve the peak current.  This was partially successful and we have managed 
to obtain up to 7.5 kW CW power with 6 mA of beam.  The optical cavity has not been a 
limit with this much power.  The optical mode does not seem to change much as the 
power is raised from 1 to 7 kW.  In fact the 7.5 kW was obtained with the same heater 
setting on the output coupler as at low power.  The electron beam has various phase and 
energy drifts vs. current that have to be compensated.  We are still learning the best way 
to compensate these.  We seem to be able to run 6 mA without much trouble but get 
waveguide trips in the injector cryounit for higher currents.  We probably need to do a bit 
more coupler conditioning before our next power run.  At this point the electron beam 
seems to be the limiting factor in raising the laser power. 
  One other thing we found this week is that the wiggler viewers move when the wiggler 
vacuum chamber heats up due to resistive wall heating. We think we know a way to 
prevent this and will try it next week. This explains some of the drifts we have seen in the 
optical cavity.  They are not real but are changes in the fiducial used to align the cavity. 
   
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
On Wednesday we activated the GaAs wafer into a photocathode for the 8th time since May 25, 
2004. The last time the wafer was activated into a photocathode was on August 5, 2006, 
delivering 292 Coulombs, 166 hours of pulse and 56 hours of CW beam for FEL ops with four 
re-cesiations since then. Usually the photocathode is re-cesiated an average of six times between 
activations. However, this time the photocathode experienced an event that resulted in almost 
complete QE loss due to a second divot on the surface while delivering over 5 mA CW beam for 



FEL ops. The last time a similar, more violent event like this happened was in December 17, 
2004. The QE after this week's activation was about 4.8% and the photocathode delivered 5 mA 
CW and close to 30 C in just one day of operations.  
 
Drawings for a modified gun corona shield and attachment of a DC motor to drive the cathode 
stalk are under development. The torque needed to drive the stalk was measured by D. Bullard 
this week for input to the DC motor vendor. The intent of this work is to shorten the re-cesiation 
time from over 3 hours to 30 minutes by avoiding the need to open the SF6 tank. 
 
 
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   The conversion of Lab 2's Laser Safety System is complete. On Friday morning the 
comprehensive certification was successfully completed. Lab 1 has been taken off line to convert 
it to the new system. Work continues on the LPSS installation in Lab 5. This effort is necessary 
since the original Programmable Logic Controller resources have long since been used up. Key 
features of the new system is the ability to easily move between operation with the FEL or a 
local class 4 laser as well as many added status bits available through EPICS. 
    We've completed the layout of the Single Board IOC Module revisions.  The quote has been 
received from the board house and we will order this early next week.  Some of the parts that are 
needed for the revision have arrived and have been placed with the assembly kit.  Other parts 
have arrived for the 3U General Purpose I/O card.  We continue to piecewise assemble this card 
and test each individual portion of the board.  We've also completed the Beam Viewer Backplane 
revisions and submitted that board for quotes as well.  The prototype crate back panel has also 
been revised and is ready for the production level order.  This order will be placed with the 
production level order for both the Beam Viewer Control card front panel and the RTD front 
panel.  Both of these panels were completed this week and are ready to go.  Some time has also 
been spent this week looking into the next revision of the BPM electronics, specifically the 
bandwidth requirements for the RF front end. 
    In an effort to satisfy OPs request to eliminate unnecessary switching of the injector shorting 
switch, we've designed a chassis to manually control this and eliminate the EPICS control.  The 
chassis has been 90% completed and will be finished when operations gives approval to mess 
with the shorting switch.  The new chassis requires a key switch in the correct position and 
then a manual push button to move the switch.  This gives us the ability to lock the shorting 
switch in place and only allow movement when the key is inserted and turned. 
    Work was done with Steve Benson to investigate some jumps in the wiggler's motor 
resolvers.  These jumps cause the firmware to "hunt" for the proper gap much longer than it 
should.  This is not a problem until we do more machine running while performing wiggler 
scans.  The wiggler's EPICS software was updated to change the minimum gaps allowances.  A 
newer version of the software is being worked out to provide more readbacks and better error 
recovery. 
    Jianxun Yan has written a paper and presentation slides for the PCaPac workshop hosted here 
at JLab next week.  Progress has also been made on programming the code that allows the FGPA 
to communicate with the ADC on BPM electronics.  
    Another highlight is the arrival of the new laser printer for the FEL control room. We have 
nursed the old one along for far too long. The new one has a built-in fax so we can also drop kick 
the POS inkjet fax machine (that is always running out of ink). Thank You. 
 



WBS 9 (Beam Transport):   
IR Machine Operations
•  I installed a series of improvements to the OCMM mounting that may allow at least the 

downstream OCMM to operate despite the Wiggler Beam Tube’s beam heating and 
subsequent growth. The philosophy is to anchor the downstream OCMM and let the upstream 
end go through a controlled slide. I substituted a vee anchor on the inboard end of the down 
stream OCMM Cross for its original horizontal slide surface.  At week’s end this Cross was 
seen to move horizontally only 0.001 inch at 5 mA beam current.  At the Upstream end, I 
added brass bumper restraints to stabilize that OCMM Cross’ lateral X position while I 
released the restraining band clamps and added a more slippery Kapton interface to the two 
horizontal sliding surfaces of its mount. I also decoupled the remainder of the attached 
OCMM optical chamber from its floor level support along the beam axis by replacing the 
simple shim interface with a cross roller linear bearing.  Some dial gauges were set at the 
Downstream Cross and the Optical Chamber at floor level to monitor the status of the 
improvement.  The Cross’ gauge read as above, but unfortunately the TV Camera on the 
gauge for the Optical Chamber yields no image.  However, at week’s end, high currents 
correlate with the OCMMs laser beam drifting beyond sight.  We have not solved this problem 
yet.  

•  At week’s end it became evident the expansion of the Wiggler Beam Chamber while attached 
rigidly to its non expanding strong back may create a bi-metallic-strip-like effect, bowing the 
system down and lowering the center wiggler viewer during high current operation.  This 
effect may have given us a wrong indication in the past that the electron beam was rising.  At 
week’s end we are anticipating placing a televised dial gauge to see the extent of the problem. 

• I helped the Optics Group with making some dampeners out of lead and some brackets that 
substantially reduced the vibration on the Output Coupler Mirror.

Improvements and Upgrades
•   With regard to SF sextupole, the shop made the longer, more easily removed pins to substitute 

for the pins at the two yoke separation surfaces.  I am working on getting Neil Wilson’s 
installation crew to perform a disassembly and reassembly in Magnet Test to mimic the vault’s 
cramped conditions.  Then Magnet Test will be able to do their repeatability test.  

•  Facilities Management continues working on raising the capacity of that Drive Laser Room’s 
cooling unit. 

•  Concerning work on the second wiggler chamber, the shop completed straightening and 
removing any dimples.  It is ready for soldering on cooling tubes and flashing a copper coating 
to the inside to minimize beam heating. 

• In work for the New Gun and injector Test Stand, McAllister Technical Services continues 
design of our stalk retraction system.  A revised plan has them promised start asking about 
clarifications to our specification at the start of next week.  With regard to the contract to 
Riggins Co. to bring the tank for the high Voltage Power Supply back to operable condition 
with a “hydro” test, they are ordering parts so that the operation goes smoothly once they take 
delivery of the tank.  They will call for delivery of the tank to their facility when they are 
ready.  With regard to vacuum bake-out of the new gun chamber, we got a ballpark price from. 
Howmet Company, a local manufacturer, which was somewhat higher than we expected.  We 
have sent the specifications to other heat treaters for their prices to get a calibration.  I worked 
with Ron Lassiter, the designer, to prepare the design and the drawings of the aluminum shell 
that covers the apparatus at the high voltage end of the ceramic stack for both the injector test 
stand gun and the new upgrade to the gun in the vault.  Both devices incorporate the ability to 
cesiate without transferring out the SF6 gas and opening the enclosing tank.  

 Experimental program 



Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons    
• I remain designing the parts to hold the new pole tips in the proper location and restrain the 

Purcell gap pole sheet in the GW dipoles.  
•  The temperature of the camera bottoms out at -29C with its thermoelectric cooler running at 

maximum power.  This is 6 C higher than required.  I am working on a refrigeration scheme to 
lower the camera’s ambient temperature.  

 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
This week's exciting results with the cryomirror testing, is reported in several places, so this 
section focuses on the performance.  With the addition of better stray light shielding and removal 
of obvious sources of absorption, the temperature rise in the helium gas used to cool the 
cryomirror fell dramatically.  For similar output power (3.8 kW), the temperature rise of the 
outlet He fell by 5X, indicating a more reasonable 10W absorbed.  This is more power absorbed 
by ~ 3X than we saw for a mirror with the same outcoupling (and the same coating run) operated 
at room temperature.  The cause of this increased absorption is under investigation.  Possibilities 
range from scattered light or the tails of the mode being absorbed on the mirror frame, to color 
center absorption.  However, the degree of absorption, assuming it scales linearly in power, will 
not prevent us from reaching 10 kW.  Other signatures of absorbed power, like large amounts of 
mirror steering, have been greatly ameliorated as well.   
  
The new 1.06 micron outcoupler mirrors have nearly completed our metrology suite.  So far, 
they are meeting or exceeding specs.  These mirrors’ coatings are especially good. 
  
As part of the Navy's request for a plan to produce robust optics for higher power FELs, a 
strawman cavity design is under development so the irradiances and other optical parameters can 
be calculated. 
 
We continued to work this week on providing support for the Cryo-cooled OC mirror. As 
reminder, at the end of last week we vented the OC vessel to accomplish two major tasks. First to 
add dampers to the mirror pitch/yaw motion and second to manage the stray light. On Friday 
afternoon we installed lead straps to both the pitch ring and to the yaw plate. In conjunction to 
these straps we added supports to the He Lines. Using the PZTs as vibration indicators we were 
able to see immediately that we reduced the vibrations on the mirrors. We also removed the 
temperature diodes and more importantly their associated wiring and Kapton. These were 
believed to absorb stray light and cause mirror ‘walking’. A copper sleeve was also added to the 
back of the optics to funnel stray light from the optical mounts. All these tasks went well. We 
had the OC vessel under a nitrogen purge during the weekend and cooled down the optic on 
Monday. On Tuesday the FEL proved that the work we accomplished was successful. The FEL 
was able to achieve high efficiency with little if no mirror motion on the OC optic. Unfortunately 
the work in the OC can, or perhaps the temperature cycle, opened a small He leak. We added a 
turbo pump to the vessel that is overcoming the leak rate. The addition of this pump did 
introduce vibrations on the mirror that we attempted to mitigate this morning. We should know 
the results this afternoon. We are still waiting for time on the vacuum furnace to braze our 
‘warm’ OC mirrors. We are preparing two high reflector mirrors for bonding. These include a 
new 1.6 um mirror with a metal under layer and a 1.2 um mirror. Work continues on the Turning 
mirror cassettes. We are close to having a replacement for the cooling chain assembly. The 
current chain assembly restricts the motion of the mirror carriage. The Drive Laser EO cell driver 
was replaced. This replacement made a distinct improvement to the micropulse structure at 



37MHz. Thanks to the I&C group for their assistance. The Advance Drive Laser (ADL) is now 
fully optimized. Testing continues with pulse synchronization and gating of the EO Cell with the 
ADL. 
 
 
Terahertz: 
Work on the THz program proceeded this week on several projects that did not require beam 
time while beam operations were focused on setting up the machine for high current operations 
and testing of the cryo-cooled output coupler.  Early in the week, Wade Brock and I made more 
progress on the software that we are writing to calculate the beam propagation. We have tested 
parts of the software with real beam profile data taken during the THz beam time last week.  We 
have also tested the software more extensively with simulated Gaussian beam profile data.  We 
are still working on the beam propagation calculation which should eventually provide a means 
for determining the beam waist at the focal plane when it cannot be directly measured.  
 
Revisions on the design for the magneto-optical experiments to be conducted initially at the 
NSLS were finalized this week and we will work on scheduling beam time once all of the 
necessary parts have been machined.  Also, this week, it appears that I was able find a new 
provider for additional pyroelectric detectors.  Currently, we only have one pyroelectric detector 
that is shared for use on nearly all of our THz measurements.  We need to dedicate one detector 
exclusively for in-vacuum operation of the FTIR spectrometer.  Also, to bring the vacuum 
systems online, risers for the newly completed “Ox Box” were submitted to the machine shop to 
bring the optical axis of the box to the match the optical axis of the other vacuum systems.  
 
This week we have had discussions with Kristina Woods from Carnegie Mellon University 
regarding experiments on biological systems. This work would further extend our experience in 
this area.  We are discussing the experimental details to determine what equipment will be 
required and the best procedure for performing these tests. 
 
 
FSU FEL Injector Design Study 
   Fairly extensive designs studies of the possible injector for the FSU FEL have been performed 
during the last three weeks. A system very similar to the injector of the ELBE (at Rossendorf) 
was considered. The system has a thermionic triode gun, two buncher cavities, and an 
accelerating module made of two TESLA-type SRF cavities. A case with a beam energy of 10 
MeV at the end of the accelerator modules was considered. The study includes systematic beam 
parameter calculations, such as bunch length, longitudinal emittance, energy spread, transverse 
emittance and the betatron functions as a function of the following system settings: 

a. gradient of the first buncher, which is operated at 260 MHz, 
b. gradient of the second buncher, which operated at the frequency of the TESLA cavities, 

i.e., 1.3 GHz, 
c. phase of the first SRF cavity, 
d. phase of the second SRF cavity. 

   Also a comparison was made of two different cases of the SRF cavity 1 gradient, when the 
energy at the end of the cavity would be 5 MeV or 6 MeV. 
 Results of the simulations are the above mentioned dependences as well as the particle 
distributions in the longitudinal and transverse phase space at the end of the second SRF cavity 
for all the simulations. We also have obtained very detailed information of the particles’ 
distribution evolution in phase space from the beginning of the system to the end of the injector. 



    The simulations show that one can transport the beam from the gun to the end of the injector 
with no significant growth of the transverse emittance and, what is more important, that one can 
achieve a very good longitudinal emittance. The simulations also show how to manipulate the 
longitudinal phase space at the end of the injector, that is, cavity 1 can be used to adjust the 
bunch length whereas cavity two can be used to adjust the energy spread without changing the 
bunch length. That is in perfect agreement with the operational experience at ELBE. 
   Results of the simulations will be used as the input parameters for the next steps in the design 
process, transport of the beam through the linac to the FELs and incorporation of injection and 
extraction chicanes as well as energy recovery arcs. 
 



MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:                  Distribution  
 
From:              F. Dylla  
 
Subject:           FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  Special Edition  
 
Date:               October 26, 2006  
 
 
We are pleased to announce an important milestone in the development of high-power  
Free-Electron Lasers (FELs). The Jefferson Lab FEL Upgrade exceeded the 10 kW average 
power milestone today at a wavelength of 1.61 microns.  This is an important wavelength for  
both the optimal transmission of laser light through the atmosphere and for materials processing.  
A power maximum of 11.7 kW was obtained with the driver accelerator operating at 115 MeV  
with 7.0 mA of drive current. Under these conditions the FEL was operating at an efficiency of 
1.45%, which significantly exceeds the original design specification of 1%. The data plot below 
shows the average laser power output and drive current as a function of time during today's most 
productive run.  
 
On behalf of the entire Jefferson Lab FEL team and our support staff at Jefferson Lab, I thank 
our Navy sponsors at the Office of Naval Research and NAVSEA PMS-405, the Air Force 
Research Lab, the Army Night Vision Laboratory, and the Joint Technology Office for their 
financial support of this exciting research and development program.  
 
FEL Power Record 

 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  October 30-November 3, 2006 
 
Date:  November 3, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This is a very exciting weekly report to write for the JLab FEL team.  Last week we 
omitted our usual end of week report in place of our brief announcement distributed last 
Thursday when we broke the 10 kW milestone at short wavelengths by delivering 11.6 
kW of average power at 1.6 microns.  In this report we provide the details behind last 
week’s achievement, in addition to the summarizing this week’s results.  We are pleased 
to report that we pushed the power record to 14.26 kW on Monday.  This power was 
obtained with the accelerator driver operating at 8.0 mA which means the lasing 
efficiency was as high (1.5%) as the value we previously measured at low currents.  
 
The cry-cooled outcoupler mirror which has been responsible for this high power 
operation has performed admirably. We see no signs of optics limited operation. 
 
We spent some time conditioning the accelerator to run at higher currents (> 8 mA), and 
found that presently we are limited to sustained operation in the 8-8.5mA range by 
vacuum excursions in the waveguide inputs to the injector cryounit.  High current 
operation and rf conditioning of the cryounit over the last two weeks has allowed us to 
raise these limits. We are generating further evidence for the improved power coupler 
designs we are incorporating in our next version of this important hardware (the injector 
cryounit-see SRF Report below).  While we were exploring the limits to high current 
operation, the photogun operation was interrupted by a gun arc and we restored the gun to 
normal operation by a  heat clean cycle. Prior to this interruption, we obtained a new 
record of charge extraction  (525 Coulombs) from the photocathode between cesiation 
cycles. 
 
Details of the operations during the last two weeks and the performance of the 
accelerator, rf, photogun and optics systems are given in the report below. The plot below 
shows extended operation of the machine above 10 kW on Tuesday just prior to obtaining 
the 14 kW power record.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Additional plots are shown in the I&C report below. 
 
Today we are exploring additional extended operation of the machine at the 10 kW level 
and testing the performance of the Optical Transport System (OTS) to the user labs.  Next 
week, FEL operations will be devoted to THz radiation production and an attempt to test 
a high sensitivity THz camera on loan from the US Army Night Vision Lab. 
 
Management: 
  FEL Management attention for the last two weeks was totally focused on 
the pleasant task of coaching the FEL team past the 10 kW level. The team needs little 
coaching but the hardware always seems to appreciate another set of eyes. 
 
A number of our colleagues in the business spent the week at the DEPS meeting in 
Albuquerque. George Neil represented the FEL team and Roy Whitney presented a paper 
on our conceptual studies of airframe platforms for an FEL.  We are pleased to note that 
DEPS presented George with a Fellow Award to recognize his career long contributions 
to directed energy. George graciously accepted award on behalf of all of his colleagues 
who have helped him design, test and operate the JLab FELs, and to thank the conference 
organizers he aced the Raytheon Poker Challenge for the two night competition. 
 
Coordination meetings were held this week with Axion study group from Hampton/Yale 
and the AMO study group from ODU. 
 
Congratulations to Jianxun Yan for winning the Isamu Abe prize at last weeks PCaPAC 
conference and to Chris Tennant who passed his Ph.D defense at the College of William 
Mary on Oct. 26th. Chris will be joining the FEL team as a newly minted post-doc on 
Nov. 16th. 



 
 
Operations: 
   The past two weeks have been consumed with optimizing and measuring the 
performance of the laser with the cryomirror.  Recall that during the week of Oct. 16-20 
we obtained good efficiency early in the week at low current and up to a record 7.5 kW 
with 6 mA of current but could not manage to optimize the laser at high power.  Later in 
the week the efficiency fell somewhat.  
   The drive to high power consisted of three goals.  The first was to increase the 
efficiency at low current. The second was to preserve this efficiency at high current.  The 
third was to increase the current as high as possible.  
     The week of Oct. 23-27 started with an effort to reduce shifts in the wiggler vacuum 
chamber.  We first optimized the FEL and got up to 7.8 kW.  We also did a wavelength 
scan to figure out what gap was optimal for lasing.  We then locked the wiggler at this 
gap and installed cooling plates on the wiggler chamber to keep it from moving while 
running high current.  We tested this out on Tuesday and found that the chamber 
movement was reduced by more than one order of magnitude.  The center of the wiggler 
chamber now only moved by 130 microns when running over 6 mA for extended 
periods.  The position would recover more quickly as well and the vacuum rise was not 
as bad as before.  On Wednesday we were able to recover the efficiency we had 
demonstrated the previous week.  We thus met our first goal in the drive to high power.  
When we ramped up the current the efficiency dropped.   We were still able to obtain  
9.4 kW at 6.7 mA.  This was the first time we had exceeded the CW power record 
obtained at 5.75 microns in 2004.  We spent the evening doing coupler conditioning in 
the injector so that we could push the current up on Thursday.  
   After tuning up the machine Thursday morning we obtained a good lasing configura-
tion with close to 1.8 kW/mA efficiency at low current.  We had good success optimizing 
the machine at high current once we backed off the HR mirror heater, increasing the 
Rayleigh range.  Though the laser efficiency at low current was higher with the higher 
HR heater setting, it was not possible to optimize the mirrors because intercepted power 
would steer the mirrors too fast to allow optimization.  Once the mirrors were fairly 
stable we were able to optimize the system fully and obtain 11.7 kW at 7 mA.  This is 
almost as high an efficiency as at low current.  We therefore had met our second goal.  
    To get to higher power we needed higher current so we worked on Friday to get higher 
current from the accelerator.  We were able to gradually push the current up to 8.8 mA 
and could operate for extended periods at 8.5 mA.  Note that this is the highest current we 
had ever run with the zone 3 cryomodule installed.  
    Monday, having achieved all three of our goals, we were ready to push for high 
power.   We ran for extended periods at 8 mA and gradually optimized the system until 
we obtained 14.26 kW at 8 mA.  At low current we obtained 2.2 kW at 1.25 mA.  Within 
the uncertainty in our power and current measurements this is the same efficiency of 
1.55%.  It is actually slightly higher at the higher current so there is no evidence for any 
degradation in efficiency at a current of 8 mA.  The efficiency at 3.75 mA was also 1.5%. 
At this current the laser is quite stable.  We ran at 5.5 kW for 20 minutes with no adjust-
ments at all.  At very high power the mirrors tend to drift so that it is hard to hold the 
power for long periods of time.  Vacuum levels also rise and cause vacuum trips after 
about an hour of running at the highest current.  This is slowly cleaning up after running 
enough ampere hours.  
    Clearly the only way to increase the power from 14.26 kW was to further increase the 



current so we worked on Tuesday to try for higher current.  Though we could reliably run 
at 8 mA and could run for extended periods at 8.5 mA we could not push the current to 9 
mA for more than a few seconds.  We decided to try to run for a while at high power but 
an arc occurred in the gun, shutting down operations for the day.  We made a new 
cathode, HV processed it, and were ready to run by Thursday morning.  While we were 
down on Wednesday we realigned the optical transport so that we could send the power 
upstairs.  The transport line was pumping down on Thursday so we could not lase at high 
power.  We decide to run moderate current (6 mA) for several hours to test a hypothesis 
that running a lot of current right after making the cathode increases the cathode lifetime.  
    We believe higher power is achievable if we can increase the current.  It is also 
achievable if we use an output coupler with smaller output coupling.  We may be able to 
get 18 kW at 8 mA with the 11% output coupler.  At some point there will be some 
optical limit but there is no sign of it at 14 kW.  Conditioning may raise the attainable 
current to 10 mA but we may have to change the cryounit window design to get more 
than 8.5 mA.  Operation at higher gun voltage might also be an advantage. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The photocathode gun delivered a record 525 Coulombs and 25 hours of CW beam time 
with an average current of 7 mA without a re-cesiation. The last record was 450 
Coulombs and 44 hours of CW beam time. The photocathode delivers routinely an 
average of 25 Coulombs per hour and has demonstrated 8 mA CW stable operation for 
periods as long as 30 minutes. Longer periods are limited by quarter cryounit waveguide 
vacuum trips and steady vacuum rise downstream of the cryounit. Higher currents are 
being limited by vacuum events that damage the photocathode with a visible divot and 
total loss of QE. However, the photocathode has been recovered twice from these events 
in the last two weeks. In fact, the photocathode lifetime was cut short at the 525 
Coulombs level due to one of these events, otherwise the lifetime should have been much 
more longer since the Drive Laser power request barely increased from 27% to 30% in 
several days of running 7 mA+ and extracting over 100 Coulombs per day of operations. 
On Wednesday we activated the GaAs wafer into a photocathode to recover from the last 
QE loss event. The ops team was able to run steadily at 6 mA for over two hours almost 
immediately after recovering the photocathode QE and extracted the usual 25 Coulombs 
per hour. We are brainstorming to install diagnostic equipment in the injector to look for 
the cause of these events and eventually learn to overcome them.  
 
We also received the stand to mount the new gun chamber and ordered the DC motor and 
gears for the new stalk retraction mechanism. Don Bullard and Nimel Theodore mounted 
a new electrode in the high voltage test stand and baked this system. Nimel started HV 
conditioning this electrode on Thursday which he previously coated with the field 
emission suppression film. Don has also made progress polishing the anode plate for the 
new gun chamber completing 300 grit. Deepesh Kumar, our ODU student, has made 
significant progress understanding and modeling the FEL injector in PARMELA and 
running the optimization routine. 
 
Gun HVPS - It is fully operational.  It reliably delivered over 8 ma of current whenever 
requested without faulting or being noisy.  RF cavity waveguide trips were the primary 
reason for not operating at even higher currents. 
 
 



WBS 5 SRF: 
High-current cryomodule update:  
   Another small step forward was achieved this week with the testing of our tooling for 
producing high average power capable RF  windows. Tom Elliot and Mircea Stirbet of 
the SRF institute ran the tooling through a full furnace cycle and we took the opportunity 
to test a new "brazeless" assembly technique that uses temperature and pressure to 
diffusion bond the ceramic directly to the cooling ring  (see photo). The result was 
successful first time out, producing a nice looking leak-tight seal. This is also the first 
demonstration of the rugged pre-stressed ceramic window design at JLab. The method 
has previously been used at SLAC and LBNL for MW class CW windows at 476 MHz 
and 700 MHz. More tests including more conventional brazed but still pre-stressed 
assemblies are planned.  
    The 1.5 GHz cavity prototypes are finally ready to move forward again now that the 
batch of highest-priority 12 GeV related cavity work has cleared the e-beam welder. The 
750 MHz cavity dies have been tested using aluminum and copper sheets and once the 
frequencies have been checked we can also proceed with forming the first 750 MHz  
niobium cells. Work has started on designing the dies for the 750 MHz cavity waveguide 
end groups.  
    We have a handful of different candidate HOM absorber materials now characterized, 
several of which may also be usable at cryogenic temperatures. Work is proceeding to 
optimize the load geometry for high power and tolerance against variations in material 
properties from batch to batch.  
    We have tentatively scheduled our 750 MHz cryomodule conceptual design review for 
the third week in November, date to be confirmed subject to reviewer availability.  
     Unfortunately despite this good progress we had a set-back this week when the 
majority of our engineering resources was pulled to work on the 12 GeV project. We 
think we can maintain the ongoing prototype activities using primarily institute staff but 
this will impact plans for the 750 MHz module detailed design and possible  Admiral 
replacement and new cryounit activities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Progress on the  FEL/AES 100 mA Injector Cryounit  
-Warm-to-Cold beampipes:  Components have been received; final assembly will begin 
later this month when resources are expected to become available.     
-HOM feed-through:  Prototype parts are staged for final braze assembly; testing with 
fundamental cavity will follow.     
-FPC:  Visual and dimensional check with CMM has been completed, some additional 
machining of parts was necessary for fit up, low level rf testing will follow final 
component assembly.     
-Cavity string:  Assembly tooling drawings are signed-off and out for fabrication bids.    -
-Resource availability continues to pace schedule. 
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
 RF - The RF system ran quite well these past weeks.  It reliably provided power to 
injector and linac cavities to accelerate and control over 8 ma of e-beam current.  The 
only limitation was cavity waveguide vacuum trips in the injector at about 8.5 ma, but 
this is improving with RF processing and as higher and higher beam current is run.  The 
cavity waveguides are cleaning up slowly as there is a small helium leak into the beam 
line from the cryo-cooled out-coupler mirror. All in all, it was a very good week as the 
FEL lased as high as 14.2 kW and easily ran above 10 kW for minutes on end. 
 

WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
 



 
 
 
 These last 2 weeks have been both exciting and exhausting. The entire group has been 
working hard to both support operations in our high power push and to make sure we are 
ready for the December shutdown. In addition to record laser power and currents we were 
able to complete the installation and certification of the new Laser Personnel Safety 
System in Lab 1. Coordination activities have also begun for the upcoming scheduled 
downtime in December.  The EES group has been contacted for scheduling preventive 
maintenance on the trim racks along with testing all the interlocks on the shunt module 
crates, box supplies and flow switches. Another acid wash, depending on the flow rates, 
could be in order for the box supplies.  Also, EES will provide some PM on our VME 
and CAMAC crates and modules during the down. We have moved installation efforts 
into User Lab 6 with prepping the LPSS cabinet with current modifications (rewiring and 
adding connectors, connecting grounds and labeling).  The mirror cassette bypass box 
will be modified to accommodate the added length to the actual position of the mirror 
cassette can. 



    Last week the online FEL performance graph had to be modified to display power 
levels over 10kW since the old graph was limited to 10kW full scale. This was a 
welcomed issue when the FEL power disappeared off scale. An extension to the graph 
was included to allow for our power records of 11.7kW and then 14.3kW (see figure 
above) to be displayed as well as any future records beyond that. Also, the epics-to-
devlore data archiving process has been running in the background now for a few 
months. With the excitement of high power lasing and high current running we decided 
to calculate the total charge from the gun and the total energy produced at 1.6 micron for 
the entire month of October. (See figure above). This represents the first of the monthly 
system performance analysis. Also, a process was written to generate a plot of the 
vacuum readbacks for the whole vacuum system. Included in this plot is, not only the 
pressure readings, but also a mini-8-hour trend for each pump (see figure above). The 
vacuum plot updates each minute and is viewable online. 
   In support of the LIPSS experiment, FFT calculations are being performed on the data 
from their camera. There is a noise signal on the camera image that is much greater than 
its spec. claims. Hopefully, understanding the noise spectrum will help the manufacturer 
diagnose the camera. 
    After working carefully with the PCB manufacturer to make sure the design was 
correct, the Single Board IOC revision was ordered.  Numerous manufacturing issues 
were resolved to better understand the process in which the PCBs are manufactured.  This 
will enable us to better design boards before they go out for quotes and in turn alleviate 
unnecessary delays and complications.  We also ordered the backplane for the Beam 
Viewer Crate upgrade.  Both of these boards are expected to arrive by the end of next 
week.  Many of the components to assemble these boards and others have arrived and a 
few remaining parts still remain to be ordered.  The quotes were requested for the front 
panels of the RTD board and the Beam Viewer Control Card.  We are ordering 
production level quantities of these two boards since the front panel layout will not 
change. 
    We've spent some time working on the next revision of the BPM electronics.  We have 
currently tested a setup to provide a self trigger and also we are looking at the sampling 
frequency we will be able to achieve with the SBIOC.  Some work has been done to 
layout the PoE (Power over Ethernet) front end that we would like to implement in the 
next revision.  The powered device controller and the DC/DC converter have been 
specified and the configuration for these two is being examined.  We're also working with 
the appropriate groups to have the new Sextapole Power Supplies ready for installation 
during the December down.  The required parts are being acquired and accounted for so 
we can be ready to go right away. 
    Work continues on the Single board IOC. The FPGA was connected with ADC 
AD7655 and the code was programmed for the AD7655. The AD7655 is soldered on the 
general purpose board and wired in the parallel mode. The communication tests between 
the FPGA and AD7655 will continue. Congratulations to Jianxun Yan for winning the 
Isamu Abe prize at last weeks PCaPAC conference for this work! 
http://conferences.jlab.org/PCaPAC/prize.html 
   Some work was done on wiggler controls and diagnostics. A new test version for the 
Wiggler software was established.  This is being tested as much as possible on a 
development IOC before use with the actual Wiggler controller. 
 
 
 

http://conferences.jlab.org/PCaPAC/prize.html


The so called “fast BPM” based on the log-amp BPM electronics has been already 
successfully used to determine the electron beam stability and its effect on the FEL 
performance. The system is capably of seeing the beam motion at the frequency up to 
1.25 MHz with 1 Hz resolution bandwidth with also result in submicron beam motion 
resolution. That requires a very big amount of data collected by the DAQ system. As a 
result the overall throughput of the system was low. During the last two weeks work has 
been done to refine and optimized the DAQ and the system of the data distribution via 
Ethernet. As a result overall throughput of the system has been improved by factor ~ 15, 
thus the system works now with ~ 1 Hz repetition rate. 
Due to the submicron resolution, another possible application of the “fast BPM” installed 
in the injector could be a possibility to phase the injector much more precisely and even 
monitor the proper phasing on line when running CW beam. However usefulness and 
easiness of that would directly depends on the measurements update rate. That was 
another reason to improve the system throughput. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport ): 
IR Machine Operations
• Last week we installed temporary cooling plates on either side of the Wiggler Beam 

Chamber to substantially reduce the deflection of the center beam viewer.  We also 
added dial gauges that indicated the remaining deflection.  With this information, Steve 
Benson was able have confidence in this vital diagnostic viewer and the beam position 
monitors at the ends of the chamber.

•  This week we added dial gauges to the lower portions of the downstream OCMM to 
probe the source of the vertical walk-off of the OCMM HeNe beam after only a small 
amount of beam is run.  The almost zero excursions shown by these dial indicators 
indicates that the walk-off is caused by motions internal to the vessel. 

Improvements and Upgrades
•  With regard to SF sextupole, Neil Wilson’s installation crew is poised to perform a 

disassembly and reassembly to mimic the vault’s cramped conditions.  Their plan is to 
do it next week.   Then Magnet Test will be able to do their repeatability test. 

•  Facilities Management continues working on raising the capacity of that Drive Laser 
Room’s cooling unit, a task that will enhance our ability to keep the drive laser phases 
stable. 

• Concerning work on the second wiggler chamber, we are ready to solder on cooling 
tubes and flashing a copper coating to the inside to minimize beam heating.  This 
soldering will take some innovation to solder the tube without a chloride-based flux. 

•  In work for the New Gun and injector Test Stand, McAllister Technical Services 
continues design of our stalk retraction system.   They didn’t contact us this week.  We 
will have to up the anti and bring Procurement folks in to enliven this contract.  With 
regard to the contract to Riggins Co. to bring the tank for the high Voltage Power 
Supply back to operable condition with a “hydro” test, they have not taken delivery of 
the tank.  Here again, we will have to up the pressure to get this task done. With regard 
to vacuum bake-out of the new gun chamber, we are still getting prices from other 
vendors.  We signed the drawings of the aluminum shell that covers the apparatus at 
the high voltage end of the ceramic stack for both the injector test stand gun and the 
new upgrade to the gun in the vault.  Larry Munk will get the drawings on Monday. 

 
 
 



Experimental program 
Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons   
• The group is designing the parts to hold the new pole tips in the proper location and 

restrain the Purcell gap pole sheet in the GW dipoles as well as the stands for the 
Optical Dump and Refrigerator/Camera. 

•  We set up a working group to continue the experiment, with Minarni Minarni, a Post 
Doc as well as Roopchan Ramdon from Hampton University starting to take the load. 
 The plan is shaping up to work toward an engineering run at 975 nm using available 
FEL mirrors running air.  

• Dr. Kevin Beard made substantial progress at getting the astronomical camera to 
generate data.

 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
It's been an exciting two weeks, and over that period of time over 100 MB of data on the 
cryomirror's optical and thermal performance has been collected.  Some of the most 
important items are summarized below: 
  
1) The total absorbed power divided by the output power is essentially constant over a 
fairly large range (3kW - 12 kW).  This indicates there is no nonlinear absorption in the 
mirror. 
2) Once the optical mode is well-aligned to the electron beam, high power operation 
indicates signs of optical component heating, rather than absorption in the optical coating, 
e.g., the cavity length grows, the OC mirror pitches slightly, and both mirrors yaw.  This 
is clearly not a showstopper to reaching outputs above 10 kW, and can be fixed.  Other 
signs of optical absorption, like efficiency fall off with higher power, or a shrinking of 
the optical mode size when the laser is quickly turned on, are absent. 
3) While raising the power past 7 kW several weeks ago, we created a small damage spot 
on the HR mirror.  The spot did not cause a measurable increase in HR mirror loss, and 
did not grow under higher irradiance conditions.   
  
The mirrors for edge outcoupling are on site and we are looking forward to their receipt.  
Our intent is to use them for broadly tunable laser output, and to study the lasing 
behavior.  An edge-outcoupled mirror was proposed for a very high average power FEL 
by C. Brau (Vanderbilt U.) and these mirrors can be used to explore the viability of the 
idea. 
 
Now that we have a machine capable of generating over 10kW we need to be prepared to 
deliver this to the User labs. With this in mind we took the opportunity of the machine 
down time on Wednesday to realign the Optical Transport System (OTS) to the Labs. 
The OTS had been misaligned after the vacuum fast valve had been inadvertently fired 
several times. The current transport is a relic of the IR DEMO machine and the current 
more massive water cooled optics are a straining the optical mounts. We installed clamps 
on each mount to prevent motion. This we confirmed by again firing the fast valve and 
verifying that there was little to no movement of the beam position at the End-of-Line 
power meter. The future transport, which we hope to install in the next year, should not 
suffer this problem.  

 



We are preparing more water cooled OC and HR cavity mirrors. Three new OC mirrors 
where brazed this week. Two of these passed our surface figure test. The third (1.2um) 
will undergo another braze cycle and be check again next week. In total we have three 
brazed OC mirror ready to install. These are ones with wavelengths of 2.8um and two at 
1.6um (11% and 21% output coupling percentages). In addition to the re-braze of the 
1.2um optics we will braze a 1.06um 5% OC optics. We hope to receive an edge output 
coupling broadband optic soon that we will also braze. On the high reflector side of the 
cavity we have bonded three new mirrors. These are two at 1.6um and another at 1.2um. 
One of the 1.6um mirrors has a metal undercoating. All three optics have passed their 
initial inspection. The next process is to perform a controlled deformation of the optic. 
The 1.6um mirror with the metal layer has passed this test and the other will be tested 
early next week.   

 The optical and mount design for the injector phase monitor is complete. The mechanical 
drawing will be sent to the machine shop for fabrication. Some advances where made in 
the feedback software for active cavity mirror alignment. We have acquired additional 
large ion pumps for the transport. One, a 440 l/s, is being prepared for installation on the 
end of our current collimator can. This will significantly increase the pumping speed 
from 120 l/s. We now also have a windowed vacuum valve that will replace the first 
valve upstairs in the OTS. This will enable us to align the lab transport without affecting 
beam operations to the OC diagnostics optical dump. We have received a majority of the 
lab hardware to outfit four addition labs with FEL beam.    

On the Advanced Drive Laser: 

One of the key components for the advanced drive laser (EO cell) has been fully tested 
with the oscillator to generate different frequencies needed for FEL beam tuning. The test 
shows much better performance compared with the current EO cells on the Antares laser. 
It also reveals some necessity for minor modification on the drive signal connectors and 
the end polarizer orientation in order for the cell to be stably integrated into the system 
due to the very tight space. This will be done in the next a couple of days, then the 
amplification and characterization will be carried out. The beam steering caused by the 
cell presents an important and difficulty issue but can be resolved with careful adjustment 
on each of the amplifiers. 
 
Terahertz: 
The finalized optical and vacuum systems designs for the planned magneto-optical THz 
experiments were submitted to the machine shop for fabrication at the beginning of last 
week.  We expect delivery of these last remaining parts at the end of the second week of 
November.  We have scheduled beam time at the NSLS starting November 16th to setup 
and align the magnet and optical systems.  The NSLS will begin a winter shutdown 
starting at Thanksgiving, so we will be performing some initial tests to during this first 
run in preparation for a longer run that we will schedule for after their shutdown. 
 
Also last week, Gwyn Williams, Jim Boyce, Frank Lattanzio, and I traveled to the 
University of Delaware to work with Jim Kolodzey’s group.  The primary work to be 
completed on the trip was to perform infrared spectroscopy on the jellyfish samples 
grown by Frank.  The plan was to utilize the specialized microscope that is coupled to the 
FTIR spectrometer in Jim Kolodzey’s lab in order to do accurate reflectance spectrometry 
on the tiny jellyfish.  Unfortunately, there were several problems with the spectrometer 



that prevented us from being able to take reliable and repeatable data, but we were able to 
perform a good deal of troubleshooting and diagnostics to narrow down the sources of the 
problems with the spectrometer. 
 
While working in Jim Kolodzey’s lab, Gwyn and I also spent some time examining the 
THz imaging systems and optics that we will be using for the real-time THz imaging tests 
scheduled for the week of November 6.  Jim Kolodzey’s group has two cameras that 
appear to have a much higher sensitivity to THz radiation and much better resolution than 
the pyroelectric camera that we have here.  Having seen their imaging systems, we are 
very optimistic that we will have good results.  While there, we were able to develop a 
test plan and equipment list to ensure that we have a productive THz run.  This week, we 
were able to perform a few tasks necessary for aligning the THz beamline optics, and we 
are scheduled to finish the alignment on Monday, next week before beginning the THz 
imaging tests. 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  November 6-10, 2006 
 
Date:  November 10, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
As noted in last week’s report, we dedicated operation of the FEL Upgrade this week 
to THz imaging . This activity was successful. The driver accelerator was operated 
reliably all day from Tuesday to Friday at steady current levels of 3 mA and a pulse 
length of 390 fs FWHM for THz generation.  In this venture, we were joined by Professor 
James Kolodzey from the University of Delaware, and two of his students, Matt 
Coppinger and Nate Sustersic, for some THz imaging experiments.  We illuminated a 5 
cm square area with a few watts of broadband THz and successfully observed various 
samples with a specially constructed camera.  The work was performed under remote 
control due to the Class 4 hazard nature of this beam. 
 
On Monday, we performed some adjustments to the Optical Transport System (OTS) 
that allowed us to test later in the week the stability and incremental performance of laser 
transport to User Labs 1 and 2 .  The Dahlgren group was on stand-by for Wednesday and 
Thursday so that they could perform calibration measurements with their apparatus in 
User Lab 2. Power as high as 2.0 kW was delivered into User Lab 2 during breaks in the 
THz experiments. We have more measurements to make, however enough data was taken 
to tell us where the system has to be improved for optimal stability at higher powers. 
 
This afternoon, we are shutting down to disconnect the He flow line from the cryomirror, 
so that the 2.8 micron mirror can be re-installed to continue our tests of the effects of 
short Rayleigh ranges. (This latter project is a JTO funded experiment-the results of 
which are very important for the design of compact FELs.). These experiments are 
scheduled to continue starting next Thursday. 
 
In work performed in the high voltage test stand, Nimel Theodore from the College of 
William and Mary tested a second “gradient coated” electrode for field emission 
suppression. This electrode performed very well, yielding below 3 pA of field-emitted 
current at 31.25 MV/m. This result supports the results of the first gradient-coating 
electrode and continues our program in developing electrode coatings for high voltage dc 
photoelectron guns. 
 
 



Management: 
We continued preparing project management and project summary material for: 
(1) our up-coming meetings with ONR and Navsea in December; (2) our FY06 annual 

report ; and (3) our annual program review in January (18-19). 
 
While the Dahlgren team was here this week for calibration work in User Lab 2, we 
discussed planning for future Dahlgren runs in FY07. 
 
A status memo was sent out to our laser bioscience collaboration (the Biomedical 
Photonics Consortium) with the results from our NIH review and our proposed plan for 
submitting new proposals to NIH in early 2007. A teleconference among the coordination 
team is planned for next Friday. 
 
Gwyn Williams gave an invited talk on the scientific applications of the JLab FEL 
at this week’s meeting of  the Southeast Section of the APS held in Williamsburg. 
 
 
Operations: 
   This week was dedicated to operations for THz imaging in User Lab 3.   This required 
operating with stable beam at moderate currents for long periods of time.  We decided 
that the most stable operation could be achieved a 3.5 mA so that is what we delivered 
most of the week.  FEL operations were possible in a parasitic or secondary user mode.  
We delivered up to 2 kW to User Lab 2 for beam characterization measurements.  
    Last Friday we sent 1 kW CW beam to the end-of-line dump in User Lab 6.  We found 
that the beam steered quickly off the dump face.  We deduced that the transport was 
misaligned and some transport component was absorbing a lot of light and steering the 
beam.  Since the THz users spent Monday getting trained and completing their setup, we 
decided to open the transport and realign it.  We also changed out a mirror clip that might 
have been the source of some of the drift.  By Tuesday we had pumped down enough to 
lase and found that the beam did not steer strongly when running 1.5 kW to user lab 2.    
Wednesday we ran parasitically and found that the beam still drifted, presumably due to a 
poorly steered laser beam.  Thursday, still operating in parasitic mode, we delivered beam 
to Dahlgren users in User Lab 2 for beam characterization.  Most of the delivery was at 
power between 1 and 2 kW.  Since we were running 3.5 mA of beam current for the THz 
operations we had to run the laser detuned just above threshold to keep the power low so 
it was not very stable.   Transport of high power light upstairs in parasitic mode will  
probably require more diagnostics since one cannot use any  intercepting diagnostics 
when one is operating parasitically.  
   THz operations went quite smoothly except for vacuum trips at the entrance of zone 2.  
This ion pump has a long period trip when the vacuum exceeds 3e-9 Torr for more than 
one hour.  We therefore had about one trip per hour.  From Tuesday through Thursday we 
ran about 6 hours per day of 3.5 mA beam.  On Friday we ran only until 2 p.m. so that we 
could start preparations for optics change-out next  week.   A description of what the 
users did with the THz light is in the THz section. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The photocathode gun delivered over 22 hours of CW beam at 3.5 mA for FEL ops this 
week with an extracted charge of 290 Coulombs. The total extracted charge from 
photocathode number 9 activated on November 1, 2006 is 425 Coulombs and counting. 



The Drive Laser polarizer has been steady around 30% for the entire week so the 
photocathode has not been re-cesiated since Nov. 1. To calculate the Coulomb lifetime, 
we took QE scans before and after extracting 76.5 Coulombs running 6 mA CW for 4 
hours. The Coulomb lifetime defined as Extracted Coulombs / ln (QE initial / QEfinal) = 
742 Coulombs. 
 
We HV tested a second, 100 cm2, flat electrode that was treated with a "gradient" coating.  
It exhibited exceptional field emission performance, yielding below 3 pA of field-emitted 
current (3 pA is the detection limit) at 31.25 MV/m (the maximum field attainable in the 
system at 125 kV).  This result supports the results of the first gradient-coating electrode. 
 
D. Bullard continued polishing the Molybdenum anode plate with 400 grit sand paper. He 
also installed a water flow meter in the wiggler cooling plate.  
 
We hosted a two day visit by Dr. Hsiung and Dr. Hsueh from the National Synchrotron 
Radiation Research Center in Taiwan. We discussed aspects of the DC photocathode gun 
technology, operation and performance. We would like to thank Marcy Stutzman, Phil 
Adderley and Matt Poelker from the CEBAF Source Group for their time having 
productive discussions with our guests.  
 
Drawings of the Stalk Retractor Mechanism for the Load-Lock Gun were received from 
McAllister. The drawings reviewed by G. Biallas and fit into our 3D gun model by R. 
Lassiter met our specs. We have asked McAllister to proceed with fabrication.  
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
RF - The RF system performed very well this week in all respects.  The only RF failure 
this week was the Cathode Power Supply for Zone 4.  It tripped-off on a cooling fault and 
about 30 minutes was lost in replacing a failed fan.  
 
The Injector Phase Monitoring system was tied into EPICS this week and is now 
operational for the Buncher and Quarter cavities.  The phase drifts for these cavities is 
less than 1 deg. after the machine is setup for the day.  The Drive Laser monitoring signal 
is still not ready to be added to this system. 
 

WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
 The majority of this week was devoted to the THz group.  Various materials were 
exposed and imaged. The accelerator behaved quite well all week. Time was also spent 
on training the staff for delivering beam to multiple users and lasing into the user labs. 
This will help prevent burn-out of the primary accelerator experts. 
     Effort has begun on the LPSS Master. Each User Lab LPSS has had its capability 
expanded.  Having hard wired the status of most of the external interlocks of each User 
Lab, it was determined for any future requirements that there is not enough I/O in the 
LPSS Master PLC so additional hardware was ordered. 
    We continued this week when time permitted between running the machine to try and 
move forward with the design revisions for the Embedded BPM electronics.  We sit 
down and composed a list of specifications and requirements for the system and sent this 
out to be reviewed by the operations team.  With this list we can all work towards a 
common goal and this basically specifies what components we will use to implement into 



the design.  We have also taken some time to send out some quote request for the cable 
sets needed for the electronics to get an idea how much these will cost.  Some of the 
known parts for these electronics have been ordered and arrived. 
    Worked continues on the communication between the FPGA on the Single Board IOC 
and the ADC (AD7654) on the general purpose board.  The ADC  is working with the 
trigger signal from the FPGA, but the conversion voltage range is not correct. So we still 
need to check it. The final format of the paper for PCAPAC workshop was finished and 
submitted. 
    The fabrication efforts centered around fabrication of the new divide-by-20 RF master 
oscillator chassis for the advanced drive laser and prepping the various interface/control 
boxes for the new Laser Personnel Safety System. The precision vertical milling and 
lathe combination machine has been assembled and the routine maintenance on it has 
been done. Organized the combination machine's equipment and tooling for easier 
accessibility. Also the Computer Numerically Controlled vertical milling machine, which 
was donated from the tech shop, was disassembled, moved, and reassembled. 
 

WBS 9 (Beam Transport): 
IR Machine Operations 
•  Don Bullard and Dan Sexton installed flow meters and thermometers on the 

temporary cooling plates on either side of the Wiggler Beam Chamber.  At 3.5 mA, 
the load into the cooled part of the chamber is 200 W.  Conclusion: we need the 
copper plated chamber. 

Improvements and Upgrades 
• With regard to SF sextupole, Neil Wilson’s installation crew was not able to perform 

a disassembly and reassembly to mimic the vault’s cramped conditions this week.  
The task is on their list. 

•   Facilities Management continues working on raising the capacity of that Drive Laser 
Room’s cooling unit, a task that will enhance our ability to keep the drive laser phases 
stable. 

•    Concerning work on the second wiggler chamber, We are about to solder on cooling 
tubes. This soldering will use a chloride-based flux; it just has to be dutifully washed 
off afterward. We will order the parts necessary to flashing a copper coating to the 
inside next week. 

•     In work for the New Gun and injector Test Stand, McAllister Technical Services sent 
their initial engineering model of the proposed device.  It fit in our model beautifully.  
They were given the go ahead to continue design along this path.  With regard to the 
contract to Riggins Co. to bring the tank for the high Voltage Power Supply back to 
operable condition with a “hydro” test, they are now requesting delivery of the tank.  
With regard to vacuum bake-out of the new gun chamber, we received ballpark prices 
from other vendors.  Larry Monk is sending out the bid drawings for the aluminum 
shell that covers the apparatus at the high voltage end of the ceramic stack for both 
the injector test stand gun and the new upgrade to the gun in the vault. Ron Lassiter is 
working on the final drawings of the apparatus that will allow remote withdrawal of 
the cathode stack for cesiation without opening the gun tank. 

Experimental program 
Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons    



•  The group had the parts made to hold the new pole tips in the proper location and 
restrain the Purcell gap pole sheet in the GW dipoles. The stand for the Optical Dump 
is made and the Refrigerator/Camera design is almost finished.  

• We presented the plan for an engineering run at 980 nm using available FEL mirrors 
running air to Tony Thomas.   

• Dr. Kevin Beard is working toward getting rid of some read-out noise generated in 
the astronomical camera. 

 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
As noted in the Operations section, this week was devoted to operations for the THz 
imaging experiment, so there is no new data to report on the FEL cavity mirrors.  
Analysis of the data collected continues.  The Optics group is installing water-cooled 
mirrors so we can expand our opportunities to study the performance in conjunction with 
our ability to run high current.  We also had little opportunity to push the 1 micron 
mirrors to their limits after the THz traps were installed, and would like to revisit this 
important wavelength region.  
  
The mirrors for edge outcoupling failed QA due to mot meeting dimensional specs for the 
diameter of the central metallization.  The vendor acknowledges their mistake and will 
redo the mirrors.  We anticipate their return within 2 weeks. 
 
You might remember from the last weekly report that we installed clamps in the Optical 
Transport System (OTS) to mitigate mirror motion. We confirmed after the report that the 
OTS steers badly when delivering FEL beam to the User Labs. The beam mode at the 
End of Line (EOL) IR camera also suggested that part of the beam was obstructed. On 
Monday we vented the OTS to determine the source of this beam motion and obstruction. 
It appears that one of the installed clamps was intercepting part of the beam. This was not 
evident during the initial installation because of the smaller mode size of the alignment 
HeNe. We took this opportunity to install another 440l/s ion pump on the end of the 
collimator vessel. Under normal conditions we would have place the OTS under a hot 
nitrogen purge over night and then turned on the ion pumps the following day. Since we 
had to have the OTS ready the following day we decided to forgo the purge and go 
straight to a pump down. The additional ion pumps brought the OTS vacuum level down 
quickly allowing us to open all the transport valves early the following day. The 
relocation of the clamp fixed the beam obstructing but we still had beam drift. Reducing 
the beam mode in the cavity allowed us to deliver nearly 2kW with minimal beam drift. 
Higher power delivery is possible but not investigated for fear of compromising the main 
program for this week of delivering THz light. Cleary a better solution for stabilizing the 
mirror motion is needed.   
 We are preparing to install four water cooled OC mirrors early next week. This will 
include optics at 2.8um, 1.6um, 1.2um and 1.1um. The first two will be brazed and the 
second two pasted into their mounts. During this period we will also attempt to install a 
windowed valve in the OTS and an Optical Beam Position Monitor (OBPM) near the 
EOL. We additionally have a solution to try on two of the OTS mirror mounts to 
eliminate thermally induced mirror motion. The primary activity is the cavity mirror 
installation and the other might get reschedule. 

 



Advanced Drive Laser: 

The EO cell tested last week has been adjusted by the vendor and will be received later 
today.  The modification on the mounts and connectors is completed. The whole 
assembly will be integrated into the system once they are cleaned and tested again. The 
beam steering caused by the EO cell was investigated this week. The power and beam 
shaper appear extremely sensitive to the steering but was restored after very delicate 
alignment within the pretty much fixed space. Attempt to use EPIC to remote control the 
laser system has been also made. Test this week revealed some issues and we are trying 
to work out. 

This week we also worked with Gun group for a cathode scattering characteristic study, 
good quantitative data are obtained. 
 
Terahertz: 
We had a very successful THz imaging run this week.  The machine was operated 
reliably all day from Tuesday to Friday at steady current levels of 3 mA and a pulse 
length of 390 fs FWHM.  In this venture we were joined by Professor James Kolodzey 
from the University of Delaware, and two of his students, Matt Coppinger and Nate 
Sustersic, for some THz imaging experiments.  We illuminated a 5cm square with a few 
watts of broadband THz and successfully observed various samples with a specially 
constructed camera.  The work was performed under remote control due to the Class 4 
hazard nature of this beam. 
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From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  November 13-17, 2006 
 
Date:  November 17, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
During the first part of this week we removed the cryocooling from the 1.6 micron mirror and 
re-installed our standard water-cooled mirrors for 1, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.8 microns in the outcoupler 
can. (Note that our current version of the cryocooling option does not allow multiple mirrors to 
be accessed in the optical cavities).  This return to our standard configuration will allow us to 
continue our FEL studies for JTO and Navy programs over the next month and a half.  As 
discussed below in the Operations section after re-establishing FEL operations, we initiated 
detailed studies on short Rayleigh range operation.  These tests will continue through next 
week. 
 
We also held a successful design review for our 750 MHz 1 Amp cryomodules project.  
Although there are still some outstanding design issues to resolve, overall the effort is in good 
shape to proceed with element design engineering and component development tests. This 
design review was a key deliverable in our Navy program plan for FY07 
 
Management: 
We prepared and submitted follow-on Phase II proposals for our current JTO projects and 
completed our submission to SAIC for our contribution to their follow-on.  Those proposals 
will be defended at the JTO office in 1 1/2 weeks. 
 
A coordination meeting for the Yale/Hampton University LIPPS experiment (the axion search) 
was held this week to coordinate efforts for their requested engineering and first data runs. The 
monthly teleconference for our Biomedical Photonics Consortium was held today. Plans were 
initiated for a 1-day workshop early in the new year to coordinate CY07 proposal development. 
 
Preparations continued for on-site meetings with NAVSEA and ONR on December 1 and 8.  
ONR distributed the final agenda for our Jan.17-18 annual review to the review panel. 
 
Gwyn Williams presented an invited talk on how the JLab FEL maps into the landscape of 4th 
generation light sources, and Fred Dylla presented an invited talk on the development of high 
voltage from Ben Franklin to the International Linear Collider at this week’s AVS Symposium 
in San Francisco. Marcy Stutzman from the CEBAF Source group presented a comprehensive 
review for the need for extreme high vacuum in photoemission electron sources. Many of our 
FEL users attended this meeting. 
 
 



Operations: 
This was a fairly short week since we spent much of the week pulling out the cryomirror and 
putting the room temperature mirrors in place.  We were able to lock up late Wednesday and 
check the injector drive laser alignment and turn on RF.   We turned on Thursday morning at 
2.8 microns, switched to 0.94 micron operation for JTO tests, and tuned up the laser at that 
wavelength.  With the tuning almost done the CHL tripped.  It took most of the day to pump 
down the CHL.   During this time we calibrated some diagnostics for the JTO work.  
We continue the JTO studies of short Rayleigh range today.  The efforts today are to carefully 
calibrate the Rayleigh range measurement using several different techniques. 
 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The photocathode lifetime is around 1667 Coulombs after adding up the extracted charge from 
last Friday's run. So far the photocathode has delivered 472 Coulombs since Nov. 1 without re-
cesiation. With about 2.5% QE left, the Drive Laser polarizer is set at 40% for full charge.  
 
The operating vacuum conditions in the gun improved significantly after the Helium was 
pumped out from the injector cryomodule during the shutdown earlier this week. 
 
We have been studying the effect of soaking temperature on the GaAs wafer surface 
morphology during the heat clean cycles for photocathode activation. There is clear evidence 
from AFM data between a fresh GaAs sample and a heat-cycled one that the temperature used 
so far is too high and is causing As depletion and consequently increased surface roughness. 
This increase in surface roughness leads to drive laser scatter light that reflects off the mirror-
finish anode plate and lands on other areas of the photocathode outside the drive laser 
illuminated spot. We suspect this scattered light is the cause of beam halo observed as the 
photocathode undergoes increasing number of heat cycles. In a preliminary test, the scattered 
light from the heat-treated sample is 20 times larger than that of a fresh sample, as measured by 
the CCD camera. A simple experiment has been setup to find the threshold temperature for the 
As depletion. We expect to get some results early next week. Then we will make a 
photocathode using this threshold temperature to make sure it is high enough to produce good 
QE.  
 
D. Bullard helped remove the wiggler cooling plates and made some more progress polishing 
the molybdenum anode plate for the test stand gun. Drawings for the motorized photocathode 
retractor system to be incorporated to the FEL gun for reducing the FEL down time during re-
cesiation are being reviewed. The corona shield fabrication for this new scheme was sent out 
for bid. 
 

WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   The first part of this week was spent debugging and repairing a set of embedded BPM 
electronics that Operations had noted as failing.  The electronics were removed and after 
several series of tests it was found that due to the on board regulators the board was over 
heating.  To remove the heat and to dissipate some of the load on the regulators some in series 
diodes were added to reduce the input voltage and also a fan was installed to increase air flow.  
This problem is being taken care of on the next revision of the electronics.  In the process of 
testing the electronics, we also replaced the ADC and recalibrated the electronics.  The 
calibration code was uploaded and the electronics are working fine.  Other down time activities 
included repairing SLM2F08 attenuators and installing interlocks for the new windowed 



valve VBV1V01.  Various cables were also installed since the risk of crashing the machine was 
eliminated.  The PC felpx02 was repaired and reinstalled in the vault. 
   The upgrade for the Wiggler control software was tested.  The serial communication to the 
Wiggler's Galil motor controller is not working properly.  The IOC appears to be sending the 
commands properly, but the Galil controller is not transmitting the values back to the IOC.  
This is currently being investigated.  The QSPI module on the Coldfire board has been 
programmed, which will control the General purpose board.  We programmed the FPGA code 
for the new version of Single board IOC.  The second revision layout of the Single Board IOC 
Module is being populated. 
    Much time has also been spent this week getting together everything that is needed for the 
Beam Viewer upgraded crate prototype.  We've verified the operation of the test box to be 
correct and are in the process of testing the Control Cards.  Some tweaking of the PLD code on 
the control cards has been done and some further tweaking remains.  The assembly of one of 
the backplanes has been added to the queue since the board arrived from the board house early 
this week.  Currently the cabling to break the backpanel out and into the rear field connections 
panel is being configured as well as the locations for the power supplies.  The latest revision of 
the Single Board IOC has arrived and the first one of these will begin testing today.  The plan is 
to use this new revision with the 3U General Purpose I/O(GPI/O) card as the processor for the 
prototype Beam Viewer crate.  The GPI/O has also been added to the queue for assembly. We 
are waiting on parts to finish populating the 3U General Purpose I/O card. 
    We've also taken the time to coordinate with the EES/DC group for the sextupole power 
supply installation that will take place during the next down.  We're currently acquiring the 
requested external ADCs needed for their setup as well as getting the GPI/O tested for 
installation in their crate.  To give them some time to fully test their system into a load we've 
began the installation of the reversing switches onto the power supplies.  The water line 
manifold parts are all in hand and these are partially assembled.  The other parts to provide the 
switch cooling are being acquired.  A required modification to externally interlock the switches 
to the power supplies is being planned so that it can be implemented as soon as possible. 
    Progress was made on the LiPPS experiment with the completion of the power lead 
installation and connections.  Installation of the Klixon wiring and water cooling hoses is in 
progress.  Planning is in progress for 'safing' the magnets and power supply which includes 
barriers, flashing beacons and installing additional kill switches in the User Lab.  Additional 
Beam viewer Interface boxes, PC boards and parts have been ordered In support of the Optics 
group User Lab upgrades. 
    We are fabricating the 74.85 MHz chassis for the FEL Drive Laser.  Assembled the computer 
numerically controlled milling machine.  In support of the LPSS upgrade for labs 3A and 6 
some cables were installed.  Also some cables were installed to support lab user operations.  
Work was done on the driver box for the sputter chamber; the box is complete except for a 12V 
power supply, which has been ordered from Astrodyne and is due in the week after 
Thanksgiving. 
    Rich Evans has spent the week in preparation for an oral defense for his Masters Degree in 
Applied Physics at CNU.   The defense is today at CNU and (if it goes well) will be the 
conclusion of his graduate studies at CNU. 
 

Work has been done on the calibration procedure of the log-amp base BPM electronics. The 
proper calibration is one of the critical aspects of this sort of the BPM electronics. First to speed 
up the calibration procedure, while keeping it precise, a precise 1-to-4 RF splitter has been 
assembled, calibrated and tested for long term stability. The goal of the BPM electronics 
calibration is to collect data, which would be sufficient to reconstruct the level of the input RF 



signal with the accuracy of about 0.1 dBm or better by measuring the output DC voltage. 
Therefore during the calibration the RF signal level at the input of the electronics has to be 
knows with the accuracy better that the 0.1 dBm. For the calibration we use an RF generator 
with the amplitude accuracy better than that. To calibrate all four channels of the electronics 
simultaneously it was desirable to have 1-to-4 RF splitter with the difference in the attenuation 
from, channel to channel, much less than the 0.1 dB. Commercially available splitters do not 
offer this level of precision. By putting adjustable attenuators on the output of a 1-to-4 splitter 
we could adjust the difference in attenuation between the different channels to be on the order 
of 0.01 dB or even better. As the next step the long term stability of the combination of the 
calibration RF generator and the splitter was measured. Driving the test we would drive the 
splitter with the RF generator and measure the power level at the output of the splitter with 
broad band RF power meter. That has been done for a time span of about two weeks. The RF 
level at the output would not change by more that 0.02 dB, which is a combined variation of the 
RF generator the splitter and the power meter. Hence the variation of the splitter itself is less 
that that and is very good level of stability for the log-amp based BPM electronics calibration. 
Use of the precise splitter reduces the time needed for the calibration of one set of the 
electronics, which is about 1 ÷ 1.5 hours, by a factor of 3 ÷ 4.  

We also made a transition to another RF generator to be used for the calibration. For that 
reason the calibration software was rewritten to use the new generator. 
 
 WBS 9 (Beam Transport ): 
IR Machine Operations
• We removed the temporary cooling plates on either side of the Wiggler Beam Chamber to 

enable it to close its jaws to the full extent.  This will bring back the large temperature 
excursion and deflection of the tube at high beam currents.

Improvements and Upgrades
• With regard to SF sextupole, Neil Wilson’s installation crew is not able to perform a 

disassembly and reassembly to mimic the vault’s cramped conditions due to higher priority 
work.  

•  Facilities Management continues working on raising the capacity of that Drive Laser Room’s 
cooling unit, a task that will enhance our ability to keep the drive laser phases stable. 

•  Concerning work on the second wiggler chamber: we are still about to solder on cooling 
tubes. We determined what to order for flashing a copper coating to the inside. 

•  In work for the New Gun and injector Test Stand, McAllister Technical Services hasn’t come 
back with their final design of the proposed device. With regard to the contract to Riggins 
Co. to bring the tank for the high Voltage Power Supply back to operable condition with a 
“hydro” test, the tank was delivered to them.  With regard to vacuum bake-out of the new 
gun chamber, we haven’t had time to restart this effort.  Larry Munk has sent out the bid 
drawings for the aluminum shell that covers the apparatus at the high voltage end of the 
ceramic stack for both the injector test stand gun and the new upgrade to the gun in the vault. 
Ron Lassiter continues working on the final drawings of the apparatus that will allow remote 
withdrawal of the cathode stack for cesiation without opening the gun tank.

Experimental program 
Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons (LIPPS) 
•   The group was able to insert the new pole tips in the proper location and mount the light tight 

regeneration tube in the second set of GW dipoles. The stand for the Optical Dump is 
mounted and the Refrigerator/Camera stand, the mounts for the water-cooled turning mirrors 
and the remaining parts for magnet covers are being made by the shop.  The GW magnets 



were wired up by the electricians and they then disconnected and locked out the magnet until 
the covers can be put on and the SOP written and signed off.  The group is planning for an 
early December  run.

 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
As noted in the Operations section the first part of this week was devoted to removing the 
cryomirror and associated hardware and installing the standard water-cooled mirrors.  These are 
for operation at 2.8, 1.6, 1.2 and 1.06 microns.  The 1.2 micron mirror will be used in 
conjunction with the broadband HR mirror.  The new 1.06 micron OC mirror is of a new 
coating design that should allow harmonic lasing at 355 nm as well.  This will dovetail neatly 
with determinations of the accelerator's performance.  Operation at the fundamental will 
provide more stable output for the upcoming, Navy-funded experiments by the Aerospace 
Corp.  As noted last week, the installation of these mirrors allows us the opportunity to push the 
1.6 and 1.06 micron mirrors to their limits after the THz traps were installed. A presentation to 
receive JTO funding for the second generation deformable mirror design was prepared.  It will 
be given later this month.  
 
We prepared several 1.06 micron mirrors to be shipped to the University of New Mexico for 
measurements of nonlinear effects in the coatings, especially for mirrors that had been used in 
the FEL vs a spare that had not. 
 
For the standard water cooled mirrors that were replaced on Monday,  two of the mirrors are 
brazed and two are pasted.  By Tuesday these mirrors were aligned and the output coupler 
vacuum can was purged overnight with hot dry nitrogen.  On Wednesday, OC vacuum was 
slow to recover, likely due to extensive component replacement and having the vacuum can 
open to humid air for so long.  By Thursday, the FEL was lasing albeit with unwanted mirror 
vibration.  Things improved when Dave reduced water flow to the OC mirrors and turned OFF 
a vacuum turbo pump.  
 
The modified EO cell/pulse picker for the advanced drive laser, with rotated output polarizer, 
was reinstalled.  Aligning the EO cell and verifying proper beam specifications downstream of 
the amplifier chain and frequency doubler is the last "optics" step toward installing the ADL at 
the FEL.  On other ADL related fronts, Al Grippo is using epics to communicate with ADL 
electronics although some commands need more work.  The RF group is constructing a 
74.85MHz source for the ADL and we anticipate delivery soon. 
 
 
Terahertz: 
For most of this week, Gwyn and I have been on travel.  Gwyn was presenting at the American 
Vacuum Society Meeting.  I am up at the NSLS at Brookhaven to perform far infrared 
spectroscopy measurements on several materials of interest, repeat some of the noise 
measurements on the NSLS light source with the new signal analyzer system that I have built 
and coded, and to complete as much preliminary setup as possible for the magneto-optical tests 
that we hope to schedule here for January. 
 
FSU Effort 
FSU FEL.  We continued discussion to cover the merger region and identified a proposed 
layout of the machine which is somewhat changed from previous ideas but with advantages We 
held a review of the Parmela modeling status of the injector and booster region of the in 



operational flexibility and physics performance.  We will continue our analysis to see if the 
design holds together under further scrutiny. 
 
More PARMELA simulation were made of the injector of the under design FSU FEL. A 
corrected RMS transverse emittance value was used in the simulations. Deliverables of this set 
of simulations are the initial beam condition for the beam line design downstream of the 
accelerating module of the injector. Another set of simulations was carried out to study the 
beam propagation through a merger. A copy of the present JLab FEL merger was used in the 
simulations. This set of simulations shows acceptable, from the point of view of beam 
compression in the merger, phase energy correlation of the beam at the exit of the accelerating 
module. We also had a brainstorm session to discuss the possible machine layout and to 
determine next steps in the lattice design. 
 
 



 
 
 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  November 27-December 1, 2006 
 
Date:  December 1, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
The staff of the FEL Upgrade facility had a short week last week due to the Thanksgiving break. 
However, prior to stopping operations on last Wednesday, we collected two more days of data on 
short Rayleigh range operation of the FEL. Recall that theory predicts and our initial measurements 
confirm that the FELs will have an advantage in operating at shorter Rayleigh ranges-which would 
allow the FEL beam to diverge faster enabling the design of shorter optical cavities for a given 
power limit on the mirror.  The timing of these data was excellent because this week Steve Benson 
presented the results at a review of this project at JTO headquarters on Tuesday, followed by 
discussions on the topic with visitors from the Naval Postgraduate School, yesterday and today.  
 
This week FEL operations were devoted to several user experiments or preliminary tests  
as described in the User Operations Section below. The Univ. of Md team continued their 
development of a unique electron beam diagnostic using the FEL linac, the Cornell team continued 
their development of a THz interferometer, and the joint Yale University/Hampton University team 
started engineering tests of their experiment designed to search for a dark matter candidate particle. 
 
Management: 
We completed the project financial reports for October 2006 and forwarded them to the DOE 
and ONR program offices. We continued preparation for the next visit of a contingent from ONR 
for a briefing and status report on FEL achievements and plans. 
 
We were pleased to welcome Professor Joe Blau and four students from NPS this week to 
discuss continuing our collaboration on theoretical modeling of the JLab FEL performance.  
 
Hui Tian presented a paper at the recent AVS meeting on surface studies of niobium for SRF 
accelerators co-authored with her advisors, Michael Kelley and Charles Reece, and university 
collaborators.  Michael Kelley presented a paper at the recent Materials Research Society 
meeting on antimicrobial surfaces. 



User Operations: 
This has been a busy week for user operations with 3 users taking beam and 1 user setting up.  
 

1. Mike Holloway and Anatoly Shkvarunets from U. MD continued their experiments on 
Optical Transition Radiation Interference, which aim to elucidate electron beam 
emittance properties by measuring the spatial coherence of the light emitted as transition 
radiation.  

2. Nick Agladze from Cornell University used THz light to investigate the performance of a 
novel interferometer without moving parts, that utilizes an array detector to stare at an 
interferogram of the entire spectrum.  This will be invaluable as a pump-probe dynamics 
tool, as it multiplexes the data collection while offering considerable immunity to 
intensity fluctuations.  It also has potential use as a machine diagnostic tool, capable of 
video-frame rate images representing the electron bunch length in both pulsed and cw 
operation. 

3. Most of the week was spent setting up for the first engineering run for the Light 
Pseudoscalar or Scalar particle Search (LIPSS), a collaboration of Hampton University, 
Jefferson Lab and Yale University. The main purpose of this engineering run is to 
identify anything not working per the LIPSS requirements, prior to an extensive run early 
next year. We were able to get the dipole magnets fully powered, boundary regions roped 
off, equipment aligned and cameras mounted and working. Background data were 
recorded to determine the behavior of the LIPSS detector in the magnetic fringe field, RF 
when electron beam is running in the vault, and with NO FEL light into the system. 
System checkout with FEL light will occur at a later date. 

4. Mike Smith (NASA Langley) and Kevin Jordan prepared and qualified a new high 
pressure sample chamber that will extend the capabilities of the nanotube work to allow 
BN samples to be studied. 

 
In all this work we benefited enormously from help from our Safety Division.  It is imperative to 
do careful work planning prior to any lab activities.  Among other things, this planning includes 
a task hazard analysis, waste stream analysis and the development of mitigation procedures as 
necessary.  We work closely with our users to identify hazards and to develop safe operating 
procedures.  We thank our safety staff for carefully checking these documents as well as 
ensuring their implementation. 

 
Beam Physics (Mike Holloway): 
   I was able to get beam images and far field interference patterns with the beam focused to 
horizontal and vertical minimums. From these images I can determine the rms beam sizes (OTR 
beam image) and divergences (far field interference pattern). I can then use this information to 
calculate the x and y rms emmittance.  I have images using two different narrow band filters .I 
will use the two sets of data for comparison.  Also, I will see if it is possible to separate out beam 
halo information if there is indeed a "halo". 
    The next step in development will be to use a translatable optical mask at the beam image 
plane. Doing this, we can possible measure the localized divergence as a function of position and 
construct a phase space map. I have a beam image and interference pattern with a profile plot for 
illustration. Results will be available as soon as I finish. 
 
 
 
 



 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The photocathode has delivered 500 Coulombs and 96 hours of beam time without a re-cesiation 
since November 1, 2006, the last time we activated the GaAs wafer into a photocathode. With 3.6 
W SHG from the drive laser, the polarizer setup is at 60% for full charge. The record delivered 
charge without re-cesiation is 541 Coulombs in 47 hours of beam time. The delivered charge 
could have been more but it was cut short when the QE was obliterated by an arc on October 31, 
2006.  
 
Another electrode coated with the field emission suppression film by W&M has been mounted in 
the high voltage test stand. Previous results show an outstanding performance with less than 3 pA 
(the noise level in the measuring system) at 30 MV/m. The highest gradient in the photocathode 
gun electrodes is 12.5 MV/m at 500 kV.  
 
We performed an experiment in a test vacuum chamber to find the threshold temperature for 
arsenic loss from the GaAs wafer during the heat cleaning process. Arsenic loss causes the surface 
roughness to increase leading to scattered light. Presumably the scatter light causes beam halo as 
the wafer is heat cleaned several times during its lifetime. We did not observe any increase in the 
scatter light with CCD camera as the wafer was heating up because the mount expanded and the 
laser light was blocked by the tantalum cup holding the wafer. However, after re-steering the 
HeNe laser it was clear that the scattered light had increased significantly. We have modified the 
setup to have a better angle of incidence on the wafer, have added an RGS with electron multiplier 
to monitor Arsenic, and have made arrangements to use a photo-multiplier tube for more sensitive 
measurements. We also calibrated our wafer heater using a calibrated pyrometer. The soaking 
temperature on the wafer is 545 C +/- 5C when the wafer heater thermocouple readout is 670C. 
 
Gun HVPS - Fully operational without any failures or trips. 
 
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
RF - The RF system was fully operational for this week's Users.  Only 2 cavities in zone 3 had to 
be adjusted slightly to make them more stable under pulsed conditions.  The Injector Phase 
Monitoring system was deactivated this week to test and solve a GPIB problem with other 
systems.  It will be reactivated next week.  A search for a more temperature stable RF mixer is 
ongoing for the Injector Phase Monitoring system.  
 
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
   Installation of the magnet box supply for the LIPSS experiment in User Lab 1 was completed 
this week, thanks to EES for resetting the taps for this load. Line phase voltages were tested 
along with all the internal interlocks exclusive to the supply.  External power leads, LCW and 
thermal sensors were tested and passed for function. A number of diagnostics were added to the 
line to ensure ease of alignment. 
   The Drive Laser Pulse Control (DLPC) System was updated this week to provide a method of 
controlling the pulse mask that is used when the pulse width changes. The feature was deemed 
necessary at a time when we were concerned about the pulse width transitions in single shot 
mode. 
   It is not clear yet whether we will need it for single-shot mode, however, we can now disable it 
for standard operations. Effectively, this improves the usability of the M55 system. Recent 
trouble with the M55 system was the motivation for making this change.  In the process of 



diagnosing trouble in the M55 phase transfer function system revealed an I/O conflict in the 
GPIB control system. To solve this problem we have decided to separate the GPIB control loop 
into two. The work is scheduled to happen on Monday and we are preparing for the work. 
Additional rack clean-up and cable labeling is being prepared as well. 
   In helping with the LIPSS experiment, the analog voltage from the FEL light power meter was 
connected to EPICS via a spare ADC channel in the control room. Time was also spent exploring 
how Fourier and Wavelet methods can be used to solve the ADC noise in the LIPSS image file. 
   As the December down approaches, we are involved in a good deal of work planning and 
preparation. The first batch of cables for the expanded FEL timing system has been documented 
as well as various cables requested by the optics group. An updated time line of the FEL 
programs milestones over the years is being prepared for the end of the year. 
   Designed mechanism for a filter flipper bracket to remotely extend and retract.  Fabricated arm 
component of the mechanism, and the machine shop will be fabricating the cam wheel by 
12/05/06. 
   Created CAD drawings of camera box panels and delivered to the machine shop for 
fabrication.  
  The Queued Serial Peripheral Interface Module was programmed on the Coldfire processor, 
which communicated with the General purpose board. Work began on writing the code for the 
new Vacuum control board.  
 Work began on an x-y axis configuration for BPM calibration using several Aerotech linear 
stages; one of the stages is wired and ready to go, the other is waiting on some tech support from 
the company.  
    The 15W power supplies ordered from Astrodyne were received this week, and the stepper 
driver box for the sputtering chamber was finished this week.  
   The 74.85 FEL Drive Laser chassis was finished and delivered to Tomasz Plawski. He is 
waiting for a few filters to arrive so testing can begin. The Single Board IOC Module is being 
populated as parts arrive. 
 
WBS 9 (Beam Transport ): 
Improvements and Upgrades
• With regard to SF sextupole, Neil Wilson, Head of the installation crew, is trying to fit 

disassembly and reassembly before a second test to see if magnet fields repeat and to mimic 
the vault’s cramped conditions.    

•  Facilities Management continues working on raising the capacity of that Drive Laser Room’s 
cooling unit, a task that will enhance our ability to keep the drive laser phases stable. 

•  Concerning work on the second wiggler chamber, we ordered the flanges and windows 
necessary clean it and to flash a copper coating to the inside.  We are still about to solder on 
cooling tubes.  

• In work for the New Gun and injector Test Stand, McAllister Technical Services hasn’t come 
back with their final design of the proposed device. Riggins Co. still has the tank for the high 
Voltage Power Supply to bring it back to operable condition with a “hydro” test.  With regard 
to vacuum bake-out of the new gun chamber, we haven’t had time to restart this effort.  The 
order is placed for the aluminum shell that covers the apparatus at the high voltage end of the 
ceramic stack for both the injector test stand gun and the new upgrade to the gun in the vault.  
Ron Lassiter completed the final drawings of the apparatus that will allow remote withdrawal 
of the cathode stack for cesiation without opening the gun tank.

 
 
 



Experimental program 
Experiment to see a pseudoscalar particle that couples to photons   
• The LIPSS Group brought the apparatus up to full working condition.  Magnets were brought 

to full field, with fringe field at the 0.5 mT level (pacemaker limit) extending out to about one 
meter from the magnets in all directions.  Alignment Folks checked alignment of the pole 
positions of the generator magnets and regenerator magnets, finding that they were co-linear 
within tolerance.  Stands for Optics were installed, filled with sand for vibration damping and 
grouted in place.  The experimental plan for the Engineering Run was started on Friday.  

 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
During the week of the Thanksgiving holiday we assisted in measurements for the JTO-funded 
Short Raleigh Range experiments.  We found that our technique of using the size of the retro-
reflections of the mirrors on the wiggler viewers gave values consistent with those measured by 
other means to within 2 cm (out of ~ 16 m).  This is also the level of uncertainty in the ROC 
determination by our two other techniques (test plates and the Wyko laser interferometer with a 
calibration standard).  We began lasing on the new 1.06 micron mirror set mentioned several 
weeks ago, but it is too soon to judge their performance.   
  
Michelle Shinn and Steve Benson gave presentations to a JTO panel in Albuquerque for follow-
on funding for projects on the second generation deformable mirror design and Short Rayleigh 
Range studies.  Afterwards we toured labs at the University of New Mexico run by Prof. W. 
Rudolph.  Professor Rudolph and his group have ONR funding to study nonlinear effects in 
coatings used for FEL mirror coatings.  We had a productive discussion about upcoming 
experiments. 

We supported the LIPSS experiment this week by bonding optics to cooling plates, diagnostic 
installation and mirror alignment. This week was also spent on preparing User Lab 4 for the 
Aerospace/LMES run scheduled for next week. A mockup of the 14kW cryocooled OC mirror 
was setup in User Lab 2 for the Navy tours. 

Lab Transport /OTS  

Assembly of the OTS hardware continued this week. All of the Brewster window shrouds have 
been built along with all of the Harmonic Blocking filters. Two of the Harmonic blocking filters 
are completely assembled and ready to go while two still need actual filters in them, one of 
which needs a helical coupling to be complete. There are a total of 2 complete user shutters built 
and two that are incomplete, one needing a helical fitting and another also needing a helical 
fitting and support rods for the air cylinder. More parts were picked up from the machine shop to 
assemble the lab cans and I&C has been contacted about building more beam viewer boxes for 
controlling the air cylinders. 

Advanced Drive Laser 

We focused our work on the optimization of the beam mode at each amplification stage to 
resolve the distortion we found last week. The temperature controller for the SHG was 
malfunctioning and prevented us from getting the expected conversion efficiency. After the SHG 
power was restored, we conducted a GaAs wafer heating experiment with ADL output beam. 
High temperature was observed at different power level. This is an important study for high 



current gun.  We held a short meeting to discuss the phase resolution issues with the RF driver 
and a decision has been made to modify the original design in order to reach the required 
precision and stability. An EPICS control system is in progress. 

Terahertz: 
For most of this week, we have been working with Nick Agladze from Cornell in the THz lab to 
perform tests on a very clever interferometer that he has designed and built.  The interferometer 
has no moving parts save for the beam shutters and produces the interferogram from a single 
pulse.  Because of this, it is capable of measuring the THz spectrum at any repetition rate and 
duty factor provided there is sufficient power for the detector array.  We have been able to 
determine some of the limitations of the detector array currently being used.  We have also been 
able to improve the THz beam optics into the instrument to increase the span of the 
interferogram.  The spectral resolution of the instrument depends in part on the span of the 
interferogram, so it is important that it fills the entire detector array.  There are still some 
problems with the measurement of the phase information that we will continue to work on during 
beam operations for the LIPPS group today, but we have had good results from these tests this 
week.  This design should prove to be an invaluable tool for accelerator diagnostics. Today, we 
will also be testing an electro-optic sampling system that Nick built.  We have previously 
performed tests on this system and so will be repeating those measurements to test some 
modifications that Nick has made.  
 
Also this week, Matthew Coppinger, one of our THz imaging collaborators from the University 
of Delaware, was able to complete some processing on one of the THz imaging tests earlier in 
November.  He was able to successfully reduce much of the background in the images and will 
continue to work on other THz images and refine the processing procedure.  
 
It should also be noted that the beam operations this week have been excellent for the THz 
work.  During the THz imaging tests in November with the Kolodzey group, we were able to 
achieve a very good alignment of the THz beamline optics.  This was only possible with the 
improved THz imaging capabilities provided by their camera system.  This week, we were able 
to restore an accelerator setup to match that used for the imaging tests, which brought the THz 
beam into near perfect alignment with the hutch alignment laser used for setting up all of the 
optical systems in the lab.  This greatly improved our ability to create tests that are reliable and 
repeatable. 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  December 4-8, 2006 
 
Date:  December 8, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
FEL operations this week included time devoted to accelerator diagnostic measurements, injector 
set-up and operation training, followed by several user related tests: (1) delivery of THz beam to 
the THz lab for continued testing of Cornell’s THz interferometer; (2) alignment and stability tests 
of the optical transport system for the next delivery of beam to the Laser Microengineering 
Experimental Station (LMES) in Lab 4; and (3) the next engineering test run for the axion search 
experiment in Lab 1 (scheduled for today).  
 
On Thursday we were pleased to host a visit of eight program managers from ONR for a 
status report on FEL operations and technology development, followed by tour of the FEL and 
four of the user labs, including a view of the cryomirror assembly used for the 14 kW milestone. 
After the group was shown the FEL in the vault, they were able to witness the machine being 
returned to lasing status 18 minutes after the exit of the tour group from the vault. The group also 
witnessed the first remote operation of the LMES in Lab 4 which was being used to commission 
the system for UV laser photo-etching of a glass-ceramic. The operation was controlled by our 
collaborators at Aerospace Corp. in El Segundo, CA.  
 
We congratulate Carlos Hernandez-Garcia and Marci Stutzman for their receipt of an invitation to 
write a article on the physics and technology of high brightness electron beams for Physics Today 
magazine.  
 
Next week operations will be devoted to further beam physics and accelerator optimization 
studies. 
 
Management: 
We spent sometime this week preparing materials on the proposed program plan for the 
remainder of FY07 and FY08 for review yesterday by our ONR program management. Our 
goal was to get general agreement on this material prior to the full presentations at next 
month’s annual review (scheduled for Jan.17-18.) 
 
Late last Friday a serious violation of our laser lab sweep procedures occurred during set-up of an 
experiment in lab 1.  Thanks to the vigilance and rapid response of the control room staff, and the 
individual who remained in the lab, no serious consequences occurred.  However, we immediately 
stopped all laser operations, reported the incident, and met with safety staff to perform a causal 
analysis.  Chief among the contributing factors was found to be the increasing equipment density in 
the lab.  The most important additional mitigation procedure is the addition of sweep buttons at the 



rear corners of the user labs and additional training.  This week we implemented these and other 
additional safety measures and we, the safety division and the DOE site office are satisfied that we 
have learned from this incident and reacted appropriately to reduce future risks. 
 
ONR funding under a DURIP grant to William & Mary provides for acquisition of Pulsed Laser 
Deposition equipment for the FEL.  As shown by Naval Research Laboratory researchers and their 
collaborators at Vanderbilt, IR-FEL can deposit unique tailored organic thin films for sensors, 
OLED's and photonics.  The JLab facility will provide full-format (80 mm wafers) in quantity for 
applications studies.  The funds are in hand and detailed specification of the machine is complete.  
Final review and issuance of a purchase order is planned by mid-January, with delivery by late July. 
 
WBS 3 (Beam Physics) 
    During preparation for a thorough machine characterization, with the differential orbit 
measurements as a part of the characterization, it has been found that response of some BPMs 
was not physical. That was making the measurements difficult and not complete.  The reason 
for the BPM misbehavior was found very quickly and corrected. 
   Next step in the machine characterization was to tune machine to the performance level. It 
happened that the machine was far from that state. Partially it was due to an improper state of 
RF system, which also was found and corrected for. We also decided to do a complete injector 
setup, which is automated to a very high degree. During the setup the automated injector setup 
procedure was revived and double checked very thoroughly to make sure the injector would be 
set as good as possible. During the setup we also did operator training on injector setup.  
A method to collect the BPM data for the differential orbit measurements in a convenient, 
more accurate and systematic way a high level application was prepared and tested. 
  To update the so called mini-phase procedure a set of data which shows the beam parameter 
sensitivity as a function of the RF phases of different injector element is required. Thus the 
beam size was measured as function of the drive laser and buncher relative phase to the 
accelerating unit. The measurement was made with both image acquisition systems as a 
crosscheck. The beam energy as function of the cavity #3 phase also was measured to 
demonstrate the sensitivity. We also took data to study reproducibility of the Happek scan, 
which is our primary diagnostic of the bunch length. We will use the data to update and 
evaluate the mini-phase procedure. We believe that the work done this week puts us in a good 
position for the next week of the beam studies.   
  
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The photocathode gun keeps on delivering CW and pulse beam for FEL ops without a re-
cesiation since the last photocathode activation in November 1, 2006. The extracted charge 
this week is 22 Coulombs in 6 hours of CW beam time. The cumulative extracted charge since 
Nov. 1 is 525 Coulombs with 48 hours of CW beam time. This extracted charge is just 4 
Coulombs short from the record marked by the previous photocathode activation in October 
18, 2006. The Drive Laser polarizer is at 60% for full charge beam, so it is expected that the 
record for extracted charge without re-cesiation will be broken by next week.  
 
We have mounted a new GaAs wafer in our test chamber to continue our studies on arsenic 
loss during the heat cleaning process presumably leading to drive laser scatter light (i.e. 
electron beam halo during high average current operations). The chamber is being baked out.  
 
 



The 6-in diameter test electrode coated with the "standard" SiOxNy film (resembling that on 
the actual gun electrode) is fully conditioned to 25 MV/m.  No field emission activity (<4 pA 
background) was observed for over 1 hour, and the pressure was 3.6 x 10-10 Torr (P before 
starting HV testing today was 3.3 x 10-10 Torr).   
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
It has been an uneventful week with respect to the operational the RF systems.  There were no 
failures and except for a few instances when cavities had to be manually tuned at the 
beginning of the daily shift everything ran smoothly.  Work continues on the development of a 
74.5 MHz low level RF system which will be used to synchronize the next generation gun 
drive laser system to the rest of the machine.  

WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
 The first part of this week, the majority of the group’s effort was spent going through the 
recertification training for the revised sweep procedures for all of the user labs.  Everyone also 
received a refresher course on the sweep procedure for the FEL vault.  Numerous other safety 
procedures were reviewed and thought about this week as well.  This took a good portion of 
the beginning of the week as everyone was reminded to slow down and step through things 
safely and correctly.  Lab 1 was modified to include the new sweep buttons throughout the lab 
and the other labs buttons are currently being fabricated and assembled.  Lab 1 was also 
modified to include external strobes and crash buttons for the magnet power supplies within 
the lab.  Another major activity this week was the time that was dedicated to assisting the 
LIPSS run with setup and operations.  To support the users with their engineering run, we took 
the time to setup and align their video cameras as well as other instrumentation and controls 
that they require to do their experiment.   
    Some time was spent working on the Beam Viewer Crate upgrade.  The control card 
firmware testing is still on going.  Some simulations have been compiled and ran to verify the 
operations while testing with the card appears to be not as transparent and continues as time 
permits.  The specifications for the crate have been laid out.  Several of the harnesses to 
breakout the signals to the actual hardware are being fabricated at this time.  One of the 
backplanes is also being fabricated at this time as well to have it ready for the prototype crate.  
We are currently only building up several channels for prototyping and testing and then we 
will progress with a complete crate. 
    The majority of this week time was spent in preparation for the new sextupole power supply 
installation during the upcoming down.  The necessary equipment for the switches is being 
acquired and assembled to ease the installation.  The switches are being modified to include an 
external interlock set of contacts for the control chassis.  The wiring harness have been made 
up and installed on four switches which have all been tested successfully.  Currently two of 
the switches are completely ready for installation.  The two remaining switches will be ready 
once some final water fittings arrive.  The documentation for the switch assemblies has been 
updated to reflect these modifications.  This will allow us to modify the other switches as 
needed in a consistent manner.  The interlock cables for these switches are being fabricated as 
well so the installation will be simply "plug and play". 
    In order to support operations and to better understand the embedded BPMs screen we took 
the time to investigate the scaling and calculation process once more.  We found that gain and 
scaling factors needed to be updated for the embedded BPMs so they were consistent with the 
existing electronics.  The database files for all the embedded BPMs, IPM3F10, IPM4F09, and 
IPM5F07 which are 3" BPM cans were updated.  The correct gain efficiency was changed to 
20.328 from 13.552.  The other embedded BPMs, IPM0F03, IPM0F05, and IPM0F06 are 2" 



BPM cans, and the gain efficiency is correct at 13.552. Scale of the absolute, relative, and 
average PVs were set for -5.00 to 5.00.  The schematic for the embedded BPMs EPICS code 
was also updated. 
    The new Lab LPSS sub screens are being worked on for the master upgrade.  The new 
screens will contain all interlock status and controls.  Many parts are arriving for the 
expansion of the master.  We are working on an ATS100 Linear Stage by Aerotech, the 
documentation for this was received this week.  With the documentation and our trouble-
shooting, it was determined that the optical limit switches on the stage were bad, so the stage 
was fitted with mechanical switches and wired.  We purchased more parts this week for the 
beam viewer interface boxes for the upcoming down to support Optics work.  A 3-D CAD 
drawing of the High Pressure BN Chamber in Lab-1 was composed.  We still continue to work 
on the remote filter flipper mechanism as we assembled and modified parts for the design.  A 
CAD representation of the new LPSS sweep system boxes was created.  Several new racks 
were installed in the GTS this week so more equipment can be installed.  We still continue 
to work on the programming with the Single Board IOC.  One other major activity this week 
was the preparation for the FEL tour.  We took advantage of an early opening of the vault to 
tidy things up and ensure equipment was stored in the proper locations. 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
FEL Mirror Development  
We learned this week that the edge-outcoupled FEL mirrors are still in the bath used to etch 
the coatings.  The vendor anticipates coating completion during the week of December 17. 
While reviewing loss data from installed FEL mirrors, past and present, one is struck by the 
fact that the lowest loss outcoupler mirror is the one coated for 2.8 microns.  Is this because of 
the coating materials, or the fact that it requires a higher harmonic to become resonant with the 
conduction band?  Analysis continues.  
 
Optics Group Activities  
As mentioned in the highlights section, the LMES was operated remotely by the Aerospace 
Corp group.  Optical transport instabilities made it difficult to use FEL light for this work.  
Instead, the “loaner” Coherent Paladin laser was used, operating at ~ 1W at 355 nm.  There 
was continued development of hardware and electronics necessary to implement the drive 
laser phase monitor and the optical beam position monitor.  Advanced drive laser characteri-
zation studies continue at Lab 6.  We are still on track for February 2007 installation.  An 
additional harmonic generator is being installed at the output of the second stage amplifier, for 
“low power” operation: 10W average power green light compared to 25W when all four 
amplifier stages are used.  Tom Powers helped define the requirements of the RF system for 
the advanced drive laser and Al Grippo continues to create software for trouble-free remote 
control.     
 
Terahertz: 
This week, Nick Agladze, from Cornell, returned to continue testing of his holographic 
interferometer.  As pointed out previously, Nick’s design is not only unique, but is also very 
clever in that the interferogram is created by the radiation from individual bunches and thus 
should be capable of making spectral measurements under any machine setup, both pulsed and 
CW.  Last week, we had successfully collected a fair amount of data showing that the 
interferometer indeed worked, but we were unable to resolve a problem where the measured 
spectrum incorrectly showed negative values.  During the THz beam time this week, Nick and 
I successfully resolved this problem by shifting the interferogram on the detector array.  It 



appears that small asymmetries in the interferogram create errors in the Fourier transform 
calculation when using a single-sided interferogram as had been done last week. This was an 
important step in moving this interferometer design towards a reliable system that can be used 
here and at other facilities.  If time allows today, we will work to improve the spectral 
resolution of the system by modifying the THz optics that deliver beam to the instrument.  
 
We are also testing an electro-optic sampling setup that Nick has built.  This system is a test 
bed for an improved detection system for the interferogram generated by the holographic 
interferometer.  These tests were started towards the end of machine operations on Thursday 
and will continue today using beam parasitically during the LIPPS engineering run.  
 
Also this week, the sweep procedure for the THz lab, along with the other FEL labs has been 
improved.  As part of this change, a mirror has been installed to enable a visual sweep of the 
roof of the THz hutch. These measures will enhance the safety for the FEL and JLab staff and 
users of the THz lab. 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  December 11-15, 2006 
 
Date:  December15, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This week of operation of the FEL Upgrade was dedicated primarily to electron beam based 
measurements of the FEL accelerator driver. Given the busy run schedule we have had for the 
machine operations for the last year, very little machine time has been dedicated in blocks for 
complete characterization of the machine’s electron beam optics. Dave Douglas applied his 
measurement technique based on taking a full suite of beam orbit measurements and 
comparing these data with his model of the optics to characterize the performance of all of the 
optical elements.  An inadvertent experiment was performed yesterday morning when the 
entire machine was tripped to a fully off state by a main (440v) breaker trip. We were able to 
compare the performance of the optics before and after the trip. We were pleased to find that 
the orbits restored to within ± mm, and there were no significant focusing differences. More 
analysis of the complete data set will be forthcoming.  
 
During this week’s machine diagnostic measurements, were also briefly lased on all four sets 
of optics that presently installed in the optical; cavity (2.8, 1.6, 1.2 and 1.06 microns). In 
addition, measurements of the optical jitter were made which showed that some additional 
stabilization will be made on two of the optical mounts when we shut down operations for the 
holiday break next Wednesday.  
 
This week we moved the 600 kV high voltage power supply tank into the gun test area for 
installation in its final location.  
 
After last week’s report was distributed we completed first engineering test run on the 
Yale/Hampton University axion search experiment in user lab 1. 
 
Management: 
We completed the ONR project financial reports for the month of November and distributed them to 
the DOE and ONR program offices. The JTO project reports for the month of November were 
completed and distributed to the JTO headquarters. 
 
The DOE Site Office approved our Work-for-Others agreement with AES, Inc for the third phase of 
our joint THz project. The associated funding continues the project through Sept. 30, 2007. 



 
WBS 4 (Injector): 
The photocathode gun continued delivering beam for FEL ops during the week without the 
need for a re-cesiation. On Tuesday we received the refurbished IR Demo 5 mA High Voltage 
Power Supply tank and stored in the Gun Test Stand. Rigging and task hazard analysis are 
being developed in preparation for tipping the tank vertical and anchoring it to the floor. We 
also received the DC motor to be used for remotely retracting the cathode stalk in the existing 
FEL gun during a re-cesiation. Drawings for a part needed to incorporate this feature were also 
signed off. The test vacuum chamber for the GaAs wafer arsenic loss versus heat clean 
temperature has been baked out with excellent vacuum results. In preparation for this test, Carl 
Zorn from the Detector and Imaging Group loaned us a Photo Multiplier Tube and Shukui 
Zhang provided a green HeNe laser and a green band-pass filter. We expect to setup the 
equipment and do the experiment early next week.  
 
D. Bullard continued providing support for tests and preparations for internal coating and 
external cooling of the new wiggler chamber. He also provided support to the optics group 
working on water-cooled Cu mounts. 
 
 
WBS 6 (RF): 
RF - Except for a hard crash on Thursday due to a questionable 480 VAC circuit breaker, the 
RF system was operational.  As a result of the 480 VAC crash, the zone 4 High Power 
Amplifier arced several times, but before the source was found, it cleared itself and is now 
running.  This latent problem will be checked during our down in February. 
  
A limiter was tested on the drive laser feedback signal with interesting results, but more 
through testing is needed.  The theory is that amplitude variations of the drive laser is causing 
phase variations in the RF Control Module signal. 
  
WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 
We continue to support the operations team, in particular Dave Douglas’ efforts this week 
with data collection for difference orbit measurements. In the process of this support there was 
also training on how to operate some of the data collection software. This support has also 
given a few of our team members a better understanding of how the machine operates.  
 
Progress continues on the Laser Personnel Safety System (LPSS) upgrades. The new “Sweep” 
enclosure design is complete and parts are in the shop, they will be complete after the holiday 
break. The installation of components in the master is progressing well, all parts are in house.  
 
The Sextupole Reversing Switches, for the spring shutdown, were completed and tested 
successfully. These four switches are ready to be installed on the power supplies when time 
permits. The plans are being laid out for how the installation of these switches will go, along 
with the necessary water lines and cabling. Once this is all clear and thought out, the 
installation will begin. The external components have arrived from Agilent to provide better 
ADC read-backs for the set-points and current output. These components will also be installed 
once the proper planning has occurred. Other parts continue to arrive that are required for the 
installation.  



 
Time was spent this week working with Al Grippo on the Varian ion pump power supply, that 
is going to be installed during our next down time. After various trouble shooting and contacts 
with the company we are still unsure what the exact problem is. One of the suspected 
problems is that the Ion Pump is configured for RS-232 instead of the expected RS-485. More 
likely, we are also looking into using new software from Varian. In order to use this software 
we needed to order a RS-485 converter because the software won't work through a serial port. 
If this fails to fix all of the problems we are also looking into the possibility of using different 
IP-packs / carrier boards. So while there are still a few different roads to try we are confident 
that this problem can be solved. Also this week some time was spent making some simple 
graphics for the new medm lab screens.  
 
We assembled and powered the remote filter flipper assembly for mechanical testing. The 
device is working well mechanically with a local power supply; the next step is to include 
limit switches to control flipper range of movement.  
 
One safety item that was identified in each User Lab was that there was no central place for 
User's to have access to common safety articles (safety glasses, ear protection, gloves etc). We 
purchased additional half cabinets for this purpose and currently being assembled, installed 
and stocked for the all the User Labs. The entry doors to the User Labs are going through an 
update. Each door will be standardized as to position of the certification plaques, Safety signs, 
SOP's, etc. This will allow the User to easily identify the requirements for each Lab.  
 
Finally, work to assemble the new computer monitor array stand for the control room began, 
but was unable to be finished because some parts were missing – the company apologized and 
drop shipped replacements. 
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
Cavity Optics/Hardware 

We received three completely brazed 3” OC cooling frames this week. Two 3” HR DMAs 
(Deformable Mirror Assembly) have been lapped flat and are ready for mirror bonding. We 
have received the OC mirrors for the LIPSS experiment yesterday. The LIPSS HR mirrors as 
well as the edge output coupled broadband mirror are still outstanding. These two received 
mirrors have passed the initial test plate measurement; the remaining tests will be performed 
later today. Due to the late arrival of these mirrors we will have to paste them into the cooling 
frames instead of the preferable brazing process. The water chiller for the cavity mirror 
cooling developed a leak this week. We were able to temporarily stop the leak and continue 
with operations. The AC pump motor on the spare chiller was replaced with a DC version. 
This second pump is lacking one hose, which is on order, but is otherwise ready. 

OTS (Optical Transport System) 

Construction of the OTS components continued this week. One complete user shutter has been 
constructed and is ready for installation. Three modified mounts for the turning mirror cans 
have also been constructed. The modification was the replacement of the springs with 
Belleville disk springs. These three mounts will replace mounts in the Collimator Can, Can 1 
and Can 2 late next week. The OBPM’s (Optical Beam Position Monitor) microcontroller was 
completely tested this week. The microcontroller provides step/direction control as well as 
limit switch and insertion interface with a standard Beam Viewer Chassis. An inventory of 



electrical hardware is ongoing for the remainder of the Lab mirror cassettes, OTS turning 
vessels, and the upgraded Collimator vessel. We are preparing to install a low power mirror 
cassette assembly in Lab 6 later today. 

ADL (Advanced Drive Laser) 

We were able to obtain a good IR beam mode after considerable effort on the amplification 
chain this week. We continued to work on the alternative harmonic generation system and are 
optimizing the configuration for the best efficiency. In order to assist the design of the RF 
driver for the ADL, we tested the phase measurement against the high frequency modulation 
on the drive laser phase. Tests on the remote control system for the ADL system answered 
some questions we had and is now close to completion. Documentation on FEL optics 
diagnostics and electron beam longitudinal phase space measurement are nearly complete for 
the annual report. Assistance was given to the ODU User’s in Lab 6. 
FEL Mirror Development 
   Operation of the new 5% outcoupling 1.06 micron mirrors turned up some surprising 
performance.  The detuning curve was long, indicating we had considerably more gain than 
loss, but the time to turn on was long, suggesting the gain was not as high as when we lased 
with the 15% outcoupler.  A discussion with the vendor on the differences between the two 
coating formulations shows that the 5% outcoupler has only 3-4 layers more than the other set, 
a difference judged to be insignificant.  We are reviewing old log entries and data to compare 
the performance of the 5% set with a 3.3% set used several years earlier. 
  We assisted the LIPSS Consortium by producing a table of stock optics and optomechanics 
parts they need to purchase for the upcoming Physics Run. 

OTHER 

Another glass etching experiment was preformed this week with the Coherent Paladin UV 
Laser. This experiment was again conducted remotely by the Aerospace Corp. group. We have 
been grateful to Coherent for the loan of this very nice laser. The Paladin was packaged up 
after the experiment and is on its way back home. 

Safety Warden 

Attended meeting with Safety and NASA personnel concerning nanotubes generation in the 
FEL Labs. Worked on CATS entry system. 



 
 
Terahertz: 
With FEL operations dedicated to machine studies for the week, work for the THz group was 
rededicated to outlining and writing the annual report from the past year.  Also, Gwyn has 
been preparing for the Phase 3 Kickoff meeting for the THz research program that will take 
place next week.  We have accomplished quite a lot over the past year, and we have identified 
several research projects that will be pursued in earnest as soon as possible after the holiday 
shutdown. 
 



 
MEMORANDUM  
 
 
To:  Distribution  
 
From:  F. Dylla/grn 
 
Subject: FEL Upgrade Project Weekly Brief  -  December 18-22, 2006 
 
Date:  December 22, 2006 
 
 
Highlights: 
This is our last weekly report from the Jefferson Lab FEL team for 2006.  We have used this 
report to list highlights of our primary accomplishments for the year in FEL physics and 
technology, FEL user experiments, and next generation FEL hardware development. (See 
below).  
 
During FEL operations through Wednesday of this week we continued the FEL accelerator 
driver studies that were started last week. A detailed report on these studies by Dave Douglas 
has been attached to this report. Much was learned about our electron beam diagnostic systems, 
confidence in our electron beam transport model, and measurements on machine reproduci- 
bility. During the latter part of the week, we did some upgrades on the optical transport system 
and replaced a faulty electrical (440v) breaker in the FEL Building.  The FEL has been put in a 
safe shut-down until the staff returns from the holiday shut-down on Jan. 2. 
 
On behalf of the entire FEL team and our colleagues at Jefferson Lab, we wish all of our 
readers a safe and enjoyable holiday season and New Year. To add to your holiday senses we 
have included a special shot of the FEL lasing at 1 micron with harmonic emission across the 
spectrum. 
 
 
Key FEL Program Accomplishments in 2006 
 
FEL Physics/Technology 
 
High power cw lasing (14.2kW) at one of the most interesting IR wavelengths for transmission 
of laser light through maritime atmospheres  
 
First demonstration of the cryo-cooled mirror concept at 40K which enabled the high power 
demonstration at 14 kW with no optical distortions.  
 
Demonstration of high lasing efficiencies using a permanent magnet wiggler (>1.5% with the 
20%, 1.6 micron out-coupler, and >2.3% with the 8%, 2.8 micron out-coupler). Both values are 
higher than our spreadsheet predictions.  
 
First significant demonstration of the broad-band tunability of an FEL. We showed fast tuning 
(several seconds) over a wavelength range of 0.7-4.5 microns using a hole output-coupler.  



 
Harmonic lasing measurement at both the third and fifth harmonic.  
 
Demonstrated very short optical bunch lengths at 1.6 microns (down to 120 fsec).  
 
Measurement of resistive wall heating in a narrow wiggler chamber (very important finding for 
scale-up designs for higher power FELs).  
 
Design and demonstration of a clever solution for attenuating THz power before interception by 
the FEL optical cavity mirrors  
 
Demonstration of a record energy acceptance of 12% for the energy  
 
Recovery lattice when the record lasing efficiency of 2.3% was observed at 2.8 microns. (The 
design specification was 10%).  
 
Development and demonstration of embedded Beam Position Monitors - an extremely low-cost, 
high performance system based on state-of-the art electronics  
 
Unambiguous evidence that beams in Energy Recovered Linacs (ERLs) are manifestly non-
gaussian  
 
FEL User Results: 
 
Very long carbon nanotube (CNT) production runs for NASA-LaRC at >1 kW on target at 1.6 
microns; record production (>7 g/hr) and purity levels (> 80% single wall CNT) for laser 
ablation.  
 
Delivery of 2.5 kW for a full shift for the Dahlgren NSWC laser effects experiments. Over 250 
samples were exposed in two shift-long runs.  
 
Pioneering experiments completed on differential heating of fat tissue at 1.2 and 1.7 microns; 
resulting in best paper for Harvard PI at International Conference of Lasers in medicine and 
Surgery (Boston, April 2006).  
 
New type on THz interferometer and vacuum THz spectrometer demonstrated on THz 
beamline.  
 
World’s first THZ movies  
 
Next Generation FEL Development: 
 
Completion of conventional construction of FEL Injector (Gun) Test Stand, and initial 
installation of our back-up photogun system for 500 kV tests  
 
Receipt and start of the qualification procedures for all of the components for our joint project 
with AES, Inc. for fabricating a 100 mA class dc injector  
 
 



Completion of the design review for our ampere class cryomodules; and mock-up of a niobium 
test cavity for this design  
 
Documentation completed for a compact 100 kW demo FEL design and the associated work 
plan for the conceptual design phase of the project 
 
 

Happy Holidays from the Jefferson Lab FEL Team: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harmonic Light from the Jefferson Lab FEL Lasing at 1 Micron 
 
 
Management: 
We worked on the first complete draft of our FY06 annual report so that this documentation 
can be given to our review committee in January. 
 
Gwyn Williams made a presentation of our recently obtained THz movie to DHS on Tuesday 
followed by attending the kick-off meeting of our Phase 3 THz project with our partner AES, 
Inc. at PMS-405. 
 
 
WBS 3 (Beam Physics) 
The attached report is a follow-on to last week’s (Dec. 15, 2006) weekly report, which cited 
but did not discuss, the machine operation activities intended to better our understanding of 
lattice and beam behavior. We have made multiple passes of detailed difference orbit 
measurements, correcting various minor diagnostic issues as we went. We were “presented” 
with an “opportunity” to study machine reproducibility as well. Given the results of these 
measurements, one could in principle characterize the lattice focusing well enough that 



meaningful emittance measurements were possible; we therefore devoted the last few days of 
running to various beam properties measurements. The detailed data and analysis are given in 
the attached report for the FEL aficionados. (The editor thanks Dave and Pavel for their 
concentrated efforts devoted to these important studies). 

 
WBS 6 (RF): 
The RF system was operational all week, even with some "bent" equipment for cavity 4 - 5.  
The 5 watt RF driver amplifier and the klystron filament board were replaced on Wednesday 
afternoon.  This equipment will have to be tuned-up when we turn-on again in January. 
  
Starting to investigate the M-55 equipment as to why it trips-off in normal operation, but is 
capable of its normal operating range under near DC conditions. 
  
The Injector Phase Monitor system is having its GPIB communications revised.  The Drive 
Laser pick-off is not ready from the Optics group, but is planned for the February down.  
Additional thermal stabilization is likely once the entire system is installed and checked-out. 
 

WBS 8 (Instrumentation): 

   A graph of FEL operational activity for the past 10 years including the key milestones and 
event of both the IR Demo and the 10kW upgrade has been made based on our use of the 
accelerator control system "Save/Restore" files. It can be viewed online at: 
http://laser.jlab.org/feldoc/JlabFEL_OPS-vs-Time.pdf 
   Time (as usual) was spent in support of FEL operations to assist in making the FEL 
difference orbit measurements. The various system patch cables and cable runs being used in 
the FEL master oscillator, M55 phase transfer system, Happek (bunch length) system and 
Cathode QE scanner systems have been reviewed and documented and configuration control 
database ID labels have been prepared for these items. The cable labels and respective 
database entries will be done during the upcoming down-time. 
   As we prepare for upcoming changes to FEL operations due to new requirements in 
CyberSecurity, we have crated a unified operator account for the FEL workstations. Motivated 
to keep data acquisition processes running on the workstation in lieu of operator rotations, we 
will begin to use a generic login which is privately kept by approved FEL operators. The 
account is ready, but it will take time to properly migrate to using it. Other IT activities in 
progress this week is a Labview-based back-up program for our documentation web-server 
"laser.jlab.org". This program was written to target specific folders containing large files 
which need to be back-up in a way that doesn't fill-up the back-up disk unnecessarily fast. The 
back-up tool is being implemented currently. A final IT task we are setting up addition online 
video area monitors for the FEL using the AXIS Communications (TM) video servers.  
   Work continues on the Single board IOC and general purpose board. The manual for 
developing the application on ColdFire with RTEMS was completed this week. 
   Other activities for this week was designing and fabricating the Sweep Boxes for the lab 
rooms.  We are currently assembling the boxes and preparing them for installation in the lab 
rooms. The stepper motor driver boxes were modified this week with added capacitors to 
compensate for parasitic inductance in the motors. The final stepper motor chassis is being 
trouble-shot; it has several channels that are shorting out the main power supply.  
A new power monitor for the FEL switchgear was configured and installed.  Once the network 
firewall issues are fixed the switchgear will have a web-based power monitoring system.  The 



software recovery from the power outage went well.  The required IOC reboots due to the 
outage were used to update the UHV Ion pump power supply software.  The minor updates 
went smoothly and the channels are being archived for the Gun group.  We are preparing to 
install a second UHV at the buncher to monitor the vacuum levels in this region during our 
planned increase in gun voltage.
 
WBS 11 (Optics):  
Optics 

For this final week of the year, short staffed and distractions aside, we where still able to get a 
considerable amount accomplished. We installed a new low power mirror cassette in User Lab 
6. This will allow us to deliver FEL light to the lab once it is certified. We also took the 
opportunity to replace two mirror mounts in the Optical Transport System (OTS). If you 
remember from the last weekly, the new mounts use Belleville disk springs instead of a 
standard spring. Theses new mounts are significantly more robust. While the OTS was open 
we removed clamp around two additional mount that is believed to cause beam walking during 
high power beam delivery. In preparation for the OC cavity mirror work next year we pasted a 
900nm OC mirror into its mount. 

 Advanced Drive Laser 

 Work on the alternative harmonic generation system continues. As part of the effort to 
facilitate FEL operation and study, two realtime spectrometers were installed and tested in 
OCR for faster data acquisition. Two documents for the annual report were completed and 
submitted, one on FEL optics and the other on e-beam diagnostics. We helped our ODU 
User’s in Lab 6 in the certification of an important laser needed during the shutdown for their 
experiment. 
 
Terahertz: 
This week, we performed THz transmission measurements on a sample provided by the Dept. 
of Homeland Security (DHS).  To make these measurements required taking measurements of 
the beam intensity over a wide range of accelerator setups using a pyroelectric detector.  From 
these measurements, we were able to calculate a transmission of just less than 1 %.  While this 
may seem quite low, with a high power THz source and good detection systems, there should 
be sufficient signal to perform measurements through this material.  We have been in 
discussions w/ DHS on continued work for them in the THz lab and they were pleased with 
the results from our first tests.  
 
Also during the week, Gwyn was in Washington, D.C. to meet with DHS to discuss this work, 
as well as to meet with directors from ONR and NAVSEA for the Phase 3 Kickoff meeting for 
the THz research program in collaboration with Advanced Energy Systems.  Both meetings 
went very well and we are looking forward to starting several new projects next year.  While 
in Washington, Gwyn and Jim Kolodzey from the University of Delaware talked with several 
directors from the Army Night Vision Lab regarding the public release of the THz imaging 
tests performed in November.  We have received approval for this, and we will work on 
publishing the results from these first tests soon. 
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